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Abstract 
Fluid flow during metamorphism has wide-ranging effects, including modification of 
the mineral, chemical, thermal and mechanical properties of rocks along the flow path. 
However, the mechanisms and pathways of fluid flow are poorly understood. The 
modification of stable isotope ratios in marbles, resulting from fluid-rock interaction, 
has been widely modelled to constrain the magnitudes and time scales of metamorphic 
fluid flow. Important, but as yet largely unsubstantiated, assumptions have been made 
about how fluid is transported through rocks. Understanding how infiltration and 
isotopic alteration take place at the grain-scale is fundamental to modelling fluid flow 
on larger scales. 
For pervasive fluid flow to occur during metamorphism, grain-scale 
permeability must be created and maintained. There is a very limited range of P-T 
conditions where a connected, grain-edge fluid network is stable in texturally 
equilibrated marbles. Dynamic processes such as hydrofracture, reaction and 
deformation are much more important in creating and maintaining permeability. The 
interaction between deformation, reaction and pore fluids is complex. Deformation-
related mechanisms such as microcracking (at low temperatures) and dynamic 
recrystallisation (at high temperatures), together with pore fluid pressure, control fluid 
infiltration in marbles. Dynamic grain boundary fluid networks are inherently unstable 
and will be very short-lived. 
On the Aegean island of Naxos, four major fluid flow events (ip, 2r, 3r and 
4r) occurred during Miocene greenschist- to amphibolite-facies metamorphism. I have 
made a study of grain-scale fluid pathways and the extent of isotopic equilibration at a 
number of localities across the island. I have combined ion microprobe analyses of 
180/160 13C1 2C, Mn and Fe with detailed cathodoluminescence imaging to obtain 
direct evidence of grain-scale infiltration mechanisms, the timing of different fluid flow 
events and subsequent isotopic modification, fluid compositions, and the time scales 
of fluid infiltration. 
On Naxos, fluid flow was channelled and heterogeneous at all scales of 
observation. At the km-scale, the isotopic and petrological record of fluid flow is very 
variable. The metamorphic fluids (ip and 2r) were chemically and isotopically 
heterogeneous. Fluid pathways were probably controlled by deformation and 
lithological contrasts. 
A detailed study of a marble band was made at one locality. At the rn-scale, 
the pattern of infiltration (resulting from buoyancy-driven flow) was controlled by the 
structure and permeability contrast of the lithological layering. An isotopic front 
formed at the bottom contact of the band as a result of advection of fluid along a 
network of cracks and grain boundaries, combined with volume diffusion into grains. 
The front represents the final product of at least two fluid flow events. Cm- to rn-scale 
8180 data provide only limited information about fluid flow events: multiple events 
cannot be distinguished. Modelling of bulk data may give misleading results as some 
of the assumptions made in applying chromatographic theory to metamorphic fluid 
flow are not valid. 
At the grain-scale, the pattern of variation in 8180  observed can be explained 
in terms of the tortuosity of fluid pathways: the higher the tortuosity, the greater the 
degree of isotopic exchange. Fluid flow was controlled by deformation: infiltration 
occurred by either microcracking or dynamic recrystallisation. Grain-scale data can be 
used to constrain timing, fluid compositions, infiltration mechanisms, and time scales 
for fluid flow events. This information can be used to make more accurate 
assumptions, providing a basis for constructing more realistic models of metamorphic 
fluid flow. 
At two localities affected by the final fluid flow event (4r), steep gradients in 
6180 in the outer 300 p.m of calcite grains were identified. About half of the measured 
6' 80-distance profiles can modelled in terms of 'wet' volume diffusion of oxygen; the 
other half show too much scatter due to the presence of subgrain-scale fast diffusion 
pathways. Using the results from modelling the grain-scale 6' 80-distance profiles, the 
duration of the last fluid flow event on Naxos can be constrained to _102  years. 
In summary, metamorphic fluid flow on Naxos was spatially and chemically 
heterogeneous at all scales of observation. Permeability was dynamically created and 
maintained: fluid pathways were controlled by deformation and lithological contrasts. 
Grain-scale fluid networks are transient: time scales of fluid flow are extremely short 
compared with time scales of metamorphism. 
Was you ever bit by a dead bee? 
- To Have and Have Not [1944] 
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I Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
During the last twenty-five years, the movement of large volumes of volatile fluids 
through rocks undergoing metamorphism has been widely recognised. The effects of 
fluid flow during metamorphism are wide-ranging, and include modification of the 
mineral, chemical, thermal and mechanical properties of rocks along the flow path. A 
knowledge of the patterns of metamorphic fluid flow and the volumes of fluid that 
were present is important in understanding and modelling crustal processes. However, 
the mechanisms and pathways of fluid flow are poorly understood. 
The modification of stable isotope ratios in marbles, resulting from fluid-rock 
interaction, has been widely modelled to constrain the magnitudes and time-scales of 
metamorphic fluid flow. Important, but as yet largely unsubstantiated, assumptions 
have been made about how fluid is transported through rocks. Understanding how 
infiltration and isotopic alteration take place at the grain-scale is fundamental to 
modelling fluid flow at larger scales. 
1.1.1 Permeability of metamorphic rocks 
Metamorphic fluid flow may be driven by density differences between rock and fluid, 
by density differences in fluid resulting from temperature gradients, by deformation, 
and by surface tension (Ferry, 1994a). In addition, fluid flow through rocks is 
dependent on the development and maintenance of a flow path. In this dissertation, I 
have investigated mechanisms for creating pervasive permeability (i.e., grain-scale 
connected fluid networks) during metamorphism. 
The porosities and permeabilities of in-situ metamorphic rocks are very low 
due to compaction. In the absence of deformation, pore connectivity may be 
[1] 
determined by the minimisation of internal energies. This type of permeability only 
occurs for special combinations of mineralogy, fluid composition, pressure and 
temperature. Dynamic processes such as reaction, hydrofracture and deformation are 
more important in creating permeability during metamorphism. In particular, 
deformation is an important mechanism for creating permeability in otherwise 
impermeable rocks in all parts of the crust. Dynamically created permeability is likely 
to be transient and spatially heterogeneous. 
1,11.2 llsotolpe fronts 
Alteration of 8180  values at the edges of marble bands in interbedded carbonate-pelite 
sequences is documented in many metamorphic terrains. Chromatographic theory, 
based on one-dimensional mass transport, has been widely applied to oxygen isotope 
data from marble bands enclosed in schists (e.g., Bickle and McKenzie, 1987; Bickle 
and Baker 1990a; 1990b; Fein et al., 1994; Ferry, 1994b; Ganor et al., 1989; Gerdes 
et al., 1995). Fluid flow across a schist-marble contact (into the marble) produces 
combined advective-diffusive modification of an initial step function in oxygen isotope 
composition. The time-integrated fluid flux and the duration of flow can be calculated 
from modelling the resulting 8180 profile. 
In its simplest form, the application of chromatographic theory to oxygen 
isotope profiles across marble bands (Bickle and Baker, 1990a) is based on two 
assumptions: uniform porosity within the marble and grain-scale oxygen isotope 
equilibration between the fluid and rock. Bickle and Baker (1990a) showed that 
detailed oxygen isotope profiles from Naxos, based on centimetre-scale sampling and 
conventional oxygen isotope analysis, could be accounted for by pervasive advective-
diffusive modification by a fluid phase, thus apparently justifying these assumptions. 
Transport theory can be modified if information about the micro-scale flow regime is 
known (e.g., Bickle, 1992). 
The timing of fluid flow relative to metamorphism and deformation is difficult 
to constrain from isotope profiles, which may record the time-integrated effects of 
one or more infiltration events. Direct evidence for metamorphic fluid flow comes 
from mineral assemblages that are only stable at the high temperatures and/or 
pressures of metamorphism. Chromatographic models work well in some 
[2] 
metamorphic terrains, where the mineralogical and isotope evidence for the magnitude 
of fluid flow are in good agreement (e.g., Bowman et al., 1994; Graham et al., 1997; 
Skelton et al., 1999). 
1.1.3 Naxos 
The island of Naxos is a classic area for the study of metamorphic fluid flow, and has 
been the subject of a number of papers (e.g., Rye et al., 1976; Kreulen, 1977; 1980; 
1988; Schuiling and Kreulen, 1979; Baker et al., 1989; Buick and Holland, 1991; 
Baker and Matthews, 1994; 1995). At least four distinct fluid flow events, associated 
with amphibolite-facies metamorphism, occurred during the Miocene. Fluid flow has 
resulted in calc-silicate mineral growth and the modification of stable isotope ratios at 
the edges of calcite marble bands. These rn-scale isotopic fronts have been modelled 
to constrain the fluid fluxes and time-scales of fluid flow (Baker et al., 1989; Bickle 
and Baker, 1990a; 1990b; Baker and Spiegelman, 1995). However, at the trn- to 
mm-scale (grain-scale) the timing and mechanisms of fluid infiltration in the calcite 
marble bands are unconstrained. 
1.2 Aims 
This PhD project is primarily a textural and geochemical study of metamorphic fluid 
flow at the grain-scale. Information obtained about fluid pathways, timing and 
duration of flow, and infiltration mechanisms can be used to refine models of 
metamorphic fluid flow, providing more accurate estimates of fluid fluxes. My main 
aims have been: 
. to understand how, and under what conditions (P-T-deformation-composition), 
grain-scale permeability is developed and maintained in calcite marble. 
• to integrate micro-chemical measurements and textural observations to track the 
pathways of metamorphic fluids over a range of scales. 
• to determine the factors controlling patterns of isotopic modification due to fluid 
flow in metamorphic terrains and to understand how isotope front formation takes 
place in calcite marble bands. 
• to constrain the time-scales of metamorphic fluid flow. 
[3] 
o to test the assumptions that have previously made using chromatographic models 
of metamorphic fluid flow and to provide information that can be used to refine 
existing models or to create more accurate models. 
13 Methods 
The initial focus of the project was to investigate experimentally the relative 
importance of textural equilibrium and deformation in controlling marble permeability. 
I conducted a series of experiments to determine whether addition of schist to the 
calcite-H20 system caused lowering of the dihedral angle, resulting in texturally stable 
grain-edge permeability at the P-T conditions relevant to peak metamorphism on 
Naxos. I also attempted to investigate experimentally the relationship between 
deformation and permeability in the presence of a surface-active fluid. However, this 
approach was abandoned due to technical difficulties. Over the last two years, it has 
become apparent that dynamically created permeability, resulting from reaction, high 
pore fluid pressure or deformation, will be far more important during metamorphism 
than permeability created by internal energy minimisation alone. 
The rest of the PhD project was based on an analytical study of a series of 
marble samples collected from Naxos over two field seasons. I collected samples from 
the contacts of marble bands at a range of structural positions. A small number of 
conventional stable isotope measurements were made but most of the analytical work 
was carried out using recently developed techniques in ion microprobe analysis. Ion 
microprobe measurements were made of 180 ' 3C and the concentrations of trace 
elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn and Sr, and integrated with detailed CL imaging to obtain 
direct evidence of fluid pathways and the scale, pattern and extent of isotopic 
modification. 
I made a detailed study of the patterns of isotopic modification at one, high-
grade locality. Analyses were made of the top and bottom contacts of the marble band 
and of quartz veins from the surrounding schists. In addition, I investigated the grain-
scale patterns of 180  modification in two samples by making ion probe measurements 
of 180/160  along a number of grain-scale traverses. Along all the traverses, steep 
gradients in 6180  were observed in narrow zones adjacent to fractures and grain 
[411 
boundaries. I modelled these grain-scale 8 180-distance profiles in terms of volume 
diffusion of oxygen to constrain the time-scale of fluid infiltration. 
1.4 Layout 
Chapter 2 contains a review of work to date on fluid flow in texturally equilibrated 
rocks and the results of the experiments I carried out to determine dihedral angles in 
the calcite-H 20-schist system. The roles of compaction, deformation and mineral 
reactions in dynamically creating and maintaining marble permeability are reviewed in 
Chapter 3. 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 contain the results of a case study of calcite marbles from 
Naxos. In Chapter 4, I have examined the timing and mechanisms of fluid infiltration 
at a number of localities across Naxos. Firstly, I have characterised the oxygen 
isotope compositions of the four generations of fluid, building on previous work by 
Baker (1990). Secondly, the ranges of 6180  values for each generation of fluid have 
been combined with CL and ion probe 6180  measurements to investigate how fluid 
infiltration took place in the calcite marbles and the effects of deformation and 
metamorphism on infiltration mechanism. 
In Chapter 5, I have studied the formation of oxygen isotope fronts in marble 
bands. The results of a preliminary study of cm-scale variation in 6180  at three 
localities are presented first, followed by the results of a detailed ion probe study of 
one locality. I have compared ion probe data with bulk data to test previous 
assumptions about grain-scale fluid transport though rocks. 
Chapter 6 contains the results of a detailed textural and analytical study of two 
samples from marble-schist contacts. I have investigated grain-scale fluid pathways 
and infiltration mechanisms and estimated the duration of the fourth (and last) fluid 
flow event associated with M2 metamorphism on Naxos. 
The main arguments of the thesis are brought together and summarised in 
Chapters 7 and 8. 
[5] 
2 Permeability of texturally equilibrated 
marble aggregates 
In this chapter 
• Under what conditions (pressure, temperature and fluid composition) can 
permeability be created in texturally equilibrated calcite marbles? 
• What is the effect on dihedral angle of adding schist to the calcite-water system? 
Could dihedral angle reduction, due to exchange between fluid and schist, be a 
viable mechanism for creating grain-scale permeability in calcite marbles under the 
P-T conditions associated with peak metamorphism on Naxos? 
2.1 Introduction 
A polycrystalline aggregate is in textural equilibrium when its internal energy (i.e., that 
associated with grain and interphase boundaries) is at a minimum. Textural 
equilibrium will be attained when the rate of fluid-solid equilibration is rapid relative 
to that of deformation, reaction or crystal growth. Rocks which can reach textural 
equilibrium include some partially molten rocks (e.g., Jurewicz and Jurewicz, 1986; 
Hunter, 1987; Laporte, 1994), halite in the upper crust (Lewis and Holness, 1996) 
and rocks undergoing high- to medium-grade metamorphism (Watson and Brenan, 
1987; Holness and Graham, 1991; 1995; Holness, 1992; 1993). 
The pore geometry of a texturally equilibrated, fluid-bearing rock is a function 
of pressure, temperature and fluid composition. The porosity structure is determined 
by the fluid phase itself; spontaneous fluid infiltration into previously dry rock can 
occur if it leads to a decrease in the total internal energy of the system. As long as 
fluid-solid textural equilibration is rapid relative to deformation, reaction, or crystal 
growth, this pore geometry will be stable. 
[7] 
The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the conditions (P, T, fluid 
composition) under which permeability might be created in texturally equilibrated 
calcite marbles. Experimental determinations of fluid-solid dihedral angles in the 
CaCO3-H20-0O2-NaC1 system have shown that there is a very limited range of P-T-
composition conditions for which a grain-edge porosity network is stable (Hay and 
Evans, 1988; Holness and Graham, 1991; 1995; Koga, 1993). I have carried out a 
series of experiments to investigate the effects of adding schist to the CaCO 3-H20 
system. Equilibration between fluids and schists during fluid flow may result in the 
stabilisation of grain-edge permeability in calcite marbles at temperatures greater than 
750°C, but this remains very speculative. 
22 Definitions of porosity and permeability 
All types of rocks contain pore space which may be filled with oil, gas or aqueous 
fluid (in the uppermost crust), supercritical H-O-C-S fluids (in metamorphic rocks), or 
melt (Holness, 1997b). Absolute porosity (Equation 2.1) is a measure of the volume 
of rock occupied by pore space relative to the total rock volume, and is usually 
expressed as a percentage or fraction. 
(total rock volume - solid volume) 
Absolute porosity = 	 x 100 	(2.1) 
total rock volume 
Effective (or connected) porosity (Equation 2.2) is a measure of the interconnected 
pore volume relative to the total volume of rock, and controls the transport properties 
of a rock. 
interconnected pore volume 
Effective porosity = 	 " 100 	(2.2) 
total rock volume 
The permeability of a rock is a measure of how easily fluids flow through it. It is 
dependent on effective porosity, the shape, size and interconnections of the pores, and 
the properties of the fluid itself. In general, permeability increases as porosity 
increases; both may be altered by deformation. Permeability is defined by Darcy's Law 
(Equation 2.3). Flow through a fluid-bearing rock in response to a pressure gradient 




where 1  is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and k is the permeability. k has the 
dimensions of (length) 2 and is, therefore, the effective area of flow. 
2.3 Previous work 
2.3.1 Theory 
One of the requirements of textural equilibrium is that where three interfaces meet, 
the vector sum of the surface free energies, acting perpendicular to any point on the 
line of intersection, must equal zero (Cheadle, 1989). If the surface energies are 
independent of crystallographic orientation (i.e. the material is isotropic) then 
23 = 	13 = 	12 
sin 0, sin02 sin03 
where y is the surface free energy between phases x and y (defined in terms of free 
energy per unit area of interface) and 0 is the opposite angle (see Figure 2.1). For a 
two-phase system of negligible anisotropy, Equation 2.4 simplifies to 





where Ys is the grain boundary energy, Ysf is the energy of the fluid solid interface, and 
o is the dihedral angle (Smith, 1948), as shown in Figure 2.1. 
The dihedral angle determines the connectivity of the fluid phase in a texturally 
equilibrated aggregate with a heterogeneous porosity distribution (Bulau et al., 1979). 
For 0 <600  the fluid occupies a stable interconnected network of grain-edge channels, 
whereas if 0> 60°, fluid-filled pores are isolated resulting in zero permeability (Figure 
2.2). The dihedral angle, controlled by the surface chemistry of the mineral-fluid and 





Figure 2.1 The balancing of interfacial energies at the junction of three phases in textural 
equilibrium. y, is the interfacial free energy of the boundary between phases x and y. The 
interfacial energies act in the plane of the interface and away from the junction. 
Characteristic angles develop. In the case of a two-phase junction, the balancing of the 
surface energies results in the development of the dihedral angle, 0, at the pore corner. 
After Holness (1 997b). 
0<60° 	 0>60° 
Figure 2.2 The distribution of fluid (shaded) around a single grain in a rock as a function of 
dihedral angle. The fluid phase has three-dimensional connectivity for 0 < 60 0 , but occupies 
isolated pores when 0> 600.  After Watson and Brenan (1987). 
2.32 DihediraR angle measurements 
Experimental determinations of fluid-solid dihedral angles in systems relevant to 
metamorphic rocks have been made for H 20-0O2-NaCI fluids in equilibrium with 
quartz (Watson and Brenan, 1987; Laporte and Watson, 1991; Lee et al., 1991; 
Holness, 1992; 1993), carbonates (Hay and Evans, 1988; Holness and Graham, 1991; 
1995; Koga, 1993), olivine (Watson and Brenan, 1987; Watson et al., 1990), 
pyroxene (Watson and Lupelescu, 1993) and halite (Lewis and Holness, 1996; 
[10] 
Holness and Lewis, 1997) over a P-T range of 0.001 to 20 kbar and 20 to 1250°C. 
Fluid-solid dihedral angles for common rock-forming minerals and geologically 
realistic fluids generally he in the range 40-100° (Holness, 1997a; 1997b). However, 
for most combinations of minerals and fluids, stable grain-edge connected porosity 
(i.e., 0 <600)  only rarely exists at the P-T conditions of the mid- to lower crust. In 
general, permeability must be enhanced by dynamic processes, otherwise fluid 
transport will not be possible. For carbonate rocks, there are some P-T-composition 
conditions where a connected grain-edge porosity is stable (see Section 2.3.4). 
2.3.3 Surface-active fluids 
Fluid-solid dihedral angles are controlled by adsorption of surface-active species on 
the fluid-solid interface and grain boundaries. At any given pressure and temperature, 
fluids with greater surface activity lead to lower dihedral angles (Holness, 1998). This 
variation of dihedral angle with fluid composition can be used to determine the 
relative surface activities of chemical species in the fluid phase. 
For calcite, halite and quartz, it has been observed that the highest dihedral 
angles occur when Argon is used as the pore fluid (Holness and Graham, 1995; 
Holness and Lewis, 1997; Holness, 1992). Argon is a surface-inactive fluid due to 
minimal adsorption at the mineral-fluid interface. Adsorption of CO 2 is also thought to 
be limited on quartz and halite (Holness, 1992; Holness and Lewis, 1997). However, 
a minimum in dihedral angle was observed for calcite with intermediate CO 2-H20 
fluids (Holness and Graham, 1991; 1995), possibly due to the adsorption of a surface-
active component such as H 2CO3. H20 is surface-active, resulting in low dihedral 
angles in halite and quartz (Holness and Lewis, 1997; Holness, 1992). The addition of 
chemical species to H20 (e.g., from NaCl, feldspar or schist) results in lowering of 
calcite-fluid and quartz-fluid dihedral angles (Holness and Graham, 1991; 1995; 
Holness, 1995; 1998). In general, H 20-rich fluids are thought to be highly surface-
active, controlling mineral reactions, microcrack healing times and precipitation of 
dissolved species (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.5.3, 3.6.3 and 3.6.4) as well as dihedral 
angle variation. 
[11] 
2.3.4 The CaCO3-H20-0O2-NaC1 system 
The range of calcite-fluid dihedral angles has been experimentally determined in 
several studies. Hay and Evans (1988) studied natural limestones and synthetic bi-
crystals at pressures of 1-3000 bars and temperatures of 760-880°C (for CO 2) and 
350-600°C (for H20). They observed fluid-carbonate dihedral angles ranging from 
91° to 171°, implying that carbonates would be impermeable under these conditions. 
In contrast, Holness and Graham (1991), using powders of natural calcite with CO 2-
H20-NaC1 fluids run at 1 kbar and 550-750°C, observed dihedral angles of 44° to 
90°. The lowest angles were observed for intermediate H 20-0O2 fluids. There is a 
discrepancy between the data of Hay and Evans (1988) and that of Holness and 
Graham (1991). This may be explained by the possibility that the runs of Hay and 
Evans (1988) did not each textural equilibrium (Holness and Graham, 1995). Koga 
(1993) reports the preliminary results of a study examining calcite-fluid angles for 
H20-0O2 at 700°C and 5-10 kbar. The lowest angles were observed for H 20, with 0 
= 60° at mid- to lower crustal P-T conditions. No angles lower than 60° were 
reported. 
An attempt to systematically study the effects of varying temperature and 
pressure on dihedral angle in the carbonate-H 20-0O2-NaC1 system was made by 
Holness and Graham (1995). They determined equilibrium mineral-fluid dihedral 
angles for calcite, dolomite and magnesite, and studied the effect of pressure and 
temperature on calcite-fluid dihedral angles. The main results of Holness and Graham 
(1991, 1995) are summarised in Figure 2.3. In contrast to quartz, a minimum is 
observed for dihedral angles in carbonates with intermediate H 20-0O2 fluid 
compositions (Figure 2.3a). In the calcite-H 20-0O2 system at 650°C, there is a region 
in P-Xc02 space where the dihedral angle is lower than 60°, resulting in stable 
connected porosity (Figure 2.3c). However, calcite is likely to remain impermeable to 
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Figure 2.3 Summary of the main results of Hotness and Graham (1991, 1995). (a) 
Equilibrium dihedral angle data at 1 kbar and about 650°C for calcite (circles), dolomite 
(diamonds), and magnesite (filled squares), plus H 20-0O2 fluid. The open squares are 
quartz data from Holness (1992) at 1.5 kbar and 800°C. Errors are ±5 0 for carbonate and 
±30 for quartz. A minimum in dihedral angle occurs for carbonates with intermediate fluids, 
in contrast to quartz which shows a monotonic decrease towards H 20-rich fluids. (b) The 
variation of calcite-brine dihedral angles at 650°C and 1 to 5 kbar. Weight % NaCl = 
(NaCI)/(NaCI + H20). At 5 kbar, the angle tends towards a constant value of about 65 0 for 
brines stronger than about 25 wt. % NaCl. At pressures < 2 kbar, an almost linear decrease 
in dihedral angle with increasing brine strength is observed, and angles below the critical 
value of 600 are produced for brines stronger than 25 wt. % NaCl. (c) Contoured P-XCO 2-8 
plot for calcite at 650°C. The shaded area shows the small range of both pressure and fluid 
composition for which calcite rocks are permeable to stable grain edge flow. (d) P-T-O plot 
for calcite-H 20 with schematic 20 contours. Texturally equilibrated calcite rocks appear to be 
impermeable to H20 fluids under the P-I conditions of these studies, but there may be a 
decrease in dihedral angle at temperatures close to the melting point. After Hotness and 
Graham (1995). 
[13] 
As adsorption of NaCl changes the surface chemistry of the calcite-fluid 
interface, the addition of NaCl to the fluid also has an effect on calcite-calcite-fluid 
dihedral angles. For strong brines (> 25 wt. % NaCl), the dihedral angle is less than 
600  at pressures less than 2 kbar (Figure 2.3b). In the upper crust, aqueous fluids are 
commonly brines. Evidence for the salinity of metamorphic fluids comes mainly from 
fluid inclusions: a large range of salinities has been reported in the literature, from 
seawater values to halite saturated solutions (Yardley, 1997). It is possible that fluids 
of the limited H20-0O2-NaC1 compositions required for calcite permeability could be 
generated during metamorphism. 
2.3.5 The effect of a second phase 
Holness (1995) observed that the dihedral angle of water-rich fluids in quartz 
aggregates can be significantly altered by the addition of trace quantities of feldspar. 
This effect occurs at temperatures within a few hundred °C of the melting point, 
where the magnitude of the reduction in angle can reach 30°. Holness (1998) studied 
the effect on quartz-H 20 dihedral angles of the addition of schist to the system: the 
effect of the addition of two different lithologies (a schist and a quartzite) at peak P-T 
conditions of metamorphism was investigated. Addition of powders of each of the 
two rock types resulted in a linear decrease in the quartz-11 20 dihedral angle with 
increasing temperature. The rate of this decrease for the schist-bearing system is 
greater than that for the quartzite-bearing system, and the dihedral angle decreases 
below 60° at about 30°C below the wet solidus (670°C). The results are summarised 
in Figure 2.4. If this effect were to occur in the calcite-H 20-schist system, it could 
provide a mechanism for pervasive infiltration of water-rich fluids into marble bands. 
2.3.6 Fudher experiments 
On Naxos, pervasive infiltration of water-rich fluids into pure calcite marble bands 
took place close to peak metamorphism (Baker et al., 1989). Experimental dihedral 
angle data (Holness and Graham, 1991; 1995) show that under these P-T-composition 
conditions, the marbles would be impermeable to equilibrium grain-edge flow. If the 
addition of schist to the calcite-H 20 system results in lowering of the dihedral angle, 
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Figure 2.4 Experimentally determined quartz-H20 dihedral angles as a function of impurity 
composition, compared with those for the pure quartz-H 20 system at 3 kbar. The dashed 
line-:shows the critical value of 600 for pore fluid connectivity. The wet solidus for the 
quartzite (open box) and the schist (filled box) is shown. After Holness (1998). 
conditions on Naxos. Chemical equilibration of fluids with schists underlying the 
marble bands could result in enhanced permeability of the marbles. I have investigated 
whether this would occur by carrying out a series of experiments at the P-T 
conditions relevant to the Miocene metamorphic event on Naxos. 
2.4 Methods 
2.4.1 Starting materials 
I collected a series of schists from Naxos to span a range of metamorphic grades, with 
estimated peak metamorphic temperatures from 450 to 700°C (Baker et al., 1989). 
One sample (NX-85) was supplied by Tim Holland at the University of Cambridge. 
Clean 2-3 cm chips were sawn from the rock samples and powdered in an agate tema 
mill. I used two schists in the experiments. These were studied optically and with X-
ray diffraction (XRD) (see Table 2.1 for a summary of their modal compositions). 
Reagent grade CaCO 3  powder and distilled, deionised water were used for all runs. 
[15] 
Sample Estimated peak 	Thin section description 	 XRD results 
number metamorphic 
conditions 
NX-85 	6 kbar, 620°C 	Fine grained quartz, feldspar and 
biotite form schistose fabric. 
Occasional larger flakes of 
muscovite. Large porphyroblasts of 
kyanite are common, but are very 
ragged and appear to breaking 
down. 
97-61 	6 kbar, 680°C 	Fine grained, schistose. Mainly 
quartz and feldspar, with green 
pleochroic amphibole. Occasional 
garnet porphyroblasts (<1%). 








2.4.2 Experimental procedure 
Experiments were run using a double capsule technique, developed by Holness 
(1998), which allowed fluid in contact with the calcite to equilibrate chemically with 
the schist, but kept the schist and calcite physically separate as their mixing 
complicates dihedral angle measurement (Figure 2.5). I loaded about 10 mg of rock 
powder into a 3mm diameter platinum capsule together with —5 mg distilled H20 and 
a crimped (but not welded) inner 2 mm diameter platinum capsule containing —5 mg 
powdered CaCO3 . I then welded the outer capsule shut using a carbon arc welder. 
A control capsule containing only H 2O and CaCO 3 was included in each run. 
The runs were carried out at a pressure of 6 kbar in argon-pressurised, internally-
heated gas pressure vessels (gas bombs), and at temperatures equal to the estimated 
peak metamorphism of each schist sample, as determined by Baker et al. (1989). 
After the run, I cut the capsules open and immediately wicked out the aqueous 
fluid using tissue paper. The rock powders were examined for mineralogical changes 
using XRD. I extracted the contents of the inner capsule and mounted them in fast 
curing epoxy resin. Run products consisted of poorly sintered calcite and wollastonite 
in the inner capsule, and loose rock powder in the outer capsule. Measurement of 
calcite-calcite-fluid dihedral angles was made optically at a magnification of x1200. A 








Figure 2.5 The double capsule arrangement used for experiments with rock powders. Each 
capsule was about 1 cm long. The inner capsule, containing the clean calcite, is crimped but 
not welded shut, allowing chemical equilibration with both the fluid phase and the rock 
powder. 
was taken to be the median of this distribution (Riegger and Van Viack, 1960). This 
technique is well established: its advantages and drawbacks are discussed in detail by 
Holness and Graham (1991; 1995). Errors in dihedral angle are in the range of ± 5 0 , 
calculated using the method of Wilks (1962) as reported in Stickels and HUcke 
(1964). 
I also carried out a number of low pressure (1.5 to 2 kbar) experiments in 
argon-pressurised, externally-heated gas pressure vessels (cold seals): chemical 
equilibrium was not attained in the capsules during the runs so these experiments have 
been omitted from the results and discussion sections below. 
2.5 Results 
Details of successful experiments are shown in Table 2.2. At 6 kbar, the dihedral 
angle data obtained for the pure calcite-H 20 system are 5° lower than the values 
obtained by Holness and Graham (1995). Dihedral angles for the calcite-11 20-schist 
and calcite-H20 systems (this study) are within error, and appear to decrease with 
increasing temperature (see Figure 2.6). Wollastonite was present, as large needle-like 
crystals, in the inner capsules of the calcite-11 20-schist runs. 
[17] 
Run # 	Capsule contents 	P 	T Duration 	Run products 0 
(kbar) (°C) (hrs) 
5/6534 	CaCO3 + H20 + 	6 	620 353 	cc + wo + schist 82 
schist (NX-85) 
5/653-3 	CaCO3 +H20 	6 	620 353 	cc 75 
5/654-1 CaCO3 + H20 + 	6 680 334 cc + wo + schist 69 
schist (97-61) 
5/654-2 	CaCO3 + H20 	6 	680 334 	cc 72 
Table 2.2 Experimental conditions and results. P gives the run pressure and T gives the run 
temperature. The errors in dihedral angle (0) are ±50. 
Run conditions 	Starting material Run product  
6kbar 	 NX-85 
- 
5/653-1 
620°C 60% quartz 59% quartz 
20% albite 14% albite 
16% phlogopite 23% phiogopite 
4% kyanite 4% kyanite 
6 kbar 	 97-61 5/564-1 
680°C 63% quartz 44% quartz 
32% albite 48% albite 
5% tremolite 8% tremolite 
Table 2.3 Mineralogy of schist starting materials and run products determined using XRD. 
The mineralogy of the schist starting materials and run products, determined 
by XRD, is shown in Table 2.3. Kyanite is present in two of the samples: the amount 
is difficult to quantify, as the two main peaks of kyanite are hidden by albite and 
quartz, but is estimated at about 4% for each sample. The product schist of the 620°C 
run had similar proportions of quartz, albite, mica and kyanite to the starting material 
(NX-85). There was a decrease of —6% in the proportion of albite and a 
corresponding increase in the proportion of mica. The product schist of the 680°C run 
also contained the same minerals as the starting material (97-61). There was a —20% 
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Figure 2.6 Experimentally determined calcite-H 20 dihedral angles for the calcite-H 20-schist 
system compared with those for the pure calcite-H20 system. Dihedral angle data for pure 
calcite-H20 at 6 kbar (open diamonds) (this study), and 5 kbar (open squares) (Holness and 
Graham, 1995). The filled circles are calcite-H20-schist data at 6 kbar. The dashed line 
shows the critical value of 600 for pore fluid connectivity. The position of the wet solidus for 
calcite, estimated from data in Wyllie and Tuttle (1959) and Paterson (1958), is shown by 
the open box. 
2.6 Discussion 
A number of processes occurred within the capsules during the experimental runs. As 
anumber of reactions potentially took place, it is necessary to determine whether 
chemical equilibrium was attained. Chemical equilibrium is a pre-requisite for textural 
equilibrium. If any reaction in the inner or outer capsules did not go to completion by 
the end of the runs, the calcite aggregates formed were not in textural equilibrium. 
This would mean that the 0 values measured are not meaningful. If chemical 
equilibrium was not attained during the runs, which of the processes prevented this 
happening? If chemical equilibrium was attained, and the 0 values measured are 
representative of textural equilibrium, what factor caused the lowering of 0 values 
with increasing temperature? The processes occurring, the attainment of chemical and 
textural equilibrium, and the factors controlling the observed pattern of dihedral angle 
variation are discussed in the following sections. 
[19] 
2.6.1 What processes occurred during the runs? 
A number of processes, such as reaction, dissolution and recrystallisation, occurred 
within the closed system of the capsules during the experiments. In the outer capsule, 
dissolution of Si0 2 from the schist took place. It is possible that there was also 
chemical reaction within the schist (see Section 2.6.2). In the inner capsule, 
dissolution and recrystallisation of CaCO 3 took place. In addition, dissolved 5i0 2 was 
transported from the outer capsule into the inner capsule and the metasomatic 
reaction 
CaCO3 (s) + SiO2 (aq) CaSiO3 (s) + CO2 	 (2.6) 
occurred, resulting in the formation of large needle-like crystals of wollastonite. 
2.6.2 Was chemical equilibrium attained? 
Breakdown of schist in the outer capsules 
It is difficult to determine the equilibrium P-T conditions for the observed phase 
assemblages in the schists used in the experiments. NX-85 contains kyanite which 
suggests a high (>5 kbar) pressure, and its estimated peak metamorphic conditions are 
6 kbar and 620°C (Baker et al., 1989). However, optical examination of the schist 
shows that the kyanite is ragged and looks unstable, and overprinting of the kyanite 
by a later fabric suggests that the schist has been subject to retrogression. Kyanite was 
still present in the product of the 620°C run, which used NX-85 as a starting material. 
This suggests that major breakdown of the schist did not occur during the run, 
possibly due to sluggish reaction kinetics. 
XRD of the 620°C and 680°C run products showed changes in the modal 
proportions of minerals. During the 620°C run, there was a reduction in the 
proportion of albite and a corresponding increase in the proportion of mica. It is 
possible that breakdown of the feldspar in the schist provided the silica for the 
metasomatic reaction occurring the inner capsule. 
A number of reactions may have occurred in the schists during the runs. 
However, the effects of any reactions in the schists were minor compared with those 
of the wollastonite-producing reaction in the inner capsule, and a detailed 
[20] 
investigation of them is beyond the scope of this study. There is no evidence from the 
XRD results for major breakdown of the schists in either of the runs: the changes in 
the modal proportions of minerals between starting materials and run products may be 
due to the transport of Si0 2 from the outer capsule to the inner capsule. 
Wollastonite-producing reaction in the inner capsules 
The proportion of quartz in the schists used as starting materials was - 60% (from 
XRD). I loaded about 10 mg of rock powder into the outer capsules, therefore there 
was at least —6 mg of Si0 2 available for reaction. It is also possible that Si0 2 was 
supplied from the breakdown of albite. I loaded about 5 mg of calcite into the inner 
capsules. In total, the capsules contained 1 x 10 4 moles of Si02 compared with 5 x 
10 5 moles of CaCO 3 : there was —2 times more (by mole) Si0 2 than CaCO 3 available 
for reaction. 
Although Si02 was present in excess, not all of the calcite in the inner capsules 
reacted to form wollastonite. The reaction stopped because either (1) it was prevented 
from going any further because the Xco 2 of the fluid reached its maximum possible 
value (i.e., chemical equilibrium was attained); or (2) it was unable to proceed further 
due to kinetic limitations such as the rate of Si0 2 dissolution. 
I have used a T-Xc02 plot for the reaction (Equation 2.6) at 6 kbar (data from 
Ziegenbein and Johannes, 1974; Jacobs and Kerrick, 1981) (Figure 2.7a), to read off 
the maximum possible Xc0 2 values for fluids within the outer capsules. The maximum 
possible Xco2 values (for the reaction reaching completion) at 620°C and 680°C are 
both very low (<0.1) (Figure 2.7b). The value estimated at 620°C is approximate as 
the T-Xc02 curve must be extrapolated to reach this temperature (Figure 2.7b). Xco 2 
is defined as 
x - nCO2 Co2 - nH2 0+nCO2 
(2.7) 
where nCO2 is the number of moles of CO2 and nH20 is the number of moles of H20. 
As the amount of 1120 present and the maximum Xco 2 are known, the number of 
moles of CO 2 produced during the reaction can be calculated using Equation 2.7, 
rearranged as 
[21] 
X0nH2O 	 (2.8) nCO2 = 
1 - 
During the reaction, one mole of calcite reacts with one mole of Si0 2 to produce one 
mole each of wollastonite and CO2- It is straightforward to calculate the amount of 
calcite that has reacted and the amount of wollastonite produced. The results of the 
calculations are shown in Table 2.4. 
Temp 	Mass of 	Initial mass of Max Xc0 2 of 	Predicted 	Observed 
(°C) water (mg) calcite (mg) 	fluid in capsule composition of 	composition of 
run product run product 
620 	4.6 	3.7 	-0.03 	3.0 mg cc 	-80% cc 
0.8mgwo -20%wo 
680 	4.1 	5.8 	0.08 	 1.5 mg cc 	-30% cc 
2.6 mg wo -70% wo 
Table 2.4 Details of starting materials and run products from the inner capsules of 
experiments run at a pressure of 6 kbar. The mass of water and initial mass of calcite were 
measured when the capsule was made up. The composition of the run product was 
estimated by eye from samples mounted on slides in epoxy resin. 
I estimated the amounts of calcite and wollastonite present (by volume) in the 
inner capsules from the run products mounted in epoxy. The proportions of calcite 
and wollastonite observed in the run products are roughly the same as those predicted 
from the calculations (calcite and wollastonite have similar densities so the 
proportions are roughly the same measured either by volume or mass). This suggests 
that the metasomatic reaction in the inner capsule did reach completion during the 
runs. All of the calcite did not react because the reaction was prevented from going 
further by the attainment of the maximum possible Xco 2 value of the fluid in the 
capsules. 
2.6.3 Are the measured 0 values representative of texturall equillibrhsm? 
There is no evidence for major breakdown of the schists during the runs, and the 
metasomatic, wollastonite-producing reaction went to completion. The closed 
systems within the outer capsules reached chemical equilibrium during the runs so the 
calcite in the inner capsules reached textural equilibrium, given the duration of the 
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Figure 2.7 T-Xc02 plots for the reaction: calcite + quartz 	wollastonite + CO2 at a pressure 
of 6 kbar. (a) Data from Jacobs and Kerrick (1981) and Ziegenbein and Johannes (1974). 
Adapted from Jacobs and Kerrick (1981). (b) Close up of T-Xc0 2 curve showing run 
temperatures and corresponding maximum Xc02 values for fluids within the outer capsules. 
2.6.4 What is the factor lowering 0 at high temperatures? 
Are the 8 values for the calcite-H 2 0-schist system lower than those for the pure 
calcite-H2 0 system? 
The dihedral angle values for the calcite-H 20 system measured in this study are within 
error of those reported by Holness and Graham (1995) (see Figure 2.6). At 620°C, 
[23] 
the addition of schist to the calcite-H 20 system does not appear to lower the calcite-
fluid dihedral angle. At 680°C, the value of the calcite-H 20 dihedral angle is —78 0 , 
estimated by averaging data from this study and from Holness and Graham (1995). 
The addition of schist appears to lower the calcite-fluid dihedral angle by —10 ° (to a 
value of 69°) (Figure 2.6). At both temperatures, the dihedral angles for the calcite-
H20-schist system are not below 600  so grain-edge permeability will not be stabilised 
under the P-T conditions of the M2 metamorphic event on Naxos. 
The effect of changes in fluid Xc0 2 on dihedral angle 
As discussed in Section 2.6.2, the reaction 'calcite + quartz 	wollastonite + CO 2 ' 
caused a change in the fluid Xc0 2 during the runs. Holness and Graham (1991; 1995) 
showed that there is a minimum in calcite-fluid dihedral angle for intermediate H20- 
CO2 fluids. The wollastonite-producing reaction, by creating a H 20-0O2 fluid, is 
likely to lower the dihedral angle from that measured for the calcite-H 20 system. 
I calculated the changes in fluid Xco 2 during the runs in Section 2.6.2. The 
reductions in dihedral angle associated with these changes in fluid composition can be 
estimated (at 6 kbar and 650°C) from Figure 2.5c, and are summarised in Table 2.5. 
At 620°C, the measured dihedral angle and the value predicted for the H20-0O2 fluid 
composition in the capsule are within error. At 680°C, the dihedral angle is 10° lower 
than predicted for the H 20-0O2 fluid composition of the run. The exact nature of the 
surface-active species in the fluids in the CaCO 3-H20-schist experiments is unknown. 
Run T 	Change in fluid Xc0 2 	Calcite-H20-0O2 	Measured calcite-fluid 
- dihedral angle dihedral angle 
620°C 	0 —> —0.03 	 —81 0 	 82 ± 50 
680°C 0 —* 0.08 —790 69 ± 50 
Table 2.5 Run temperatures and changes in fluid Xc0 2 in the capsules (calculated in 
Section 2.6.2). An estimate of the calcite-H 20-0O2 dihedral angle for the final Xc02 of each 
run was obtained from data measured at 650°C by Hotness and Graham (1995) to compare 
with the calcite-fluid dihedral angle measured for each run (this study). 
[24] 
Lowering of 8 values at temperatures close to the wet solidus 
It is possible that at peak metamorphic conditions the calcite-H 20 dihedral angle is 
only markedly lowered by the addition of schist at temperatures close to the wet 
solidus, as observed in the quartz-H 20 system (Holness, 1998). 
The P-T conditions for melting in the CaCO 3 -1120 system are poorly 
constrained. Wyllie and Tuttle (1959) reported that calcite starts to melt at 740°C at 1 
kbar in the presence of water vapour, though for charges containing <30 wt. % water, 
the presence of melt was not established. Wyllie and Tuttle (1960) commented that 
pressure has little effect on the melting temperature, at least up to 2 kbar. Heard 
(reported in Paterson, 1958) found no melting of calcite in the presence of water 
alone up to 800°C at 5 kbar. At 6 kbar, melting would probably occur at temperatures 
greater than -800°C. 
If the measured dihedral angle data for the calcite-H 20-schist system were 
extrapolated to higher temperatures, it is possible that the calcite-fluid dihedral angle 
would decrease below 60° above temperatures of —750°C (Figure 2.6). However, 
these temperatures were not reached during the Miocene metamorphic event on 
Naxos so no experiments could be run. Stable grain-edge permeability is not a viable 
option for fluid infiltration into marble lithologies on Naxos. P-T conditions of 6 kbar 
and >750°C correspond to hornfels and granulite facies metamorphism: stabilisation 
of grain edge permeability might be possible at these higher temperature conditions. 
However, as no experiments have been carried out, the stabilisation of grain-edge 
permeability in texturally equilibrated calcite marbles undergoing high-temperature 
metamorphism remains very speculative. 
2.7 Summary and Conclusions 
The stabilisation of connected grain-edge porosity in texturally equilibrated rocks 
provides a possible mechanism for pervasive fluid infiltration. However, 
experimentally determined dihedral angle data show that for most combinations of 
minerals and fluids, stable connected grain-edge porosity only rarely exists at the P-T 
conditions of the mid- to lower crust. 
[25] 
The intrinsic permeability of marbles with low porosities is negligible (Zhang 
et al., 1994a). Dihedral angle data for the carbonate-H 20-0O2-NaCl system show that 
there are some P-T-composition conditions for which connected grain-edge porosity 
is stable in carbonates. At pressures less than 2 kbar, marbles will be permeable to 
fluids with intermediate H 20-0O2 compositions at temperatures from 600-700°C, and 
to strong brines (> 25 wt. % NaCl) at temperatures from 450 to 750°C (Holness and 
Graham, 1991; 1995). In addition, marbles may be permeable to pure H 20 fluids at 
700°C and 6-10 kbar (Koga, 1993) but this has not yet been confirmed. 
Addition of schist to the quartz-H 20 system results in lowering of the dihedral 
angle at temperatures > 570°C (Holness, 1998). On Naxos, pervasive infiltration of 
water-rich fluids into calcite marble bands took place during peak M2 metamorphism 
(Baker et al., 1989). I have carried out a series of experiments to investigate whether 
the addition of schist to the calcite-H 20 system results in lowering of the calcite-fluid 
dihedral angle at the P-T conditions associated with peak metamorphism on Naxos 
(-6 kbar and 450-7000C). At 620°C, the addition of schist to the calcite-11 20 system 
does not appear to lower the calcite-fluid dihedral angle. At 680°C, the addition of 
schist appears to lower the calcite-fluid dihedral angle by -10°. At both temperatures, 
the dihedral angles for the calcite-11 20-schist system are not below 60° so grain-edge 
permeability will not be stabilised under the P-T conditions of the M2 metamorphic 
event on Naxos. Stabilisation of grain-edge permeability may occur in higher 
temperature terrains but this remains very speculative. 
During the experimental runs, Si0 2 was dissolved from the schist in the outer 
capsule and transported into the inner capsule, where the reaction 'calcite + Si0 2 
wollastonite +CO2' took place. The reaction went to completion by the ends of the 
runs, producing a mixture of calcite and wollastonite in the inner capsules. There are a 
few occurrences of wollastonite on Naxos in late-stage veins (Baker, 1990), but the 
absence of pervasive wollastonite at the edges of calcite marble bands suggests that 
water-rich, silica-bearing fluids did not infiltrate via a mechanism of dihedral angle 
reduction. 
There is some evidence from micro-scale stable isotope studies that fluids are 
channelled along grain boundaries in marbles during metamorphism (Wada, 1988; 
[26] 
Arita and Wada, 1990; Wada et al., 1998; Graham et al., 1998). However, the 
metamorphic P-T-deformation conditions of the samples studied are poorly 
constrained, and the precise mechanism of infiltration remains unknown (see Chapter 
6, Section 6.2, for further discussion). 
Textural equilibrium will only be reached when the rate of textural 
equilibration is fast relative to the rate of deformation. In regional terrains it is likely 
that metamorphism will be accompanied by deformation. In general, dynamically 
created permeability, resulting from reaction, high pore fluid pressure or deformation, 
will be far more important during metamorphism than permeability created by internal 
energy minimisation alone. 
The main conclusions of this chapter are: 
• Grain-edge porosity is stable in texturally equilibrated marbles over a very limited 
range of P-T-fluid composition conditions. 
• Equilibration of metamorphic fluids with schists would not cause stabilisation of 
grain-edge permeability in calcite marbles under the peak P-T conditions of M2 
metamorphism on Naxos. 
• Exchange between fluids and schists might result in texturally stable, connected 
grain-edge porosity in high-temperature (granulite-facies) terrains but this remains 
very speculative. 
• Dynamically created permeability is likely to be far more important during 
metamorphism than permeability created by internal energy minimisation alone. 
What next? 
The next chapter contains a review of dynamic processes of permeability 
enhancement. I have used published literature to investigate under what conditions 
(pressure, temperature, deformation, fluid composition) grain-scale permeability can 
be dynamically created and maintained in calcite marbles during metamorphism. 
[27] 
3 Dynamic marble permeability during 
metamorphism 
In this chapter 
• What dynamic processes result in the creation of grain-scale permeability, enabling 
pervasive fluid flow, during metamorphism? 
• Under what conditions (such as pressure, temperature, fluid composition and 
deformation regime) can permeability be created in calcite marbles undergoing 
metamorphism and deformation? 
• How long can permeability be dynamically maintained? 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a review of mechanisms of dynamic permeability enhancement, 
complementing the review of permeability in texturally equilibrated rocks in the 
previous chapter. Permeability can be created by a number of dynamic processes, 
summarised in Figure 3.1. The processes of devolatilisation, compaction and 
hydrofracture are closely linked. Prior to fluid flow events, metamorphic rocks have 
low porosities and permeabilities due to compaction. Rapid pore fluid generation by 
devolatilisation reactions can result in fluid pressure build-up, propagation of 
compaction-driven, fluid-filled, porosity waves and hydrofracturing. In addition, 
deformation is an important mechanism for creating permeability in otherwise 
impermeable rocks in all parts of the crust. Rocks deform by a large number of grain-
scale processes, some of which enhance connectivity and permeability, and some of 
which prevent fluid flow. I have summarised the conditions (such as pressure, 













Figure 3.1 Cartoon showing the different mechanisms by which permeability may be 
dynamically created and maintained in rocks undergoing metamorphism. 
dynamically created in calcite marbles together with the likely time-scales for 
maintenance of grain-scale fluid pathways. 
32 Devolatilisation reactions 
Devolatilisation reactions produce volatiles as part of the product assemblage. The 
volume of the solid products of most devolatilisation reactions is less than the volume 
of the mineral reactants, so the reactions create pore space. The amount of porosity 
generated depends on the reaction taking place, but can be as much as 35% (for the 
reaction 'calcite + quartz <= wollastonite + CO 2 ') (Etheridge et al., 1983; Ferry, 
1994a). At the same time, the total volume of products is much greater than the 
volume of the mineral reactants, so reaction progress also leads to increasing pore 
pressure. High pore pressures promote hydrofractunng (see Section 3.4). Creep- 
[30] 
controlled compaction (see Section 3.3) will cause collapse of the pore space created 
by the reactions. Balashov and Yardley (1998) calculated, for a calcite-quartz-
wollastonite marble, that the rate of porosity generation by reaction is likely to 
outstrip the collapse of porosity, as long as the system is out of equilibrium. 
Devolatilisation reactions proceed nearly continuously during prograde 
metamorphism but do not take place during retrograde metamorphism, reactions 
generally requiring input of volatiles under these conditions (Fyfe et al., 1978). In 
calcite-quartz marbles, devolatilisation reactions proceed very rapidly relative to the 
overall duration of metamorphic events and have the potential to focus fluid flow 
from a large volume of metamorphic rocks through narrow skam layers (Balashov 
and Yardley, 1998). During metamorphism of monomineralic calcite marbles, no 
mineral reactions take place. However, devolatilisation-driven fluid escape from 
adjacent lithologies, such as schists, may drive infiltration of fluid-filled porosity 
waves into marbles along microcrack networks (Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998) 
(see Section 3.3). 
Reaction-generated porosity is transient and episodic: the lifetimes of grain-
scale fluid networks depend on the P-T conditions of metamorphism, mineralogy and 
fluid composition, and the competing rates of reaction, compaction and tectonically-
driven deformation. 
3.3 Compaction 
The escape of pore fluid generated by devolatilisation from a porous metamorphic 
rock is driven by the density difference between the solid and fluid phases. The rate at 
which fluid escapes is governed by the relationship between permeability and porosity 
and the viscosities of the solid and fluid phases. McKenzie (1984; 1985) showed that 
porous media initially tend to compact over a characteristic length-scale, with a 
characteristic time for fluid loss over the scale of the compaction length. Fluid escape 
from metamorphic rocks is likely to be more complex than simple compaction-
controlled flow through a homogeneous, porous media due to a number of factors. 
These include the heterogeneous and anisotropic permeability structure of 
metamorphic rocks, movement of fluid along brittle fractures, deformation by 
[31] 
tectonically imposed strains, and changes in the porosity-permeability relationship due 
to the evolving petrological state of the rocks (Graham et al., 1997). 
Compaction-driven fluid flow is inherently unstable: an obstruction to upward 
fluid flow may induce fluid-filled waves of porosity, propagated by dilational 
deformation due to an effective pressure gradient within the wave. Viscous porosity 
waves have been proposed as a mechanism for melt transport and for the transport of 
fluids produced by metamorphic reactions (e.g., McKenzie, 1984; 1985; Scott and 
Stevenson, 1986; Connolly, 1997; Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998). Porosity waves 
generated by metamorphic devolatilisation (Section 3.2) are a mechanism by which 
fluid flow through rocks by the propagation of microcracks could be sustained 
(Connolly, 1997; Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998). 
Due to compaction, the permeability of calcite marbles prior to metamorphic 
fluid flow events is negligible at the P-T conditions of the middle to lower crust. 
Viscoelastic porosity waves have the capacity to transport fluids into initially 
impermeable rocks (Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998). For wave propagation in a 
matrix with no initial hydraulic connectivity, the wave and fluid travel with the same 
velocity; the chemical composition of the fluid may evolve by fluid-rock interaction or 
through dilution with fluids trapped within isolated pores within the rock matrix. In 
transient systems, propagation of a shock wave through a zero porosity matrix may 
leave a residual porosity in its wake that decays asymptotically with time (Connolly 
and Podladchikov, 1998). The residual porosity may be destroyed by processes such 
recrystallisation or textural equilibration. 
Calculated time-scales for loss of fluid produced by metamorphic 
devolatilisation reactions are short (<10 years and < —2x10 2 years for 10 km and 10 
m thick layers of rock respectively) (Graham et al., 1997). Fluid movement by 
compaction-driven porous flow will result in the development of short-lived channels 
or transient high porosity waves. 
304 IHIydrtuur 
The most important mechanism for fluid transport during metamorphism is probably 
hydrofracture (Ferry, 1994a). Hydrofracturing is the propagation of fluid-filled cracks; 
[32] 
the fluid phase does not necessarily have to be water and could be, for example, melt, 
CO2 or hydrocarbons. Hydrofracturing occurs when the pore fluid pressure exceeds 
the sum of the minimum principal stress and the tensile strength of the rock (Jaeger 
and Cook, 1979). Crack propagation is generally driven by excess pore fluid pressure, 
but can also be driven by fluid buoyancy (Nakashima, 1995). It is most effective in 
rocks with low intrinsic permeabilities and at low strain rates (Niyashima, 1989; 
Nakashima, 1995). 
High pore pressures can be produced in three ways: (1) devolatilisation 
reactions; (2) differential expansion of pore fluids and rocks with increasing 
temperature; and (3) deformation (Etheridge et al., 1983; Brenan, 1991; Ferry, 1994a; 
Rumble, 1994). Hydrofracturing as a result of devolatilisation reactions (see Section 
3.2) is commonly observed (e.g., Rumble, 1994; Roering et al., 1995). Propagation of 
fluid along microcracks may be driven by fluid-filled porosity waves, generated by 
metamorphic devolatilisation (Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998) (see Section 3.3). 
Hydrofracturing generally occurs during early prograde heating but there can be 
numerous fracture cycles within a single thermal event (Dutrow and Norton, 1995). 
The interaction of deformation and pore pressure is discussed in Section 3.5.3. 
Pore fluid pressures during regional metamorphism are generally greater than 
or equal to the minimum compressive stress (Etheridge et al., 1984; Fyfe et al., 1978); 
there is no reason why brittle fracturing should not occur at any temperature and total 
pressure, providing the pore fluid pressure is sufficiently high (Rutter and Brodie, 
1992). Permeability can be enhanced by hydrofracturing during high-grade 
metamorphism of deep crustal rocks (Roering et al., 1995) as well as during contact 
and lower grade regional metamorphism (Etheridge et al., 1983; Ferry, 1994a; 
Dutrow and Norton, 1995). Hydrofracturing in calcite marbles will occur when pore 
fluid pressures are sufficiently elevated by either heating or deformation, or a 
combination of both. This mechanism is enhanced by the low intrinsic permeabilities 
of marble and could occur at any temperature and total pressure. 
Hydrofractures are developed rapidly, in less than 200 years for reaction-
driven fracturing (Niyashima, 1989), or 1 to 10 3 years for thermally-driven fracturing 























temperature, volatile production rate, fluid composition, crack geometry and rock 
microstructure (Brenan, 1991; Atkinson, 1984; Niyashima, 1989). The ability of crack 
networks resulting from hydrofracturing to transmit fluid depends on the competing 
processes of crack growth and crack healing and/or sealing (Brenan, 1991). This is 
true for all crack networks and is discussed further in Sections 3.5.3 and 3.6.4. If 
pore pressures are not maintained, hydrofractures will heal very quickly. This means 
that hydrofracture-enhanced permeability is likely to be transient and episodic 
(Rumble, 1994; Dutrow and Norton, 1995). 
3,5 Deformation-controlled peneabffity 
3.51 Introduction 
Rocks can deform by a large number of grain-scale mechanisms (Figure 3.2). 
Different mechanisms have different effects on the fluid transport properties of the 
deforming rocks. Some deformation processes enhance fluid flow by maintaining 
connectivity of fluid pathways whereas others act to close them. The interaction 
fracturing and cataclastic glow 
pressure solution 
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permeability enhancement are shown in bold. 
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Figure 3.3 The relationship between deformation mechanisms and failure mode (whether 
deformation is localised or distributed). The roles of strain, strain rate, pressure (P) and 
temperature (1) in transitions between deformation mechanisms and failure mode are 
indicated. After Rutter (1986). 
between deformation and fluid flow is complex: deformation can cause, and be 
modified by, changes in pore geometry and permeability. 
During deformation, there is continuous competition between processes that 
minimise internal energy and processes that are able to accommodate strain. The 
deformation mechanisms operating at any time will be the most energetically 
favourable for those particular conditions. Many factors affect the processes involved: 
lithological controls such as mineralogy, grain-size, lattice-preferred orientation, 
porosity, permeability and fluid composition; and external controls such as 
temperature, confining pressure, differential stress, fluid pressure and strain rate 
(Passchier and Trouw, 1996). 
Deformation can either spread homogeneously through rocks or become 
concentrated into one or more shear zones or faults. Any of the deformation 
mechanisms (such as cataclastic flow, intracrystalline plasticity, diffusive mass 
transfer, and grain boundary sliding) can be associated with localised or distributed 
flow. The main factors that control the localisation of deformation are strain rate, 
strain, effective pressure and temperature (Figure 3.3). 
[35] 
3.5.2 Some definitions 
A few terms are used loosely in the rock deformation literature. In particular, there is 
some confusion over the terms ductile and brittle. Ductility is often used to describe 
macroscopically continuous flow. However, this is dependent on the scale of 
observation. If grains in a rock undergo brittle deformation, fracturing internally 
without the development of faults that transect more than a few grains, deformation at 
the rn-scale is continuous and could be described as ductile. I have used the same 
definitions as Passchier and Trouw (1996): brittle behaviour means brittle fracturing 
at the grain-scale or larger, and ductile behaviour means deformation without the 
development of fractures at the grain-scale. Plastic deformation refers to non-dilatant 
deformation processes. More specifically, crystalpiastic deformation describes 
deformation by dislocation creep or diffusion creep. Superplastic deformation 
describes the flow of very fine-grained aggregates by a combination of grain boundary 
sliding and solid-state diffusion creep. 
3.5.3 Deformation mechanisms and permeability enhancement 
This section contains a description of the most important deformation processes, in a 
sequence from low temperature-high strain rate conditions to high temperature-low 
strain rate conditions, and a discussion of their effects on rock permeability. 
Fracturing and cataclastic flow 
Fractures dominate the permeability of large parts of the upper crust, where fracturing 
and cataclastic flow are the dominant deformation mechanisms (Knipe and McCaig, 
1994). Fracture processes generally give way to plastic flow with increasing depth. 
However, there is a considerable depth range where both brittle and ductile processes 
are involved in deformation events (Knipe, 1989). Cataclastic flow is a brittle process 
that involves fracturing and fragmentation of rocks, with subsequent sliding and 
rotation of the fragments. Voids are created during deformation and this dilation 
enhances porosity and permeability. Cataclastic flow usually occurs at low-grade 
metamorphic conditions and tends to be associated with short periods of high strain 
rate (e.g., in fault zones (Knipe and McCaig, 1994)). High fluid pressures promote 
cataclastic flow. 
[36] 
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Figure 3.4 The effect of fracture density on permeability. (a) At low fracture densities, there 
are small clusters of linked fractures. (b) At higher fracture densities, the percolation 
threshold is reached and one cluster becomes big enough to span the sample region (shown 
by heavy lines). (c) The percolation threshold corresponds to a sharp increase in 
permeability at the critical value of fracture density. Based on Odling (1997). 
Fluid flow through fractured rock requires that the fracture array is linked into 
a connected fluid pathway (Odling, 1997; Zhu and Wong, 1999). Permeability is only 
created when the fracture density becomes large enough for the percolation threshold 
to be exceeded (Figure 3.4). The permeability of a fractured rock is critically 
dependent on the ability of the connected fracture network to stay open. Competition 
between the processes of crack sealing/healing and crack growth mean that connected 
fracture networks are likely to be transient. Fracturing, dilation and healing/sealing are 
often repeated in cycles (Knipe and McCaig, 1994). 
Crack formation is favoured by low confining pressures and high pore fluid 
pressures, and may result from either externally imposed stress or intercrystalline mis-
match during heating. The presence of surface-active fluids (see Chapter 2, Section 
[37] 
2.3.3) in cracks has been shown to decrease the overall stress required for crack 
extension (in the quartz-H 20 system, Dunning et al. (1984)). The presence of aqueous 
fluids can also enable fracturing at lower stress levels than those required for. unstable 
crack propagation. In this case, crack propagation is aided by reaction (dissolution) at 
the crack tip (Atkinson, 1984; Brenan, 1991), in contrast to the simple rupture of 
strained bonds that takes place during unstable crack extension (Griffith, 1921). 
Permeability will be reduced in fractured rocks by the closure of crack 
networks. This happens by one of two processes: crack sealing or crack healing. 
Crack sealing involves the deposition of transported mineral material from saturated 
pore fluid onto crack walls. It is enhanced by increasing temperature and high 
dissolved concentrations in the fluid. Crack sealing is expected to occur over 
geologically short time-scales: precipitation during the flow of hot aqueous fluids 
through granite caused permeability to decrease by a factor of 25 over a 2 week 
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[Figure 3.5 The crack healing process. (a) Initial unhealed configuration. High surface 
curvature gradients at the crack tip (xo) cause it to become rounded. (b) As the process 
proceeds, cylindrical tubules are formed at the crack tip. These tubules are themselves 
unstable, and neck down to form spherical pores. This is repeated and the crack regresses 
to x. (c) Complete regression of the crack tip over length of the crack leaves a stable array 
of spherical pores: this portion of the crack is now 'completely healed'. After Smith and 
Evans (1984). 
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be an important mechanism for permeability reduction where the scale of cracks is 
larger than the grain-scale (Brenan, 1991). 
Crack healing is the local redistribution of mass in response to variations in 
curvature of crack surfaces (Nichols and Mullins, 1965). Chemical potential gradients 
exist at the crack tip, due to the very high surface curvature (Gibbs-Thompson 
relationship), which drive diffusive transport and result in the formation of cylindrical 
pores. These cylinders may also be unstable, and subsequently neck down to form 
arrays of isolated bubbles. This process then repeats, causing regression of the crack 
tip, until an array of bubbles is all that remains to mark the position of the original 
crack (Smith and Evans, 1984). This sequence is shown schematically. in Figure 3.5. 
Crack healing textures are ubiquitous in metamorphic rocks of all grades, 
suggesting that this process is a widespread mechanism for the reduction of crack-
induced permeability (Brenan, 1991). The rate of healing is dependent on diffusion 
along the crack surface and/or in the pore fluid (Smith and Evans, 1984; Hickman and 
Evans, 1987), and generally appears to be enhanced by both increasing temperature 
(Smith and Evans, 1984; Brantley and Voigt, 1989; Brantley et al., 1990) and 
pressure (Brantley et al., 1990). Fluid composition, through surface activity, is very 
important in controlling crack healing rate. In general, pure H 20 pore fluid results in 
rapid healing of cracks, whereas CO2  appears to inhibit this process (Brantley and 
Voigt, 1989; Brantley, 1992; Hickman and Evans, 1987). High mineral concentrations 
in the pore fluid inhibit crack healing but enhance crack sealing (Smith and Evans, 
1984). 
High pore pressures may allow microcracking to keep pace with healing 
(Etheridge et al., 1983), prolonging the lifetime of interconnected crack networks. 
Subsequent deformation can disrupt interconnected crack networks by processes such 
the closure of cracks in orientations subject to the maximum compressive stress and 
dynamic recrystallisation. In the absence of tectonically-driven deformation, creep-
controlled compaction (see Section 3.3) will cause closure of microcrack networks 
given sufficient time. 
[39] 
Pressure solution 
Pressure solution is an important deformation mechanism in rocks that contain an 
intergranular fluid, and is dominant at diagenetic to low-grade metamorphic 
conditions. Material is removed from interfaces in orientations subjected to high 
normal stresses and transferred, via the fluid phase, to interfaces in less stressed 
orientations. Fluid migration out of the deforming rock volume is possible (Passchier 
and Trouw, 1996), but this mechanism is generally associated with porosity and 
permeability reduction due to the dissolution and/or cementation processes involved 
(Knipe and McCaig, 1994). 
Intracrystalline deformation 
This mechanism involves internal distortion of crystalline grains through the 
movement of crystal lattice defects (called dislocations). It is strongly enhanced by 
high temperatures and low strain rates, and dominates the deformation of the middle 
to lower crust (Knipe, 1989). Deformation first occurs by dislocation glide, with 
movement along the crystal slip planes. As deformation proceeds, migrating 
dislocations become entangled and their further movement is obstructed. These 
tangles block the movement of other dislocations, causing the dislocations to pile up 
behind them: the crystal becomes difficult to deform and hardens. This process is 
known as strain hardening and can enhance brittle failure. However, mechanisms such 
as dislocation creep work against strain hardening and allow ductile deformation to 
continue. During dislocation creep, dislocations are able to climb over the blocks and 
continue moving. 
This mechanism is not normally associated with enhanced fluid flow because 
any voids or fractures present at the start of deformation will tend to be compacted. 
However, in this way plastic deformation can lead to enhanced fluid pressures. If the 
fluid pressure in voids or fractures is close to the confining pressure, fractures may 
propagate relatively easily. Minor amounts of dilatancy produced in this way can 
result in rapid increases in permeability (Peach and Spiers, 1996). Ductile shear zones, 
which contain fluid-filled inclusions or micro-fractures, undergoing intracrystalline 
deformation are probably in a near-critical state for fracture (Knipe and McCaig, 
1994). Transient fracturing will create enhanced permeability over short time-scales 
[40] 
by the linking up of fluid-filled voids and fractures into connected fluid migration 
paths. 
Under conditions where dislocation creep cannot accommodate all the strain 
required by deformation, dilation may be created by additional strain accommodation 
processes. Dilation may take the form of void generation on extensional grain 
boundaries, where strain incompatibility cannot be maintained (Knipe and McCaig, 
1994). This mechanism will be enhanced by high pore pressures. The result is opening 
of grain boundaries and penetration of fluids into the deforming aggregate. Not all the 
grain boundaries need to be open at the same time; active fluid migration pathways 
will change position as routes are closed or cemented up. If only a small percentage of 
the grain boundaries act as linked pathways at any one time, the aggregate can 
maintain its strength (Knipe and McCaig, 1994). This mechanism has been used to 
explain the observation of slow, pervasive, grain-scale flow through calcite mylonites 
during plastic deformation (McCaig et al., 1995). 
Twinning 
A limited amount of strain can be accommodated by deformation twinning. This 
mechanism occurs during low-temperature deformation and is common in calcite and 
lagioclase. Deformation twinning has not previously been associated with any 
changes in permeability, but recent grain-scale geochemical studies have provided 
evidence for enhanced and preferential fluid flow along cleavage planes in carbonate 
lithologies (e.g., Graham et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 1998; see Chapter 6, Section 
6.6). The timing of fluid flow relative to cleavage formation remains uncertain. 
Dynamic recrystallisation 
This deformation mechanism results in a reduction of dislocation density, 
counteracting strain hardening, and operates at relatively high temperatures. It 
involves a reorganisation of crystal material, where new undeformed grains with low 
dislocation densities grow at the expense of, and replace, old grains with high 
dislocation densities. This is achieved by either subgrain rotation or grain boundary 
migration. Subgrains are grains which have slightly different lattice orientations (<5°) 
to their neighbours or the host grain. During subgrain rotation, dislocations are 
[411 
continuously added to subgrain boundaries. The misorientation of the crystal lattices 
on either side of the boundary increases until the subgrain is classified as a new grain. 
Grain boundary migration involves diffusive transfer of material across the boundary 
and only occurs at high temperatures (generally > 0.3-0.5 of the melting temperature), 
or in the presence of a diffusion-enhancing fluid phase (Drury and Urai, 1990). 
Grain boundary migration during deformation may redistribute fluid present in 
fluid inclusions along grain boundaries into semi-continuous fluid films (Urai, 1983; 
Urai et al., 1986; Drury and Urai, 1990) (Figure 3.6). This process has been 
demonstrated to occur in deforming aggregates of evaporite minerals (Urai 1983; 
1985; Urai et at., 1986) and evidence for its occurrence can be inferred for naturally 
deformed vein quartzite (Drury and Urai, 1990) and olivine (Drury and Van 
Roennund, 1989). Grain boundary migration may enable infiltration of external fluids 
along grain-scale networks. Geochemical and textural evidence for the occurrence of 
this process during high-temperature metamorphism of calcite marbles is discussed in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.5.4, and Chapter 6, Section 6.6.1. 
The morphology of fluid films in a dynamically rectystallising aggregate is 
likely to be dependent on the orientation of grain boundaries with respect to the 
maximum compressive stress (Figure 3.7). Grain boundaries subjected to high normal 
stresses will contain a smaller amount of fluid than those in less stressed orientations. 
This process does not necessarily involve any net dilation or compaction (Drury and 
Urai, 1990). 
Fluid networks created during dynamic recrystallisation are likely to be 
fluid film 	 necking down 
Flgum .© The interaction of a migrating grain boundary with a fluid phase. Fluid is 
redistributed into a transient, more or less continuous, grain boundary film. After Drury and 
Urai (1990). Different grains of solid phase are shaded light grey and dark grey. The fluid 
phase is white. 
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Figure 3.7 The grain boundary structure and fluid distribution of a ductile fluid-containing, 
dynamically recrystallising aggregate, under conditions of high grain boundary mobility. The 
arrows show the direction of maximum compressive stress. Based on in-situ observations of 
octachloropropane containing a fluid phase. After Drury and Urai (1990). 
transient. Grain boundaries heal by a process similar to intragranular crack healing 
(Smith and Evans, 1984; Olgaard and FitzGerald, 1993), driven by minimisation of 
surface energies. Grain boundary healing involves the creation of a new grain 
boundary between spherical fluid pores and is slower than crack healing, where the 
lattice is restored between inclusions (Smith and Evans, 1984; Drury and Urai, 1990). 
'Solid state diffusion  creep 
At high temperatures (close to the melting temperature), crystals can deform by 
migration of vacancy sites through the crystal lattice by a process known as solid-state 
diffusion creep. This mechanism is not associated with permeability enhancement. 
Grain boundary sliding and superplasticity 
During deformation of fine-grained aggregates, it is possible for crystals to slide past 
each other without the development of voids between crystals. Void formation is 
prevented by solid-state diffusion creep, or coupled solution and precipitation via a 
grain boundary fluid. This mechanism is known as grain boundary sliding. 
Superplastic flow refers to this process acting in extremely fine-grained aggregates (1-
10 gm) (Schmid et al., 1977; Rutter et al., 1994) and results in a very stable flow at 
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high temperatures (Rutter, 1993). Grain size appears to be the main control on 
whether an aggregate will deform by this mechanism or by dislocation creep: grain 
boundary sliding is favoured at small grain sizes. 
As dilation is prevented during deformation, this mechanism is not generally 
associated with enhanced permeability. However, it is possible that high pore fluid 
pressures may promote dilation during grain boundary sliding: any dilation is likely to 
be very transient and, as yet, there is little observational evidence to support its 
occurrence. 
Static recrystallisation 
When deformation stops, processes that reduce the total free energy of the deformed 
aggregate become dominant. If the temperature is high, or if there is water along the 
grain boundaries, processes such as recovery, grain boundary area reduction and grain 
growth will continue until the minimum internal energy configuration is achieved. As 
static recrystallisation proceeds, dislocation tangles are removed, grain boundaries 
become straight and grains tend to grow in size. This occurs by grain boundary 
migration so it is possible that permeability could be enhanced by this process (Drury 
and Urai, 1990). However, as static recrystallisation is associated with the 
minimisation of internal energies, any grain boundary fluid networks are likely to be 
extremely transient as they are unstable and need to be dynamically maintained. Static 
recrystallisation is unlikely to be an important way of enhancing permeability. 
3.5.4 Summary of deformation-controlled permeability enhancement during 
metamorphism 
During low- to medium-grade metamorphism, deformation is dominated by fracturing 
and cataclastic flow. Fluid pressures are likely to be close to lithostatic pressure (Cox 
and Etheridge, 1983; Etheridge et al., 1983). High fluid pressures promote pervasive 
grain-scale dilatancy, enabling fluid transport (Cox and Etheridge, 1989). Episodic 
opening of microcracks or grain boundaries results in transient permeability: fracture-
induced permeability is likely to be very short-lived as it is dependent on the ability of 
microcracks to stay open and connected. During contact metamorphism, there is 
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evidence for fluid infiltration both along crack networks (Baumgartner et al., 1997, 
Holness, 1997c) and associated with ductile deformation (Holness, 1997c). 
During metamorphism at medium- to high-grades, plastic deformation 
processes become dominant. Deformation occurs by a combination of intracrystalline 
deformation and fracturing. Ductile deformation can lead to enhanced fluid pressures, 
which promote brittle fracturing (Knipe and McCaig, 1994; Peach and Spiers, 1996), 
and minor dlilatancy can produce extremely rapid increases in permeability (Peach and 
Spiers, 1996). In shear zones, fluid transport can be enhanced by episodic brittle 
fracturing (Sibson, 1980; McCaig et al., 1995) or by slow pervasive flow during 
ductile deformation (Beach, 1976; Sinha, 1986, McCaig et al., 1995). High fluid 
pressures may promote dilation of grain boundaries during dislocation creep if strain 
rates are high (Knipe and McCaig, 1994), providing another mechanism for pervasive 
flow. In addition, ductile shear zones are characterised by greatly reduced grain size 
so it is possible that high pore pressures may lead to permeability increase during 
superplastic flow. 
At higher temperatures, dynamic recrystallisation may have a large impact on 
rock permeability by creating transient, connected, grain boundary fluid networks. 
This process has been observed experimentally (Urai, 1983; 1985; Urai et al., 1986; 
Jin et al., 1994; Drury and Gerald, 1996; Bai et al., 1997) and inferred for natural 
'samples (Drury and Urai, 1990; Drury and Van Roermund, 1989). Permeability 
enhancement during ductile deformation is also possible in the absence of 
microcracking or recrystallisation. Experiments on feldspar and olivine aggregates 
have shown that ductile deformation can result in stress-induced wetting of grain 
boundaries (Tullis et al., 1996; Dames, 1997), though the processes involved are not 
well understood. Finally, it is possible for brittle failure and hydraulic fracture 
processes associated with high fluid pressures to operate in deep crustal rocks during 
high-grade metamorphism (Roering et al., 1995; Austrheim and Engvik, 1997). 
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3.6 Permeability and porosity of calcite rocks during deformation 
3.6.1 Mechanical behaviour of calcite rocks 
If water is present, pressure solution is the dominant deformation mechanism during 
low-grade metamorphism. Deformation twinning is important in calcite rocks from 
very low-grade conditions onwards (Passchier and Trouw, 1996; Covey-Crump, 
1998). Only a limited amount of strain can be accommodated so twinning is usually 
accompanied by pressure solution or grain boundary migration. At medium-grade 
metamorphic conditions, dislocation glide is the dominant deformation mechanism. 
Dynamic recrystallisation increases in importance with increasing temperature. Grain 
boundary sliding and superplastic behaviour may be important in calcite rocks if the 
grain size is very small. The strength and ductility of deforming calcite rocks will be 
affected by the presence of any interstitial water (Rutter, 1972). 
At experimental strain rates, cataclastic flow (with associated dilatancy) is 
dominant at temperatures up to 400°C. From 400°C onwards, intracrystalline 
deformation becomes dominant and dilatancy is greatly reduced. However, some 
microcracking can persist up to 600-700°C (Fischer and Paterson, 1989). At 
temperatures greater than 600°C, intracrystalline deformation is accompanied by 
dynamic recrystallisation (Rutter, 1995; 1998). Dynamic recrystallisation results in 
mechanical weakening, favouring the development of localised zones of deformation 
in natural marbles (Rutter, 1998). 
3.6.2 Microcracking and cataclastic flow 
Several studies have been made of permeability and porosity variation in carbonate 
rocks as a result of microcracking during deformation (summarised in Table 3.1). 
Fischer and Paterson (1989) observed dilatancy in the ductile regime up to the highest 
temperatures measured (600°C), indicating microcracking even under these 
conditions. The general effect of an increase in temperature is a decrease in 
permeability (Fischer and Paterson, 1992). Fischer and Paterson (1992) found that an 
exception to this is the behaviour of Carrara marble: during temperature increase from 
25 to 200°C, permeability increases. This effect is attributed to microcracking 
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associated with anisotropy in thermal expansion of the grains. At higher temperatures, 
permeability decreases again. 




Zhang et al. 
(1994b) 
Siddiqi et at. 
(1997) 
Starting Carrara marble Carrara marble Carrara marble synthetic calcite- 
materials and Soinhofen and Soinhofen and hot pressed quartz 
limestone limestone calcite aggregates (95% 
aggregates calcite) 
Conf. P (MPa) 300 300 300 50 to 300 
Pore P (MPa) 30 to 280 30 to 280 100 to 270 0 
T (°C) 25 to 600 25 to 600 25 25 to 600 
Strain rate (s') 10 	to 10 5 10 	to 10 10 10 5 
Pore fluid argon argon argon none - during 
deformation 
water - during 
measurements 
Measurements dilatancy permeability and connected permeability and 
(connected storage capacity porosity and electrical 
porosity) in situ in situ but with permeability in conductivity 
but with time time delay situ but with (at 25°C after 
delay time delay deformation + 
variable eff. P) 
Methods 	measurement of oscillating pore 	oscillating pore 	pulse transient 
volume of pore 	pressure method pressure method method 
fluid in sample 
Table 3.1 Summary of the experimental conditions and methods of Fischer and Paterson 
-'(1989; 1992), Zhang et al. (1994b) and Siddiqi et al. (1997). Conf. P is confining pressure 
and eff. P is effective pressure. 101 MPa = 1 kbar. 
Zhang et at. (1994b) found that at low effective pressures, the permeability of 
Carrara marble increased by 2 orders of magnitude with less than 2% strain while 
connected porosity increased by only 0.5%. Permeability increased more slowly with 
further strain (up to 18% strain) during which connected porosity increased to 6%. At 
high effective pressures (100-200 MPa), these effects were much less marked. 
Microstructural analysis indicated that increases in permeability during deformation 
were associated with the formation of microcracks and the establishment of 
interconnection. This is in agreement with Fischer and Paterson (1992), who observed 
that permeability generally increases with increasing pore pressure and porosity. The 
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observations of Zhang et al. (1994b) are generally consistent with those of Fischer and 
Paterson (1992). 
Siddiqi et al. (1997) observed that the permeability of deformed samples (after 
deformation) was reduced relative to undeformed samples. Room temperature 
deformation resulted in permeability reduction of 30-70%, whereas deformation at 
600°C resulted in a reduction of 2 orders of magnitude. This suggests that the 
permeability increases observed by Fischer and Paterson (1992) and Zhang et al. 
(1994) during deformation are transient. Permeability resulting from microcracking is 
likely to be reduced during cooling of experimental runs due to crack healing and 
sealing. 
In summary, experimental studies to date have shown that, in carbonates, 
microcrack porosity can develop even when deformation is achieved by crystal 
plasticity. The development of microcrack porosity is enhanced at low effective 
pressures and temperatures. Small amounts of microcrack porosity resulting from 
deformation can lead to significant increases in permeability. 
3.6.3 More experiments? 
There are two main factors that limit the applicability of the results of published 
experimental studies to geological situations. (1) Metamorphic fluids are generally 
considered to be water-rich and, therefore, surface-active. Surface-active fluids are 
likely to affect changes in permeability during deformation by altering the surface 
chemistry of mineral-fluid interfaces (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3). Argon, a non-
reactive noble gas, is not a good analogue for surface-active metamorphic fluids. (2) 
Dilatancy measurements can be made during deformation, but permeability can only 
be measured directly either when deformation is stopped during the run (Fischer and 
Paterson, 1992; Zhang et al., 1994b) or after the run (Siddiqi et al., 1997). The in-situ 
dynamic permeability of the deforming rock is likely to be different to the values 
obtained by these methods. 
One of the original aims of the PhD project was to investigate experimentally 
the relationship between deformation and permeability in the presence of a surface-
active fluid. I had hoped to study the processes of low temperature microcracking and 
high temperature grain boundary sliding, by developing a technique for in-situ 
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permeability measurement during deformation. However, this approach was 
abandoned due to technical difficulties. 
I made some measurements of dilatancy in Solnhofen limestone during 
deformation as part of a preliminary study. I used the same method as that of Fischer 
and Paterson (1989) and Zhang et al. (1994b), replacing argon with water as the pore 
fluid. The experiments were carried out using a water medium, externally-heated 
triaxial testing machine (see Walker (1990) for a full description). In general, the same 
trends in the variation of clilatancy with effective pressure and temperature were 
observed as reported in previous studies that used argon as the pore fluid (Fischer and 
Paterson, 1989; 1992; Zhang et al., 1994b). Connected porosity increased with 
increasing strain in the temperature range 25 to 200°C. The amount of dilatancy 
produced is —50% lower than that measured for argon-filled limestone (Fischer and 
Paterson, 1989). Runs at 400°C and 600°C showed no increase in interconnected 
porosity during deformation. The amount of interconnected porosity measured at a 
particular temperature, effective pressure and strain were generally —10% lower for 
water-filled limestone (this study) than for argon-filled limestone (Fischer and 
Paterson, 1989). 
In summary, the amount of porosity generated due to microcracking in water-
filled Soinhofen limestone is slightly lower than that generated in argon-filled 
'Solnhofen limestone. The same general trends in variation in dilatancy with effective 
pressure, temperature and strain are observed. 
3.6.4 Crack and grain boundary healing in calcite 
Hickman and Evans (1987) conducted a series of experiments to study crack healing 
rates in calcite in the presence of dry carbon dioxide. They found that the rate of crack 
healing was strongly inversely dependent on crack aperture. At 850°C, thin cracks 
(maximum aperture < 60 nm) healed completely in less than 25 h, whereas thick 
cracks (maximum aperture - 700 nm) healed very little during heat treatments of up 
to 1320 h. Pore fluid composition is also important in controlling crack healing rate. 
In quartz, CO 2 appears to inhibit crack healing whereas H 20 promotes it (Brantley 
and Voigt, 1989; Brantley, 1992). This is due to the difference in surface activity of 
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the fluids (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3). The effects of H 20-rich fluids on crack 
healing rates in calcite have not yet been determined, making it difficult to predict the 
lifetimes of cracks under geologically realistic conditions. It is likely, though, that both 
crack healing and sealing processes will be rapid in the presence of water-rich fluids at 
metamorphic temperatures: microcrack networks will be very short-lived. 
Grain boundaries and intergranular cracks heal by similar processes. Olgaard 
and FitzGerald (1993) reported the formation of ridge-channel structures on grain 
boundaries during healing which, when connected, may result in transient permeability 
enhancement. 
3.6.5 Compaction and plastic deformation 
Several studies of hot-pressing of synthetic calcite aggregates have been made 
(Bernabe et al., 1982; Olgaard and FitzGerald, 1993; Zhang at al., 1994a), providing 
information about the relationship between plastic deformation and pore geometry in 
the absence of microcracking. During hot-pressing, compaction occurs by plastic flow 
processes such as pressure solution, intracrystalline plasticity or solid-state diffusion 
creep (Bernabe et al., 1982). There have been no published studies on the effects of 
recrystallisation on permeability, and dilatancy as a result of high temperature grain 
boundary sliding has yet to be detected for calcite rocks. 
Compaction results in a decrease in porosity and, consequently, permeability. 
For calcite aggregates, there is a change in the porosity-permeability relationship at 
porosities of 4-7% (Figure 3.8), which appears to correspond to a change in pore 
geometry from largely connected irregular pores between grains to isolated tubular 
pores at junctions of several grains (Bernabe et al., 1982; Zhang et al., 1994a). 
Permeability is negligible (_1021  m2, Zhang et al., 1994a) for porosities below 4% 
(Bemabe et al., 1982; Zhang et al., 1994a) (Figure 3.8). Marble permeabilities under 
metamorphic conditions are likely to be very small in the absence of dynamic 
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Figure 3.8 The dependence of permeability (k) on porosity () during hot-pressing of calcite 
aggregates. The range of experimental conditions (T is temperature and off. P is effective 
pressure) are shown. The relationship k 03 is drawn as a reference line and the trend of 
the experimental data is shown by the thick grey line. There is a sharp decrease in 
permeability at porosities in the range 4-7%. After Zhang et al. (1 994a). 
37 Summary and Conclusions 
Prior to fluid flow events, metamorphic rocks have low porosities and permeabilities 
due to compaction. Pervasive grain-scale permeability can be created in rocks by a 
number of dynamic processes. High fluid pressures are crucial in promoting processes 
that create and maintain permeability, and can result from reactions, differential 
expansion of pore fluids and rocks with increasing temperature, and/or deformation. 
Dynamic processes cannot be considered in isolation from each other or from fluid 
behaviour: interaction between deformation, reaction and pore fluids is complex. For 
example, rapid pore fluid generation by devolatilisation reactions can result in fluid 
pressure build-up, propagation of compaction-driven porosity waves and 
hydrofracture. In addition, ductile deformation may result in high fluid pressures, 
promoting fracturing. 
Deformation is very important in enhancing rock permeability during 
metamorphism. Rocks can deform by a large number of grain-scale mechanisms, some 
of which enhance fluid flow and some of which close fluid pathways. Permeability 
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may be created and maintained during fracturing and cataclastic flow, intracrystalline 
deformation and dynamic recrystallisation. Field evidence suggests the operation of 
reaction enhancement of permeability, grain-scale clilatancy and hydrofracture during 
metamorphism (Rumble, 1994). 
Experimental deformation data show that microcracking can occur at 
temperatures up to 600°C in calcite rocks. Microcracking causes increases in porosity 
and permeability, which are most marked in the temperature range 25-200°C and at 
low effective pressures (Fischer and Paterson, 1989; 1992). Rapid increases in 
permeability associated with small porosity increases at low strains have been 
observed (Zhang et al., 1994b). The same general trends in the variation of dilatancy 
with effective pressure and temperature are observed for calcite rocks with pore fluids 
of either water or argon, but the presence of water reduces the amount of dilatancy 
observed. The lifetimes of microcrack networks are likely to be very short as crack 
healing and sealing processes will be rapid under metamorphic conditions. 
In the absence of dilatant deformation, low porosity marbles will have 
negligible permeability (Zhang et al., 1994a; Bernabe et al., 1982). During low-grade 
metamorphism, microcracking provides the main mechanism for permeability 
enhancement. At higher temperatures, plastic deformation dominates but 
microcracking may still occur. Above 600°C, dynamic recrystallisation accompanies 
plastic deformation and may result in transient, grain boundary fluid networks. There 
have been no studies of this process in calcite rocks so it is difficult to estimate its 
effectiveness as a fluid transport mechanism. Field evidence for the occurrence of 
compaction, fracturing, ductile deformation and recrystallisation (from ion probe 
analysis and CL imaging of calcite marbles from Naxos) is presented in Chapters 4, 5, 
and 6. 
Permeability enhancement due to reaction, hydrofracture and/or deformation 
is likely to be both episodic and transient. Dynamic grain boundary fluid networks are 
inherently unstable and are likely to be very short-lived: time-scales of fluid flow will 
be short relative to time-scales of metamorphism. Time-scales of metamorphic fluid 
flow have been estimated from modelling of grain-scale 6180  variation and are 
discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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The main conclusions of this chapter are: 
• Dynamic processes such as hydrofracture and deformation are the most important 
mechanisms for creating and maintaining permeability during metamorphism. 
• Microcracking/hydrofracture is the main mechanism for permeability enhancement 
in marbles during low-grade metamorphism, and can occur at temperatures up to 
600°C. It is most effective at low temperatures (up to 200°C) and high pore fluid 
pressures. 
• The interaction of plastic deformation and pore fluid pressure may result 
permeability creation at higher temperatures (400-600°C). 
• At temperatures greater than 600°C, dynamic recrystallisation provides a 
mechanism for creating grain-scale permeability. 
• All dynamic processes are likely to be episodic and transient. Dynamic permeability 
will only exist in metamorphic rocks for geologically short periods of time. 
What next? 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 contain an investigation of geochemical and textural evidence for 
grain-scale mechanisms of fluid flow in calcite marbles and the factors controlling 
fluid pathways over a range of scales. Chapter 4 contains the results of a CL and ion 
probe stable isotope study of calcite sampled from the edges of marble bands at a 
number of localities on Naxos. The aim of the study was to determine how fluid 
infiltration took place and its timing relative to metamorphism and deformation. 
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4 Fluid flow on Naxos 
In this chapter 
• What was the timing of fluid flow relative to metamorphism and deformation? 
• What were the 8 180 values of different generations of fluid? 
• How did fluid infiltrate calcite marbles? Is there any variation of infiltration 
mechanism with metamorphic grade or generation of fluid? 
• What factors control the pathways taken by fluid? 
4.1 Introduction 
The island of Naxos is a classic area for the study of metamorphic fluid flow. Four 
fluid flow events (termed ip, 2r, 3r and 4r; p is prograde and r is retrograde) have 
been documented from four generations of calc-silicate mineral growth (Baker et al., 
1989; Baker, 1990). Fluid flow has also resulted in the modification of stable isotope 
ratios at the edges of calcite marble bands (e.g., Rye et al., 1976; Baker et al., 1989); 
the timing and mechanisms of fluid infiltration are uncertain. To obtain better 
constraints on timing, fluid pathways and infiltration mechanisms, it is necessary to 
link together the petrological and isotopic evidence for fluid flow. 
In this chapter, I have used grain-scale data to track the passage of fluids 
through the metamorphic complex. Firstly, I have calculated the oxygen isotope 
compositions of the four generations of fluid, building on previous work by Baker 
(1990). Mineral assemblages containing calcite and tremolite, which replace original 
dolomite, were chosen for analysis. I used oxygen isotope fractionation data for the 
calcite-tremolite, tremolite-H 20 and calcite-H20 systems (Zheng et al., 1994; O'Neil 
et al., 1969) to estimate the temperature of infiltration and fluid ö' 80 associated with 
each mineral growth event. Secondly, I have made a combined CL and grain-scale 
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oxygen isotope study of 19 samples of calcite marble, collected from marble-schist 
contacts across the island. I have combined ion microprobe analyses of 180/160  with 
textural observations to investigate how fluid infiltration took place in the calcite 
marbles and the links between infiltration mechanism, fluid pathways, metamorphism 
and deformation. 
42 Regional setting 
Naxos is the largest of the Cycladic islands which he in an arcuate belt stretching 
across the Aegean Sea from mainland Greece to Turkey (Figure 4.1). The rocks of 
these islands have been grouped into a unit called the Attic Cycladic Massif (ACM), 
which is part of the larger Aegean Plate. The ACM comprises thrust stacks of 
Palaeozoic to Mesozoic platform sediments (Dun et al., 1978) overlying a pre-Alpine 
migmatitic-gneissic complex (Andriessen et al., 1987; Henjes-Kunst and Kreuzer, 
1982). 
The tectonic evolution of the ACM can be divided into two stages. The first 
stage was an early Alpine compressional event. This involved subduction of 
continental material, generation of a nappe pile and associated high-pressure, low-
temperature metamorphism (Ml), dated at approximately 50 Ma (Andriessen et al., 
1979; Altherr et al., 1982; Wijbrans and MacDougall, 1986; 1988). The second stage 
was a phase of extensional tectonics, forming a back-arc basin in the Aegean with 
thinned crust, high heat flow and rapid uplift of lower crustal rocks (Horvath and 
Berckhemer, 1982; Urai et al., 1990). Regional greenschist-facies metamorphism 
(M2), dated at 25-16 Ma (Andriessen et al., 1979; Wijbrans and MacDougall, 1988), 
was associated with this extensional event. 
The present tectonic framework of the Aegean is that of a land-locked basin 
with movement along the subduction zone south of Crete associated with roll-back of 
the subducted slab (McKenzie, 1978; Le Pichon, 1983). This has resulted in N-S 
crustal extension of up to a factor of 2 in the region from 15 Ma to the present 
(McKenzie, 1978; Le Pichon and Angelier, 1979). 
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Figure 4.1 Location of Naxos in the Attic Cycladic Massif, Southern Aegean. After 
Andriessen et al. (1979). 
4.3 Previous work on Naxos 
4.3.1 Geological history 
Geologically, Naxos consists of a domed metamorphic complex, intruded by a 
granodiorite pluton in the western part of the island (see Figure 4.2). The 
metamorphic complex comprises an isoclinally folded sequence of interbedded schists 
and marbles overlying a migmatite core. The interlayered schist and marble sequence 
can be divided into two units: (1) a low- to medium-grade sequence (upper series) 
dominated by thick marble units, and (2) a medium- to high-grade sequence (lower 
series) dominated by metapelitic rocks, which structurally underlies the upper series 
(Figure 4.2). Lenses of ultrabasic rocks (meta-peridotites) are present at a number of 
structural horizons in the metamorphic complex. The ultrabasic rocks in the lower 
series were interpreted to be derived directly from the mantle and incorporated at 
great depth, whereas the ultrabasic rocks associated with the upper series have been 
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interpreted as the remains of an ophiolite sequence incorporated early in the Alpine 
orogenesis (Katzir et al., 1999). 
Blueschist-facies metamorphism (Ml) occurred on Naxos at 45 ± 5 Ma 
(Middle Eocene) (Andriessen et al., 1979) with peak pressure and temperature 
conditions estimated at 7-9 kbar and 400-480°C (Jansen, 1977). The timing and peak 
P-T conditions for this event are poorly constrained because Ml mineral assemblages 
have been overprinted by M2 greenschist-facies assemblages. 
The M2 event on Naxos is dated at 15-19 Ma (Middle Miocene) (Wijbrans 
and MacDougall, 1988) and reached upper amphibolite-facies. Estimated peak P-T 
conditions of 5-7 kbar and 650-700°C (Jansen and Schuiling, 1976) resulted in 
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Figure 4.2 Simplified geological map of Naxos. The upper series is predominantly marble 
and the lower series is predominantly schist. After Baker at al. (1989) simplified from Jansen 
and Schuiling (1976). 
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localised partial melting. A small number of granitioid bodies were intruded in the 
northwest of the island after peak metamorphism (Jansen and Schuiling, 1976; Buick, 
1988). During the M2 event, isoclinal folding with axes parallel to peak and post-peak 
extension was followed by the development of pervasive extensional fabrics in a 
shallowly northward-dipping, crustal-scale, shear zone (Urai et al., 1990; Buick, 
1991). Extension started prior to peak metamorphism and continued until after the 
intrusion of the postmetamorphic granodiorite, which shows well-developed foliation 
and lineation. The M2 event is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.2. 
Intrusion of the granodiorite in western Naxos has been dated using K-Ar 
techniques at 12.1-13.6 Ma (Wijbrans and McDougall, 1988) and using Rb-Sr 
techniques at 11.7 ± 0.7 Ma (minimum age) (Andriessen et al., 1979). There is a well-
developed contact aureole, exposed in the southern half of Naxos. 
It has been proposed that the crustal-scale, ductile shear zone evolved into 
low-angle normal faults (detachments) at shallower depths, causing the deeper 
crystalline metamorphic rocks to be 'dragged out' from under the overlying sediments 
and ophiolites (Lister et al., 1984; Urai et al., 1990). On Naxos, the metamorphic 
complex and granodiorite are overlain by unmetamorphosed sediments, which have 
been interpreted as an allochthonous unit emplaced along a low angle normal fault 
(Lister et al., 1984). The emplacement has been correlated with local low-temperature 
retrograde metamorphism, dated at —10 Ma (Andriessen et al., 1979), with associated 
cataclastic deformation, mylonitisation and hydrothermal alteration in the granodiorite 
and surrounding metamorphic rocks (Lister et al., 1984; Urai et al., 1990; Buick, 
1991). 
The overlying sediments consist mostly of poorly consolidated conglomerates, 
made up of clasts of marble, gneiss, schist and granodionte that are locally derived. 
On both sides of the island, the sediments appear to be alluvial fan deposits; the 
pattern of clast distribution in the conglomerates can be correlated with the present 
day drainage pattern (see Figure 4.3). The contact between the upper sedimentary unit 
and the underlying rocks, recently exposed in several new road cuttings, is an 
erosional unconformity rather than a fault (see Figure 4.4). Although there is much 
evidence for brittle and ductile deformation during retrograde M2 metamorphism, 
[59] 
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Figure 4.3 Summary of the distribution of clast rock types in the conglomerates overlying 
the metamorphic complex. The thick black line marks the drainage divide for the present 
day topography. The proportions of marble, gneiss, schist and granodiorite clasts in the 
conglomerates are controlled by the drainage pattern together with the locations of outcrops 
of the different rock types on the island. Solid geology (shown in grey) is simplified from 
Jansen and Schuiling (1976). 
there is little evidence that the overlying sediments have been transported from 
elsewhere. 
Finally, late gentle folding along upright axes, uplift and exhumation has 
exposed the Miocene metamorphic complex as a structural dome, with a series of 
isograds increasing in grade towards the leucogneiss-migmatite core (Jansen and 
Schuiling, 1976) (Figure 4.2). 
[60] 
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Figure 4.4 Field sketch of the contact between the metamorphic complex and the overlying 
sediments, exposed in a road cutting at locality 13 (see Figure 4.3 for location). The contact 
is an erosional unconformity. 
4.3.2 M2 metamorphism and deformation 
The structural dome exposes a section through the M2 metamorphism, from 
blueschist-facies rocks unaffected by the M2 overprint in the SE of the island through 
to rocks that have undergone partial melting at the peak of M2. Concentric isograds 
have been mapped based on the appearance and disappearance of index minerals in 
metapelites, metacarbonates and metabauxites (Jansen and Schuiling, 1976; Feenstra, 
1985; Buick, 1988) (Figure 4.2). Jansen and Schuiling (1976) and Buick (1988) 
estimated maximum M2 metamorphic conditions at 5-7 kbar and 650-700°C in the 
leucogneiss core. In addition, work by Buick (1988) and Buick and Holland (1989) 
indicates that the P-T-t path of rocks from the leucogneiss core shows decompression 
from 8-9 kbar to 6-7 kbar associated with a temperature increase from 550-600°C to 
660-690°C (see Figure 4.5). The decompression and heating path was accompanied 
by crustal-scale extension, ultimately resulting in exhumation of the M2 metamorphic 
complex. 
[61] 
The peak of M2 was dated at 25± 5 Ma, with prolonged cooling up to 11 Ma, 
by Andriessen et al. (1979) using K-Ar techniques. More recent work, using 40ArI39Ar 
techniques, has suggested that the peak of M2 occurred at 15-19 Ma (Wijbrans, 1985; 
Wijbrans and McDougall, 1988) and was followed by a much more rapid cooling and 
de-pressurisation than inferred by Andriessen et al. (1979). 
Three periods of deformation during the M2 metamorphic event have been 
identified (Buick, 1988; 1991; Urai et al., 1990): 
isoclinal folding, forming recumbent westward-verging folds with fold axes 
trending towards 0300.  There is a well-developed axial planar fabric that is sub-
parallel to the original layering. The metamorphic layering is basically parallel to 
the sedimentary layering. 
development of a peak to post-peak extensional fabric, trending NNE, (mineral 
lineations and boudinage) in a crustal-scale shear zone. Microfabrics indicate a top-
to-the-north sense of movement. Continued extension during retrograde M2 
metamorphism has resulted in progressively lower temperature reworking of 
extensional microstructures (Buick, 1988). 
upright open to tight folds trending to 015° that form the structural dome. 
In addition, the entire metamorphic complex is gently warped about an E-W axis, 
possibly as a result of the late updoming. 
4.3.3 Petrological and textural development of the marbles during M2 
Baker (1990) distinguished six different marble lithologies from detailed field mapping 
and sampling: siliceous dolomites, layered calcite-dolomite-quartz marbles, aluminous 
dolomites, sub-aluminous dolomites, amphibolite-bearing calcite marbles, and pure 
calcite marbles. Careful study of the textural relationship between minerals in each of 
the six lithologies allowed four distinct periods of mineral growth (ip, 2r, 3r and 4r) 
to be distinguished (summarised in Figure 4.6). All four events are observed in the 
siliceous dolomite lithology: mineral growth events in the other lithologies have been 
correlated with those in the siliceous dolomites. 
The fabrics developed within the marbles are strongly deformed at all grades, 
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Figure 4.5 P-T-t path followed by the high grade rocks of the migmatite core on Naxos. 1 
and 2 show the beginning and end of ductile to semi-ductile extensional deformation. a-d 
show chronological data in Ma (based on the data of Andriessen et al. (1979) and Wijbrans 
(1985)). The boxes show uncertainties on estimates of the peak metamorphic conditions 
experienced by pelitic assemblages (Buick, 1988). After Buick and Holland (1989) and 
Baker (1990). 
(1990) observed that most of the high-grade marbles have microstructures indicating 
high-temperature dynamic recrystallisation during M2 deformation. These are 
characterised by lobate grain boundaries, large subgrains and orientation families. In 
contrast, Covey-Crump and Rutter (1989) interpreted the marble fabrics as the result 
of static annealing, though none of the microstructures show the true foam-structure 
(Passchier and Trouw, 1996) characteristic of static recrystallisation (Urai et al., 
1990). Most of the M2 microstructures have been overprinted by later retrograde 
deformation so it is difficult to examine the original high-temperature microstructure. 
In the calcite marbles, there is a systematic pattern of increasing grain size 
towards the central migmatite complex, correlated with increasing estimated peak M2 
temperature (Covey-Crump and Rutter, 1989). There is a significant discontinuity in 
the pattern corresponding to the 500°C isotherm, attributed by Covey-Crump and 
Rutter (1989) to a difference in thermal history between the migmatite core and its 
surrounding metasediments. They suggest that grain-growth was inhibited in the 
central part of the metamorphic complex by syn-M2 deformation. However, evidence 
[63] 
Event Associated 	 Characteristic fabrics 
with: 
Randomly oriented mineral clusters. metamorphism 
ip Prograde M2 	
Minerals are cross-cut by 2r minerals. 
2r Retrograde M2 




development of rims around prograde 
(ZIX
minerals.  
development of pull-aparts in prograde 
minerals. 
development of veins that cross-cut 
layering and contain no prograde 
minerals. Vein minerals show well 
developed lineation. 
3r 	Intrusion of  
granite dykes 	 Minerals are localised along contacts 
between granite dykes and marbles. 
Minerals may show poorly developed 
lineation. 2 textures are seen: early 
irregular alteration fronts (skarns) and 
later cross-cutting veins. 
4r 	Intrusion of 
granodiorite 	 Minerals are localised along contact 
pluton 	 between granodiorite and country rocks. 
2 textures are seen: early irregular 
alteration fronts (skarns) and later cross-
cutting veins. 
Figure 4.6 Summary of the four caic-silicate mineral growth events in marble lithologies. 
Adapted from Baker (1990). 
for deformation both during and after peak M2 metamorphism is observed all over the 
island and not just in the central area; extensional deformation continued throughout 
the M2 event, from peak to late retrograde conditions. It seems most likely that the 
grain size systematics reported by Covey-Crump and Rutter (1989) are the result of 
dynamic recrystallisation, with dynamic grain growth enhanced at higher 
temperatures. 
4.3.4 Fluid flow. sable is©i11pa and jpetrnllogficall evidence 
The first stable isotope study of Naxos was made by Rye et al. (1976), who analysed 
schists, marbles, migmatites and quartz segregations from all grades of the 
metamorphic complex. They documented a progressive decrease in the 8 180 values of 
[64] 
silicates with increasing metamorphic grade. Calculated 8180  values for metamorphic 
fluids co-existing with the schists decreased from -15%o in the lower grades to 8.5%o 
in the migmatite core. The 8180  values of marbles within the schist sequence were 
lowered by interaction with metamorphic fluids along narrow boundary layers and, at 
higher grades, along zones of calc-silicate growth. The extent of isotopic exchange 
increased with increasing metamorphic grade. Upwards movement of fluid was 
inferred from the asymmetry of the boundary layers in individual marble bands. 
Rye et al. (1976) suggested three possible explanations for the systematic 
variation of 8180  of the pelitic rocks with metamorphic grade: (1) an original pre-
metamorphic compositional profile, (2) km-scale isotopic exchange between the 
pelitic rocks and the migmatites, and (3) large-scale input of externally-derived fluids. 
Baker and Matthews (1995), after further stable isotope analysis of the pelitic and 
marble lithologies, concluded that the systematic variation in 8180  is the result of the 
superimposition of at least two fluid flow events on a pre-existing isotopic profile. 
A detailed study of fluid inclusions in the pelitic rocks was made by Kreulen 
(1977, 1980,1988): 70% of the fluid inclusions contained 60-90 mol% CO 2 with 8 13C 
values between -1 and -5%. He concluded that the fluid phase present during 
metamorphism had Xco 2 = 0.5 to 0.8 and contained a mantle component. Schuiling 
and Kreulen (1979) proposed that the M2 metamorphic event resulted from the influx 
of mantle-derived CO 2, which supplied heat, buffered the fluid composition and 
systematically lowered 6 1 C values of the marbles and fluid inclusions in the pelitic 
rocks. However, later studies of the petrological evidence for fluid flow (Baker et al., 
1989; Buick and Holland, 1991; Baker and Matthews, 1995) have shown that the 
infiltrating fluids were water-rich and may have been locally buffered by mineral 
reactions to CO 2-rich compositions. It is possible that the fluid inclusions are 
unrepresentative of the metamorphic fluids due to preferential leakage of H 20 during 
extensional deformation (Baker et al., 1989). 
Baker (1990) (see also Baker et al. (1989) and Baker and Matthews (1994; 
1995)) made a detailed petrological and isotopic study of the marble lithologies. The 
four distinct generations of calc-silicate mineral growth (see Figure 4.6) were 
correlated with stable isotope analyses, providing evidence for four separate fluid flow 
[65] 
events. Petrogenetic grids developed for the marble lithologies were used to constrain 
the pressures, temperatures and fluid compositions of each phase of mineral growth. 
Stable isotope analyses of minerals from each generation, together with analyses from 
the margins of calcite marble bands, were used to estimate the isotopic composition of 
the fluids (see Section 4.4.2 for more discussion of this), and to suggest possible fluid 
sources. Table 4.1 summarises the characteristics of the four fluid flow events 
documented by Baker (1990) and Baker et al. (1989). 
Event 	 ip 	 2r 	 3r 	 4r 
Xc02 of fluid <0.2 + can be <0.2 <0.2 <0.05 
buffered to > 0.9 
ö' 80 of fluid 12 to 15%o <12%o -.10% <3%o 
Estimated P-T 4-7 kbar 4-7 kbar P < 2r P < 3r 
conditions 450-680°C 450-680°C > 600°C 570-680°C 
Characteristics Growth of ip 2r minerals grow 3r minerals grow 4r minerals grow 
of flow minerals, as cross-cutting in skarn in skam 
Pervasive isotope veins and as rims assemblages assemblages 
fronts in calcite around ip cross-cut by later cross-cut by later 
marbles. minerals. Fluids low T veins. Fluid low T veins. Fluid 
transport silica ± transports silica + transports silica ± 
Fe±Al±Na. F. F±Fe. 
Source of fluids Dehydration of Exsolution during Exsolution during Exsolution during 
pelitic lithologies crystallisation of crystallisation of crystallisation of 
during prograde melts produced granite dykes. granodiorite + 
M2. during M2. meteoric fluids. 
Table 4.1 Summary of the four fluid flow events documented by Baker (1990) and Baker et 
al. (1989). 
Baker et al. (1989) investigated the isotopic modification of the calcite marble 
bands first observed by Rye et al. (1976). They made a series of detailed profiles of 
individual marble bands and identified -1 in wide 180 fronts at their edges, resulting 
from interaction with metamorphic fluids. It is difficult to constrain the timing of fluid 
infiltration and subsequent isotopic modification in the calcite marbles as no mineral 
reactions took place. Baker et al. (1989) correlated the formation of the isotope fronts 
with prograde M2 metamorphism because the 'smooth' isotopic alteration appeared 
to be cross-cut by retrograde caic-silicate veins. The timing and mechanisms of 
formation of the isotope fronts on Naxos are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
Estimates of the time-scale and flux of the prograde fluid flow event (ip) were 
obtained by modelling the isotope fronts in terms of advective-diffusive transport by a 
[66] 
fluid phase (Baker et al. 1989; Bickle and Baker, 1990a). Modelling of isotope fronts 
is discussed in Chapter 5 and the time-scales of metamorphic fluid flow are 
investigated in Chapter 6. 
4.3.5 Summary 
The geological history of Naxos from the Tertiary onwards is summarised in Figure 
4.7. Four fluid flow events (ip, 2r, 3r and 4r) occurred during the Miocene: ip 
occurred during prograde M2 metamorphism and was overprinted by 2r during 
retrograde metamorphism; 3r was a local event associated with the intrusion of 
granite dykes in the northwest of the island; finally, 4r resulted from the intrusion of 
the granodiorite with associated hydrothermal circulation of meteoric water. 
Date 	 Events 	 p-I 	Deformation 	Fluid flow 
(Ma) conditions events 
45 	Ml blueschist-facies 
metamorphism 
25-16 	M2 amphibolite-facies 
metamorphism  





Intrusion of granite 
dykes in NW Naxos 
11 	Intrusion of granodiorite in 
W Naxos with (M3) contact 
aureole 
10 	? M4 local low grade 
metamorphism associated 
with shearing and uplift 




















Figure 4.7 Summary of the geological history of Naxos from the Tertiary onwards. 
[67] 
4.4 8 80 of metamorphic fluids from calcite4remolite fractionation 
4.4.1 Introduction 
The aim of this part of the study was to characterise the fluid 8 180 values for each of 
the four events documented by Baker (1990) using ion probe analyses of 180/160  on 
calcite and tremolite together with calcite-tremolite fractionation data. This method is 
based on the assumption that the calcite + tremolite assemblages grew in equilibrium 
with a water-rich fluid. My approach contrasts with that of Baker (1990), who used a 
qualitative approach based on Rayleigh distillation models (Rumble, 1982). 
4.4.2 Previous work 
A stable isotope study of the four generations of calc-silicate mineral growth 
(summarised in Table 4.1, and Figures 4.6 and 4.8) was made by Baker (1990). 
Prograde (ip) and retrograde (2r) mineral assemblages containing calcite + tremolite 
replacing dolomite, and retrograde (3r and 4r) assemblages containing forsterite + 
calcite replacing dolomite, were chosen for analysis. 
The isotopic composition of the calcite in these assemblages results from the 
combination of: (1) the isotopic composition of the precursor assemblage, (2) the 
composition of any infiltrating fluid, and (3) the changes resulting from mineral 
growth (decarbonation). The magnitude of the effects of the three processes is 
difficult to model quantitatively in this case as the volume of water with which the 
minerals have equilibrated is unknown. Baker (1990) used a qualitative approach, 
based on Rayleigh distillation models (Rumble, 1982), to estimate the isotopic 
composition of fluids associated with each generation of calc-silicate mineral growth. 
The ip and 2r calcite + tremolite assemblages developed through 
decarbonation reactions such as 
5dolomite + 8quartz + H2 0 = tremolite + 3calcite + 7CO2 	(4.1) 
Quartz was present as part of the original assemblage in some cases. In addition, the 
2r, 3r and 4r fluids all transported Si0 2 (Baker, 1990; Baker et al., 1989) (see Table 
4.1). The 8180  values of the original dolomite and quartz were generally in the region 
of 25 to 30%o in all of the samples studied (Baker, 1990). 
[68] 
For the ip assemblages, Baker (1990) calculated that the maximum change in 
8180 associated with mineral growth was -2.3%. This value was calculated for a 
temperature of 600°C using a Rayleigh distillation model (see Rumble, 1982). The 
observed difference in 6180  between the calcite and the original dolomite is greater 
than 2.3% (see Figure 4.8a), so Baker (1990) deduced that a light isotopic 
component was added during growth of the calcite + tremolite assemblage. She 
assumed that this light isotopic fluid was derived from the dehydration of pelitic 
schists, and used modelling of 6180  fronts in calcite marble bands (see Chapter 5 for 
more details) to estimate the 6180  of the infiltrating fluid at 12-15%. This is the 
minimum value obtainable by combined infiltration and dehydration, assuming the 
infiltration of large volumes of fluid. 
Analysis of 2r calcite + tremolite vein assemblages suggested that they 
developed during the infiltration of a fluid phase that was isotopically lighter than the 
fluids present during prograde metamorphism (Baker, 1990; Baker et al., 1989). The 
6180 values of calcite in the vein assemblages range from —10 to —18% (see Figure 
4.8b). The 2r assemblages he close to the leucogneiss core and their development is 
thought to just post-date the temperature peak of metamorphism (Baker et al., 1989). 
The most obvious source for the fluids is magmatic, exsolved during the 
crystallisation of migmatites formed at the peak of M2. The 6180  values of calcite 
from 2r veins are believed to result from decarbonation reactions driven by infiltration 
of fluids with 8180:5  12% (Baker et al., 1989). 
The 3r calcite + forsterite assemblages developed through reactions such as 
2 dolomite + silica (aq) = forsterite + 2 calcite + 7CO2 	 (4.2) 
The maximum change in 6180  due to such a reaction is about -2.2% (calculated at 
600°C using a Rayleigh distillation model) (Baker, 1990). This change is not sufficient 
to account for the lowering of the 6180  of the calcite relative to the original dolomite 
(see Figure 4.8c) so, again, there must have been infiltration of an isotopically light 
fluid phase. The assemblages are localised along the margins of granite dykes and 
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Figure 48 Isotopic compositions (in %o) of the four generations of calc-silicate mineral 
assemblages. Triangle = original dolomite. Circle = calcite from either calcite + tremolite 
assemblage (1p and 2r) or calcite + forsterite assemblage (3r and 4r). (a) Prograde (1p) 
assemblage. Shaded area = composition of calcite in equilibrium with fluid produced from 
dehydration of pelite. Unshaded box = maximum possible changes in the isotopic 
composition of the calcite resulting from decarbonation reaction. (b) Retrograde (2r) 
assemblages. Each pair of analyses is from a different sample. Shaded area = composition 
of calcite in equilibrium with quartz from migmatites in the leucogneiss core. (c) Retrograde 
(3r) assemblage. Line = composition of calcite in equilibrium with quartz in the granite 
dykes. (d) Retrograde (4r) assemblages. Each pair of analyses is from a different sample. 
Shaded area = composition of calcite in equilibrium with fluids co-existing with typical felsic 
magmas. Bold lines = composition of calcite in equilibrium with quartz from granodiorite 
core (dashed) and rim (solid). Simplified after Baker (1990). 
for calcite formed though infiltration of fluids from the granite dykes is -l2% (Baker, 
1990) (Figure 4.8c). 
The 8180  values of calcite in 4r assemblages, localised along the granodiorite 
margin, are very low (-2 to -5%o) (see Figure 4.8d). The most likely source of fluids 
is hydrothermal circulation of meteoric water, although the isotopic composition of 
the meteoric water may have been modified by fluid-rock interaction (Baker, 1990). 
Igneous quartz at the edge of the granodiorite pluton has a 8180  value of -5%o 
[70] 
compared with -11%o in the centre of the pluton (Baker, 1990) (Figure 4.8d). In 
addition, granodiorite 6180  values (from whole rock samples) range from 7.1 to 
11 .5%o (Altherr et al., 1988). This suggests that hydrothermal circulation of meteoric 
water was responsible, at least in part, for the growth and 6180  values of the 4r 
mineral assemblages. 
The results of Baker (1990) show that the later retrograde events (3r and 4r) 
are easily distinguished by low 6180  values and limited spatial distributions (Table 
4.1). The earlier events associated with prograde and retrograde metamorphism (ip 
and 2r) are more difficult to separate: the 6180  values of the fluids appear to be quite 
variable and evidence for both events is widespread across the island (Table 4.1). 
4.4.3 Oxygen isotope fractionation factors 
The isotope fractionation factor (ciA.B) describes the distribution of an isotope between 
two co-existing phases (A and B). In terms of oxygen isotopes, the fractionation 
factor is defined as 
1000 
aAB = 1000+8180, (4.3) 
The relationship between fractionation factors and temperature can be represented by 
equations of the form 
iO Ina 	=(x106 /T 2 )-y 	 (44) 




A-B = 10' In CLAB 
	 (4.5) 
This approximation is valid when AA-B is less than -10% (Faure, 1977). Values of the 
coefficients x and y for oxygen fractionation factors between minerals and fluid phases 
of interest in this study are shown in Table 4.2. 
[71] 
Phase A 	Phase B 	x 	y 	Source 
calcite H20 2.78 3.39 O'Neil et al. (1969) 
calcite tremolite 3.8 1.67 Zheng et al. (1994) 
tremolite H20 -1.02 -1.72 Calculated from O'Neil etal. (1969) 
and Zheng et al. (1994) 
quartz calcite 0 Clayton et al. (1972) 
dolomite calcite 0.50 0 Northrop and Clayton (1966) 
Table 4.2 Oxygen fractionation factors for systems of interest in this study. x and y are the 
coefficients in Equation 4.4. 
I have assumed that the fluids in contact with all of the mineral assemblages 
were very water-rich, based on data from Baker et al., (1989), Baker (1990) and 
Lewis et al. (1998). The fractionation of oxygen between calcite and water was 
measured over the temperature range 0-500°C by O'Neil et al. (1969). Zheng et al. 
(1994) experimentally determined the fractionation of oxygen between calcite and 
tremolite (under hydrothermal conditions) at temperatures from 520 to 680°C. I have 
combined the experimental data for calcite-tremolite and calcite-H 20 oxygen 
fractionation factors to calculate the fractionation of oxygen between tremolite and 
H20. 
Quartz-calcite oxygen fractionation factors have been determined in a number 
of studies (see Sharp and Kirschner (1994) for a summary) with values for x ranging 
from 0.38 to 0.87 (Sharp and Kirschner, 1994). I have used the data of Clayton et al. 
(1972), determined at temperatures from 200 to 750°C, which lies in the middle of the 
range of values. Northrop and Clayton (1966) experimentally determined the 
fractionation of oxygen between calcite and dolomite over the temperature range 200-
800°C. 
4A.4 Methods 
I selected six samples (all polished thin sections) for ion probe analysis from the thesis 
collection of Baker (1990) (now part of the Harker Collection, University of 
Cambridge). Figure 4.9 shows the sample localities. The sample numbers given 
correspond to those in Baker (1990); the Harker Collection numbers are shown in 
Table 4.3. I studied the six slides optically and with CL (see Appendix A for details of 
[72] 
method). The main features of the mineralogy of each slide are summarised in Table 
4.3. Plates 4.1 through 4.6 show sketches and CL photographs of the slides. 
I measured the 8180  values of co-existing calcite and tremolite in each slide 
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Figure 4.9 Simplified geological map of Naxos (after Jansen and Schuiling, 1976) showing 
the locations of the six samples analysed. The sample numbers shown at each locality 
correspond to those in Baker (1990). 
[73] 
with the ion microprobe at the University of Edinburgh. Details of the ion probe 
methodology can be found in Appendix B; the ion probe data are tabulated in 
Appendix C (Section C.3). I made five or six 180  measurements of calcite and of 
tremolite in each slide, and calculated average 5180 values for each mineral. In 
general, the analyses were made on different crystals. Multiple 
818O  analyses were 
made on individual tremolite crystals in two slides (samples 9020 and 8163). 
Min Gen 	Sample # Description 
ip 9020 Contact between dolomite and quartz. Radiate clusters of 
[148537] intergrown tremolite and calcite along contact. 
ip 	7090c Dolomite in centre of slide with ip mineral assemblage at 
[148517] edges. ip minerals consist of diopside plus intergrown 
tremolite and calcite. 
ip - 2r 	8163 ip diopside + dolomite + tremolite + calcite + quartz altered 
[148526] to 2r tremolite + calcite. ip and 2r calcite cannot be 
distinguished on basis of colour: both luminesce orange in 
CL. 2r tremolite forms a lineation. 
2r 	8124b 2r dolomite + diopside + calcite + tremolite: mostly consists 
[148524] of intergrown calcite and tremolite. Tremolite forms strong 
fabric. Calcite has altered appearance and whole slide looks 
dirty. 
3r 	9049 Dolomite cut by 3r calcite + forsterite, calcite + tremolite 
[1485451 and tremolite + diopside veins. Tremolite in calcite + 
tremolite veins shows preferred orientation. All calcite 
shows uniform orange luminescence. 
4r 	8172g Dolomite cut by 4r calcite + forsterite veins. Calcite shows 
[148531] variable luminescence in CL, from dull to bright orange. 
Table 4.3 Descriptions of slides selected from the Harker Collection (University of 
Cambridge) for ion probe analysis. Min Gen stands for mineral generation (see Figure 4.6 
for summary). The sample numbers given correspond to those in Baker (1990). The 
numbers shown in square brackets are the Harker Collection numbers for each sample. See 
Plates 4.1 through 4.6 for sketches and CL photographs of the slides. 
I calculated the temperature of fluid infiltration (I) (in K) for each sample 
using the average 8180  values of the calcite and tremolite (6l 80 and 6180tr)  and 
calcite-tremolite oxygen fractionation data (see Table 4.2) by rearranging the equation 
cc-fr 







I then calculated the 6180  value of fluid in equilibrium with the calcite + tremolite 
assemblage in each sample (618o)  by rearranging the equation 
A 	18O
cc 
_6180 	(2.78x106 /T2 )-339 	 (4.8) '_1 cc—w  
to give 
1 2.78x 10 6 
6 18 0 	6180 	 _3.39) 	 (4.9) 
T 2  
and substituting in the calculated temperature of infiltration (7) (from Equation 4.7). 
The errors in the estimated temperatures and fluid 6180  values were calculated using 
the standard rules of error propagation. 
I also calculated the 8180  values of fluid in equilibrium with the tremolite in 
each sample, based on temperature estimates from Baker (1990) and Jansen and 





_6180 	(-1.02x10 6 /T2 )+1.72 	 (4.10) 
'  
to obtain an expression for the 6180  value of the fluid in equilibrium with the tremolite 
(8 180) 
6 18 O 	618Otr 
(-1.02x 106
_ 	 +1.72) 	 (4.11) 
T 2  
where T is the estimated temperature of infiltration for each sample (in K). Again, I 
calculated the errors in the fluid 6180  values using the standard rules of error 
propagation. 
4.4.5 Results 
Average 6180  values of calcite and tremolite in each sample are shown in Table 4.4. 
Details of the individual analyses on each slide can be found in Appendix C (Section 
C.3). 6180  analyses were made of calcite in all six samples and tremolite in four of the 
samples. Analysis of sample 8124b required defocusing of the primary beam as the 
[75] 
slide was very thin: there was not enough time to do this during the tremolite analysis 
session. Sample 8172g did not contain any tremolite. The isotopic homogeneity of 
both the calcite and tremolite varies from sample to sample (see Table 4.4). Multiple 
8180 analyses were made on individual tremolite crystals in samples 9020 and 8163. 
Close-up CL photographs of the crystals, labelled with the analysis points and 6180 
values, are shown in Plates 4.1 and 4.3. In both samples, the 6180  values were within 
error. 
Min Gen 	Sample 	Average Range of Average 6180 Range of 	A 	(%) 
# 80 of 6I80 	(%o) of tremolite 6180 	(%o) 
calcite (%o) max - mm (%) max - mm 
ip 9020 20.9 ± 0.6 4.4 14.6 ± 0.5 3.3 6.3 ± 0.8 
ip 7090c 22.3±0.3 1.6 16.4±0.4 1.5 5.9±0.5 
ip -* 2r 8163 18.8 ± 0.2 1.3 12.2 ± 1.0 6.4 6.6 ± 1.0 
2r 8124b 14.9± 1.8 13.2 - - - 
3r 9049 8.7 ± 0.9 6.3 10.6 ± 0.4 2.2 1.9 ± 1.0 
4r 8172g 1.7 ±0.4 2.4 - - - 
Table 4.4 Average 5180 values of calcite and tremolite from six marble samples containing 
caic-silicate mineral assemblages. The range of 3 180 for calcite and tremolite in each 
sample was calculated by subtracting the minimum measured value from the maximum 
measured value. Min Gen is mineral generation. 
Table 4.5 shows the temperatures of infiltration and fluid 6180  values calculated from 
calcite-tremolite oxygen fractionation data (Section 4.4.3) using the method outlined 
in Section 4.4.4. The calculated temperatures are -200°C lower than estimates from 
all previous studies. This discrepancy is may be due to retrograde isotopic alteration 
of the calcite. Tremolite has a much higher closure temperature than calcite and is 
unlikely to have undergone retrograde exchange (see Section 4.4.6). Table 4.6 shows 
calculated 6180  values for fluid in equilibrium with the tremolite in each sample at 
peak temperatures estimated by Baker (1990) and Jansen and Schuiling (1976) (see 
Section 4.4.4 for method). No tremolite was present in sample 8172g (4r mineral 
assemblage) so I used the calcite 6180  data and calcite-H 20 fractionation data 
(Section 4.4.3) to calculate the 6180  of fluid in equilibrium with the mineral 
assemblage in that sample (shown in Table 4.7). 
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Mineral generation 	Sample # 	Temperature (°C) 	VO of fluid (%o) 
	
ip 	 9020 417±79 	 18.5± 1.3 
[p 7090c 	436 ±68 20.2 ±0.8 
lp—*2r 	8163 405 ±89 	 16.1± 1.5 
3r 9049 	 calculation not possible 
Table 4.5 Temperatures and fluid 8180  values for lp and 2r events, calculated from ion 
probe 8180 analyses of calcite and tremolite and oxygen isotope fractionation data for the 
calcite-tremolite and calcite-1-1 20 systems (Zheng et al., 1994; O'Neil et al., 1969). 
Mineral 	Sample # 	Estimated 	Average 8 180 of 	ö' 80 of fluid 
generation temperature (°C) tremolite (%) (%o) 
ip 9020 600 ± 50 14.6 ± 0.5 14.2 ± 0.7 
ip 7090c 650 ±50 16.4 ± 0.4 15.9 ± 0.6 
1p-2r 8163 650±50 12.2±1.0 11.7±1.1 
2r 8124b 700±50 - - 
3r 9049 650 ± 50 10.6 ± 0.4 10.1 ± 0.6 
4r 8172g 625±50 - - 
Table 4.6 8180 values of fluids in equilibrium with ip, 2r and 3r tremolite at estimated 
temperatures of infiltration based on previous studies (Baker, 1990; Jansen and Schuiling, 
1976), calculated from ion probe 5 180 analyses of tremolite and tremolite-H 20 oxygen 
fractionation data (Zheng et al., 1994; O'Neil et al., 1969) 
Mineral 	Sample # 	Estimated 	Average 8180  of 	8180  of fluid 
generation temperature (°C) calcite (%) (%) 
4r 	8172g 	625 ±50 	1.7 ± 0.4 	1.6 ± 0.4 
Table 4.7 8180  value of fluid in equilibrium with 4r calcite at estimated temperatures of 
infiltration based on previous studies (Baker, 1990; Jansen and Schuiling, 1976), calculated 
from ion probe 8180 analyses of calcite and calcite-1-1 20 oxygen fractionation data (O'Neil et 
al., 1969). 
4.4.6 Discussion 
Discrepancy in temperature estimates 
The temperatures calculated for the ip and 2r fluid flow events using calcite-tremolite 
thermometry are -200°C lower than the temperatures derived by Baker (1990) for 
each of the mineral growth episodes from petrogenetic grids. Peak metamorphic 
temperatures for each of the samples studied, based on Baker's estimates and mineral 
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isograds (Jansen and Schuiling, 1976), are shown in Table 4.6. It is unlikely that the 
temperatures calculated in this study for ip and 2r metamorphism are correct as all 
previous studies agree on temperatures of 600-700°C (e.g., Jansen and Schuiling, 
1976; Buick, 1988; Buick and Holland, 1989; Baker et al., 1989; Baker, 1990). 
Either the calcite and tremolite did not grow in isotopic equilibrium or the 
6180 values of the minerals have been changed from peak metamorphic values by 
retrograde alteration. As the calcite and tremolite are intergrown reaction products, it 
is likely that isotopic equilibration took place during mineral growth: it is reasonable 
to assume that the calcite and tremolite were initially in isotopic equilibrium. The 
effects of retrograde isotopic exchange are discussed in the next two sections. 
It was not possible to calculate a temperature and fluid 6180  value for the 3r 
mineral assemblage. The 6180  value of the tremolite was greater than that of the 
calcite in the sample studied, suggesting that the calcite and tremolite in this sample 
were not in isotopic equilibrium. 
Diffusive isotopic exchange 
Stable isotope geothermometers frequently fail to record accurately and consistently 
the peak temperatures experienced by slowly cooled high-grade metamorphic rocks. 
Retrograde interdiffusion has been widely proposed as a dominant factor in resetting 
stable isotope thermometers (see Eiler et al., 1992). 
The Fast Grain Boundary (FGB) model (Eiler et al., 1992) describes the stable 
isotope interdiffusion between minerals in a portion of rock (e.g., of hand specimen or 
thin section size). The model assumes that grain boundaries are regions of rapid 
transport of stable isotopes and that the grain boundaries continuously maintain 
isotopic equilibrium over the time or temperature interval described. As temperature 
changes with time, the shift towards equilibrium of the interior of the minerals is 
described in terms of volume diffusion from equilibrated grain boundaries. In simple 
terms, this means that the most important factor in controlling the amount of 
retrograde stable isotopic exchange that a mineral will undergo is the diffusivity of the 
mineral. 
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Plate 4.1 1  mineral assemblage (cc + tr). (a) CL photo montage of part of the slide 9020, 
showing radiate clusters of calcite (yellow-orange) + tremolite (dark brown to black) at the 
contact between quartz (blue-black) and dolomite (red). Arrow marks location of area shown 
in (c). (b) Sketch of slide 9020. Slide is 2.5 cm in diameter. Box marks position of CL 
montage shown in (a). Grey shading shows areas of epoxy. (c) Close-up CL photo of 
tremolite grain with positions of ion probe analyses and corresponding 
180 values (in %) 







cc + tr 
7090c 
ip 
Plate 4.2 1  mineral assemblage (cc + tr + di). (a) CL photo montage of part of slide 7090c, 
showing calcite (yellow-orange) + tremolite (dark brown to black) + diopside (yellow-green; 
large grain at left hand side of montage) replacing dolomite (red). (b) Sketch of slide 7090c. 
Slide is 2.5 cm in diameter. Box marks position of CL montage shown in (a). Grey shading 
shows areas of epoxy. 
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(b) 
tr + cc + qz 
8163 
ip - 2r 
• J 	L 
44 
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Plate 4.3 1  mineral assemblage (di + do + tr + cc + qz) altered to 2r mineral assemblage 
(cc + tr). (a) CL photo montage of part of slide 8163, showing calcite (yellow-orange), 
tremolite (black), quartz (black), diopside (pale blue-green) and dolomite (red). 2r tremolite 
forms a lineation (see top right hand corner of montage). Arrow marks location of area 
shown in (c). (b) Sketch of slide 8163. Slide is 2.5 cm in diameter. Box marks position of CL 
montage shown in (a). Grey shading shows areas of epoxy. (c) Close-up CL photo of 
tremolite grain with positions of ion probe analyses and corresponding 180 values (in %o) 
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Plate 4.4 2r mineral assemblage (dol + di + cc + tr) in vein, vein calcite (yellow) + tremolite 
(dark brown to black) + diopside (light green). Tremolite shows strong fabric. (b) Sketch of 
slide 8124b. Slide is 2.5 cm in diameter. Box marks position of CL montage shown in (a). 






Plate 4.5 3r vein assemblages (cc + fo, cc + tr, and tr + di). (a) CL photo montage of part of 
slide 9049, showing calcite (yellow-orange), tremolite (dark brown to black), diopside (pale 
green), dolomite (orange-red) and forsterite (scarlet). Tremolite in calcite + tremolite veins 
shows lineation. (b) Sketch of slide 9049. Slide is 2.5 cm in diameter. Box marks position of 
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Plate 4.6 4r vein assemblages (cc + fo). (a) CL photo montage of part of slide 8172g, 
showing calcite (yellow-orange) + forsterite (red) vein cutting dolomite (dark purple-red). (b) 
Sketch of slide 8172g. Slide is 2.5 cm in diameter. Box marks position of CL montage 
shown in (a). Grey shading shows areas of epoxy. 
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Oxygen diffusion data are available for calcite (Farver, 1994), quartz (e.g., 
Elphick and Graham, 1992a; b), tremolite (Farver and Giletti, 1985) and cliopside 
(e.g., Elphick and Graham, 1990), but not for dolomite. In all of these studies, the 
experiments were run under hydrothermal conditions. Diffusion coefficients (D) (in 
m2s) are generally expressed in the form 
D=D0e' (4.12) 
where D0 is the pre-exponential factor (in m 2s), Q is the activation energy (in kJmoF 
5, R is the gas constant (8.134 JmoF'K') and T is temperature (in K). Values of D0 
and Q for calcite, quartz, tremolite and diopside are given in Table 4.8. 
Mineral T range (°C) D0 (m2s') Q (kJmol) 	 Study 
calcite 	400 - 800 	7 x 10-9 	173 Farver (1994) 
quartz 	500 - 850 	3 x 10-8 	192 
	
Elphick and Graham (1992a;b) 
tremolite 	650 - 800 	2 x 10-12 	163 
	
Farver and Giletti (1985) 
diopside 	900 - 1200 	9 x 10-7 	351 
	
Elphick and Graham (1990) 
Table 4.8 Experimentally determined diffusion rate data for oxygen in calcite, quartz, 
tremolite and diopside. 
The approximate thickness (x) of the outer layer of a mineral grain that would 
be involved in stable isotope exchange may be estimated from the equation for 
diffusion in a semi-infinite medium when the boundary is kept at a constant 
concentration (Cb) 
cx = Cberf[ ) ] 
	
(4.13) 
where C,, is the concentration at depth x, D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the time 
of exchange (Crank, 1975). The thickness of the layer is the 'effective diffusion 
distance', defined (arbitrarily) as the value of x when the surface concentration has 
dropped to one tenth of its value at the boundary (i.e., when CJCb = 0.1). 
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Figure 4.10 The approximate times required for oxygen to diffuse distances of 10, 50, 100, 
250 and 500 pm in the presence of water at temperatures of 300 to 800°C. (a) in calcite, 
calculated from experimental diffusion data of Farver (1994). (b) in quartz, calculated from 
experimental diffusion data of Elphick and Graham (1 992a; b). 
I have calculated the times it would take for oxygen to diffuse 10, 50, 100, 250 and 
500 tm at a range of temperatures in the minerals of interest (see Figures 4. 10 and 
4.11). 
Figures 4.11 shows that diffusion of oxygen in tremolite and diopside is too 
slow for diffusive exchange to have taken place during retrograde metamorphism. The 
isotopic homogeneity of the tremolite (see Table 4.4, and Plates 4.1 and 4.3) also 
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Figure 4.11 The approximate times required for oxygen to diffuse distances of 10, 50, 100, 
250 and 500 gm in the presence of water at temperatures of 300 to 800°C. (a) in tremolite, 
calculated from experimental diffusion data of Farver and Giletti (1985). (b) in diopside, 
calculated from experimental diffusion data of Elphick and Graham (1990). 
6180 values are representative of peak metamorphic conditions and can be used to 
calculate fluid 6180  values. 
Retrograde isotopic modification of calcite 
It is reasonable to assume that the calcite and tremolite grew in equilibrium with each 
other and with a common fluid, and that the tremolite has not undergone retrograde 
isotopic exchange (see previous two sections). The 6180  values of calcite in 
equilibrium with the tremolite at peak metamorphic temperatures (Baker, 1990; 
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Jansen and Schuiling, 1976) can be calculated from calcite-tremolite fractionation data 
(Zheng et al., 1994) (see Table 4.9). In the ip and 2r mineral assemblages, the 
measured calcite 5180  values are :.-4%o higher than the calculated 'peak' values; the 
difference between peak and measured 8 180 values is about the same in each sample. 
This change in calcite 6180  may be the result of a number of processes: (1) low-
temperature (< 200°C) exchange with meteoric or magmatic fluids; (2) high-
temperature exchange with high 8 180 fluids; or (3) high-temperature, partial isotopic 
exchange with dolomite or quartz. 
Mineral Sample Estimated Measured 'Peak T' 6 180 Measured 
generation # T (°C) 6180 of of calcite (%) 6180 of 
tremolite_(%o) calcite (%) 
ip 9020 600±50 14.6±0.5 17.9±0.5 20.9±0.6 
ip 7090c 650±50 16.4±0.4 19.2±0.4 22.3±0.3 
lp-32r 8163 650±50 12.2± 1.0 15.0± 1.0 18.8±0.2 
3r 9049 650 ± 50 10.6 ± 0.4 13.4 ± 0.4 8.7 ± 0.9 
Table 4.9 8180 of calcite in equilibrium with tremolite in the samples analysed at estimated 
peak metamorphic temperatures (Baker, 1990; Jansen and Schuiling, 1976) compared with 
the 8180  values measured by ion probe. Calculated using data from Zheng et al. (1994). 
At low temperatures (< 200°C), the fractionation of oxygen between calcite 
and 1120 (&) is large (see Figure 4.12). Low-temperature isotopic exchange 
between calcite and low 8180,  water-rich fluids may result in high calcite 6180  values. 
Analyses of calcite from late veins on Naxos show 6180  values > 20%0, suggesting 
low-temperature fluid flow (see Section 4.5.4). However, low-temperature fluid flow 
is unlikely to have modified the 6180  values of ip and 2r calcite as at temperatures < 
200°C the time-scales of diffusive exchange are unrealistic (Figure 4. lOa). In addition, 
there is no grain-scale record of late-stage alteration as seen as at other localities for 
the 4r event (see Chapter 6). 
It is possible that the ip and 2r calcite underwent isotopic exchange with high-
temperature, high 6180  fluids but the tremolite did not due to its low diffusivity 
(Figures 4.10a and 4.11a). If exchange took place at 600-700°C, the fluids would 
need to have had 6180  values of -19 to 22%, calculated using calcite-H 20 
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Figure 4.12 Calibration for the i 180(cc-H 20) fractionation using experimentally determined 
data from O'Neil et al. (1969). Adapted from Sharp and Kirschner (1994). 
with such high 8 180 values. Prograde metamorphic fluids (lp), derived from the 
dehydration of schists, are estimated to have E 80 values of -15%o, and subsequent 
fluid flow events involve fluids with progressively lower 5 180 (see next section). 
Partial isotopic equilibration between calcite and dolomite or quartz during retrograde 
metamorphism appears to be the most likely explanation for the high calcite ö' 80 
values: its feasibility is investigated below. 
At a given temperature, the rate of oxygen diffusion in quartz is about one 
order of magnitude slower than that in calcite (Figure 4.10). Diffusion of oxygen in 
quartz over distances of up to 500.tm is possible at temperatures of 600-700°C over 
geologically reasonable time-scales. The rates of diffusion of oxygen in dolomite are 
unknown but may be intermediate between quartz and calcite. Calcite in the I  and 2r 
mineral assemblages may have undergone isotopic exchange with either quartz or 
dolomite (or both) during high-temperature retrograde metamorphism. 
The 8 18 0 values of quartz and dolomite, measured by conventional rather than 
ion probe analysis, were in the region of 25-30%o in all of the samples studied (Baker, 
1990). The calcite-quartz and calcite-dolomite oxygen fractionation factors at 600-
700°C are in the region of -0.7% and -0.6%o respectively (calculated using data from 
Clayton et al. (1972) and Northrop and Clayton (1966); see Section 4.4.3). Isotopic 
exchange between Ip or 2r calcite (Ei' 80 15-I9%o) and dolomite or quartz of (80 
25-30%) would tend to cause an increase in the 
8180  of the calcite. The increase in 
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calcite 6180  value would be much greater than the decrease in the 6180  values of the 
dolomite and/or quartz as, in all the samples, there are much greater amounts of 
dolomite and quartz present than of calcite (mode effect in Eiler et al., 1992). 
If the ip and 2r calcite had fully equilibrated with the dolomite and/or quartz 
in the samples, the 6180  values of the calcite would be —24-29%. The measured 6180 
values of the calcite are about 19-22%o so only partial isotopic equilibration has taken 
place. This may a consequence of the transient nature of metamorphic fluid flow. The 
diffusion rate of oxygen in calcite is greatly enhanced by the presence of H 20; 
diffusion rates under dry conditions are up to 5 orders of magnitude slower than for 
wet conditions (Farver et al., 1994; Anderson et al., 1969) (see Chapter 6, Section 
6.6.6). It is likely that fluid was present in the rocks for < 10 4 years (see Chapter 6, 
Section 6.6.6), resulting in a large drop in diffusion rate after a relatively short length 
of time. The grain size of the calcite in the samples is about 400 gm. If 'wet' diffusive 
exchange took place between calcite and quartz and/or dolomite over a time-scale of 
—103 years and at temperatures of 600-650°C, the calcite grains would be completely 
altered (Figure 4.10a). 
The present grain size of the calcite in the samples may not be representative 
of peak metamorphism as the textures indicate that recrystallisation has taken place. 
Recrystallisation during retrograde metamorphism would have the effect of 
homogenising the 6180  values within calcite grains. The calcite in samples 9020, 
7090c and 8163 (ip and 2r mineral assemblages) is isotopically homogeneous, 
whereas the calcite in the 2r, 3r and 4r veins is more heterogeneous. Recrystallisation 
is most important in terms of 6180  homogenisation in the early (ip and 2r) mineral 
assemblages. 
6180 values offluids 
6180 values of the four generations of fluids, calculated from tremolite-H 20 
fractionation data (ip, 2r and 3r events) and calcite-H 20 fractionation data (4r event), 
are shown in Table 4.10. The 6180  value for the ip fluid flow event was estimated by 
averaging the values obtained from samples 9020 and 7090c. The calculated fluid 
[90] 
8 180 values for all four events are in very good agreement with the upper limits of the 
qualitative estimates of Baker (1990). 
Fluid flow 
event 
Fluid 8180 from Baker 
(1990)(%o) 
Fluid 	180 calculated using tremolite-11 20 
or calcite-H 20 fractionation data (%) 
ip 12-15 15.1 ± 0.6 
2r <12 11.7±1.1 
3r —10 10.1 ±0.6 
4r <3 1.6±0.4 
Table 4.10 Estimates of fluid 6180  values for the four fluid infiltration events. 6180  values for 
the ip, 2r and 3r fluids were calculated using tremolite-1-1 20 oxygen fractionation data, 
whereas the 6180  value for the 4r fluid was calculated using calcite-H 20 oxygen 
fractionation data. Fluid 6180  values from Baker (1990) are shown for comparison. 
Fluid sources 
The fluid 8180  values calculated in this study are consistent with the sources 
suggested by Baker (1990) for all four events. The 8180  values calculated for the ip 
and 2r fluids are consistent with derivation of fluids from the dehydration of pelitic 
schists (ip event) and exsolution during the crystallisation of migmatites (2r event). 
The 3r fluids were derived from granite dykes and the 4r fluids were derived from the 
granodiorite pluton with associated hydrothermal circulation of meteoric water 
(Baker, 1990) (see Section 4.4.2). 
4.4.7 Summary 
I have calculated characteristic fluid 8180 values for each of the four generations of 
fluid associated with caic-silicate mineral growth. I used experimentally determined 
calcite-tremolite and calcite-11 20 oxygen isotope fractionation data (Zheng et al., 
1994; O'Neil et al., 1969) to calculate temperatures of infiltration and fluid 8 18O 
values for fluids in equilibrium with calcite + tremolite assemblages. The temperatures 
calculated are —200°C lower than temperature estimates from previous studies, due to 
retrograde isotopic exchange between calcite and quartz and/or dolomite. Tremolite 
did not undergo retrograde alteration due to its low diffusivity so the measured 8180 
values are representative of the metamorphic fluid flow events. I have combined the 
estimated temperatures for the events from previous studies with tremolite-H 20 
[91] 
fractionation data to calculate the 8180  values of the ip, 2r and 3r fluids. The 18O 
value of the 4r fluid was calculated using calcite-H 20 fractionation data. The ö' 80 
values calculated for each generation of fluid are 15% (ip), 12% (2r), 10% (3r) and 
2% (4r) and are in very good agreement with the estimates of Baker (1990). 
45 Timing and mechanisms of fluid infiltration in calcite marble 
bands 
4.5.1 lintirodluction 
Section 4.5 contains the results of a combined CL and grain-scale oxygen isotope 
study of samples collected from the edges of calcite marble bands across Naxos. I 
have used the 8180  values characteristic of each fluid flow event (from Section 4.4) to 
trace the passage of fluid through the metamorphic complex. 
4.5.2 Methods 
I collected oriented samples from 19 localities across the island (see Figure 4.13). 
Samples were only collected from outcrops where the contacts of marble bands with 
the surrounding schists were visible: localities such as these were often found along 
road cuttings. A typical locality is shown in Plate 4.7. At each locality one, or if 
possible both, of the edges of the marble bands were sampled. In addition, I usually 
collected samples of the underlying schist and any quartz veins. Where both contacts 
of the marble band were sampled, they were labelled 'top' and 'bottom' to distinguish 
them (see Plate 4.7). In general, the bottom contact structurally underlies the top 
contact and is the contact closest to the leucogneiss core. 
Oriented, polished thin sections were made of the marble samples, and I 
studied them optically and with CL to examine the textures and to look for evidence 
of fluid pathways (see Appendix A for details of method). I selected 12 samples (from 
12 different localities, shown in bold in Figure 4.13) for ion microprobe analysis. 8 180 
measurements were made of grain boundaries, grain centres and any cracks and veins 
in each sample. Details of the analytical method can be found in Appendix B. The ion 
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Plate 4.7 A typical locality (locality 24). The best exposures of the edges of marble bands 
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Plate 4.8 XPL photographs of the three main textures observed in the marbles collected. A 
Tending to 'foam texture' but not equigranular. B As A but deformed. C Deformed: has 
undergone dynamic recrystallisation. 
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U Sample locality 
+bi 	Mineral isograd and 
490°C approx. temperature 
METAMORPHIC COMPLEX 
I 	I predominantly marble 
[.J predominantly schist 
leucogneiss core 
Figure 4.13 Simplified geological map of Naxos (after Jansen and Schuiling, 1976) showing 
localities where marble contacts have been sampled. Ion probe analyses of 8 180 have been 
made on samples from localities in bold. 
[95] 
I compared the ranges of 6' 80 values measured in each sample with the 
calculated 8180  values for each generation of fluid (Section 4.4) to assess which fluid 
flow events may have been responsible for the isotopic modification observed. This 
approach is qualitative rather than exact. The last fluid flow event (4r) was easily 
distinguished by very low 8180  values but the effects of earlier events were difficult to 
separate. I have assumed that infiltration took place at temperatures of about 600-
700°C (see Section 4.4.6). At these temperatures, the fractionation of oxygen 
between calcite and water gives 8180 - = 0.2% (O'Neil et al., 1969) (see 
Figure 4.12): calcite will have 80 values very close to that of equilibrium water-rich 
fluids. 
Loc 	Peak T 	Max. 
gram size 
' 
Marble texture CL features 
Localities in the Upper Series (low- to medium-grade) 
9 	450 	0.1 Strong fabric, banded. Banded. 
17 500 2.5 cc + some qz grains. Very dark, small amount of orange 
Deformed cleavage, alteration at contact, yellow-orange 
veins. (Plate 4.9) 
4 	500 	2 at BC and (A) at TC. Grain boundary alteration at BC + 
cc + patches of mu + chi + orange zoning of grains, but none at TC. 
qz, micas are deformed at cc at BC is banded. 
TC. 
Localities in the Lower Series (high-grade) 
6 	500 	3 (B) Pure cc, deformed Red-orange with fuzzy alteration: no 
cleavage, clear grain boundary network. 
7 	500 	1.5 (B) cc + occasional qz Orange, fuzzy alteration at contacts, 
layers, weak fabric and small amount of grain boundary 
deformed cleavage, alteration, black veins. (Plate  4.10) 
15 	500 	3 (A) Very weathered cc + Orange alteration along grain boundary 
scattered mu + wo. crack network right at contact but 
otherwise very dark. 
3 	620 	3 (B) Pure cc, some Network of cracks along grain 
deformed cleavage, boundaries filled by bright yellow-orange 
cc at BC (Plate 4.11). Orange alteration 
at TC which fades away within 1 cm. 
21 	620 	3 (B) at BC, cc with Thin orange grain boundary crack 
occasional schist layers, network at BC. Bright orange alteration 
deformed cleavage. (C) at along recrystallising grain boundaries at 
IC. TC (Plate 4.12). Veined. 
23 	620 	2 (C) at BC and (A) at TC. Red, thin orange grain boundary network 
cc + occasional qz and at BC (Plate 4.13). Very dark at TC. 
schist layers. 
24 	620 	2 (B) Pure cc, strongly Very limited fuzzy orange alteration 
[96] 
deformed. along grain boundaries at contact. 
Veined. 
25 	620 1 	(C) Pure cc. Orange alteration at contact - fades away 
within 0.5 cm. No grain boundary 
alteration. Very dark. 
32 	620 5 	(A) Pure cc. Orange, some alteration at contacts and 
around cc filled cracks. 
19 	650 6 	(A) Pure cc at BC, some qz Red, orange alteration along cracks, 
and amph at TC. grain boundaries and cleavage at contact. 
(Plate 4.14) 
35 	650 3 	(B) Pure cc, medium- Red, thin orange grain boundary 
strong fabric and deformed network. (Plate 4.15) 
cleavage. 
20 	680 4 	(A) cc + occasional qz-rich Red-orange. Small amount of alteration 
layers. along grain boundaries. (Plate 4.16) 
30 	680 4.5 	(A) cc + scattered bi + Some alteration at contact, along grain 
occasional schist layers. boundaries and along schist layers. (Plate 
4.17) 
Localities in the Leucogneiss Core 
2 	700+ 	15 	(A) Pure cc. Very small amount of orange alteration 
along grain boundaries and cleavage. 
28 	700+ 	6 	(A) cc + scattered wo. Red, grain boundaries and cleavage 
picked out thinly in orange. (Plate 4.18) 
29 	700+ 	20 	(A) Pure cc. Orange alteration at contact - fades away 
within 1 cm. No grain boundary 
alteration. Very dark. 
Table 4.11 Summary, from transmitted light and CL study, of the main features of samples 
collected from 19 localities across Naxos. Ion probe data have been collected at localities 
shown in bold. Peak temperatures for the localities have been estimated from their positions 
relative to mapped mineral isograds (Jansen and Schuiling, 1976; Feenstra, 1985; Buick, 
1988). The textures have been divided into 3 types (A, B and C), defined in the text and 
shown in Plate 4.8. BC = bottom contact and TC = top contact. The calcite in the samples 
luminesced dull purple in CL unless otherwise specified. 
4.5.3 Results 
Optical and CL observations 
Table 4.11 summarises the main features of the samples studied. I have divided the 
textures observed optically into three types (see Plate 4.8 for examples): 
(A) Texture tends towards foam-structure, though not equigranular and a range of 
grain sizes are observed within samples (Plate 4.8a), resulting from static 
recrystallisation and grain growth; there does not appear to have been any 
subsequent deformation. 
[97] 
As type A but with subsequent deformation. Cleavage is distorted and there 
may be a fabric of varying strength formed by elongate calcite grains (Plate 
4.8b). 
Characterised by distorted cleavage, a strong fabric, and the formation of 
subgrains along grain boundaries (Plate 4.8c), resulting from dynamic 
recrystallisation; the degree of recrystallisation varies from sample to sample. 
The maximum grain size of samples can be roughly correlated with estimated peak 
metamorphic temperature (see Table 4.11), in agreement with Covey-Crump and 
Rutter (1989). Higher-grade rocks have undergone much greater grain growth than 
lower-grade rocks. All of the samples studied showed that there had been 
recrystallisation and grain growth at some point during their history. Recrystallisation 
probably occurred during peak M2 metamorphism though the exact timing is 
uncertain. 
Samples that show evidence of strong deformation and dynamic 
recrystallisation are mostly from localities on the northwestern side of the island (e.g., 
21, 23 and 25). Deformation was heterogeneous at the rn-scale: at several localities 
(e.g., 4, 21 and 23), different textures, recording differences in deformation history, 
were observed at the top and bottom contacts of marble bands. 
Most of the samples studied showed some evidence of alteration from dark 
purple-luminescent calcite to bright orange-luminescent calcite. This modification 
took several forms: CL photographs of selected samples, showing a representative 
range of textures and alteration patterns are shown in Plates 4.9 through 4.18. The 
colours referred to in the captions of Plates 4.9 through 4.18 are the actual colours of 
luminescence observed. These do not always correspond to the colours recorded in 
the photographs: see Appendix A (Section A.5) for more details. Many samples 
contained thin networks of orange-luminescent calcite along grain boundaries and 
cleavage (e.g., Plates 4.13, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18). In addition, a small amount of 
'bulk' orange alteration was sometimes observed within -1 cm of contacts (e.g., 
Plates 4.9, 4. 1 I and 4.17). The degree of modification observed at localities of all 
grades was fairly limited. Two localities (3 and 21) showed very bright grain-scale 




Plate 4.9 CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 17. Marble-schist contact is 
at bottom of montage. Purple-luminescent calcite is cut by yellow-luminescent calcite veins 
and altered to yellow-orange colour at contact. Schist luminesces brown. Positions of ion 
probe analyses and corresponding 5180  values (in %o) marked. Error in b80  is  ±lIoo . 
[99] 
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Plate 4.10 CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 7. Marble-schist contact is 
at bottom of montage. Orange-luminescent calcite is cut by black-luminescent calcite veins. 
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Plate 4.11(a) CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 3. Marble-schist contact 
is at bottom of montage. Black-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow at contact. Network of 
grain boundaries and thicker, parallel fractures is filled with yellow-luminescent calcite. 
Arrow marks location of area shown in (b). Positions of ion probe analyses and 
corresponding 8180  values (in %) marked. (b) Close-up CL photo showing positions of ion 
probe analyses and corresponding 6180  values ( in %o). Error in 8 180 is ±l%o. More 6180 

















Plate 4.12 (a) CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 21. Marble-schist 
contact is at bottom of montage. Purple-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow along 
dynamically recrystallised grain boundaries, cleavage planes and cracks, and cut by yellow-
luminescent calcite vein. Arrow marks location of area shown in (b). Position of ion probe 
analysis and corresponding 8180  value (in %) marked. (b) Close-up CL photo showing 
positions of ion probe analyses and corresponding 8180  values (in %4 Error in 8180  is ±1%. 
More 8180  analyses from this slide are presented in Chapter 6, Section 6.5.4. 
[102] 
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Plate 4.13 (a) CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 23. Marble-schist 
contact is at bottom of montage. Orange-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow along grain 
boundaries and cleavage planes. Schist luminesces dark brown to black. Arrow marks 
location of area shown in (b). Position of ion probe analysis and corresponding 5 160 value 
(in %o) marked. (b) Close-up CL photo showing positions of ion probe analyses and 








Plate 4.14 (a) CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 19. Marble-amphibolite 
contact is at bottom of montage. Red-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow along cracks, 
grain boundaries, cleavage planes, in irregular patches and at contact. Amphibole 
luminesces dark brown and quartz luminesces grey. Arrow marks location of area shown in 
(b). Positions of ion probe analyses and corresponding 8180  values (in %o) marked. (b) 
Close-up CL photo showing positions of ion probe analyses and corresponding 8180  values 






Plate 4.15 (a) CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 35. Marble-schist 
contact is at bottom of montage. Orange-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow along grain 
boundaries and cleavage planes. Arrow marks location of area shown in (b). (b) Close-up 
CL photo showing positions of ion probe analyses and corresponding 5 ,80 values (in %). 
Error in 5 180 is ±1%o. 
[105] 
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Plate 4.16 CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 20. Marble-schist contact is 
at bottom of montage. Orange-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow along grain 
boundaries and cleavage planes. Schist luminesces red. Positions of ion probe analyses 
and corresponding 8180 values (in %o) marked. Error in 8180  is ±1%. 
[106] 
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Plate 4.17 CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 30. Marble-schist contact is 
at bottom of montage. Purple-luminescent calcite is altered to orange-yellow along grain 
boundaries and cleavage planes, and at contact. Schist luminesces dark brown. Positions of 
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Plate 4.18 CL photo montage of edge of marble band at locality 28. Marble-schist contact is 
near bottom of montage. Orange-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow along grain 
boundaries and cleavage planes. Quartz-rich schist luminesces blue-grey. Positions of ion 
probe analyses and corresponding 5180  values (in %) marked. Error in 3180  is ±1 0/6. 
[108] 
Ion probe data 
Ion probe analyses of 180/160  were made on calcite samples collected from 12 
localities. As samples were collected from the edges of marble bands, all the analyses 
presented in this section were made within 2.5 cm of a schist-marble contact. The aim 
of this part of the study was to characterise the pattern of isotopic variation in each 
thin section with only a few analyses as time was limited. Except for localities 3 and 
21, where detailed studies were undertaken, between 4 and 12 ion probe analyses 
were made on each sample. Details of all the analyses can be found in Appendix C. 
Table 4.12 shows average 8180  values for the contact, grain centres, grain boundaries, 
and any cracks and veins measured at each locality. 
Loc # Peak T 	 Average values of 8180  (in %) of: 
contact 	grain 	grain 	cracks 	veins 
centres boundaries 
Localities in the Upper Series 
17 	500 	27.3±0.4 24.0±1.0 23.3±1.0 21.7±1.0 	24.6±0.8 
Localities in the Lower Series 
7 	500 	- 18.6 ± 1.3 - - 	26.8 ± 0.3 
3 620 18.2 ± 0.6 24.0 ± 0.5 7.3 ± 0.9 4.5 ± 0.4 	- 
21 	620 	- 26.2 ± 0.9 4.4 ± 1.7 - 24.0 
23 620 21.1 ± 1.0 24.9 ± 0.4 22.0 ± 0.2 - 	- 
25 	620 	- 17.2 ±0.4 17.1 ± 1.0 - - 
19 650 14.0 ± 1.0 18.5 ± 1.0 15.5 ± 0.2 17.7 ± 0.2 	- 
35 	650 	- 16.7 ± 0.4 17.6 ± 0.7 - 	- 
20 680 - 25.0 ±0.1 20.4 ± 1.1 - - 
30 	680 	26.6 ± 0.5 25.6 ± 0.3 24.4 ± 1.0 - 	- 
Localities in the Leucogneiss Core 
28 	700+ 	11.8 ±0.1 14.5 ±0.6 12.1 ± 1.0 14.8 ± 1.0 	- 
29 700+ - 23.1±0.5 21.4±0.0 - 	- 
Table 4.12 Average 8180 values for features in calcite samples from 12 marble-schist 
contacts. Average values for contacts, grain centres and boundaries, cracks and veins have 
been calculated from the data presented in Appendix C (Sections C.4, C.5, and C.6). 
8 180 values ranging from 4 to 27%o were measured (Table 4.12). Some of the 
samples are heterogeneous and some are homogeneous: there is no clear correlation 
[109] 
with temperature or texture. The isotopic alteration observed in some of the samples 
can be attributed to either ip or 2r fluid infiltration (see Table 4.13), based on the 
ranges of 80 values measured. Many of the samples show high 8180  values (> 
20%o): these values are not characteristic of either ip or 2r fluid flow. ö 180 values 
measured at the schist-marble contacts are very variable. Two localities (3 and 21), 
both close to the granodiorite margin, show very low 180  values along grain 
boundaries that can be attributed to 4r fluid infiltration. Patterns of grain-scale fluid 
flow and isotopic modification at these two localities are discussed in detail in Chapter 
6. All the vein material analysed showed high 5180  values, not attributable to any of 
the recorded fluid flow events. The veins probably represent late-stage alteration 
during uplift and exhumation. 
Summary 
A summary of the CL and ion probe results is shown in Table 4.13. The pattern of 
infiltration is complex and there are no clear links between metamorphic grade, 
texture, CL and isotopic alteration. 
Loc. Peak T Max. grain 	CL summary 	 180 summary 	Which 
# 	(°C) 	size (mm) fluid? 
+ texture 
17 	500 	2.5 (B) 	Very dark. Orange 	grain centres —24% 
alteration at contact grain edges 	22%o 
7 500 1.5 (B) Orange alteration at contact grain centres - 19%o lp? 
and a little along grain 
boundaries 
3 620  Bright yellow network of grain centres 	24%o 4r 
cracks and grain grain edges - 
boundaries (heterogeneous) 
21 620  Bright orange grain grain centres - 26%o 4r 
boundaries grain edges 	4% 
(heterogeneous) 
23 620 2 (C) Thin orange grain grain centres —25% 
boundary network grain edges - 22%o 
(heterogeneous) 
25 620 1 (C) Very dark. Alteration at grain centres 	17% Ip? 
contact only grain edges - 17% 
(homogeneous) 
19 650 6 (A) Orange alteration along grain centres - 19% Ip? 
cleavage, grain boundaries grain edges - 15-18%o 
and cracks. (heterogeneous) 
35 650 3 (B) Thin orange grain grain centres - 17%o Ip? 
[110] 
boundary network grain edges 	18%o  
(homogeneous) 
20 	680 4 (A) Small amount of orange grain centres - 25% 	? 
alteration along grain grain edges - 20% 
boundaries (heterogeneous) 
30 	680 4.5 (A) Orange alteration along grain centres 	26% 	? 
grain boundaries and schist grain edges - 24%o 
layers (homogeneous?) 
28 	700+ 6 (A) Orange alteration along grain centres - 15%o 	2r 
grain boundaries and grain edges - 12-15% 
cleavage. (heterogeneous) 
29 	700+ 20 (A) Very dark. Alteration at grain centres 	23%o 
contact only. grain edges - 21% 
(heterogeneous) 
Table 4.13 Summary of CL and ion probe data for selected marble samples from marble-
schist contacts. Lowered 8180  values in grain centres, grain boundaries or cracks have been 
attributed to a particular fluid flow event (lp, 2r, 3r or 4r) (Figure 4.14), based on the 8 180 
values calculated for each event in Section 4.4. The calcite in the samples luminesced dull 
purple in CL unless otherwise specified. 
4.5.4 Discussion 
Timing offluid infiltration 
In most of the samples studied it is not clear which fluid flow event was responsible 
for the isotopic modification observed. The last retrograde event (4r) can be 
distinguished by low 6 80 values (.-2%) and localisation along the margin of the 
granodiorite pluton (localities 3 and 21; see Figure 4.14). The events associated with 
prograde and retrograde metamorphism (ip and 2r) are more difficult to separate. 
6180 values characteristic of sedimentary limestones (- 25%o) were measured 
at grain centres in about half of the samples. The other half show 6180  values at grain 
centres lowered to - 15-19%, characteristic of alteration by 'metamorphic' fluids. 
Modification of grain centres to 'metamorphic' 6180  values may be the result of either 
(1) grain-scale fluid-rock equilibrium attained during fluid flow; or (2) complete 
recrystallisation after fluid flow, homogenising the isotopic distribution. The pattern 
of isotopic modification varies from sample to sample. Samples from localities 25 and 
35 show 1 6180  values at grain centres and are isotopically homogenous at the grain-
scale. In contrast, samples from localities 19 and 18 show ip 6180  values at grain 
centres and are heterogeneous. It is probable that the sample from locality 28 was 
[111] 
modified by 'p fluids (with local fluid-rock equilibration or before recrystallisation) 
then by 2r fluids along grain boundaries and cracks. The other samples have probably 
undergone only ip alteration. It is difficult to make any generalisations about the 
timing of metamorphic fluid flow in the calcite marble bands as the patterns of 
isotopic and textural modification observed in the samples are very variable. 
Fluid pathways and 6180  values 
The proposed fluid flow events responsible for the isotopic modification measured in 
each of the samples are shown in Figure 4.14. Some of the samples showing ip 
alteration are isotopically homogeneous and some are heterogeneous (at the grain-
scale), suggesting variable conditions for infiltration. This variation in isotopic 
homogeneity may be due to variation in the amounts of fluid present, the duration of 
fluid infiltration or differences in the deformation history experienced. Within the 
leucogneiss core, samples from localities 28 and 29, a few metres apart, show quite 
different patterns of alteration. The sample from locality 28 has been modified by 2r 
fluids whereas the sample from locality 29 has not. Both samples have similar 
textures, though there has been much greater grain growth at locality 29: grain 
growth may have been inhibited at locality 28 by pinning of grain boundaries by 
scattered crystals of wollastonite. 
Relatively high 6180  values (> 20%o) were measured in many of the samples 
studied. It seems unlikely that this alteration is the result of late, low-temperature (< 
200°C) fluid flow: some of the samples are homogeneous so either fluid flow 
occurred prior to recrystallisation or grain-scale fluid-rock equilibrium was attained. 
Both of these processes could not occur at low temperatures. The measured 6180 
probably represent high-temperature infiltration of fluids buffered to high 6180  values 
by fluid-rock exchange. 
I suggest that the isotopic variation observed between samples is due to 
outcrop-scale channelling and isotopic heterogeneity of fluids. ip fluids would have 
reached most marble horizons as they were locally derived from dehydrating pelites 
adjacent to marble bands. However, conditions controlling infiltration and isotopic 
modification (such as temperature, deformation, and amount and 6180  of fluid) would 
[112] 
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Figure 4.14 Simplified map of Naxos (after Jansen and Schuiling, 1976) showing locations 
of calcite marble samples analysed by ion microprobe, with suggested fluid flow events 
responsible for the isotopic modification observed. 
[113] 
have varied from locality to locality. The 2r fluids were derived from the centre of the 
island and their movement outwards was very heterogeneous. Many of the samples 
studied show no evidence of 2r modification, suggesting that either these fluids did 
not reach them or that infiltration did not occur. It seems most likely that the flow 
paths of the 2r fluids were controlled by lithological contrasts and the structure of the 
metamorphic complex. The marble units are likely to have acted as relatively 
impermeable horizons, causing channelling of fluid in the schists or along marble-
schist contacts (e.g., Bickle and Baker, 1990; Graham et al., 1997). 
None of the samples studied showed any evidence of 3r fluid infiltration. This 
is presumably because this fluid flow event was very localised and is only recorded in 
rocks surrounding the granite dykes in the northwest of the island (Baker, 1990). 
Two high-grade localities (3 and 21), both close to the granodiorite pluton, 
record evidence of 4r fluid infiltration (Figure 4.14). In contrast, locality 7, which also 
lies close to the granodiorite but --10 km from localities 3 and 21 (see Figure 4.14), 
has not been affected by 4r fluid infiltration. The marble band at this locality was 
probably altered by ip fluids only. This suggests that the 4r fluid flow event was also 
spatially heterogeneous on the km-scale. Again, patterns of fluid flow were probably 
controlled by lithological contrasts and structure, with marble bands acting as 
relatively impermeable horizons. 
CL and isotopic modification 
In this study, the variation in CL in marble samples was used as an indicator of fluid 
flow. However, as can be seen in Table 4.13, the relationship between CL and 
isotopic modification is not a straightforward one. Alteration of the CL colour of the 
calcite from dark purple/red to orange/yellow was assumed to indicate the passage of 
fluid. About half of the samples studied show this pattern of alteration: networks of 
yellow or orange calcite along grain boundaries and cracks correlate with lowered 
8 180 values at grain edges and relatively unaltered 180 values in grain centres 
(localities 3, 21, 23, 19, 20 and 29). The differences in CL colour between samples 
can be attributed to variation in the Mn and Fe contents of the calcite and infiltrating 
fluids. 
[114] 
The other half of the samples show different patterns of alteration. Samples 
from three localities (17, 25 and 28) show little luminescence in CL, however all three 
samples have been altered by fluids and at two of the localities (25 and 28), the VO 
values are heterogeneous. In contrast, samples from two localities (30 and 35) show 
orange grain boundary networks in CL but are isotopically homogeneous at the grain-
scale. This could be representative of flow of an isotopically but not chemically 
equilibrated fluid. Although CL is a useful indicator of fluid flow, it is not a 'stand 
alone' technique and is best used in conjunction with grain-scale stable isotope and 
chemical analysis. 
Infiltration mechanisms 
Infiltration of fluids into the calcite marbles must have taken place in order to produce 
the isotopic modification observed. Chapters 2 and 3 contain reviews of all the 
potential mechanisms for infiltration of fluids into calcite marbles. In general, the 
isotopic distribution in the samples studied is heterogeneous. Most of the samples 
show CL alteration and lowered 8' 80 values along the grain boundaries; alteration is 
also observed along cracks, layers rich in silicates, and cleavage. The mechanisms of 
infiltration of the samples affected by 4r fluids are easy to determine as the textural 
evidence is clearly preserved. The infiltration mechanisms for the earlier (ip and 2r) 
events are much more difficult to determine. The textural and isotopic evidence for 
these events is inconsistent, and the preservation of textural evidence for grain-scale 
flow paths may have been affected by later recrystallisation, grain growth and 
deformation. 
Infiltration mechanisms for 4rfiuids 
Textural evidence, visible with CL, from the two samples affected by the 4r event 
shows that deformation was important in enabling fluid infiltration. The sample 
collected from locality 3 contains a network of bright yellow-luminescent cracks and 
grain boundaries (see Plate 4.11). Infiltration probably occurred consequent to 
hydrofracture resulting from high fluid pressures beneath the marble band during 
extensional deformation. This sample is discussed in detail in Chapters 5 (Section 
5.4.3) and 6. The sample collected from locality 21, though showing a similar pattern 
[115] 
of isotopic modification, has a very different texture (see Plate 4.12). Fluid infiltrated 
along dynamically recrystallising grain boundaries marked by zones of subgrains (see 
Chapter 6 for more details). Two different mechanisms of infiltration operated during 
the same fluid flow event: both were deformation-controlled. 
Permeability in texturally equilibrated marbles 
The isotopic evidence presented in Section 4.5.3 suggests that fluids were present 
along marble grain boundaries during ip and 2r fluid flow. Marbles have extremely 
low intrinsic permeabilities (e.g., Zhang et al., 1994a) and calcite-fluid dihedral angle 
data show that grain-edge porosity is only stabilised under very limited P-T-fluid 
composition conditions (Holness and Graham, 1991; 1995; Koga, 1993). At pressures 
<2 kbar and temperatures in the region of 500 to 700°C, marbles will be permeable 
to fluids with mid H 20-0O2 compositions and strong brines (Holness and Graham, 
1991; 1995). Chemical equilibration of water-rich fluids with schist would not result 
in the creation of texturally stable, grain boundary fluid networks under the P-T 
conditions of metamorphism on Naxos (see Chapter 2). Texturally equilibrated calcite 
marbles on Naxos would have been impermeable to water-rich fluids during M2 
metamorphism. 
In addition, the marbles do not show 'foam-structure', characteristic of 
texturally equilibrated rocks; all four fluid infiltration events took place during 
extensional deformation. Most of the marble samples studied show signs of 
recrystallisation, grain growth and deformation, suggesting that textural equilibrium is 
unlikely to have been attained during M2 metamorphism. It is therefore unlikely that 
infiltration in the marbles was controlled by the calcite-fluid dihedral angle. 
Dynamic, deformation-controlled permeability 
Dilatancy and microfracturing along grain boundaries, due to high pore pressures 
during ductile deformation, is a likely mechanism for the infiltration of ip and 2r fluids 
into calcite marbles. Any fluid networks in the rocks would have been transient: crack 
and grain boundary healing/sealing processes are rapid in the presence of water-rich 
fluids at metamorphic temperatures (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.5.3 and 3.6.4). The 
four major fluid flow events (ip, 2r, 3r and 4r) may have been made up of many 
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short-lived infiltration events as crack opening and healing/sealing processes tend to 
be episodic. Time-scales of fluid infiltration are discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.6.6, 
and Chapter 7. 
The effects of recrystallisation on fluid infiltration and subsequent isotopic 
modification are not well understood. It is likely that the marbles on Naxos 
recrystallised a number of times (or maybe continuously) during M2 metamorphism. 
All of the samples studied show evidence of recrystallisation followed by grain 
growth. Maximum grain size can be roughly correlated with peak metamorphic 
temperature (Covey-Crump and Rutter, 1989). Many samples have been affected to 
different degrees by later deformation, resulting in the development of flattened 
fabrics and, in some cases, dynamic recrystallisation. The timing of recrystallisation is 
uncertain: deformation continued throughout the M2 event and until after the 
intrusion of the granodionte. 
Dynamic recrystallisation may result in the creation of transient, semi-
continuous fluid films along grain boundaries (Drury and Urai, 1990). At high 
temperatures, movement of grain boundaries may enable infiltration of external fluids 
along grain-scale networks. Infiltration of 4r fluids along dynamically recrystallising 
grain boundaries can be seen to have occurred in the sample from locality 21 (see 
Plate 4.12). Infiltration of ip and 2r fluids may have occurred in the same way but 
there is no evidence to support this. Two of the samples studied (from localities 23 
and 25) show evidence of dynamic recrystallisation: each sample has a different 
pattern of CL and isotopic modification. 
Dynamic recrystallisation and grain boundary migration may provide an 
effective means of homogenising isotopically zoned grains (McCaig and Knipe, 1990). 
Heterogeneity may be preserved but the resulting distribution relative to the final 
position of the grain boundaries is likely be different from the initial configuration. 
The degree of homogenisation will depend on the amount of grain boundary migration 
that takes place, which is itself a function of temperature, time, the amount of strain 
associated with deformation and whether or not fluids are present. Isotopic 
heterogeneity is not evidence for the absence of recrystallisation after fluid infiltration. 
[117] 
At present, there is not enough information to distinguish between the two 
proposed mechanisms for infiltration of the ip and 2r fluids. Fluid infiltration along 
grain boundaries may have been the result of either microfracturing or dynamic 
recrystallisation. It is likely that both mechanisms operated during the M2 
metamorphic event as the deformation and recrystallisation histories of different 
samples appear to be very variable. Fluid flow took place in a structurally complex 
and deforming metamorphic pile, so it is probably too simplistic to think in terms of a 
single infiltration mechanism. 
4.5.5 Summary 
The textural and isotopic alteration observed at the edges of marble bands is very 
variable, and there is no clear correlation between metamorphic grade, texture, CL, 
infiltration mechanism and fluid generation. The last fluid infiltration event (4r) is the 
most clearly preserved. The earlier events, associated with prograde (ip) and 
retrograde (2r) metamorphism, are less well preserved. The record of fluid flow is 
spatially heterogeneous, suggesting that flow was not uniform across the metamorphic 
complex. Flow paths are likely to have been controlled by the structure and lithology 
of the metamorphic rocks. The fluids themselves were isotopically and chemically 
heterogeneous, as shown by the variable record left in the rocks. Marble permeability 
during metamorphism was dynamically created and maintained though the exact 
mechanisms of infiltration for the ip and 2r fluids are uncertain. Infiltration may have 
resulted from either microcracking or dynamic recrystallisation. 
4.6 Summary and conclusions 
Four fluid flow events (ip, 2r, 3r and 4r) occurred on Naxos during the Miocene, 
documented by Baker (1990) by petrological and stable isotope study of four 
generations of caic-silicate mineral growth. ip occurred during prograde M2 
metamorphism and was followed by 2r during retrograde metamorphism. 3r was a 
local event associated with the intrusion of granite dykes in the northwest of the 
island. Finally, 4r resulted from the intrusion of the granodiorite on the western side of 
the island with associated hydrothermal circulation of meteoric water. 
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I used experimentally determined calcite-tremolite and calcite-11 20 oxygen 
isotope fractionation data (Zheng et al., 1994; O'Neil et al., 1969) to calculate 
temperatures of infiltration and 6 1 0 values for fluids in equilibrium with calcite + 
tremolite assemblages. The temperatures calculated are --200°C lower than 
temperature estimates from previous studies due to retrograde diffusive exchange 
between calcite and quartz and/or dolomite. Tremolite has a low diffusivity so is 
unlikely to have undergone retrograde diffusive exchange. I calculated the 6180  values 
of the ip, 2r and 3r fluids from the tremolite 6180  analyses, using tremolite-H 20 
fractionation data and estimated temperatures of infiltration from previous studies. No 
tremolite was present in the 4r sample so I calculated the 6180  value of the 4r fluid 
from the calcite 6180  analyses using calcite-H 20 fractionation data. The 8180  values 
calculated for each generation of fluid are 15% (ip), 12% (2r), 10%o (3r), and 2% 
(4r). The errors are ±1%o or less. These values are in very good agreement with 
estimates from previous studies (e.g., Baker et al., 1989; Baker, 1990). 
I incorporated the calculated 6180  values for the fluids into a textural and 
analytical study of marble samples from 19 marble-schist contacts. The textural and 
isotopic alteration of the samples studied is very variable and there is no clear 
correlation between metamorphic grade, infiltration mechanism and fluid generation. 
The later retrograde events (3r and 4r) can be distinguished by their low 6180  values 
and spatial constraints (along the margins of the granite dykes and the granodiorite 
pluton respectively). The last fluid infiltration event (4r) is the most clearly preserved: 
evidence for it was seen at two localities adjacent to the granodiorite pluton. The 
events associated with prograde and retrograde metamorphism (ip and 2r) are more 
difficult to distinguish. The spatial heterogeneity of the fluid flow record suggests that 
flow was not uniform across the metamorphic complex. In addition, the fluids 
themselves were isotopically and chemically heterogeneous. Generalisations can be 
made about the overall effects of fluid flow in the metamorphic terrain, but in detail 
the fluid flow record is highly varied. 
At the two localities affected by the 4r event, fluid infiltration was controlled 
by deformation. A different infiltration mechanism operated at each locality: 
microcracking at one and dynamic recrystallisation at the other. The exact 
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mechanisms of ip and 2r fluid infiltration are uncertain. Texturally stable, grain-edge 
permeability can be ruled out as deformation prevented the marbles from reaching 
textural equilibrium and the dihedral angle would have been greater than 600  anyway. 
Marble permeability during metamorphism was dynamically created and maintained. 
Infiltration may have resulted from either microcracking or dynamic recrystallisation. 
There is not enough information available at present to distinguish between these two 
mechanisms. It is likely that a number of infiltration mechanisms operated during M2 
metamorphism. In a structurally complex and deforming metamorphic pile, the 
network of fluid pathways will be convoluted, controlled locally by deformation, 
rheology, structure and lithology. 
The main conclusions of this chapter are: 
e The data presented in this chapter are consistent with the timing and fluid sources 
of four major fluid flow events (ip, 2r, 3r and 4r) documented by Baker (1990). 
18  values calculated for each generation of fluid from tremolite-H 20 and calcite-
H20 oxygen isotope fractionation data are 15% (ip), 12% (2r), 10% (3r), and 
2%o (4r). These values are in good agreement with estimates from previous studies. 
The record of fluid flow is spatially very variable at the km-scale. Fluid flow was 
heterogeneous: fluid pathways were likely to have been controlled by deformation, 
structure, and rheological/lithological contrasts. The fluids themselves were 
isotopically and chemically heterogeneous. 
It is unlikely that fluid infiltration into calcite marbles was controlled by textural 
equilibrium. Marble permeability was dynamically created and maintained. 
o Deformation-controlled infiltration of 4r fluids occurred by microcracking and 
dynamic recrystallisation. There is insufficient evidence in marbles altered by ip or 
2r fluids to distinguish between these two mechanisms. It is probable that both 
mechanisms operated during metamorphic fluid flow. 
o The processes of dynamic recrystallisation and grain growth are likely to alter the 
grain-scale pattern of isotopic modification preserved. 
[120] 
• Where fluid flow has occurred in a structurally complex and deforming 
metamorphic terrain, the resulting isotopic and petrological record is likely to be 
very variable. 
What next? 
In this chapter, I have attempted to track km-scale fluid pathways by analysis of grain-
scale data. In Chapter 5, I have applied the same technique to investigate the controls 
on rn-scale fluid pathways. The next chapter contains cm-scale data from three 
localities and a detailed ion probe study of one locality. The aim of the study was to 
understand how rn-scale stable isotope fronts form at the edges of marble bands. 
[121] 
5 The formation of oxygen isotope fronts in 
marble bands 
In this chapter 
• How do stable isotope fronts form in marble bands? 
• Do bulk isotope measurements of marble bands provide an accurate record of 
fluid flow events? 
• Are the assumptions made in applying chromatographic theory to metamorphic 
fluid flow valid? 
• What information can be obtained from grain-scale data? 
5.1 Introduction 
All methods of quantifying fluid flow in metamorphic rocks involve measuring the 
geochemical, isotopic or petrological changes that occurred in response to fluid flow. 
Alteration of ö '80 values at the edges of marble bands in interbedded carbonate-
pelite sequences is observed in many metamorphic terrains and is interpreted to be 
the result of infiltration of a fluid phase during metamorphism (e.g., Rye et al., 1976; 
Bickle and Baker, 1990a; Ferry, 1994a). Fronts are widely used to track the passage 
(including direction) of metamorphic fluid, to quantify the amount of fluid passing 
through rocks during metamorphism, and to estimate time-scales of fluid flow. 
Important, but as yet largely unsubstantiated, assumptions have been made about the 
mechanisms of fluid transport through rocks (Bickle and Baker, 1990a; Ferry and 
Dipple, 1991; Oliver, 1996). 
I have investigated the formation of oxygen isotope fronts in marble bands by 
collecting CL, stable isotope and trace element data from a range of scales (from in-
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Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of front formation. (a) The initial step function in composition 
at the contact between two lithologies. (b) The effect of advection. (c) The effect of 
dispersion. During fluid flow, both processes act together to modify the initial profile. 
localities are presented first, followed by the results of a detailed ion probe study of 
one locality. I have compared ion probe data with bulk data to test the assumptions 
that have been previously made about grain-scale fluid transport though rocks. 
5.2 Previous work 
5.2.1 Fronts 
Fluid flow across a sharp chemical, isotopic or petrological discontinuity (e.g., a 
contact between two different lithologies) will displace the discontinuity and modify 
its shape. The resulting gradients in chemical (or isotopic) composition, or in mineral 
assemblage, are known as fronts. 
Front formation is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Initially a step function in rock 
composition exists at the contact between the two lithologies (Figure 5.1a). 
Advection of a fluid, that is out of equilibrium with the downstream rock, across the 
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boundary will displace the step function in the direction of flow (Figure 5.1b), and 
accompanying dispersive processes will modify the function's shape (Figure 5.1c). 
Dispersion results from three processes: molecular diffusion in the fluid phase, 
"mechanical" dispersion due to velocity differences of different flowpaths through 
the solid, and kinetic dispersion as a result of kinetic limitations on the rate of solid-
fluid exchange. Large amounts of dispersion (non-symmetrical broadening) will be 
kinetically controlled; small amounts of dispersion (symmetrical broadening) may 
have either a diffusive or kinetic control. 
Fronts have been documented in many metamorphic terrains world-wide; the 
main areas of study have been the Aegean, Eastern USA, Australia and the SW 
Scottish Highlands, mostly due to a combination of people, their research interests 
and the places they were working in when they became interested in metamorphic 
fluid flow. Calculation of time-integrated fluid fluxes and estimation of the time-
scales of flow are achieved by modelling fronts in terms of one-dimensional 
advective-dispersive modification based on chromatographic theory. Fluid advection-
dispersion models, developed by hydrogeologists (e.g., Otaga, 1964; Hoffiiann, 
1972), have been widely applied to metamorphic fluid flow (e.g. Bickle and 
McKenzie, 1987; Baumgartner and Rumble, 1988; Blattner and Lassey, 1989; Bickle 
and Baker, 1990a; b; Baumgartner and Ferry, 1991; Ferry, 1991; Bickle, 1992; 
Dipple and Ferry, 1992; Fein et al., 1994; Bowman et al., 1994; Gerdes et al., 1995b; 
Skelton et al., 1995; Abart and Sperb, 1997; Cartwright and Weaver, 1997; Evans 
and Bickle, 1999). 
5.2.2 Chromatographic theory 
The application of chromatographic theory to fluid flow requires the solution of the 
one-dimensional differential equation that describes transport through a porous 
medium by advection and dispersion, with some kinetic law relating fluid and solid 
compositions. The general equation for transport of a chemical component 
(concentration Cf in the fluid phase) in one-dimension (z) with time (t) is 
	
gC 	(l—b)p 3 (5.1) 
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Figure 5.2 Transport of an isotopic step for two possible sets of boundary conditions. (a) 
Uniform flow in which the step is displaced by advection and smoothed by diffusion. (b) Flow 
in the more permeable lithology, mainly parallel to lithological layering, maintains the isotopic 
composition on the boundary at a constant value (pinned boundary condition). Diffusion and 
a small component of flow transport this composition into the layer. After Bickle and Baker 
(1990a). 
where co is the fluid velocity, '4 is porosity, Pj  and p are the respective densities of 
the fluid and solid phases, and C and C5 are the respective concentrations of the 
chemical component in the fluid and solid phases. Deff is the effective diffusivity of 
the two-phase material. As the diffusivity of the chemical component will be much 
greater in the fluid than in the solid, Deff may be approximated by 
Deff = q5Dr 
	 (5.2) 
where D1 is the diffusion coefficient for the fluid phase and t is the tortuosity. 
Tortuosity is a term used to describe complex flowpaths and is the ratio of the length 
of the actual flow path to the shortest line between the two end-points of flow (see 
Figure 6.21 in Chapter 6). In Equation 5. 1, the change in concentration with time 
(left hand side of equation) is expressed (right hand side of equation) as a function of 
advection (1st term), diffusion (2nd term) and reaction/exchange (3rd term). 
The form of the solutions obtained to Equation 5.1 partly depends on the 
initial and final boundary conditions specified for fluid flow. The initial geochemical 
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p 
distribution is assumed to approximate a step function. There are two end member 
boundary conditions. (1) Uniform flow and diffusivity will occur when both 
lithologies have similar penneabilities (Figure 5.2a). (2) Where there is a high 
permeability contrast at the contact, channelling of most of the fluid in the more 
permeable lithology will occur, with only a small component entering the relatively 
impermeable layer. The edges of the more impermeable layer will be buffered to a 
constant composition ('pinned boundary') (Figure 5.2b). 
Equation 5.1 has no analytical solution; solutions can be obtained if several 
simplifying assumptions are made. Two of the more important simplifications are 
described below. The models consider that modification of the original profile results 
from a combination of advection with either diffusion or kinetically limited fluid-
solid exchange. 
If fluid-solid exchange is rapid compared to transport of the chemical 
component (i.e. if grain-scale fluid-solid equilibrium is attained), for small constant 
porosity, Equation 5.1 may be simplified to 
	
Cf 	 (5.3) 
Kã 	9 	
eff2 
where K is the fluid/solid partition coefficient. This equation can be solved using a 
iransformation to dimensionless variables. Solutions to Equation 5.3 depend on 
dimensionless time and distance, the boundary conditions and one dimensionless 





where h is an appropriate length used in the dimensionless transformation. If K is 
known, the time-integrated fluid flux (u4t) can be recovered (Bickle and Baker, 
1990a). 
An alternative simplification is to consider the consequences of kinetically 
limited fluid-solid exchange in the absence of diffusive transport. Equation 5.1 can 
be solved numerically for any specified kinetic law relating fluid and solid exchange 
processes. Bickle (1992) presented solutions to Equation 5.1 for transport with linear 
kinetic exchange and transport with diffusion-controlled exchange. For linear kinetic 
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exchange, the solutions depend on dimensionless time and distance, the boundary 








where ic is an exchange rate. 
Baker and Spiegelman (1995) obtained numerical solutions to Equation 5.1, 
modelling a measured oxygen isotope profile in terms of advection, diffusion and 
kinetically limited fluid-solid exchange. They found that, though it was not possible 
to distinguish a single 'best fit' combination of the three processes, a family of 
equally valid solutions could be distinguished. This family can be used to place 
bounds on the time-scales, fluid velocity and porosity of the fluid flow event. 
5.2.3 Assumptions underlying chromatographic theory 
In applying chromatographic theory to metamorphic fluid flow, a number of key 
assumptions have to be made about how fluids infiltrate rocks. Many studies have 
used advection-dispersion models to estimate time-integrated fluid fluxes, but there 
have been few published studies of the mechanisms of front formation. The 
assumptions made about how fluid infiltration takes place are largely 
unsubstantiated. Some of the major assumptions underlying chromatographic 
modelling are: (1) porosity is constant, both spatially and temporally; (2) local fluid-
rock equilibrium is attained instantaneously (advection-diffusion models); (3) fluid 
flow can be considered in one dimension only; and (4) a fluid-filled network already 
exists in the rock to be infiltrated. These assumptions are discussed in more detail 
below and their validity is examined in Section 5.5. 
In Equation 5.1, porosity is held constant: porosity in the rock layer 
undergoing fluid infiltration is assumed to be spatially uniform and constant through 
time. Experimental and field studies of fluid infiltration have shown that dynamic 
processes such as hydrofracture and deformation are the most important mechanisms 
for creating and maintaining permeability and porosity during metamorphism (see 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, Section 4.5). Dynamic porosity is inherently unstable and is 
likely to be transient. 
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Equation 5.1 may be simplified by assuming that grain-scale fluid-rock 
equilibrium was attained during fluid infiltration. Bickle and Baker (1990a) showed 
that oxygen isotope profiles at the edges of marble bands from Naxos fitted within 
error the curves predicted for advective-diffusive modification, validating this 
assumption. I have collected grain-scale 818O  data from one of the profiles modelled 
by Bickle and Baker (1990a) to test whether this assumption can be justified (see 
Section 5.4 for data and Section 5.5 for discussion). 
Application of the one-dimensional transport equation ignores the possibility 
of flow in two and three dimensions. If metamorphic fluids create their own 
permeability, pathways of preferential fluid flow may be developed, resulting in cm-
scale channelling of fluids (Cartwright and Weaver, 1997). Heterogeneity in fluid 
flow (at cm- to mm-scales) in two or three directions will complicate the patterns of 
modification in fronts. Layered rocks may show patterns of alteration that are not 
predicted by advection-dispersion models. 
Finally, there is another major, but little discussed, assumption underlying 
chromatographic modelling. Advection-dispersion models implicitly assume that the 
infiltrating fluid moves through an already fluid-saturated medium; incoming fluid 
displaces a pre-existing fluid along the flow path (Cartwright, 1997). When 
geochemical tracers are reset behind mineral reaction fronts, advection-dispersion 
-. models are applicable. However, when infiltration takes place into rocks that are 
petrologically unreactive and fluid-free, chromatographic theory is not a realistic 
model (Cartwright, 1997). 
5.2.4 Applications of chromatographic theory 
Despite many published studies over the past ten years, the magnitudes and time-
scales of metamorphic fluid flow remain controversial. Estimates of time-integrated 
fluid fluxes in metamorphic terrains vary from small fluxes produced through 
devolatilisation reactions (e.g., Baker et al., 1989) to fluxes large enough to alter the 
geochemical and thermal structure of the terrain (e.g., Labotka et al., 1988; Ferry, 
1994b). In particular, calculated fluid fluxes vary even when the metamorphic events 
are broadly similar. Calculated fluxes for flow parallel to lithological layering are 
typically three orders of magnitude greater than for flow perpendicular to lithological 
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layering (e.g., Gerdes and Valley, 1994; see compilation of published studies in 
Graham et al., 1997). 
The modification of major element chemistry, stable and radiogenic isotopes 
and mineralogy due to fluid flow has been modelled in many terrains. In some cases 
the patterns of modification of different fluid flow tracers are in agreement with the 
predictions of chromatographic theory (e.g., Cartwright and Weaver, 1993; 
Cartwright and Oliver, 1994; Skelton et al., 1995), whilst in other cases they are not 
(e.g., Gerdes and Valley, 1994; Fein et al., 1994; Cartwright and Buick, 1995) 
suggesting that advection-dispersion models are not always applicable. Direct 
evidence for metamorphic fluid flow comes from the reactions and textural 
relationships of mineral assemblages that are only stable at the high temperatures 
and/or pressures of metamorphism. The timing of fluid flow relative to 
metamorphism and deformation is difficult to constrain from isotope profiles, which 
may record the time-integrated effects of one or more infiltration events. 
Chromatographic models work well in metamorphic terrains where the mineralogical 
and isotope evidence for the magnitude of fluid flow are in good agreement (e.g., 
Bowman et al., 1994; Graham et al., 1997). 
5.2.5 Stable isotopes and marbles 
The stable isotope compositions of thin bands of carbonate rocks, when interbedded 
with rocks of different isotopic compositions, are found to be particularly sensitive 
monitors of fluid-rock interaction. Rye et al. (1976) first observed variation in stable 
isotope composition in m-wide boundary layers at the edges of marble bands in 
interbedded carbonate-pelite sequences. Since then, many of the applications of 
chromatographic theory to metamorphic terrains have used contacts between marble 
and other lithologies (e.g., Baker et al., 1989; Ganor et al., 1989; Bickle and Baker, 
1990a; Jamveit et al., 1992; Todd and Evans, 1993; Fein et al., 1994; Bickle et al., 
1994; 1995; Gerdes et al., 1995b; Baker and Spiegelman, 1995; Skelton, 1996). 
Baker et al. (1989) showed that the oxygen isotope ratios of metacarbonates provide 
a good record of fluid-rock interaction, but the carbon isotope ratios tend to be a 
function of variable graphite content. Most of the recent stable isotope studies of 
metamorphic fluid flow have concentrated on oxygen isotope variation. 
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Marble permeability 
Prior to metamorphic fluid flow, calcite marbles are likely to be fluid-free due to 
compaction (see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.5). The 1-D cross layer components of fluid 
flow calculated from isotopic profiles across regionally metamorphosed marble 
layers are generally small (< 10 m 3/m2) or zero (see review in Graham et al., 1997). 
Where fluid flow in the marbles is associated with thrusting or shearing, the 
calculated fluxes are much greater (- 10 m 3/m2) (e.g., Bowman et al., 1994; McCaig 
et al., 1995). These results are consistent with undeformed marble having low or zero 
permeability and indicate the importance of deformation in enhancing permeability. 
However, only the studies of Ganor et al. (1989) and Gerdes and Valley (1994) 
concluded that there was no fluid infiltration into marble layers. Other studies (e.g., 
Baker et al., 1989; Bickle and Baker, 1990a; Gerdes et al., 1995b) have suggested 
that regionally metamorphosed marbles show some permeability. Fluid infiltration 
may occur if permeability is created by dynamic processes such as deformation and 
hydrofracture (see Chapter 3). 
5.2.6 Previous work on Naxos 
The application of chromatographic theory to metamorphic fluid flow was first 
carried out using data from Naxos (Bickle and McKenzie, 1987; Baker et al., 1989; 
Bickle and Baker, 1990a; b). Bickle and McKenzie (1987) applied chromatographic 
theory to oxygen isotope data from marble bands enclosed in schists on Naxos, and 
modelled 8 18O  profiles by one-dimensional mass transport perpendicular to the 
contacts between marble and schist. Bickle and Baker (1990a) showed that detailed 
oxygen isotope profiles from three localities on Naxos (A, B and E: see Figure 5.3), 
based on cm-scale sampling and conventional isotope analysis, fit within error the 
predicted curves for advective-diffusive modification by a fluid phase. Least-squares 
best fit model profiles for the uniform flow and pinned boundary solutions (see 
Figure 5.2) were fitted to the data: the pinned boundary solution appeared to give the 
better fit. This suggests that fluid was channelled in the more permeable schists, 
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Figure 5.3 Simplified geological map of Naxos, showing localities A, B and E (corresponding 
to localities 32, 3 and 17 in Chapter 4). After Baker et al. (1989) simplified from Jansen and 
Schuiling (1976). 
The time-integrated fluid flux required to produce the fronts was calculated 
from the least-squares best fit model profiles. However, this flux represents probably 
only a small component of the flow (Figure 5.2b). The fluxes calculated are small, < 
0.2 to 1 m3/m2 , and are suggested to represent only a small fraction of the fluid that 
could be derived from dehydration of the underlying schists (Bickle and Baker, 
1990a). Either pervasive flow into the marble occurred during a small part of the 
metamorphic cycle or the marbles acted as relatively impermeable horizons and fluid 
was channelled preferentially through the schists (or both). 
Flow regimes for two possible porosity structures were derived from 
numerical analysis of the isotope fronts, in terms of diffusive broadening and a 
gravitationally driven flux: (1) flow along a stable, connected, grain-edge porosity 
(with 4' 10 6) over a total duration of -S 0.3 to 1.0 Ma; or (2) deformation-controlled, 
intermittent movement of close spaced cracks (with 4i 10 -4  )  over a total duration of 
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years. Bickle and Baker (1990a) concluded that their results support an 
equilibrium grain-edge flow regime but do not exclude deformation-assisted flow. 
Baker and Spiegelman (1995) applied numerical techniques to data from one 
locality (B: see Figure 5.3) to resolve the effects of diffusion and kinetically 
controlled exchange on front broadening. They calculated a minimum duration of -3 
X io 4 years for the infiltration event, assuming that fluid-solid exchange was 
controlled by the solid diffusivity. 
5.3 Preliminary cm-scale study of three localities 
5.3.1 Introduction 
I made cm-scale 8 18O  measurements of marble from the three localities on Naxos 
modelled by Bickle and Baker (1990a) to find out whether the marble samples were 
heterogeneous at the cm-scale, and whether there was any change in heterogeneity 
with distance from the schist-marble contacts. The main purpose of the preliminary 
study was to select a suitable locality for a more detailed ion probe study. 
5.3.2 Methods 
I collected oriented samples from three key localities named A, B and F by Baker et 
al. (1989) (see Figure 5.3). A, B and B correspond to localities 32, 3 and 17 
respectively in Chapter 4, Section 4.5. At each locality, a series of samples was 
collected along the same traverse as Baker et al. (1989). The traverses started at the 
base of the marble bands and were perpendicular to the contacts between marble and 
schist. 
I cut each sample into two: one half was used to make thin sections for CL 
study and the corresponding plane on the other half was marked with a 1.5 cm grid of 
points for oxygen isotope analysis. I drilled out each point on the marked grids with a 
small hand drill, and collected and analysed the resulting rock powder. I also made 
measurements of 6180  from powdered 1 cm3 pieces of each sample to check that I 
observed the same bulk 6180  front as that reported in Baker et al. (1989). Stable 
isotope analysis was carried out at the Scottish Universities Research and Reactor 
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Centre, East Kilbride. A brief description of the analytical methods used and tables of 
the data collected can be found in Appendix D. 
Measurements of both o' 80 and 8 13C were made. Baker et al. (1989) found 
that variation in 6 13 C was disrupted by graphite-rich layers and they modelled only 
the 5 18O fronts. The & 3C data are included in Appendix D for completeness but only 
the ö' 80 data are discussed in this chapter. 
5.3.3 Geological setting 
Localities A and B are high-grade localities at different positions in the structural 
dome in the northern part of the island. Locality E is a low-grade locality in the 
southeast of the island (see Figure 5.3). The geology of each locality is summarised 
below. 
Locality A 
Locality A consists of a 30 m thick marble band enclosed within a series of pelitic 
and graphitic, quartz-rich schists in the kyanite-staurolite zone. Estimated peak M2 
conditions are 6 kbar and 600 ± 50°C (Baker et al., 1989). The band consists of a 
coarse, white calcite marble containing a boudinaged layer of finer-grained, yellow 
dolomite. Tremolite, forming a lineation, is developed in the boudin necks (Baker et 
al., 1989). A sketch of the geology of this locality with the locations of the samples 
collected is shown in Figure 5.4a. The calcite marble luminesced orange in CL and 
contains a number of calcite veins. A small amount of yellow alteration (in CL) was 
observed at the contact, along grain boundaries and around the veins. The alteration 
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Figure 5.4 (a) Field sketch of Locality A. Locations of samples collected are marked with 
their sample numbers on the close-up of the basal contact. (b) Bulk &80  data (in %o) from a 
traverse across the marble band. The base of the marble band is at 0 m. Data from Baker 
(1990) (open circles: pure calcite analyses, open triangles: dolomite analyses, and open 
squares: quartz analyses from quartz veins) and this study (filled circles: pure calcite 
analyses) are shown. The error in 6180  is ± 0.2%o. Adapted from Baker and Matthews (1995). 
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Locality B 
Locality B consists of a 15 m thick marble band enclosed within a series of kyanite-
staurolite zone pelites. Peak M2 conditions are estimated at 6 kbar and 600 ± 50°C 
(Baker et al., 1989). The marble band consists of three distinct lithologies: a coarse 
white calcite marble, a white calcite marble containing narrow haematite-margarite 
layers and a dark to light grey, layered (at the cm-scale), calcite marble containing 
quartz-rich bands (Baker et al., 1989). This third lithology contains some tremolite, 
developed as elongate clusters parallel to layering (Baker et al., 1989). A sketch of 
the geology of this locality with the locations of the samples collected is shown in 
Figure 5.5a. The marble luminesced dull blue-purple in CL, except within 0.5 cm of 
the contacts where it luminesced orange. At the bottom contact, a network of cracks 
and grain boundaries filled with a bright yellow-orange-luminescent calcite was 
observed (see Plate 5.5). The crack network dies away rapidly and has completely 
disappeared by —3 m into the marble band. 
Locality E 
Locality E consists of a 25 m thick marble band enclosed within biotite zone pelites. 
Peak M2 temperature is estimated at 450 ± 50°C (Baker et al., 1989). The marble 
band consists of a layered, graphitic, grey calcite marble, with occasional white 
calcite interlayers, overlain by 0.5 m of dolomite (Baker et al., 1989). A sketch of the 
geology of this locality with the locations of the samples collected is shown in Figure 
5.6a. In CL, the marble showed little luminescence and was a very dark purple 
colour. There are a number of veins filled with coarse, zoned black and yellow-
orange-luminescent calcite. At the contact, there is a very small amount of orange CL 
alteration but no grain boundary or crack network (see Plate 4.10 in Chapter 4). 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Field sketch of Locality B. Locations of samples collected are marked with 
their sample numbers on the close-up of the basal contact. (b) Bulk &80 data (in %o) from a 
traverse across the marble band. The base of the marble band is at 0 m. Data from Baker 
(1990) (open circles: pure calcite analyses, and open squares: quartz analyses from quartz 
veins and quartz separates from whole rocks) and this study (filled circles: pure calcite 
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Figure 5.6 (a) Field sketch of Locality E. Locations of samples collected are marked with 
their sample numbers on the close-up of the basal contact. (b) Bulk 8180  data (in %o) from a 
traverse across the marble band. The base of the marble band is at 0 m. Data from Baker 
(1990) (open circles: pure calcite analyses, and open squares: analyses of quartz separates 
from whole rocks) and this study (filled circles: pure calcite analyses) are shown. The error in 










Figure 5.4b shows the bulk 6180  data collected from a traverse across the marble 
band by Baker (1990). Data collected in this study are also shown: these data fall 
well within the scatter of Baker's data. The 6180  values measured across the marble 
band are variable and are lowered within the yellow dolomite. The basal boundary 
layer (0 to 2 m) is clear, showing a drop in 6180  from 25%o to 18%. Two cm-scale 
grids, at 0 cm and 280 cm from the basal contact, were analysed (see Appendix D for 
details). Both grids showed heterogeneity at this scale (see Figure 5.7). Cm-scale 
heterogeneity in 6180  appears to decrease with increasing distance into the marble 
band. 
Locality B 
Figure 5.5b shows the bulk 6180 data collected from a traverse across the marble 
band by Baker (1990). Data collected in this study, also shown, fall well within the 
scatter of Baker's data. The basal boundary layer (0 to 3 m) is clear, showing a drop 
in 6180  from 26%o to 16%. The width of the upper boundary layer is hard to 
determine as there are many layer-parallel veins containing tremolite at the top 
contact. These veins, developed during retrograde M2 metamorphism, show 6180 
values as low as lO%o (Baker et al., 1989). Three cm-scale grids, at 0 cm, 75 cm and 
340 cm from the bottom contact, were analysed (see Appendix D for details). All the 
grids showed heterogeneity at this scale (see Figure 5.8). Cm-scale heterogeneity in 
6180 is greatest at the contact of the marble band and decreases with increasing 
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Figure 5.7 6 180 values (in %o) of calcite drilled from two cm-scale grids of points, 0 cm and 
280 cm from the lower contact of the marble band at locality A. The grid points are 1.5 cm 
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Figure 5.8 8180  values (in %o) of calcite drilled from three cm-scale grids of points, 0, 75 and 
340 cm from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality B. The grid points are 1.5 cm 
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Figure 5.9 5 180 values (in %o) of calcite drilled from two cm-scale grids of points, 0 cm and 
280 cm from the lower contact of the marble band at locality E. The grid points are 1.5 cm 
apart. The error in 180 is ± 0.2%o. 
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Locality E 
Figure 5.6b shows the bulk 5180  data collected from a traverse across the marble 
band by Baker (1990). Data collected in this study are also shown: these data fall 
well within the scatter of Baker's data. The boundary layers in this profile are very 
different from those at the two high-grade localities. At the lower contact, 5 18Q 
values drop from 28%o to 24%o across a boundary layer that is less than 20 cm in 
width. Two cm-scale grids, at 0 cm and 120 cm from the 'basal contact, were 
analysed (see Appendix D for details). Both grids showed heterogeneity at this scale 
(see Figure 5.9). At this locality, cm-scale heterogeneity in 8180  increases with 
increasing distance into the marble band. 
5.3.5 Summary 
The data collected from all three localities is summarised in Table 5.1. All the 
marbles sampled are isotopically heterogeneous at the cm-scale. 8180  varies by 
roughly 2%o at the 1.5 cm-scale adjacent to the marble-schist contact at each locality. 
At the high-grade localities (A and B), the amount of heterogeneity decreases with 
increasing distance from the basal contacts of the marble bands. In contrast, the low-
grade locality (E) shows an increase in heterogeneity with increasing distance into 
the marble band. This may be due to the presence of a number of calcite veins in the 
marble. Although the fronts appear to be smooth profiles at the rn-scale, at smaller 
scales the rocks have not been uniformly altered. The assumption that grain-scale 
fluid-rock equilibration (i.e., a homogeneous rock) has been achieved is unlikely to 
be correct. Bulk 8180  values, derived from crushing -4 cm 3 pieces of rock, are 
generally not equal to values obtained by averaging the sampled grids, suggesting the 
samples are heterogeneous at scales smaller than 1.5 cm. The variation of 8180  at the 
grain-scale was investigated at locality B by ion microprobe analysis (Section 5.4). 
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A 9523 0 2.1 ± 1.5 5.7 17.5 ± 1.2 18.4 
9527 280 1.6±0.4 3.0 21.9±0.5 22.5 
B 9516 0 2.9 ± 0.5 9.0 15.2 ± 1.0 15.3 
9516 6 (as above - same grid) 16.9± 0.9 16.0 
9518 75 2.5 ± 0.9 5.2 23.9 ± 0.9 21.9 
9519 340 1.3 ± 0.2 4.5 26.2 ± 0.3 25.7 
E 9528 0 1.8 ± 0.5 6.3 23.2 ± 1.0 23.9 
9528 8 (as above - same grid) 25.4 ± 0.6 26.9 
9530 120 5.7 ± 1.1 10.2 23.5 ± 1.4 26.8 
Table 5.1 Bulk and cm-scale 8180  data from traverses at localities A, B and E. The amount of 
heterogeneity in the sample is represented by (1) the mean of differences in 8180  between 
adjacent points in the grid; and (2) the total variation in 8180  in the grid, calculated by 
subtracting the minimum measured value from the maximum measured value. The bulk data 
was measured from powdered 1 cm 3 lumps of marble. The error in bulk 
5 180 is ± 0.2%o and 
the error in the total range of 6180  variation in each grid is ± 0.3%o Standard errors are shown 
for the average 8180  value and the average variation in 
818Q  between adjacent points. For 
localities B and E, average values have been estimated for the contact region of the marble 
bands by averaging the 5180  values from the three points at 0 cm (see Figures 5.8 and 5.9), 
as well as values for the whole grids. 
5.4 Detailed ion probe study of locality B 
5.4.1 Introduction 
Locality B was chosen for detailed study for several reasons. Firstly, the bulk ö' 80 
data from the bottom contact of the marble band at this locality showed the 
smoothest and clearest alteration front. This locality also showed the greatest amount 
of cm-scale heterogeneity in 8 18O  at the contact. Finally, out of the three localities 
(A, B and E) modelled by Bickle and Baker (1990a) locality B showed the best fit to 
the advective-diffusive model, and was also the subject of a further paper by Baker 
and Spiegelman (1995). The development of the front at the basal contact was 
investigated in detail. Analyses were also made at the top contact and on layer -
parallel quartz veins from the surrounding schists. Plate 5.1 shows a photograph of 
Locality B and the surrounding geology. 
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Plate 5.1 Locality B from opposite side of valley. Arrow points to marble band studied. 
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Plate 5.2 Bottom contact of marble band with surrounding schists at locality B. See Figure 
5.10 for field sketch and sample locations. 
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Plate 5.3 Top contact of marble band with surrounding schists at locality B. See Figure 5.10 
for field sketch and sample locations. 
Plate 5.4 Layer-parallel quartz veins in schists -5 m above top contact of marble band at 
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Figure 5.10 Field sketch of locality B showing sample locations. The centre of the marble 
band has been partially quarried out providing good exposure of the bottom contact. The top 
contact is exposed in the road cutting. Samples were collected along a traverse 
perpendicular to the bottom contact, and from the top contact and quartz veins in the 
surrounding schists. 
5.4.2 Methods 
I collected a series of samples along traverses perpendicular to the top and bottom 
contacts. In addition, I collected samples of quartz veins from the surrounding 
schists. Figure 5.10 shows the locations of all the samples collected. Photographs of 
the bottom contact, top contact, and quartz veins above the marble band are shown in 
Plates 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Polished thin sections were made from all the samples, and 







those selected for ion probe analysis were cut into 2.5 cm rounds. I made CL 
montages of the samples (see Appendix A for method) to study their textures and 
look for any evidence of fluid infiltration. 
, I6 	13 ,-, 12 ,-, 
Ion probe analyses were made of 18  Oi 0, / i... and trace element 
concentrations (B, Mn, Fe, Mg, Si, Sr and Ba). The ion probe methodology is 
detailed in Appendix B and the data are tabulated in Appendix C (Section C.4). In 
each sample, grain boundaries, cracks and grain centres were targeted for ion probe 
analysis. In addition, a number of grain-scale traverses were measured: these are 
discussed briefly in this chapter but are dealt with in detail in Chapter 6. All the 
samples analysed were fairly pure calcite, appearing featureless under the ion probe's 
reflected light optics. Because grain boundaries and cracks were not visible, I 
generally made several analyses of these features to make sure that some of them hit 
the targets. I measured the distance of each point from the nearest grain boundary or 
other feature using either a high magnification optical microscope or a scanning 
electron microscope. 
5.4.3 Data from the bottom contact 
CL observations and ion probe data for each sample are presented in order of 
increasing distance from the contact of the marble band. For each sample, I have 
plotted all the ion probe analyses against their distances from the nearest grain 
boundary or crack to show the range in measured 6180  values and the degree of 
grain-scale variation observed. 
0-2 cm from contact 
This sample consists of pure calcite. In CL, a network of cracks and grain boundaries 
filled with bright yellow-luminescent calcite was visible (see Plate 5.5); the rest of 
the marble luminesced dark purple. There are a number of thicker cracks (also filled 
with yellow-luminescent calcite) running through the sample, in a direction roughly 
parallel to the contact of the marble band (Plate 5.5). Within a couple of mm of the 
contact, most of the calcite luminesced yellow and grain boundaries were very hard 
to distinguish. Grain-scale fluid pathways in this slide are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 6 (Sections 6.4.1 and 6.6.1). 188 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 
138 for 180,160  10 for ' 3C/' 2C and 40 for trace elements. Analyses were made in the 
[148] 
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Figure 5.11 Sketch of slide 9516B2 (0-2 cm from the contact). The areas where ion probe 
analyses were made are enclosed within the dotted lines and average values of 5 180 
(together with standard errors) for features within those areas are shown. The line labelled 'A' 
marks the position of the grain-scale traverse plotted in Figure 5.13. The slide is 2.5 cm in 
diameter. Grey shading indicates epoxy. Plate 5.5 shows a CL photo of the slide for 
comparison. 
areas of the slide shown in Figure 5.11. I measured 6180  along 10 grain-scale 
traverses: the data are modelled in terms of volume diffusion of oxygen and 
discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 
6 analyses were made of the contact region (within 2 mm of the edge of the 
sample): the average 5180  value for this area was 18.29 ,00. The rest of the analyses of 
8180 made on this slide (including the grain-scale traverses) have been plotted 
against their distances from the nearest grain boundary or crack in Figure 5.12. The 
grain centres are fairly homogeneous and give an average 6180  value of 24.0%. 6180 
values for grain boundaries and cracks are variable and lie in the range 2.1 to 11.8%o. 
The 6180 values of grain boundaries measured by ion probe are much lower than the 
bulk values obtained by conventional analysis. Values as low as 2%o suggest that the 
infiltrating fluid had a meteoric or seawater component and was not "metamorphic" 
as previously assumed (Rye et al., 1976; Baker et al., 1989; see Chapter 4, Section 
4.4). The temperature of infiltration is estimated at —600°C (see Chapter 6, Section 
ain centres - 23.8 +1- 0.5 % 
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Figure 5.12 Ion probe analyses of 5 180 (in %o) from slide 9516132 (0-2 cm from the schist-
marble contact). Each point is plotted against its distance from the nearest grain boundary or 
crack. All the analyses made on this slide have been plotted. Error in 8 '80 is ± 1%o. 
6.6.6). The 5 180 value of water in equilibrium with 2%o calcite at 600°C is 1.7%o, 
calculated using data from O'Neil et al. (1969) (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3). There 
appears to be no systematic variation between grain boundaries and the thick calcite 
filled cracks: this is investigated further in Chapter 6, Sections 6.6.3 and 6.6.4. 
8180 is dependent on the distance of the analysis point from the nearest grain 
boundary, and a grain-scale alteration profile is preserved in the rock over a distance 
of about 200 tm (see Figure 5.12). A few points show low 880  values at distances 
of 200 to 350 m from the nearest grain boundary (see Figure 5.12), and are likely to 
be the result of analyses being positioned on cleavage traces and fluid inclusions, 
sometimes picked out by yellow luminescent calcite. Low &80  values may also be 
due to micro-cracks present in 3-D but not visible on the 2-D surface. 
The measured trace element concentrations of the calcite in grain centres are 
approximately 2000 ppm Mg, 2 ppm Si, 50 ppm Fe, 2 ppm Mn and 500 ppm Sr. The 
yellow-luminescent calcite filling the grain boundaries and cracks is enriched in Fe 
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Figure 5.13 Plots of traverses made across a calcite grain, 1,7 cm away from the marble-
schist contact (position of the traverse marked in Figure 5.11). (a) Variation of 6180  (filled 
circles) and 6 13C (open circles) (in %o) with distance. The dotted lines were drawn by eye. 
There is a 200/oo variation in 6180  in a "diffusive" equilibration profile but no variation in 6 13 C. 
Errors in 6180  and 6 13C are ± 1%o. (b) Variation in trace element concentration (Fe: 
diamonds; Mn: squares; and Sr: triangles) with distance, showing spikes in concentration at 
grain edges but no equilibration profile. Errors in Fe, Mn and Sr concentrations are 4.95%, 
4.00% and 0.27% respectively. 
enrichment in Sr (to -900 ppm). There is no systematic variation in Mg and Si. The 
concentrations of Fe and Mn for the contact area of very variable but are higher 
compared to the rest of the rock. 
Figure 5.13 shows a grain-scale traverse made 1.7 cm away from the contact 
(traverse A: see Figure 5.11 for location in slide). I made measurements of 180,160 
' 3 C/' 2C and trace element concentrations. There is a 20%o variation in 8180  between 
the grain edge and the grain centre. The shapes of 6 180-distance profiles suggest 
isotopic equilibration between calcite and fluid by volume diffusion of oxygen (see 
[151] 
Chapter 6). The absence of grain-scale variation in 5 3C suggests that the infiltrating 
fluid was carbon-poor, and can be inferred to be water-rich, in agreement with Baker 
et al. (1989). Fe, Mn and Sr traverses show spikes in concentration at the grain edges 
but no diffusive exchange. There are no published diffusion data for Mn and Fe in 
calcite. However, at 600°C, volume diffusion of Sr is 2 orders of magnitude slower 
than volume diffusion of oxygen in the presence of water (Chemiak, 1997; Farver, 
1994). In this sample, Sr shows no diffusive exchange; if Mn and Fe behave in a 
similar way to Sr, any equilibration profiles produced in the marble would be well 
below ion probe resolution. 
In summary, the variation in CL, stable isotopes and trace element chemistry 
suggests infiltration of a very water-rich fluid, with low 6180  (—'2%o), containing Fe 
and Mn. Fluid flowed along cracks and grain boundaries, precipitating calcite. Partial 
fluid-rock equilibration took place by means of diffusion, resulting in the 
preservation of grain-scale 8 10-distance profiles (see Chapter 6). 
3-5 cm from contact 
This sample consists of calcite marble cut across the middle by a 2 mm thick, fine-
grained band (see Figure 5.14 and Plate 5.6). The band consists of weathered-looking 
calcite, fine-grained opaque minerals plus a few crystals of white mica and quartz (< 
0.5 mode %), and is likely to be the result of original lithological layering in the 
marble. Much of the calcite in the slide is stained brown. The marble shows a 
different pattern of variation in CL, E 80 and trace element composition on either 
side of the band. In the bottom half of the slide (nearest the contact and below the 
band), a similar pattern of alteration is seen to that shown in the previous slide (0-2 
cm). Above the band, the marble appears to be relatively unaltered. 
In CL, a network of yellow grain boundaries and thicker cracks surrounding 
dark purple calcite was observed below the band. This network is a continuation of 
that seen in the previous slide. The fine-grained band mainly consisted of brightly 
luminescent yellow calcite with some dull purple calcite. Above the band, the marble 
showed little luminescence and was dark purple: grain boundaries appeared to 
luminesce brighter than grain centres but the network of yellow alteration along grain 
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Figure 5.14 Sketch of slide 9516B (3-5 cm from contact). The areas where ion probe 
analyses were made are enclosed within dotted lines and labelled with average 5 180 values, 
together with standard errors, for features within those areas. The positions of the two grain-
scale traverses collected are marked by the lines labelled A and B: traverse A is plotted in 
Figure 5.16. Dark grey shading indicates epoxy; the fine-grained band is shaded light grey. 
The slide is 2.5 cm in diameter. Plate 5.6 shows a CL photo of the slide for comparison. 
70 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 43 for 
18  0/  16  0 and 27 for trace 
elements. Ion probe analyses were made in three areas of the slide (shown in Figure 
5.14) above, below and in the fine-grained band. Below the band, the variation in 
&80 shows a similar pattern to the previous slide. 6180 values along cracks and grain 
boundaries range from 4.2 to 13.4%o; the average &80 value for grain centres is 
22.696o (see Figure 5.15a). The degree of grain-scale alteration (i.e. the width of the 
6180 profile produced) is similar to the previous slide (see Figures 5.15a and 5.12). 
The average 6 18O value for calcite from the fine grained band is 6.0%o. Above the 
band, the marble does not show alteration to low 6180  values. The average value for 
grain boundaries is 19.2 %o and the average value for grain centres is 22.2% (Figure 
5.15b). Analyses of grain centres across the whole slide give similar 6180  values (See 
Figure 5.15). There is a small 8' 80 alteration profile (- 100 pm wide) recorded above 
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Figure 5.15 Ion probe analyses of 8 80 (in %o) from slide 9516B (3-5 cm from the schist-
marble contact). Each point has been plotted against its distance from the nearest grain 
boundary or crack. All the analyses made on this slide have been plotted. A thin band of 
fine-grained calcite and silicates cuts across the middle of this sample. (a) Analyses from 
below the band. (b) Analyses from above the band. 
Below the band, grain boundaries and cracks are enriched in Fe (from —250 to 
—400 ppm) and Mn (from —25 to —150 ppm) relative to grain centres. In the band, the 
calcite shows high but variable Fe (-700 ppm) and Mn (-100 ppm) concentrations. 
Above the band, grain boundaries are not enriched in Mn relative to grain centres. 
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Figure 5.16 8 180 values (in %o) from a traverse made across a calcite grain in slide 961613. 
The position of the traverse is 4.3 cm from the marble-schist contact and lies above a fine-
grained calcite band that appears to be acting as a fluid channel, preventing fluid infiltration 
into this area. However, the data show a small alteration profile that may be the result of an 
earlier infiltration episode. The dotted line was drawn by eye. 
—300 ppm. There is no systematic variation in Mg, Si or Sr concentrations in this 
sample. 
Below the band, the pattern of isotopic, CL and trace element variation is the 
same as in the previous sample, with low &80  values (down to 4%o) observed along 
cracks and grain boundaries. The band itself shows low 6180  values. Above the band, 
the evidence for this fluid infiltration event disappears, suggesting that the low 6180 
fluid never reached this area of the rock. Fluid was channelled laterally along the 
lithological layering: the fine-grained band appears have acted as a conduit for 
preferential fluid flow. The band must have a different permeability-porosity 
structure to the rest of the marble, possibly due to the presence of quartz and mica, or 
a difference in rheology and deformation. There is a small amount of &80  variation 
above the band, with grain boundaries lowered by 3%o relative to grain centres. This 
180 depletion could represent an earlier infiltration event. Two grain-scale traverses 
were made and both show 'diffusive' alteration profiles over distances of —100 .tm 
(Traverse A is shown in Figure 5.16). 
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grain boundaries 10.3 +1- 1.5 0/00 
Are .- 18.6+11.00/00 
:alcite in band 14.9 +1- 1.0 %0 
grain boundaries 
and cracks - 23.3 +1- 0.7 %0 
grain centres - 21.0 +1- 0.8 0/00 
The trace element data and CL observations show the same correlations with 
the isotope data as for previous samples. Below and within the band, the altered 
calcite is enriched in Mn and Fe and luminesces yellow. Above the band, there is no 
enrichment in Mn. The calcite along grain boundaries appears to be enriched in Fe 
only, also suggesting that this may be the result of a different infiltrating fluid. The 
8180 profiles observed above the fine-grained band are not the result of infiltration of 
the same fluids that are causing the grain-scale alteration seen below the band in this 
sample and in the previous sample (0-2 cm). 
6 cm from contact 
This sample consists of calcite marble cut by two layers of silicates (see Figure 5.17 
and Plate 5.7), probably the original lithological layering. The bands are made up of 
small, rounded quartz grains and calcite. The thicker band contains a lot of very 
altered calcite with fine-grained opaque minerals and occasional flakes of white 
mica. In CL, most of the marble luminesced dull purple. Grain boundaries showed 
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Figure 5.17 Sketch of slide 9515. Areas where ion probe analyses have been made are 
enclosed within dotted lines, and labelled with average 6180  values, together with standard 
errors, for features within those areas. Dark grey shading indicates epoxy; the fine-grained 
bands are shaded light grey. The slide is 2,5 cm in diameter. Plate 5.7 shows a CL photo of 
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Figure 5.18 Ion probe analyses of 8 180 (in %o) from slide 9515 (6 cm from the schist-marble 
contact). Each point has been plotted against its distance from the nearest grain boundary or 
crack. All the analyses made on this slide have been plotted. 
present. The two bands showed brighter luminescence than the surrounding rock with 
some areas of orange-yellow luminescence (see Plate 5.7). 
15 ion probe analyses for 180/160  were made in total in several areas of the 
slide (shown in Figure 5.17). Figure 5.18 shows that the &80  values of the grain 
boundaries are lowered relative to those of grain centres but there is no grain-scale 
equilibration profile preserved. At the top of the slide (above the thinner fine-grained 
band) the 8180  values of grain boundaries range from 6.7 to 12.5%. An analysis of a 
grain centre in this area gave a value of 18.69/oo. Calcite within the fine-grained band 
has a 8180  value of 14.9%. The rest of the slide is very homogeneous, showing no 
isotopic alteration: the average 8180  value for grain boundaries and cracks was 
22.5%o and for grain centres, 21.89,6 
The pattern of alteration in this sample shows similarities to that in the 
previous one. Most of the slide shows no CL or isotopic alteration, suggesting that 
the infiltrating fluid that caused the alteration at the contact did not reach most of this 
sample. Pervasive flow of fluids from the contact into the rock was interrupted by the 
lithological layering: the thin bands of fine-grained calcite and other minerals appear 
to have acted as fluid channels. In this sample, there is evidence for fluid infiltration 
[157] 
and associated isotopic alteration only at the top of the slide, suggesting that fluid 
was transported laterally into this area of the rock. This lateral transport could have 
occurred by means of the thin fine-grained band, which shows a lowered 
8180  value. 
75 cm from contact 
This sample consists of calcite marble with —2% silicates scattered throughout the 
slide. The other minerals present are scattered small quartz grains, and a thin band of 
quartz and biotite at one edge of the slide. In CL, grain boundaries and cleavage 
luminesced orange while the centres of grains luminesced dull purple (see Plate 5.8). 
The orange alteration along the grain boundaries is thin but clearly visible; there are 
no thick calcite filled cracks in this slide. 
23 Ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 15 for 18  0/ 
160 and 8 for trace 
element concentrations. I targeted grain boundaries and clear grain centres. Figure 
5.19 shows all the 8 18  data collected from this sample. The 8 180 values of grain 
boundaries are very variable (from 9.7 to 28.79 ,6 ), suggesting that only some of the 
grain boundaries have acted as fluid pathways. Grain centres are isotopically 
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Figure 5.19 Ion probe analyses of 8 180 (in %o) from slide 9518(75cm from the schist-marble 
contact). Each point has been plotted against its distance from the nearest grain boundary or 
crack. All the analyses made on this slide have been plotted. 
[1 58 
clear grain-scale alteration profile (- 60 im wide) has been preserved in the rock (see 
Figure 5.19). Analyses of Mg, Si, Fe, Mn and Sr show no systematic variation 
between grain boundaries and grain centres. The trace element composition of this 
sample is fairly uniform. 
135 cm from contact 
This sample consists of calcite marble with a few scattered grains of quartz and 
opaque minerals. In CL, most of the rock luminesced very dark purple. A network of 
altered, orange-luminescent calcite was visible along cracks, grain boundaries and 
cleavage (see Plate 5.9). The network is thinner and luminesces less brightly than that 
in the previous sample. 
24 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 12 for 180/160  and 12 for trace 
element concentrations. The ö '80 values of cracks and grain boundaries are variable 
(8.0 to 28.59,6o) but are mostly lowered relative to grain centres, which have a fairly 
constant 8180  (27.59/oo) (see Figure 5.20). Isotopic alteration occurs only along the 
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Figure 5.20 Ion probe analyses of 8180  (in %) from slide 9517 (135 cm from the schist-
marble contact). Each point has been plotted against its distance from the nearest grain 
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Figure 5.21 Ion probe analyses of 8180  (in %o) from sample 9519 (340 cm from the schist-
marble contact). Each point has been plotted against its distance from the nearest grain 
boundary. All the analyses made on this slide have been plotted. 
the rock (Figure 5.20). Infiltration of fluid occurred along grain edges and cracks, but 
was very limited and there was little exchange with the bulk of the rock. This 
suggests that the duration of fluid infiltration in this sample was extremely short (see 
Chapter 6, Section 6.6.6). There is little systematic variation in the trace element 
chemistry of the rock. 4 of the analyses of cracks and grain boundaries give high Si 
concentrations (2480-92600 ppm) accompanied by high Fe concentrations (372- 
30400 ppm). Otherwise, grain boundaries and cracks are enriched in Fe relative to 
grain centres (from —120 to —250 ppm) but not in Mn. Mg and Sr show no systematic 
variation. 
340 cm from contact 
This sample consists of pure calcite marble. In CL, it was extremely dark: the whole 
rock luminesced very dark purple (see Plate 5.10). There was no orange alteration 
visible along grain boundaries. 15 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 7 for 
180,160 and 8 for trace element concentrations. I targeted cracks, grain boundaries 
and grain centres. Grain boundaries have not been altered relative to grain centres: 
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Plate 5.5 CL photo montage of calcite marble (slide # 951 6B2) 0-2 cm from bottom contact 
of marble band at locality B. Purple-luminescent calcite is altered to yellow at contact plus 
network of grain boundaries and thicker, parallel fractures filled with yellow-luminescent 


















Plate 5.6 CL photo montage of calcite marble (slide # 951 6B) 3-5 cm from bottom contact 
of marble band at locality B. Purple-luminescent calcite is cut by yellow-luminescent, fine-
grained band. Cracks and grain boundaries below band are filled with yellow-luminescent 
calcite but not above band. See Figure 5.14 for sketch of slide. 
[162] 
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Plate 5.7 CL photo montage of calcite marble (slide # 9515) 6 cm from bottom contact of 
marble band at locality B. Purple-luminescent calcite is cut by two fine-grained silicate 
bands that luminesce brightly. Alteration along grain boundaries only at top of slide. See 
Figure 5.17 for sketch of slide. 
[163] 
Plate 5.8 CL photo of calcite marble (slide # 9518) 75 cm from bottom contact of marble 
band at locality B. Purple-luminescent calcite is altered to orange along cracks, grain 
boundaries and cleavage planes. 
Plate 5.9 CL photo of calcite marble (slide # 95178) 135 cm from bottom contact of marble 
band at locality B. Purple-luminescent calcite is altered to orange along cracks, grain 
boundaries and cleavage planes. Network is thinner and luminesces less brightly than that 
in previous sample (Plate 5.8). 
[164] 
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Plate 5.11 CL photo montage of calcite marble in contact with schist from top contact of 
marble band at locality B. Positions of ion probe analyses are marked with corresponding 
6 80 values (in %o). Error in 6180  is ±1%. 
[166] 
28.39,6  (see Figure 5.21). There is no isotopic evidence for fluid infiltration and 
subsequent alteration: the front has disappeared. The trace element variation in the 
rock is not very clear: 2 of the analyses of grain boundaries show enrichment in Fe 
(from —50 to —690 ppm) and Si (from 2 to —70 ppm) but the other 3 analyses do not. 
There is no variation in Mn, which is present in extremely low concentrations (-3 
ppm), and no systematic variation in the concentrations of Mg and Sr. 
5.4.4 Data from the top contact 
The top contact shows a very different pattern of alteration to the bottom contact. 
Two samples were collected: 0 cm and 6 cm away from the contact. 
0-2 cm from contact 
This sample consists of pure calcite marble in contact with schist. In CL, the sample 
showed a smooth gradation in colour from bright orange (at the contact) to black, 
over a distance of a few mm (see Plate 5.11). Grain boundaries were marked by a 
brighter yellow calcite but this too dies out within a few mm of the contact. 7 ion 
probe analyses for 18  0/  16  0 were made along a traverse perpendicular to the contact 
(Figure 5.22a). These data are plotted in Figure 5.22b and show what appears to be a 
'mini-front'. These data are not taken specifically from grain boundaries or cores but 
were measured along a straight line, at arbitrary distances from the contact (see Plate 
5.11 for locations of analyses). 
The pattern of isotopic and CL alteration contrasts strongly with that seen at 
the bottom contact. The scale of alteration is much smaller: at the bottom contact a 
rn-scale front is recorded in bulk isotopic data, whereas at the top contact the 
alteration dies away within a few mm. The grain size is about the same at the top and 
bottom contacts (-3 mm). The difference in the pattern of alteration is probably the 
result of channelling of fluid along the schist layers combined with the geometry of 
the marble band. If flow is buoyancy-driven, a build-up in fluid pressure may occur 
underneath the marble band because the marble forms a relatively impermeable layer 
over the underlying schists. Increasing the fluid pressure may allow fracturing to take 
place. At the bottom contact, the marble has undergone microcracking, allowing 
infiltration of fluid along cracks and grain boundaries. At the top contact, fluid was 
channelled in the schists overlying the marble band so there was no build-up in fluid 
[167] 
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Figure 5.22 Data from the top contact of locality B. (a) Schematic diagram of the pattern of 
CL alteration (compare with Plate 5.11). The black dots mark the positions of ion probe 
analyses. (b) 318Q  (in %o) plotted against distance from the contact. The data show a mm-
scale diffusive front. The dotted line was drawn by eye. 
pressure. The main control on isotopic and CL alteration at the top contact appears to 
have been diffusion. See Section 5.5.1 for further discussion. 
The scale of the diffusive exchange at the top contact is much greater than 
that observed in the bottom contact (mm-scale rather than p.m-scale). Fluid-rock 
exchange at the bottom contact has occurred by advection of fluid along cracks and 
grain boundaries and volume diffusion into grain centres. At the top contact, fluid-
rock exchange has occurred by diffusion only, probably as a combination of fast 
diffusion along grain boundaries and volume diffusion in from grain edges. Farver 
and Yund (1998) report that for diffusion of oxygen in calcite, grain boundary 
diffusion rates are about 4-5 orders of magnitude greater than volume diffusion rates. 
Fast diffusion along grain boundaries combined with volume diffusion would result 
in mm-scale rather than p.m-scale 8 18O-distance profiles. Alternatively, the greater 
scale of diffusive exchange at the top contact may be because the duration of fluid 
flow was longer than at the bottom contact. Unfortunately it is not straightforward to 
{168] 
calculate the duration of fluid-rock exchange at the top contact from simple diffusion 
modelling because of the occurrence of fast grain boundary diffusion. 
At the top contact, bulk 6180  data show values in the range 10 to 25%o up to 
- 1 in into the marble band (Baker et al., 1989). Baker et al. (1989) attributed these 
low values to the presence of many layer-parallel retrograde veins containing 
tremolite. The ion probe 6180  value for calcite at the top contact of the marble band 
is 13.0 ± 1.4% (average of two analyses). Between 625 and 500°C, the 6180 values 
of water in equilibrium with calcite of this composition are in the range 12.9-11.7%o, 
calculated using oxygen fractionation data from O'Neil et al. (1969) (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.4.3). These 8180 values are characteristic of the 2r fluid flow event (see 
Chapter 4, Section 4.4). 2r fluid infiltration may have occurred at the bottom contact 
as well but the evidence is unclear due to the superimposition of the 4r fluid flow 
event. 
6 cm from contact 
This sample consists of pure calcite marble. In CL, a small amount of orange-
luminescent calcite was observed along grain boundaries. The rest of the calcite in 
the slide luminesced dark purple. There may have been limited fluid infiltration as a 
result of lateral channelling of fluids or retrograde veining. 
5.4.5 Data from quartz veins 
Samples were collected from two quartz veins in the schists surrounding the marble 
band. Sample 9746 comes from a quartz vein Sm below the bottom contact of the 
marble band and sample 9747 come from a quartz vein 5 in above the top contact of 
the marble band (see Figure 5.10 for locations). In CL, both quartz veins luminesced 
dark blue: no pattern of grain-scale alteration was observed in either sample. The 
quartz veins are very fine-grained (< 0.2 mm). Ion probe analyses of 180/160  were 
made along traverses perpendicular to the edges of the quartz veins: 7 analyses were 
made on sample 9746 and 5 on sample 9747. These data are plotted in Figure 5.23. 
The analyses were made in straight lines and not specifically from either grain 
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Figure 5.23 Ion probe analyses of 8 180 (in %) made on two quartz veins. Analyses were 
made along traverses perpendicular to the edges of the quartz veins. A small amount of 
isotopic modification is observed. The dotted lines were drawn by eye. (a) Data from sample 
9746 (5 m below marble band). (b) Data from sample 9747 (5 m above marble band). 
Small equilibration profiles can be seen at the edges of the quartz veins, 
suggesting there has been diffusive exchange at some point with fluids in the schists. 
The 8180  value of the quartz at the edges of the veins is 16.1 ± 0.2% (average of 4 
analyses). At temperatures from 625 to 500°C, the &O values of water in 
equilibrium with quartz of this composition are in the range 13.9 to 14.9% 
(calculated using oxygen fractionation data from Clayton et al. (1972); see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.4.3). These values are characteristic of the ip fluid flow event. It is not 
clear why different events should be recorded at the top contact of the marble band 
and in the quartz veins. 
Both quartz veins show similar length-scales of diffusive exchange: the 
profiles recorded are about 400 urn in width. The width of the profile seen in calcite 
[170] 
at the top contact of the marble band is larger: about 3000 pm. Isotopic modification 
of both aggregates is probably the result of grain boundary and volume diffusion. 
Oxygen grain boundary diffusion rates in calcite aggregates are 4-10 tol00 times 
greater than those in quartz aggregates under similar experimental conditions (Farver 
and Yund, 1998). The relative contributions of grain boundary and volume diffusion 
depend on grain size. The quartz veins are much finer-grained than the marble band 
(-0.2 mm compared with -3 mm) so, as there are many more grain boundaries in the 
quartz samples, increased grain boundary diffusion should increase the width of the 
profiles. However, greatly reduced diffusion rates will mean that the profiles in the 
quartz veins are much smaller than that at the top contact of the marble band. 
5.5 Discussion 
5.5.1 Pattern of fluid infiltration at locality B 
At the bottom contact of locality B, a rn-scale isotopic front has developed in the edge 
of the marble band. This has formed by advection of fluid along cracks and grain 
boundaries into the marble combined with volume diffusion of oxygen towards grain 
centres. I have tracked the development of the front by ion probe and CL analysis of a 
series of samples taken along a traverse perpendicular to the contact (see Section 
5.5.2). At the top contact, a very different pattern of isotopic modification is seen. A 
mm-scale front has developed, probably resulting from diffusive exchange of oxygen 
with fluids along the contact or in the adjacent schists. The exchange is a combination 
of volume diffusion and faster grain boundary diffusion. 
Layer-parallel quartz veins from the schists surrounding the marble band 
(sampled both above and below the band) show pm-scale fronts. The difference in the 
scale of alteration between the top contact of the marble band and the quartz veins is 
likely to be the result of the difference in diffusion rates and grain size. Grain 
boundary and volume diffusion rates are several orders of magnitude slower in quartz 
than in calcite. However, the quartz veins are much finer grained than the calcite 
marble, resulting in increased fast grain boundary diffusion in the quartz veins. It is 
unlikely that the duration of fluid-rock exchange was different for the quartz veins and 
the top contact of the marble band. 
[171] 
Evidence for infiltration of meteoric water is preserved at the bottom contact 
of the marble band, but not at the top contact nor at the edges of quartz veins. 
However, analyses from the contact region at the bottom of the marble band (within 
2 mm) give an average ö' 80 of 18%o. Very low values of &80  are only measured 
within cracks and grain boundaries, presumably where CaCO 3 has been transported 
by fluid into the rock and precipitated. Calculated 8180  values for fluids in 
equilibrium with calcite at the contacts of the marble band and quartz at the edges of 
veins are in the region of 12 to 1796o (calculated using oxygen fractionation data at 
-600°C from O'Neil et al. (1969); see Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3). This range of fluid 
18O values is characteristic of the ip and 2r fluid flow events associated with M2 
metamorphism (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4). It is difficult to separate the effects of 
the ip and 2r events. The bottom contact of the marble band and the quartz veins 
appear to have been modified by ip fluid but have not undergone significant 
infiltration of 2r fluids. The top contact has recorded 2r fluid 
8180  values: infiltration 
of 2r fluids may be related to the many tremolite-bearing veins (Baker, 1990). 
It appears that the geometry or structure of the marble band has controlled the 
pattern of fluid infiltration. During metamorphism, fluids were probably channelled 
along either the more permeable schist layers or the contacts between the two 
lithologies (e.g., Bickle and Baker, 1990a). Upward fluid transport is likely to be 
driven by gravitational buoyancy forces and the permeability contrast between 
lithologies, resulting in a small cross-layer component of flow if the marble band is 
inclined (see Figure 5.24) (Graham et al., 1997). At the bottom contact, buoyancy 
forces will increase fluid pressure, lowering effective pressure, and enabling 
infiltration of fluid into the marble. At the top contact, no such forces cause 
advection of fluid, and only diffusive exchange takes place. Graham et al. (1997) 
state that flow paths in rocks in a metamorphic belt will be determined largely by the 
structure and relative permeabilities of the rock layers. The data from locality B are 
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Figure 5.24 Illustration of the effect of permeability contrast and angle of dip on buoyancy-
driven flow. Layer-parallel flow dominates but there may be a small component of cross-layer 
flow. At locality B, this pattern of alteration is observed. Adapted from Graham et al. (1997). 
5.5.2 Development of the front at the bottom contact of locality B 
The bulk 6180  value of the edge of the marble band is the same as 6180  values of 
calcite and quartz separates from the surrounding schists (-14%o) (Baker et al., 
p 1989). On the basis of this, Baker et al. (1989) concluded that the fluids were derived 
from devolatilisation of the underlying schists (with 6180  159,6o), and correlated the 
development of the front with fluid infiltration during prograde metamorphism. A 
* different picture emerges from examination of the pattern of isotopic modification at 
the grain-scale. At the contact, very low values of 6180  (down to -2%o) are observed 
in cracks and grain boundaries whereas the centres of grains show unaltered 
sedimentary values of -'25%. The isotopic alteration correlates with variation of CL 
intensity. At the contact, a network of bright yellow-luminescent calcite fills cracks 
and grain boundaries. This network dies away over a distance of about two metres 
into the marble band. The very low values of 6180  recorded along grain boundaries 
suggest that fluid was neither derived from, nor significantly exchanged with, the 
underlying schists, and a meteoric or seawater source is indicated. This fluid is likely 
to be associated with the intrusion of the granodiorite as the only localities that show 
these low values are close to the granodiorite contact (Chapter 4, Sections 4.4 and 
4.5). Infiltration thus took place at about 13 Ma (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3). 
The presence of cracks suggest that permeability was dynamically created and 
maintained. Fluid also travelled along grain boundaries, probably due to the 
[173] 
formation of microcracks along grain boundaries as a result of high fluid pressure 
and resulting lowered effective pressure (see Chapter 6, Sections 6.4.1 and 6.6.1). 
The values of 6180  measured for grain boundaries and cracks at the contact are 
variable (from 2 to 1 1%o). This may be due to different pulses of fluid infiltration: 
either with different 6180  values or at different temperatures. Crack opening and 
healing/sealing processes are transient and episodic (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.5.3 
and 3.6.4). Grain-scale mechanisms of fluid infiltration are investigated in detail in 
Chapter 6. 
The thick, calcite-filled cracks in the 0-2 cm sample are at a shallow angle to 
the contact. A few cm away from the contact, the pattern of isotopic alteration is 
complicated by the presence of mm-scale lithological banding (see Figure 5.25a). 
Fine-grained quartz-calcite bands appear to have acted as channels for fluid flow. 
Flow can not be considered to be one-dimensional: the fluid pathways are three-
dimensional and the main direction of fluid movement may not have been 
perpendicular to the contact. 
A number of grain-scale traverses were made. 'Diffusive' exchange profiles 
have been preserved at grain edges, showing that local fluid-solid equilibrium was 
not achieved during fluid flow. These profiles can be used to estimate the time-scale 
of the fluid flow event (see Chapter 6). Measurements of 6180  and 6 13C were made in 
a traverse across one grain. There was a -209 ,6 variation in 6180  but 5 13 C showed no 
variation between grain edge and centre. This suggests that the infiltrating fluid was 
water-rich, in agreement with Baker et al. (1989). Trace element analysis has shown 
that the calcite along grain boundaries is enriched in Mn, Fe and sometimes Sr, 
relative to the original marble. 
The 6180  values measured along cracks and grain boundaries increase with 
increasing distance into the marble band (see Figures 5.25b and 5.26). This could be 
for three reasons: (1) the infiltration of the late-stage 'meteoric' fluid recorded by 
very low 6180  values at the contact only took place over a very limited distance. The 
higher values observed along grain boundaries further into the band are the result of 
previous fluid infiltration episodes; (2) the fluid partially equilibrated with the marble 
as it flowed through it, and was buffered to progressively higher 6180;  or (3) the 
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Figure 5.25 Summary of ion probe 8180  data from the bottom contact of the marble band at 
Jocality B. Average values of 8180  (in %o) for grain centres (black squares) and the range of 
measured 8180  values (in %o) for grain boundaries and cracks (grey bars) are shown for each 
sample analysed. (a) Close up of the contact area. The pattern of isotopic alteration is 
complicated by lithological layering in the area 4-6 cm from the contact. (b) The overall 
pattern of grain-scale alteration along a rn-scale traverse into the marble band. 
less than the width of the ion probe beam so that the measured 6180  value is not a 
true representation of the value of the grain boundary. It is possible that all three 
factors have contributed to the final 3180  values measured of the grain boundaries. 
In general, the widths of the grain-scale 'alteration profiles' in each of the 
samples decrease with increasing distance into the marble band (see Figures 5.12, 
5.15, 5.18, 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21). The pattern is complicated by the mm-scale 
lithological banding but the overall effect is a decrease from -200-300 Vim at the 
contact, through 60 tm at 75 cm, to 0 lum from 135 cm onwards. Infiltration of 
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Figure 5.26 Plot of the m-scale traverse perpendicular to the bottom contact of the marble 
band at locality B showing average 8 180 (in %o) values for grain centres (filled circles - upper 
line) and grain edges (filled circles - lower line) for each of the samples analysed. Bulk data 
from Baker et al. (1989) and this study (open circles) are also plotted. Grain-scale information 
is averaged out in the bulk measurements. 
values along grain boundaries but the decrease in the amount of volume diffusion 
from grain edges suggests that the duration of fluid flow decreased with increasing 
distance into the marble band. 
It is obvious from Figure 5.26 that the bulk data averages out information 
about the grain-scale processes. The last ('meteoric') fluid flow event must 
contribute to the bulk 6180  front in the marble band, but is averaging of the 
unequilibrated grain boundaries and grain centres sufficient to cause the bulk 
alteration? There is evidence that more than one fluid flow event has been recorded 
in the marble band. Firstly, the average 6180  values obtained for grain centres from 
each sample show a front: 6180  is altered from 28%o down to 18%o over a distance of 
about 1 m (see Figure 5.26). This alteration is likely to represent an earlier infiltration 
event as, unlike the 4r fluid flow event, it has been recorded in grain centres; either 
local grain-scale fluid-rock equilibration was achieved during the event or 
recrystallisation has taken place since fluid infiltration. 
More evidence for an earlier infiltration event comes from the grain-scale 
traverses measured in slide 9516B (3-5 cm from the contact). The traverses are taken 
from an area of rock directly above a fine-grained band. The band appears to have 
[176] 
acted as a preferential conduit for flow and there is no record of the infiltration of low 
6180 fluid directly above it. In addition, the bright yellow-luminescent (high Mn) 
calcite present along cracks and grain boundaries below the band is absent above it. 
There are, however, diffusive equilibration profiles preserved in the outer 200-300 gm 
of grains (see Figure 5.16), with lowering of 6180  values from -22%o to - I 8%o at 
grain boundaries. The isotopic alteration is associated with enrichment in Fe but not in 
Mn, correlating with the lack of bright luminescence. The absence of late-stage 
alteration has enabled preservation of an earlier event. The lowering of 6180  along 
grain boundaries to values of -18%o is possibly due to prograde (ip) fluid infiltration: 
the value is too high to be indicative of retrograde alteration (see Chapter 4, Section 
4.4). The value of 18%o correlates with the value measured (by ion probe) at the 
bottom contact. 
The bulk isotopic data are likely to be the product of at least two infiltration 
events: (1) fluids with 6180  values of >15%o associated with prograde metamorphism 
at -19 Ma; and (2) fluids with 6180  values of 2%o associated with the intrusion of the 
granodiorite in the western side of the island at -13 Ma. The marble is also cut by late 
stage calcite-filled cracks that complicate the pattern of stable isotopic alteration. The 
different events can only be distinguished by studying the patterns of grain-scale 
alteration: bulk isotopic data averages out this record. 
5.5.3 Is locality B representative of other fronts on Naxos? 
Cm-scale isotopic heterogeneity was observed in the other two localities studied, 
suggesting that grain-scale disequilibrium would probably be observed in other marble 
bands. At both high-grade localities (A and B), the amount of isotopic heterogeneity 
decreased with increasing distance into the marble band. The low-grade locality (E) 
showed increasing heterogeneity with increasing distance into the marble band, 
possibly due to the presence of a number of calcite veins. The greatest cm-scale 
heterogeneity was observed at locality B. 
Evidence for the 4r fluid flow event, responsible for the isotopic modification 
of the bottom contact of the marble band at locality B, is not widespread across 
Naxos. 4r alteration was only observed at one other locality (21) that is also close to 
the granodiorite margin (Chapter 4, Section 4.5). At other localities quite different 
[177] 
patterns of infiltration are observed with a range of 6180  values recorded at the 
contacts (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5). The 6180  values of calcite at the basal contacts 
of the marble bands at localities A and E are -18%o and -22%o respectively. These 
values are most likely to be the result of prograde (ip) fluid infiltration. The width of 
the boundary layer alteration (from bulk 6180  data) is much smaller at localities A 
and E than at locality B (1-2 m compared with -5 m: compare Figures 5.4 and 5.6 to 
Figure 5.5). It is possible that the front at locality B was originally the same size as at 
localities A and E, and has been broadened by later infiltration of fluid. 
Although the fronts at other localities on Naxos have not been subject to the 
same late-stage fluid infiltration seen at locality B, it is clear that bulk isotopic data 
only provide limited information about fluid flow events. It is probable that other 
fronts average out several episodes of fluid infiltration. Unless grain-scale 
information is obtained, it is difficult to make realistic assumptions about the timing 
and mechanisms of the fluid infiltration events. 
5.54 What are the implications of the data for chromatographic modelling? 
As described in Section 5.2.3, a number of simplifying assumptions have to be made 
when applying chromatographic theory to metamorphic fluid flow. All 
chromatographic modelling is underpinned by two assumptions: (1) that porosity 
remains constant for the duration of flow and (2) that the infiltrating fluid displaces 
fluid present in a pre-existing pore network in the rock. 
Grain-scale oxygen isotope and CL data from locality B suggest that 
infiltration at the base of the marble band occurred in association with microcracking. 
Opening of cracks is episodic and transient (Chapter 3, Sections 3.5.3 and 3.6.4) so it 
is unlikely that porosity remained constant during the fluid flow event. The porosity 
of the marble is also assumed to be spatially uniform (Bickle and Baker, 1990a). CL 
photographs of a series of samples from a traverse across the marble band (Plates 5.5 
to 5.10) show that the porosity decreased with increasing distance into the marble 
band. Porosity is not constant in either space or time. 
If, as suggested above, porosity and permeability were dynamically created 
and transient, there is unlikely to have been a pre-existing fluid network in the marble 
prior to infiltration. In the absence of deformation, marbles have very low 
[178] 
permeabilities and porosities (e.g., Zhang et al., 1994a). They are generally 
impermeable to fluids, and only under particular conditions is permeability 
transiently created (see Chapter 3). The data from locality B show that at the bottom 
contact, infiltration was enabled by microcracking and calcite was precipitated by the 
incoming fluid. Permeability was created in response to fluid infiltration, not the 
other way round. 
Chromatographic theory can be simplified by assuming grain-scale fluid-rock 
equilibrium, removing the kinetic term from the one-dimensional transport equation 
(Equation 5.1). Baker and Bickle (1990a) showed that detailed oxygen isotope 
profiles from Naxos (including locality B), based on cm-scale sampling and 
conventional isotopic analysis, could be accounted for by pervasive advective-
diffusive modification by a fluid phase, apparently justifying this assumption. It is 
obvious, however, from the ion probe analyses of &80  made at locality B that grain-
scale fluid-solid equilibrium was not achieved so an assumption of instantaneous and 
complete fluid-solid equilibrium is not valid. Chromatographic models that take into 
account kinetically controlled fluid-solid exchange (e.g. Bickle, 1992) will give more 
accurate estimates of metamorphic fluid fluxes. 
A chromatographic treatment of metamorphic fluid flow applies a one-
dimensional model to a three-dimensional problem. Data from the bottom contact at 
locality B show that the pattern of CL and isotopic alteration is interrupted by a 
series of fine-grained quartz-calcite bands. These bands, probably the result of 
original lithological layering in the marble, appear have acted as preferential 
pathways for fluid. Fluid was channelled in a direction not perpendicular to the 
marble-schist contact. This process may have occurred throughout the marble band 
and is not accounted for by existing models. Cartwright and Weaver (1997) suggest 
that this may be the reason why the patterns of isotopic modification in rocks are 
often different from the predictions made from 1-D advective diffusive models. 
Probably the main limitation of chromatographic modelling is that the fluid 
fluxes calculated are time-integrated, representing the sum record of all fluid flow 
events modifying the original discontinuity. An additional problem is that only a 
small component of flow enters the marble band (the bulk of the fluid is channelled 
through the schists) so the calculated flux can only give a minimum estimate for the 
[179] 
amount of fluid involved in metamorphism. The isotope front at locality B is the 
product of at least two episodes of fluid infiltration. The later event is well 
constrained: infiltration of water-rich, low 6180  fluids occurred, associated with 
igneous intrusion, at about 13 Ma. The earlier event is less well constrained: 
infiltration of high 6180  fluids occurred probably during prograde M2 
metamorphism. The different events can be distinguished by grain-scale 
measurements and observations but not from bulk isotope analyses. The time-
integrated fluid flux represents the total amount of infiltration. In this case, a number 
of events have contributed to the time-integrated fluid flux, so the flux cannot give a 
meaningful value for the amount of fluid involved in metamorphism. 
5.6 Summary and Conclusions 
I made a preliminary cm-scale study of three marble bands on Naxos. All three 
marble bands showed heterogeneity in 6180  at the cm-scale. At the high-grade 
localities, heterogeneity decreased with increasing distance into the marble band; at 
the low-grade locality the reverse was observed, possibly due to the presence of a 
number of veins in the marble. I selected one locality (B) for a detailed ion probe 
study. 
Stable isotope and CL data from locality B show that fluid infiltration 
occurred at the bottom contact of the marble band but not at the top contact. 
Infiltration was probably buoyancy-driven, with high fluid pressures at the bottom of 
the marble band resulting in microcracking and fluid infiltration. The rn-scale 
isotopic front recorded at the bottom contact formed as a result of fluid infiltration 
along a network of cracks and grain boundaries combined with volume diffusion into 
grains. The cracks are filled with calcite transported by the fluid into the rock. The 
front represents the final product of at least two fluid flow events. The first event is 
poorly constrained and is associated with prograde or retrograde metamorphism. The 
second (and last) event is well constrained by the grain-scale data collected. Water-
rich, low 6180  fluids infiltrated the marble band at around 13 Ma, associated with the 
intrusion of the granodiorite on the western side of Naxos. These two events cannot 
be distinguished in the bulk 6180  data. 
[180] 
Modelling of bulk 6180  data may give misleading results. The interpretation of 
rn-scale isotope fronts requires some estimate of the bulk porosity and permeability 
properties of the rocks undergoing infiltration. If these properties are unknown, fluxes 
derived from modelling isotope fronts are unlikely to be reliable. Bulk data record 
only limited information about fluid flow events. By making micro-scale 
measurements, it is possible to determine infiltration mechanisms and distinguish 
separate episodes of fluid infiltration. These observations and measurements can be 
used to make more accurate assumptions, providing a basis for constructing more 
realistic models of metamorphic fluid flow. 
The main conclusions of this chapter are: 
• At locality B, the isotope front at the bottom contact of the marble band formed as 
a result of fluid infiltration along a network of cracks and grain boundaries 
combined with volume diffusion into grains. At the rn-scale, the pattern of 
infiltration and isotopic alteration was controlled by the structure and permeability 
contrast of the lithological layering. 
• Bulk 6180  data provide only limited information about fluid flow events. Isotope 
fronts are likely to be the product of a number of episodes of infiltration, and these 
cannot be distinguished without grain-scale data. 
• Some of the assumptions made in applying chromatographic theory to 
metamorphic fluid flow are not valid. Grain-scale observations can be used to make 
more accurate assumptions, providing more realistic models for metamorphic fluid 
flow. 
• Grain-scale data can also be used to constrain timing, fluid compositions and 
sources, infiltration mechanisms, and time-scales for fluid flow events. 
What next? 
In the next chapter, I have explored grain-scale fluid pathways and infiltration 
mechanisms in more detail by CL and ion probe analysis of samples from two 
localities (B and 21). I have modelled 6' 80-distance data from grain-scale traverses in 
terms of volume diffusion to constrain the time-scale of the 4r fluid flow event. 
{l81] 
6 Micro-scale fluid pathways and oxygen 
isotope equilibration 
In this chapter 
• What are the grain-scale mechanisms and pathways of fluid infiltration in calcite 
marbles? 
• How does fluid-rock 6180  exchange take place? 
• What is the time-scale of fluid infiltration? 
6.1 Introduction 
At present very little is known about grain-scale mechanisms of fluid infiltration. Only 
a small number of studies have been made, using recent developments in micro-
analytical techniques (e.g., Wada, 1988; Arita and Wada, 1990; Graham et al., 1998; 
Lewis et al., 1998; Wada et al., 1998 and Satish-Kumar et al., 1998). This chapter 
contains the results of a detailed textural and micro-analytical study of samples 
collected from marble-schist contacts at two localities on Naxos. I have integrated ion 
microprobe analyses of 180/160  with CL imaging to obtain information about grain-
scale fluid pathways and mechanisms of fluid infiltration. Ion probe measurements of 
180/160 were collected along a number of grain-scale traverses, crossing features such 
as cracks and grain boundaries. Along all the traverses, steep gradients in 6180  were 
observed in narrow zones adjacent to fractures and grain boundaries. I have modelled 
the grain-scale 6 180-distance profiles in terms of 'wet' volume diffusion of oxygen to 
obtain constraints on the time-scale of fluid infiltration. 
[183] 
62 Previous work 
The first gm-scale stable isotope studies of calcite marbles were made by Wada 
(1988) and Arita and Wada (1990) of coarse-grained, graphite-bearing marbles from a 
contact aureole in the Hida Metamorphic Belt, Japan. Traverses were made across 
grain boundaries by a step-by-step splitting technique using a freezing-microtome 
cutting device. The resulting calcite samples, 1 w 2 x 25 J.tm in size, were analysed by 
conventional mass spectrometry. Wada (1988) and Arita and Wada (1990) identified 
steep gradients in 8180  in narrow zones (200 to 300 gm in width) around calcite-
calcite and calcite-graphite grain boundaries; only small or zero gradients in 3C were 
observed (see Figure 6.1). Grain boundaries showed 180  depletions of up to 8% 
relative to grain centres. This pattern of isotopic variation was interpreted to be the 
result of partial isotopic exchange, by volume diffusion of oxygen, between calcite 
grains and ' 80-depleted aqueous metamorphic fluids present along grain boundaries. 
Wada et al. (1998) applied the same techniques to a calcite-wollastonite 
marble, also from the Hida Metamorphic Belt. They concluded that isotopic 
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Figure 6.1 Isotopic traverses across a calcite-calcite grain boundary in a sample of marble 
from a contact aureole in the Hida Metamorphic Belt, Japan. Errors in 8180  and 8130  are 
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Figure 6.2 6180  and 513C profiles across a calcite crystal from its contact with phlogopite. 
The crystal is in a granulite-facies marble from East Antarctica. Errors in 6180  and 613C are 
about ± 20/oo. After Satish-Kumar et al. (1998). 
modification of the marble was controlled by diffusion. There was limited migration of 
an aqueous fluid phase into the marble, controlled by grain boundary diffusion. 
Slower, volume diffusion also occurred, resulting in lowering of 8 180 in narrow zones 
at grain edges. Modification of ' 3C at grain edges was not observed, suggesting that 
the transport of C was not enhanced by grain boundary diffusion or that the 813C 
values of the marble and infiltrating fluid were the same. 
Satish-Kumar et al. (1998) also applied the method of Wada (1988) to a 




the marble are -750°C and 7 kbar. They presented data from one grain-scale stable 
isotope traverse: a variation in 6180  of -21%o was observed over a distance of 1400 
Lm (see Figure 6.2) in a calcite crystal adjacent to a phiogopite crystal. The 6 80 and 
613C values are fairly constant up to 700 gm from the boundary then a sharp increase 
(6180) or decrease (6 13C) is observed. Satish-Kumar et al. (1998) attribute the shape 
of the profiles to isotopic modification by solution-reprecipitation up to 700 .Lm from 
the boundary, then by diffusion-controlled exchange. They offer no explanation for 
the abrupt change in isotope exchange mechanism at 700 gm; the marble sample was 
not studied using CL so any textural evidence for fluid flow is absent. It was inferred 
that the infiltrating fluids were meteoric in origin but the timing and duration of fluid 
flow are poorly constrained. 
In the last few years, ion microprobe techniques have been developed for the 
stable isotope analysis of silicate and carbonate minerals (e.g., Hervig et al., 1992; 
Riciputi and Paterson, 1994). A spatial resolution of -25 .tm and a precision of ±1% 
can be obtained. Ion microprobe techniques have been used to study fluid-rock 
interaction and cooling histories of metamorphic, hydrothermal and sedimentary rocks 
(e.g., Valley and Graham, 1991; 1996; Eiler et al., 1995a; b; Hervig et al., 1995; 
Graham et al., 1996; 1998; Lewis et al., 1998). 
There has only been one previous study of grain-scale 6180  variation using ion 
probe techniques. Graham et al. (1998) made an integrated oxygen isotope, trace 
element and CL study of the same marble sample investigated by Wada (1988). Their 
results indicate that metamorphic or magmatic fluid infiltrated along a complex 
network of grain boundaries, fractures, micro-cracks and deformation twin lamellae. 
There is no evidence of textural equilibrium or of a texturally stable, connected, grain 
boundary fluid network. They measured sharp gradients in 6180  at grain boundaries 
(from -26%o to 16%o over distances of 200-300 gm), similar to those measured by 
Wada (1998). Modelling of the grain-scale profiles in terms of volume diffusion of 
oxygen gave consistent estimates of Dt (where D is the volume diffusion coefficient 
and t is time) of -0.8 x 108  m2 . These estimates were used to constrain the time taken 
for fluid flow during amphibolite-facies metamorphism to _103  to 104 years. 
[186] 
6.3 Methods 
I have made a detailed study of marble samples collected from schist-marble contacts 
at two localities: B (or 3) and 21 (see Figure 6.3 for locations). The localities are 
close to the granodiorite margin (see Figure 6.3) and the samples have been modified 
by 4r fluid infiltration (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5) The grain-scale pathways taken by 
fluid are marked by brightly luminescent calcite allowing the textural evidence for 
fluid flow to be correlated with stable isotope analysis. Polished thin sections were 
made from the samples, and were studied optically and with CL (see Appendix A for 
method). 
Ion microprobe analyses of 180/160 were made of grain centres, grain 
boundaries and calcite-filled fractures. In addition, fourteen grain-scale traverses were 
made: ten at locality B and four at locality 21. The positions of the grain-scale 
traverses are shown in Plates 6.1 and 6.2. The methods used for ion probe analysis 
can befound in Appendix B. I measured the distance of each analysis point from the 
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Figure 6.3 Simplified geological map of Naxos, showing localities 3 (or B) and 21. After 
Baker et al. (1989) simplified from Jansen and Schuiling (1976). 
[1 87} 
nearest grain boundary or fracture (or distance relative to other points in a traverse) 
using either a high-magnification optical microscope or a scanning electron 
microscope. The data are tabulated in Appendix C: see Section C.2 for unprocessed 
data and Sections C.4 and C.5 for distance-ö' 80 data. 
I modelled each ö' 80-distance profile in terms of volume diffusion of oxygen. 
The methods and results of the modelling are described in detail in Section 6.5 and 
Appendix E. I correlated the modelling results with CL observations. Using published 
values for the diffusivity of oxygen in calcite (Farver, 1994) and an estimated 
temperature for the event (Baker, 1990), I calculated the time-scale of 4r fluid 
infiltration from the modelled profiles (Section 6.6.7). 
6,4 Textural observations 
6.4.1 Fluid pathways 
A CL photo montage of slide 9516B2 (0-2 cm from the bottom contact at locality B), 
with the positions of the 10 grain-scale traverses marked, is shown in Plate 6.1. Plate 
5.5 in Chapter 5 shows a CL montage of the whole slide. Infiltration has taken place 
along a network of grain boundaries and cracks, marked by bright yellow-luminescent 
calcite. The orientation of the thick cracks is roughly parallel to the contact. The 
calcite fill in the cracks is heterogeneous in CL colour and appears to be made up of 
angular (faceted) crystals (see Plate 6.3). This suggests that the yellow-luminescent 
calcite was precipitated from fluid into open cracks (voids), and was added to the 
rock rather than being original material that was modified by fluid infiltration. The 
calcite filling the grain boundaries and cracks is chemically distinct from the calcite 
matrix: this can be seen in the sharp change in CL colour from yellow to dark purple. 
The grain boundaries are too thin for their structure to be examined but it seems likely 
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Plate 6.1 CL photo montage of calcite from the bottom contact of the marble band at 
locality B (slide # 9516132). The positions of 10 traverses (A through J) of 5 180 
measurements are marked by white lines. Close-ups of the traverses are shown in Plates 
6.4 through 6.13. The right hand side of the montage is parallel to and lies closest to the 
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Plate 6.2 CL photo montage of calcite from the top contact of the marble band at locality 21 
(slide # 9763B). The positions of 4 ion probe traverses (A through D) of 8 
180  measurements 
are marked by white lines. Close-ups of the traverses are shown in Plates 6.14 through 6.17. 
The contact forms the right hand edge of the montage. 
[190] 
Cracking generally occurred along grain boundaries but there are a number of 
intra-grain cracks. These stop at the grain edges and cannot be found cross-cutting 
grain boundaries anywhere in the slide. The lack of any cross-cutting relationships 
suggests that the observed CL alteration along both cracks and grain boundaries is the 
result of the same fluid infiltration event. Between cracks, fluid infiltration has 
occurred along apparently undeformed grain boundaries. The grain boundaries tend to 
be thicker in the orientation parallel to the contact, but fluid has also been transported 
along grain boundaries perpendicular to this orientation (see Plate 6.1). 
The pathways taken by fluid in the sample from the top contact of the marble 
band at locality 21 are also marked by bright yellow-luminescent calcite. Plate 6.2 
shows a CL photo montage of the slide with the locations of the grain-scale traverses 
marked. Infiltration has taken place along dynamically recrystallising grain boundaries 
and cleavage planes, marked by zones of subgrain formation. The grain boundary 
network is cross-cut by a vein containing zoned, black- and yellow-luminescent calcite 
(at the right hand side of the montage, Plate 6.3). 
6.4.2 Mechanisms of fluid-rock isotopic exchange 
Isotopic exchange occurs between minerals and fluid by either diffusion or solution-
reprecipitation (Cole et al., 1983; Giletti, 1985). Diffusion involves movement of 
chemical species along grain boundaries or through crystal lattices. In solution-
reprecipitation, fluid progresses along a dissolution front, in front of which the 
original material is dissolved and behind which new material is precipitated. 
At locality B, grain boundaries and fractures show isotopic modification with 
the development of 8 180 profiles in adjacent grains. The sharp change in CL colour 
between the cracks and grain boundaries (yellow) and the rest of the marble (purple) 
suggests that the isotopic alteration of the adjacent grains was not controlled by 
solution-reprecipitation in a closed system. If closed system solution-reprecipitation 
had taken place, it is unlikely that there would be any chemical differences between 
grain boundaries and cracks and isotopically modified grains (Giletti, 1985). Since 
solution-reprecipitation in a closed system results in homogenisation of VO to a 
constant value (Satish-Kumar et al., 1998), the formation of the 80-distance profiles 
[191] 
observed at grain edges must have been controlled by diffusion. The sharp change in 
CL colour, rather than an obvious diffusion front, is observed because Mn and Fe (the 
main controls on CL colour) diffuse much more slowly than oxygen (see Chapter 5, 
Section 5.5.3). It is likely, however, that there was some solution of calcite material 
from crack edges and grain boundaries in the marble but it is difficult to quantify the 
amount. 
It is uncertain whether the alteration of the grain boundaries in the sample 
from locality 21 occurred by infill of added material or solution-reprecipitation in a 
closed system. The calcite in the grain boundaries luminesces very bright yellow, 
making resolution of its structure difficult. 300 pm-wide profiles in S' 80 are observed 
at grain edges in both samples and a diffusion-controlled exchange mechanism is also 
suggested for this locality. 
6.5 Modelling of grain-scale 8180  profiles 
6.5.1 Introduction 
I have modelled each grain-scale 8180  profile in terms of volume diffusion of oxygen 
away from grain edges. This can be approximated by diffusion into a semi-infinite 
medium from a boundary kept at a constant composition (Crank, 1975). The 
composition of the boundary is the same as that of the fluid phase, and is considered 
to be locally constant. The solution to the fundamental differential equation for 
diffusion with these boundary conditions is 
ct - c, =e J 
co  - cl 
(6.1) 
(Crank, 1975) where C is the ISO  concentration at a distance x from the boundary, C1 
is the 180  concentration maintained at the boundary, and CO is the initial 180 
concentration of the grain. 180  concentrations can be expressed as 60. D is the 
diffusivity of oxygen in calcite in the presence of H 20 and t is time. 
In applying Equation 6.1 to the profiles, I have made a number of 
assumptions. Diffusivity and fluid composition are assumed to be constant during the 
formation of the profile. The edge of the grain is assumed to be in isotopic equilibrium 
[192] 
with the fluid; for calcite at amphibolite facies temperatures, Co approximates the 180 
concentration of the fluid (from calcite-H 20 oxygen fractionation data (O'Neil et al., 
1969); see Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3 and Figure 4.12). Finally, the equation is one-
dimensional. However, volume diffusion occurs in three dimensions and may be 
'short-circuited' by preferential diffusion along cleavage planes and sub-grain-scale 
cracks. Measurement of any heterogeneity at this scale is, at present, below analytical 
resolution so the profiles have been modelled in terms of simple and uniform volume 
diffusion only. Sub-grain-scale heterogeneity in the diffusion profiles is discussed 
further in Section 6.6.2. 
6.5.2 Method 
For each profile, I found best fit values of Di, Co and C1 , and their ICY errors, by fitting 
Equation 6.1 to the measured 80-x data by non-linear least-squares minimisation 
(Levenburg-Marquardt method; program MRQMIN from Press et al. (1986)). The 
estimated analytical uncertainty in I80 (± 1%) has been incorporated into the 
calculation but the uncertainty in distance x has not been taken into account. Further 
details of the fitting procedure can be found in Appendix E. 
For modelling, I split each traverse into individual diffusion profiles at grain 
edges (for example, traverse A in slide 9516B2 was split into Al, A2, A3 and A4: see 
Figure 6.6). The measured distances were recalculated so that the grain boundary or 
crack edge was positioned at zero and corrected for the angle of dip (see below). I 
fitted the data from each profile using a program written by Alasdair Skelton (see 
Appendix E). Best fit parameters (Dt, Co and C1 ) and X 2  were calculated, and their 
uncertainties at the 95% confidence level were evaluated. The program used allows 
for fixing of any of the three parameters: in this study, all three parameters were 
determined using the Levenburg-Marquardt minimisation. A model diffusion curve 
was created. Finally, I recombined the individual profiles into one traverse, 
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Figure 6.4 Illustration of the correction applied to the measured distances of analysis points 
from grain boundaries to account for the angle of dip. (a) If the grain boundary is not 
vertical, the true distances of points from it are not equal to the measured distances along 
the slide surface. (b) The true distances (x 1) can be calculated from the measured distances 
(Xm) by simple trigonometry. 
Correction for angle of dip 
I measured the distances of the analysis points from the grain boundaries along the 
surface of the slide. If a grain boundary is not vertical, the measured distance does not 
represent the true distance of the points from it (see Figure 6.4a). I measured the 
angles between the slide surface and grain boundaries or crack edges using a universal 
stage. Assuming that the grain boundary continues in a straight line above and below 
the slide surface, the true distances of the points from the grain boundary can be 
obtained by simple trigonometry (see Figure 6.4b). In general, the grain boundaries 
[194] 
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Figure 6.5 Cartoon of a rock aggregate showing the position of a thin section surface. If ion 
probe traverses are made along this surface, some will cut through grain centres and some 
will cut through grain edges. 
and cracks selected for ion probe analysis were at high angles to the slide surface (> 
700) so the effects of this correction were very small. 
Fixing of parameters 
In some traverses, analyses were made inside thick cracks. For modelling, I made the 
composition of the edge of the crack (x = zero) equal to the 
8180  value of the 
analysis. The points themselves could not be included as the program did not accept 
negative distances. For profiles where analyses had been made on grain boundaries or 
cracks, I investigated whether fixing Cj at the value measured improved the fit of the 
model to the data. 
In previous studies (Graham et al., 1998), CO has been fixed at a 180  value 
calculated by averaging measurements of grain centres. However, a thin section 
represents a 2-D slice of the calcite aggregate: it is unknown whether the traverse is 
cutting through the centre or edge of a grain in the third dimension (see Figure 6.5). 
No correction can be made for this. In this study, the values for grain centres (CO) 
have not been fixed to account for this effect. In some of the profiles, 'O values 
from analyses close to grain centres reach clear plateau values. In these cases, it 
would be reasonable to fix CO at the plateau value; fitting one less parameter provides 
an extra degree of freedom, potentially improving the fit of the model to the data. 
[195] 
This is of limited use, however, as the profiles that have clear plateau values of 6180 
show statistically significant fits to the volume diffusion model anyway. I investigated 
the effects of fixing Co for profiles F2 (locality B) and D (locality 21): fixing Co did 
not improve the fits of models to the data or decrease the uncertainties in Dt or Ci 
(see Tables 6.6 and 6.13). 
Outliers 
In general, it was hard to justify removing outliers on the basis of CL evidence. 
Profiles showing a lot of scatter in the 8180  data often contained scattered flecks of 
yellow-luminescent calcite but it was difficult to correlate particular analyses with CL 
alteration. An exception to this is profile D3 (locality B), where one outlier could be 
eliminated as the analysis point clearly lies on an intragrain crack (see Plate 6.7). 
However, the scatter in the data is such that removing one outlier, although improving 
the agreement between model and data, does not result in a statistically significant fit 
(see Table 6.4). Generally the profiles containing outliers showed so much scatter that 
removing them still did not make the fit of the data to the volume diffusion model 
statistically significant. 
Evaluation of goodness offit of models 
x2  is a measure of how well the model agrees with the measured data: the smaller the 
value of x2  the closer the agreement. For each modelled profile, the goodness of fit of 
the model to the data was evaluated using the X2  distribution. The probability (P) that 
x2  should exceed a specified value (from the x2  distribution) by chance was obtained 
from statistical tables (Fisher, 1954) for the appropriate number of degrees of freedom 
(number of data points minus number of fitted parameters). If P is between 0.1 and 
0.9, the model shows good agreement with the data. If it is below 0.02, it is strongly 
indicated that the model fails to account for all of the observations. Conventionally, 
models with P values > 0.05 are deemed to be acceptable: lower values of P are taken 
to indicate a real discrepancy between data and model. In this study, models with P> 
0.05 were accepted as being statistically significant (at the 95% level) and all others 
were disregarded. 
[196] 
6.5.3 Results from locality B 
The data collected along each traverse are detailed in Appendix C, Section C.4. 1. 
Results from modelling of the 6' 80-distance profiles from each traverse are presented 
below. The measured data from each traverse have been plotted and, where the fit of 
the diffusion model was statistically significant (at the 95% level), the calculated best-
fit curve is shown with the data. Where grain boundaries and crack edges are not 
vertical, the distances have been corrected to take account of the angle of dip. All the 
traverses were made in an area of slide 9516B2 about 1 to 2 cm from the marble-
schist contact (see Plate 6.1 for locations). Plates 6.4 through 6.13 show close-up CL 
photos of the 10 individual traverses. 
[197] 
Traverse A 
This traverse crosses a 100 .Lm thick crack and a grain boundary (see Plate 6.4). For 
modelling, the traverse was divided into four sections (Al through A4), shown in 
Figure 6.6. Three of the four profiles show statistically significant fits to the diffusion 
model (see Table 6.1). The profiles on either side of the crack are narrower than those 
next to the grain boundary, and give smaller values for Dt. 
Profile 	Dt (rn2 ) 	 CO (%) 	C 1 (%o) 	X, 	n 	P 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C 1 calculated 
Al 	0.64±0.16x 10 8 	24.2±0.8 1.9±1.2 17.2 7 <0.01 
A2 0.22 ± 0.09 x 10 8 25.0 ± 0.7 8.5 ± 2.6 2.80 5 0.25 
A3 	0.07±1.71 x 10.8 	25.4± 1.0 4.2±800.8 4.31 4 0.04 
A4 0.03 ± 0.23 x 10 .8 25.3 ± 1.0 12.4 ± 44.4 115 4 <0.01 
C1 fixed; Best fir parameters Dt and CO calculated 
A3 	0.08 ± 0.02 x 10 8 	25.5 ± 0.7 6.2 0.137 4 0.95 
A4 0.003±0.004x10 8 	25.1±0.7 - 	3.2 0.245 4 0.90 
Table 6.1 Modelling results from traverse A (locality B). Statistically acceptable results (P > 
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Figure 6.6 Plot of data from traverse A (locality B). For modelling, the traverse was divided 
into four profiles: Al, A2, A3 and A4. The thick vertical line and the prey shaded area mark 
the positions of the grain boundary and crack respectively. Best fit S 80-distance curves for 
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Plate 6.3 High magnification photos of a calcite-filled crack showing the heterogeneity and 
structure of the calcite fill. The crack forms part of ion probe traverse E in slide # 951 6B2, 
-1.5 cm from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality B. (a) CL. (b) PPL. 
[199] 
Plate 6.4 CL photo of traverse A (locality B). The line of the traverse is marked in white. The 
6180-distance data are plotted in Figure 6.6. 
Plate 6.5 CL photo of traverse B (locality B). The line of the traverse is marked in white. The 





Plate 6.6 CL photo of traverse C (locality B). The line of the traverse is marked in white. 
The 180-distance data are plotted in Figure 6.8. 
Plate 6.7 CL photo of traverse D (locality B). The line of the traverse is marked in white. 
The 6180-distance data are plotted in Figure 6.9. 
[201] 
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This traverse crosses a grain boundary (see Plate 6.5). For modelling, the traverse was 
divided into two sections (B! and B2) (see Figure 6.7). Only one of the profiles 
shows a statistically significant fit to the diffusion model; the other is too irregular 
(Table 6.2). 
Profile 	Dt (m2) 	 Co (%o) 	 C  (%o) 	
X 2 " 	P 
Best fit parameters Di, Co and C1 calculated 
B! 	0.29 ± 0.08 x 10 .8 	24.6 ± 0.6 	4.2 ± 1.9 	1.46 	6 	0.70 
B2 0.09 ± 0.02 x 10.8 25.3 ± 0.5 	2.9 ± 1.9 72.7 7 <0.01 
Table 6.2 Modelling results from traverse B (locality B). Statistically acceptable results (P> 
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Figure 6.7 Plot of data from traverse B (locality B). For modelling, the traverse was divided 
into two profiles: Bi and B2. The thick vertical line marks the position of the grain boundary. 
A best fit 180-distance curve for profile Bi is shown. See Plate 6.5 for CL photo of traverse. 
Traverse C 
Traverse C is perpendicular to a 50 Lm thick, calcite-filled crack (see Plate 6.6). The 
measured 180-distance data are shown in Figure 6.8. The data do not show a 
statistically significant fit to the diffusion model (Table 6.3). 
[205] 
Profile 	Dt (m) 	- 	Co (%) 	C 1 (%) 	X2 	n 	P 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C1 calculated 
C 	0.19±0.09x 10. 8 	23.4 ±0.8 	1.7±6.0 	20.8 	5 	<0.01 
C1 fixed; Best fit parameters Dt and Co calculated 
C 	0.28 ± 0.07 x 10 8 	23.6 ± 0.9 	4.9 	13.3 	5 	<0.01 
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Figure 6.8 Plot of data from traverse C (locality B). The grey area marks the position of the 
calcite-filled crack. See Plate 6.6 for CL photo of traverse. 
Traverse D 
This traverse crosses two calcite-filled cracks: one 75 p.m thick crack along a grain 
boundary and one 50 p.m thick intra-grain crack (see Plate 6.7). For modelling, the 
traverse was divided into three sections (Dl through 133), shown in Figure 6.9. Only 
one of the profiles (Dl) shows a statistically significant fit to the diffusion model 
(Table 6.4). The profiles adjacent to the intra-grain crack (Dl and D2) appear to be 
narrower than the profiles adjacent to the grain boundary crack (133). Removing an 
outlier from the D3 profile improves the agreement of the model to the data but does 
not result in a statistically significant fit. 
[206] 
Profile 	Dt (m) 	 Co (%) C 1 (%o) p 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C, calculated 
Dl 	0.03 ± 0.46 x 10-8 	249 ± 1.0 10.6 ± 253.6 1.17 4 0.30 
D2 0.11 ± 0.43 x 10.8 24.3 ±0.6 2.1 ± 111.5 25.5 6 <0.01 
D3 	0.20±0.10x 10 8 	23.9±0.5 8.6±3.3 116 8 <0.01 
C, fixed; Best fit parameters Dt and Co calculated 
Dl 	0.03 ± 0.01 x 10.8 	24.9 ± 0.7 11.6 0.142 4 0.95 
D2 0.13 ± 0.03 x 10.8 24.2 ± 0.5 2.3 25.0 6 <0.01 
D3 	0.04 ± 0.01 x iø 	22.3 ± 0.2 4.1 78.8 8 <0.01 
Outlier at 155 jim removed; Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C, calculated 
D3 	0.20 ± 0.18 x 10.8 	24.0 ± 1.0 7.1 ± 6.4 53.2 7 <0.01 
Outlier at 155 jim removed; C, fixed; Best fit parameters Dt, and C o calculated 
D3 	0.05 ± 0.02 x 10 	23.5 ± 0.9 4.1 34.0 7 <0.01 
Table 6.4 Modelling results from traverse D (locality B). Statistically acceptable results (P> 
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Figure 6.9 Plot of data from traverse D (locality B). For modelling, the traverse was divided 
into three profiles: Dl, D2 and D3. The grey areas mark the position of calcite-filled cracks: 
an intra-grain crack at about -350 j.tm and a crack along a grain boundary at about +350 4m. 
The vertical black line marks the position of a grain boundary. A best fit 180-distance curve 
for profile Dl is shown. See Plate 6.7 for CL photo of traverse. 
Traverse E 
This traverse crosses a large grain with a calcite-filled crack at one end of the traverse 
and a grain boundary at the other (see Plate 6.8). For modelling, the traverse was split 
into two sections (El and E2). The measured distance-6' 80 data are shown in Figure 
[207] 
6. 10. Alteration profiles are observed at the grain edges but neither of these profiles 
fit the diffusion model (Table 6.5). 
Profile 	Dt (m2) 	- CO (%o) 	 C 1 (%o) 	 p 
Best fit parameters Dt, CO and C, calculated 
El 	0.04 ± 0.01 x 10 	25.0 ± 0.4 4.2 ± 1.0 18.4 8 <0.01 
E2 0.18±0.10x10 8 	25.4±0.5 9.3±5.5 15.8 8 <0.01 
Cj fixed; Best fir parameters Dr and CO calculated 
El 	0.04±0.01 x 10 8 	25.0 ±0.4 4.6 18.6 8 <0.01 
E2 0.19 ± 0.04 x 10 8 25.6 ± 0.5 8.7 - 	15.4 8 0.02 
Table 6.5 Modelling results from traverse E (locality B). The positions of El and E2 are 
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Figure 6.10 Plot of data from traverse E (locality B). For modelling, the traverse was 
divided into two profiles: El and E2. The grey area marks the position of a -60 lLm thick 
calcite-filled crack and the vertical black line marks the position of a grain boundary. See 
Plate 6.8 for CL photo of traverse. 
Traverse F 
This traverse cuts across a grain (see Plate 6.9). For modelling, the traverse was 
divided into two sections (Fl and F2), shown in Figure 6.11. Alteration profiles are 
observed at both grain edges but only one of the profiles (F2) shows a statistically 
significant fit to the diffusion model (Table 6.6). Fixing Co for profile F2 does not 
improve the fit of the model to the data. 
[208] 
Profile 	Dt (m) 	 CO (%) 	C 1 (%o) 	 p 
Best fit parameters Dt, CO and C1 calculated 
Fl 	0.15 ± 0.07 x 10.8 	24.3 ± 0.5 10.7 ± 2.6 21.9 8 <0.01 
F2 0.38 ± 0.09 x 10.8 26.1 ± 0.7 4.7 ± 1.3 6.71 6 0.10 
C, fixed; Best fit parameters Dt and CO  calculated 
Fl 	0.11 ±0.02x 10.8 	24.2 ±0.5 7.4 15.0 8 0.02 
C0 fixed; Best fit parameters Dt and C, calculated 
F2 	0.37 ± 0.13 x 10.8 	26.0 4.6 ± 2.6 6.79 6 0.15 
Table 6.6 Modelling results from traverse F (locality B). Statistically acceptable results (P> 
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Figure 6.11 Plot of data from traverse F (locality B). For modelling, the traverse was 
divided into two profiles: Fl and F2. The vertical black lines mark the positions of grain 
boundaries. A best fit 180-distance curve for profile F2 is shown. See Plate 6.9 for CL 
photo of traverse. 
Traverse G 
This traverse is perpendicular to a thick, calcite-filled grain boundary that is roughly 
parallel to the thick cracks running through the slide (see Plate 6.10). It is made on 
the same grain as traverse H (Traverses G and H are at right angles to each other). 
Traverse G does not show any obvious alteration profile (see Figure 6.12) and does 
not fit the diffusion model (Table 6.7). 
[209] 
Profile 	Dt (rn2) 	 Co (%) 	C 1 (%o) 	 n 	P 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C, calculated 
G 	4.56±28.96x 10 8 	23.0± 1.7 	21.4±1.2 	44.3 	7 	<0.01 
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Figure 6.12 Plot of data from traverse G (locality B). The grey area marks the position of 
the grain boundary. See Plate 6.10 for CL photo of traverse. 
Traverse H 
Traverse H crosses a grain boundary showing only a small amount of alteration that is 
perpendicular to the thick cracks running through the slide (see Plate 6.11). It is made 
on the same grain as traverse 0 (Traverses G and H are at right angles to each other). 
Figure 6.13 shows the measured distance- 180 data. The data show a statistically 
significant fit to the diffusion model if Cj is fixed at the measured value of the grain 
boundary (Table 6.8). 
Profile 	Dt (m 2) 	 Co (%) 	C 1 (%) 	-- 	 p 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C, calculated 
H 	0.11 ±0.20x 10 8 	23.4 ±0.7 	14.6± 10.0 	18.4 	5 	<0.01 
C, fixed; Best fit parameters Dt and C O calculated 
IHI 	0.07 ± 0.03 x W 8 	23.3 ± 0.6 	11.1 	6.18 	5 	0.10 
ThbOa 6.0 Modelling results from traverse H (locality B). Statistically acceptable results (P> 
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Figure 6.13 Plot of data from traverse H (locality B). The grey area marks the position of 
the grain boundary. A best fit 180-distance curve is shown. See Plate 6.11 for CL photo of 
traverse. 
Traverse I 
Traverse I crosses a -30 lam. thick, calcite-filled crack running along a grain boundary 
(see Plate 6.12). For modelling, the traverse was divided into two sections (Ii and 12), 
shown in Figure 6.14. Both alteration profiles show statistically significant fits to the 
diffusion model (Table 6.9) and best fit curves are shown in Figure 6.14. The profiles 
on either side of the crack are not symmetrical. 
Profile 	Dt (m) 	 CO  (%) 	C1 	 x 	 n 	P 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C1 calculated 
Ii 	0.08 ± 0.02 x 10 8 	24.7 ± 0.7 2.0 ± 1.9 3.39 5 0.20 
12 0.20 ± 0.32 x 10. 8 20.0 ± 1.0 3.1 ± 18.2 2.55 4 0.10 
Cj fixed; Best fit parameters Dt and Co calculated 
Ii 	0.08 ± 0.02 x 10 8 	24.7 ± 0.7 2.2 336 5 0.30 
12 0.20 ± 0.05 x 10 8 20.2 ± 0.8 2.2 1.77 4 0.40 
Table 6.9 Modelling results from traverse I (locality B). Statistically acceptable results (P> 
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Figure 6.14 Plot of data from traverse I (locality B). The grey area marks the position of the 
crack/grain boundary. Best fit 180-distance curves are shown. See Plate 6.12 for CL photo 
of traverse. 
Traverse J 
This traverse is perpendicular to a -20 J.tm thick, calcite-filled crack (see Plate 6.13). 
The measured data show a statistically significant fit to the diffusion model (Table 
6.10). The data and a best fit model curve are shown in Figure 6.15. 
Profile 	Dt (m) 	 CO (%o) 	C 1 (%) 	 X 2 	n 	P 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C1 calculated 
J 	0.16 ± 0.06 x 108 	25.0 ± 0.9 	5.3 ± 2.4 	0.122 	4 	0.70 
Table 6.10 Modelling results from traverse J (locality B). Statistically acceptable results (P> 
0.05) are shown in bold. 
Summary 
8 180-distance alteration profiles are observed adjacent to grain edges in most of the 
traverses made. All profiles have been modelled. Many of the profiles do not show 
statistically significant fits to the diffusion model. In some cases, the goodness of fit of 
the model to the data can be improved by fixing Cj at the 8' 80 value measured along 
the grain boundary or crack. The widths of the profiles are variable and are generally 
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Figure 6.15 Plot of data from traverse J (locality B). The grey area marks the position of the 
crack. A best fit 180-distance curve is shown. See Plate 6.13 for CL photo of traverse. 
also variable and range from 2.2 to 11 .8%. The results from modelling are collated in 
Table 6.14 and discussed further in Section 6.5.5. 
63.4 Results from locality 21 
The data collected along each traverse are detailed in Appendix C, Section C.5. 
Results from modelling of the 180-distance profiles from each traverse are presented 
below. The measured data from each traverse have been plotted and where the fit of 
the diffusion model was statistically significant (at the 95% level), the calculated best-
fit curve to the data is shown. Where grain boundaries are not vertical, the distances 
have been corrected to take account of the angle of dip. All the traverses made are 
within --1 cm of the top contact of the marble band with the surrounding schists. The 
locations of all the traverses are shown in Plate 6.3. 
Traverse A 
This traverse crosses a grain boundary that is marked by small subgrains and bright 
yellow-luminescent calcite in CL. Traverses Al and A2 are not parallel and form a 
kinked traverse, joining at the grain boundary (see Plate 6.14). Alteration profiles are 
observed at the grain edges (see Figure 6.16) but the data do not show statistically 
significant fits to the diffusion model (Table 6.11). 
[2131 
Profile 	Dt (m2) 	 CO (%) 	C 1 (%o) 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C, calculated 
Al 	0.59±0.11 x 10. 8 	28.3±1.0 	0.0± 1.4 	12.2 	5 	<0.01 
A2 	0.68±0.13x 10 8 	25.7±0.6 	4.1 ± 1.1 	17.5 	7 	<0.01 
Table 6.11 Modelling results from traverse A (locality 21). The positions of Al and A2 are 
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Figure 6.16 Plot of data from traverse A (locality 21). Al and A2 are the two sections of the 
traverse. The grey box marks the position of the grain boundary. See Plate 6.14 for CL 
photo of traverse. 
Traverse B 
This traverse crosses a grain boundary and a zone of recrystallisation, marked by 
subgrains (see Plate 6.15). The measured 6 180-distance data (shown in Figure 6.17) 
does not show any clear alteration profiles and modelling has not been attempted. 
Traverse C 
This traverse crosses a grain boundary that has undergone recrystallisation and is next 
to a calcite-filled vein (see Plate 6.16). The calcite in the vein is zoned in black and 
yellow in CL, and has a high 'O value. An alteration profile is observed adjacent to 
the grain boundary, shown in Figure 6.18. The data show a statistically significant fit 
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Figure 6.17 Plot of data from traverse B (locality 21). The thin grey box marks the position 
of a grain boundary and the thicker grain box marks the position of a zone of dynamic 
recrystallisation. See Plate 6.15 for CL photo of traverse. 
Profile 	Dt (m) 	 Co (%o) 	 C 1 (%o) 	 p 
Best fir parameters Dr. Co and C1 calculated 
C 	0.09 ± 0.03 x 10 8 	28.9 ± 0.7 	11.1 ± 1.0 	0.00235 	4 	0.95 
Cj fixed; Best fit parameters Dr and CO calculated 
C 	0.10 ± 0.03 x 10.8 	28.9 ± 0.7 	11.5 	0.103 	4 	0.70 
Table 6.12 Modelling results from traverse C (locality 21). Statistically acceptable results (P 
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Figure 6.18 Plot of data from traverse C (locality 21). The dark grey box marks the position 
of the grain boundary. The lighter grey box shows the calcite-filled vein. A best fit model 
180-distance curve to the data is shown. See Plate 6.16 for CL photo of traverse. 
[215] 
Traverse D 
This traverse crosses a grain boundary that has undergone dynamic recrystallisation 
(see Plate 6.17), indicated by the presence of subgrains. In CL, the grain boundary is 
marked by bright yellow-luminescent calcite. Alteration profiles are observed adjacent 
to the grain boundary, shown in Figure 6.19. The data do not show statistically 
significant fits to the diffusion model (Table 6.13). Fixing Co and C, does not improve 
the fit of the model to the data. 
Profile 	Dt (m2) 	 Co  (%) C 1 (%o) 
X2 n 	p 
Best fit parameters Dt, Co and C1 calculated 
D 	0.77±0.14x 10.8 	28.1 ±0.8 0.1 ± 1.6 11.1 7 	0.02 
C, fixed; Best fit parameters Dt and C o calculated 
D 	0.89 ± 0.13 x 10 8 	28.3 ± 0.8 1.9 14.9 7 	<0.01 
C1 fixed and Co;  Best fit parameter Dt calculated 
D 	0.81 ± 0.16 x 10. 8 	27.5 1.9 15.9 7 	<0.01 
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Figure 6.19 Plot of data from traverse D (locality 21). The grey box marks the position of 
the grain boundary. See Plate 6.17 for CL photo of traverse. 
Summary 
8' 80-distance profiles were observed adjacent to grain boundaries in traverses A, C 
and D. 5' 80 values of grain boundaries ranged from 1.9 to 11.5%0 and the widths of 
the profiles were in the region of 300-400 gm. Only one of the profiles (C) showed a 
[216] 
Plate 6.14 CL photo of traverse A (locality 21). The line of the traverse is marked in white. 







Plate 6.15 CL photo of traverse B (locality 21). The line of the traverse is marked in white. 








Plate 6.16 CL photo of traverse C (locality 21). The line of the traverse is marked in white. 
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Plate 6.17 CL photo of traverse D (locality 21). The line of the traverse is marked in white. 
The 5180-distance data are plotted in Figure 6.19. 
[218] 
statistically significant fit to the diffusion model, giving an estimated Dt of 0.09 ± 0.03 
X 108m2. 
6.5.5 Summary 
Alteration profiles in ö 18O are observed adjacent to grain edges in most of the 
traverses. Many of the profiles, however, cannot be explained by a simple volume 
diffusion mechanism. Over half of the profiles modelled do not show statistically 
significant fits to the volume diffusion model, probably due to 'short circuiting' of 
volume diffusion along fast diffusion fluid pathways (see Section 6.6.2). The results 
from modelling of profiles that show statistically significant fits to the volume 
diffusion model are collated in Table 6.14. Calculated values for Dt vary between 
0.003 x 10-'and 0.38 x 10
-8 m2. Values for C1 vary from 2.2 to 11.6%o. There 
appears to be no clear correlation between C., and Dt (see Section 6.6.3). Profiles 
from the two localities show similar length-scales. 
Profile Location Dt (m) Co  (%) C 1 (%) 
Locality B 
Al grain boundary 0.22 ± 0.09 x 10 25.0±0.7 8.5 ± 2.6 
A3 thick crack 0.08 ± 0.02 x 10 8 25.5 ± 0.7 6.2 
A4 thick crack 0.003 ± 0.004 x 10 -8 25.1 ± 0.7 3.2 
BI grain boundary 0.29 ± 0.08 x 10 .8 24.6 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 1.9 
Dl thick crack 0.03±0.01x10 8 24.9±0.7 11.6 
F2 grain boundary 0.38±0.09x 10 8 26.1±0.7 4.7±1.3 
H grain boundary 0.07 ± 0.03 x io 23.3 ±0.6 11.1 
Ii grain boundary 0.08 ± 0.02 x 10 .8 24.7 ± 0.7 2.2 
12 grain boundary 0.20 ± 0.05 x 10 .8 20.2 ± 0.8 2.2 
J crack 0.16 ± 0.06 x 10 .8 25.0 ± 0.9 5.3 ± 2.4 
Locality 21 
C grain boundary 0.09±0.03x 10 8 28.9 ±0.7 11.1 ± 1.0 
Table 6.14 Statistically acceptable modelling results from grain-scale traverses at the 
bottom contact of the marble band at locality B and the top contact of the marble band at 
locality 21. Where no error is shown for C1, it has been fixed at the measured value of the 
grain boundary or crack. 
[219] 
66 Discussion 
6.6.1 Fluid pathways and infiltration mechanisms 
At locality B, fluid migration occurred along fractures and grain boundaries. The 
dominant fluid pathways appear to have been a set of calcite-filled fractures running 
roughly parallel (in the 2-D slide) to the marble-schist contact (see Plate 5.5 in 
Chapter 5). In addition, significant fluid infiltration has taken place in the direction 
perpendicular to these fractures. There are no cross-cutting relationships observed 
between grain boundaries and fractures: advection of fluid along grain boundaries and 
fractures appears to have taken place during the same infiltration event. 
The structure of the grain boundaries is irregular (see Plates 6.9, 6.11 and 6.12 
for examples). There is no evidence of textural equilibrium so it is unlikely that a 
stable, texturally equilibrated fluid network existed along grain boundaries. Many of 
the grain boundaries that are roughly parallel to the set of fractures are thicker than 
those in other orientations. This suggests that infiltration of fluid along the grain 
boundaries took place under the same stress regime as the formation of the thicker 
cracks and that there has been minimal textural adjustment after fluid infiltration. The 
CL pattern observed resembles that proposed by Drury and Urai (1990) for fluid 
distribution in a dynamically recrystallising aggregate (see Figure 3.7 in Chapter 3). 
However, at locality B there is no evidence for dynamic recrystallisation 
accompanying fluid infiltration. It is possible that advection of fluid along grain 
boundaries may be linked to static recrystallisation. A more likely explanation, 
however, is that high pore fluid pressures caused microfracturing along grain 
boundaries. The thickness, CL alteration and structure of most of the grain boundaries 
suggest that the modification observed is due to precipitation or recrystallisation 
accompanying fluid advection rather than diffusion of H 20 along grain boundaries. 
At locality 21, fluid infiltration occurred along dynamically recrystallised grain 
boundaries, cleavage planes, deformation twin lamellae and microfractures. The 
dominant fluid pathways were recrystallising grain boundaries. The effects of dynamic 
recrystallisation on fluid flow are also discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3 and 
Chapter 4, Section 4.5.4. 
[220] 
6.6.2 Fluid-rock isotopic exchange: volume vs. multipath diffusion 
Alteration profiles in 6180  are observed adjacent to grain edges in most of the 
traverses measured. Many of these profiles, however, cannot be explained by a simple 
volume diffusion mechanism alone. Combining CL images with 180/160  analyses 
shows that transport of oxygen into calcite grains has also occurred along a number of 
'short-circuiting', fast diffusion fluid pathways. In addition to volume diffusion, 
infiltration has occurred along micro-cracks (marked by trails of fluid inclusions), 
cleavage planes and deformation twin planes. The combination of two or more 
different diffusion mechanisms operating simultaneously has been termed multipath 
diffusion (Lee, 1995). 
At locality B, about half of the profiles modelled do not show statistically 
significant fits to the volume diffusion model. There is a correlation between the 
amount of infiltration of fluid along thin intra-grain cracks and cleavage planes 
(inferred from CL observations), and scatter in the 8 180-distance profiles. In 
particular, traverses C, D, E and G have been made across areas where short-
circuiting fluid pathways are marked by the presence of bright yellow-luminescent 
calcite (see Plates 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.10). The resulting 6180  profiles show a lot of 
scatter (see Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.12) and cannot be modelled in terms of 
simple volume diffusion. In most cases, removing individual outliers (and then 
refitting the data) on the basis of CL evidence is difficult because the correlation 
between specks of bright luminescent calcite within grains and 6180  is not exact. 
It is likely that multipath diffusion occurred at all the grain edges. However, 
the sub-grain-scale fluid pathways are generally below ion probe resolution. CL 
images of traverses that have 6' 80-distance profiles with good fits to the volume 
diffusion model show that these areas are reasonably clear of short-circuiting fluid 
pathways. It is possible though that there are fast diffusion pathways above and below 
the plane of the 2-D CL images. Modelling in terms of volume diffusion is an 
approximation to the true situation: the approximation appears to be reasonable in 
areas that are relatively clear of short-circuiting fluid pathways. 
[221] 
6.6,3 Variation in Dt values 
The Dt values obtained from profiles showing statistically significant fits to the 
volume diffusion model range from 0.003 x 10 8 to 0.38 x 10 m2 (Table 6.14). 
Figure 6.20 shows Dt plotted against C,, for ten modelled profiles from locality B. The 
data can be separated into two overlapping sets: for cracks, the Dt values range from 
0.003 x 10.8  to 0.16 x 108  m2, whereas grain boundaries show Dt values from 0.07 x 
10.8 to 0.38 x 10 m2 . Although there is overlap between the two sets of data, the Dt 
values associated with the thick, calcite-filled fractures are, in general, lower than 
those associated with grain boundaries. There is a lot of variation between individual 
grain boundaries and cracks. Some of the cracks and grain boundaries have profiles 
on either side of them (e.g., traverses A and I), and the two resultant Dt values are 
very different (Tables 6.1 and 6.9). 
Graham et al. (1998) attributed the spread in Dt in their modelled profiles to 
varying orientations of the grain boundaries relative to the plane of the section. In this 
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EFijure 6.20 8180 at grain edge (C 1 ) plotted against Dt for 10 grain-scale 180-distance 
profiles from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality B. Data from profiles adjacent 
to thick, calcite-filled cracks (white squares) and grain boundaries (black squares) are 
shown. All the profiles showed statistically significant fits to the volume diffusion model. 
Each point is labelled with a letter denoting the profile modelled as described in Section 
6.5.3. 
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surface have already been corrected for, so the spread in Dt must be a result of the 
underlying physical processes. It is possible that some of the variation in the width of 
the 6' 80-distance profiles is due to interference from 3-D fluid pathways. This effect 
is difficult to quantify as no information is available about the structure of the marble 
above and below the thin section surface. 
As discussed in Section 6.6.2, most of the 8 18O-distance profiles at grain 
edges have probably been affected by 'short-circuiting' fluid pathways along defects, 
micro-cracks and twin planes. Several traverses crossing grain boundaries or cracks 
have smooth 8 180 profiles on one side of the boundary and profiles showing a lot of 
scatter on the other (e.g., A, B and D at locality B). Traverses A and I (locality B) 
have smooth, modelled profiles on both sides of the boundaries but the Dt values 
obtained are not within error: this is probably due to the operation of multipath 
diffusion as there may be different densities of fast diffusion pathways on either side of 
the boundaries. 
Why are the Dt values for the thick, calcite-filled fractures lower than those 
for grain boundaries? This overall difference between cracks and grain boundaries can 
not be explained in terms of varying amounts of multipath diffusion at individual grain 
edges. Dt is the product of diffusion coefficient (D) and time (t). The variation in Dt 
values observed is either due to variation in the rate at which diffusion proceeded or 
variation in the length of time that fluid was present along the grain edges. The 
diffusion coefficient for volume diffusion of oxygen in calcite in the presence of water 
is dependent on temperature and pore pressure (Farver, 1994). The variation in Dt 
between cracks and grain boundaries could be the result of several processes: (1) 
infiltration of fluid along the cracks took place at a lower temperature than infiltration 
along grain boundaries; (2) the pore fluid pressure was higher along the grain 
boundaries than in the thicker fractures; or (3) fluid was present along grain 
boundaries for a longer time than in the cracks. I am assuming here that volume 
diffusion took place and that D was not enhanced perpendicular to grain boundaries 
by a greater density of dislocations (providing fast diffusion pathways) compared to 
cracks. There is no obvious reason for a difference in crystal structure of grains 
adjacent to cracks and grain boundaries. 
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(a) 
high tortuosity fluid pathway low tortuosity fluid pathway 
If fluid infiltration along fractures took place at a lower temperature than 
infiltration along grain boundaries, there must have been at least two separate 
infiltration events. There is no textural evidence to suggest that the chemical 
modification of the grain boundaries occurred before that of the cracks (see Sections 
6.4.1 and 6.6.1). Farver (1994) reported a strong linear correlation of D with water 
fugacity for volume diffusion of oxygen in calcite at 700°C. It is possible that the 
range of Dt values observed is due to variation in the pore fluid pressure along grain 
boundaries and cracks. However, it is difficult to see how large variations in pore 
pressure would be maintained between cracks and grain boundaries during the 
formation of a connected network of fluid pathways. 
The most likely explanation for the variation in Di' values between cracks and 
grain boundaries is that fluid took longer to travel along the thinner, more tortuous 
grain boundaries than along the thick, straight cracks. Tortuosity is a term used to 
describe complex flow paths and is the ratio of the length of the actual flow path to 
the shortest line between the two end-points of flow (see Figure 6.21). The higher the 
tortuosity of the flow path, the longer the time taken for fluid flow along it and the 
greater the degree of isotopic exchange. In general, the fractures have lower l80 
values than the grain boundaries, and the diffusion profiles in grains adjacent to 
fractures are narrower than those adjacent to grain boundaries. The effects of 
tortuosity and fluid pathway on the widths of the 6 180-distance profiles adjacent to 
grain edges are complicated by subgrain-scale multipath diffusion. The degree of 
igure 6.21 Tortuosity is used to define the complexity of a flow path. For fluid moving from 
A to B, it is the ratio of the actual length of the flow path to the shortest line between A and 
B. (a) A high tortuosity fluid pathway. (b) A low tortuosity fluid pathway. 
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modification of fluid 6180  by fluid-rock exchange along the flow paths is very 
variable, resulting in grain-scale heterogeneity in 6180  values at grain edges (see 
Section 6.6.5). 
6.6.4 Isotopic heterogeneity of grain boundaries and cracks at locality B 
The 6180  values measured at grain edges vary from 2.2 to 11. 1%. Figure 6.22 shows 
a histogram of 6180  measurements of calcite-filled cracks and grain boundaries. The 
modal 6180  value of calcite in the cracks is in the region of 3-5%0; the 6180 
measurements on grain boundaries show a larger spread and reach higher values. The 
range of 6180  values measured of grain boundaries overlaps with the range of values 
measured of cracks (Figure 6.22). 
The 6180  value at a grain edge is controlled by the 6180  value of the fluid 
along the boundary and the fractionation of oxygen between fluid and solid 
(dependent on temperature). For fractionation of oxygen between water and calcite, 
varying the temperature of infiltration between 700 and 500°C would produce 
changes in calcite 6180  of < 2%o (O'Neil et al., 1969; see Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4): 
these changes are not large enough to account for the variation in 6180  values 
observed. The range of 6180  values measured at grain edges must result from 
variation in the 6180  values of the infiltrating fluids. Two explanations can be 
suggested for variation in fluid 6180  values: (1) a number of different fluids (with 
different 6180  values) infiltrated the marble; or (2) the variation in 6180  along different 
fluid pathways is due to fluid-rock exchange. 
There is little evidence for multiple infiltration events (see Section 6.6.5) so it 
seems most likely that the variation observed in 6180  is due to grain-scale isotopic 
exchange between fluid and the marble. The grain boundaries form more tortuous 
pathways than the thick fractures so it is likely that fluid was present along them for 
longer durations (see Section 6.6.3). Increased isotopic exchange at the grain edges 
buffered the fluid to higher 6180  values along the grain boundaries. This explains why, 
in general, the grain boundaries show higher values of Dt and Cj than the thick 
calcite-filled fractures. The pattern of alteration is not simple as it is complicated by a 
number of other factors such a multipath diffusion and variation in the length of 
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Figure 6.22 Histogram of 6180  measurements at grain edges, 0-2 cm from the bottom 
contact of the marble band at locality B. See Appendix C (Section C.4.1) for data. (a) 6180 
values within thick, calcite-filled cracks. (b) 6180  values on thinner grain boundaries. 
individual fluid pathways. The lengths of different fluid pathways would have been 
highly variable resulting in a wide spread of C1 values, as is observed. 
The dependence of fluid 6180  values on the pathways the fluids have taken has 
already been observed at larger scales. In Chapter 5, ion probe measurements of 6180 
along grain boundaries in samples up to 4 m away from the bottom contact of the 
marble band at locality B were presented. The 6180  values were shown to be 
progressively higher with increasing distance into the marble band (see Figure 5.26). 
This was attributed to increasing fluid 6180  values due to interaction between the fluid 
and the marble. In Chapter 4, it was observed that the 6180  values of prograde and 
retrograde metamorphic fluids (ip and 2r) were highly variable at the km-scale, 
probably due to heterogeneity in the flow paths taken and in the degree of fluid-rock 
interaction experienced. 
The calcite-filled fractures are heterogeneous in CL colour, 6180  and trace 
element composition at the p.m-scale. Ion probe measurements of 6180  show changes 
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of up to —5%o over distances of 50-100 gm. This variation in the crack infill results 
from infiltration of several different fluids or from precipitation of calcite into the 
cracks over a range of temperatures. It is possible that fluid infiltration took place 
over a temperature range of 100°C. This would result in changes in calcite 6180  of < 
1% (O'Neil et al., 1969; see Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4), not large enough to account 
for the magnitude observed (-5%o). The heterogeneity in 6180  observed in the calcite-
filled fractures is probably due to locally variable fluid compositions, resulting from 
different degrees of fluid-rock interaction. 
6.6.5 How many infiltration events? 
There is little textural evidence to suggest that the grain-scale modification observed 
at the bottom contact of the marble band at locality B is the result of more than one 
fluid infiltration event (see Sections 6.4.1 and 6.6.1). Additional evidence comes from 
the relationship between the diffusion profiles and the values of 6180  measured at 
grain edges. If several infiltration events occurred in the marble, some of the fluid 
pathways would have operated during more than one event: it is very unlikely that 
each infiltration event would have used completely different sets of fluid pathways. 
The 6180  values measured along cracks and grain boundaries are indicative of the 
6180 value of the last fluid to move along that particular pathway. In all cases, the 
diffusion profiles at the grain edges dip to the measured value of the grain boundary. 
This suggests that, in all cases, the last fluid to move along each boundary was 
responsible for the formation of the isotopic diffusion profile in the grain edge next to 
it. 
If multiple events were recorded at the grain edges, it is likely that there would 
be kinks in the diffusion profiles or mismatches between the profiles and the values 
along the grain boundaries. The variation observed in 6180  and diffusion distance is 
dominantly due to grain-scale heterogeneity of fluid pathways within the marble rather 
than variation in external factors such as temperature or fluid composition. 
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6.6.6 Time-scale of fluid infiltration 
I have calculated the time-scale of fluid infiltration from the Dt values obtained from 
modelling of grain-scale 60 diffusion profiles (Section 6.5), experimental diffusion 
data (Farver, 1994) and the estimated temperature for the event (Baker, 1990). 
DifJ1sion data 
Volume diffusion of oxygen in calcite is enhanced by the presence of H 20. It has been 
argued that H20 molecules are the dominant oxygen-bearing transport species 
(Farver, 1994; Zhang et al., 1991) though it is also possible that protons supplied by 
H20 are the dominant transport species (Elphick and Graham, 1988). Oxygen 
diffusion rates obtained for 'wet' calcite are up to five orders of magnitude greater 
than diffusion rates reported for dry conditions (Farver, 1994; Anderson, 1969). 
Using the data of Anderson (1969), it can be calculated that, at 600°C, it would take 
-45 My to produce the 6180  profiles observed in the outer 300 pm of calcite grains. 
As the age of this fluid infiltration event is estimated at - 13 Ma (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.3), the pm-scale alteration profiles must be the result of hydrothermal 
diffusion of oxygen. In the absence of water, any 6180  diffusion profiles produced at 
grain edges would be below ion probe resolution. 
The diffusion coefficient, D, for oxygen in calcite has been experimentally 
determined under hydrothermal conditions at temperatures from 400 to 800°C 
(Farver, 1994). There is no resolvable anisotropy for oxygen diffusion in calcite 
(Farver, 1994) so diffusion is assumed to be isotropic. The dependence of diffusion 
coefficient, D, on temperature, T, (in K) can be written as 
D = Doe iJT 
	
(6.2) 
where D0 = 7 x 10 9 m2s 1 , Q = 173 ± 6 kJmol', and R = 8.314 JmoF'K (Farver, 
1994). I have used Equation 6.2 to calculate D for a range of temperatures. These 
values can be used to calculate the time-scale of fluid infiltration (t) from the 
estimated values of Dt from the 6180-distance profiles. The times calculated represent 
the total amount of time that fluid was present in the cracks or grain boundaries. 
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Estimation of temperature offluid infiltration 
This episode of fluid infiltration (4r) was associated with the intrusion of a 
granodiorite pluton on the western side of Naxos (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5). The 
temperature of the event was estimated at 570-680°C by Baker (1990), based on the 
conditions of 4r mineral growth constrained using petrogenetic grids. I have estimated 
the temperature of the event to be 625 ± 55°C, based on the value obtained by Baker 
(1990). Temperature is unlikely to have been constant over the duration of the fluid 
flow event, but any variation cannot be resolved here. I have assumed that fluid 
infiltration took place at temperatures close to 625°C so the values for t obtained 
represent minimum estimates for the time-scale of fluid infiltration. 
Calculation of time-scale 
The times taken for the formation of the eleven 8 180 profiles showing statistically 
significant fits to the volume diffusion model are shown in Table 6.15. The diffusion 
coefficient for oxygen in calcite (D) was calculated using Equation 6.2 and an 
estimated temperature (1) of 625 ± 55°C. The time taken for each of the profiles to 
form (t) was estimated by dividing the value of Dt obtained from modelling by D. 
The average duration of fluid flow at locality B (calculated from all 10 
profiles) is 79 ± 19 years. This is very short: other estimates of time-scales are in the 
region of —10 3 years (e.g., Graham et al., 1998; Bickle and Baker, 1990). Due to the 
variation in Dt (see Section 6.6.3), the times calculated for the formation of 
8180  
profiles adjacent to thick fractures are shorter than those calculated for profiles next 
to grain boundaries. The average value of t for cracks is 36 ± 16 years compared with 
108 ±23 for grain boundaries. 
Most of the profiles that fitted the volume diffusion model are from locality B. 
The widths of the profiles from locality 21 are roughly equal to those from locality B. 
As the temperature of infiltration was likely to have been similar at both localities, it is 
likely that the time-scale of flow was about the same too. The time-scale calculated 
from profile C at locality 21 is within the spread of values calculated from profiles at 
locality B. 
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Profile 	Location 	 Dt (m) 	 Time (years) 
Locality B 
A2 grain boundary 0.22±0.09x10 8 115± 106 
A3 thick crack 0.08 ± 0.02 x 10.8 42 ± 36 
A4 thick crack 0.003 ± 0.004 x 10.8 2 ± 3 
BI grain boundary 0.29 ± 0.08 x 10.8 152 ± 132 
Dl thick crack 0.03 ± 0.01 x 10 16 ± 14 
F2 grain boundary 0.38±0.09x10 8 199± 171 
H grain boundary 0.07 ± 0.03 x 10.8 37 ± 34 
Ii grain boundary 0.08 ± 0.02 x 10.8 42 ± 36 
12 grain boundary 0.20 ± 0.05 x 108 105 ± 90 
J crack 0.16 ± 0.06 x 10.8 84 ± 76 
Locality 21 
C grain boundary 0.09 ± 0.03 x 10 8 47 ±42 
Table 6.15 Estimates of the time required for grain-scale 8180  profiles to form. All the 
profiles showed statistically significant fits to the volume diffusion model. The times 
calculated represent the duration of fluid flow at an estimated temperature of 625 ± 55°C. 
Table 6.16 shows average time-scales for formation of the grain-scale 6180 
profiles from locality B at a range of temperatures. The effect of decreasing the 
estimated temperature by 100°C is to increase the time required for the formation of 
the profiles by one order of magnitude. The grain-scale 6180  profiles were in the 
region of 300 j.1.m wide. Profiles of this width could not be generated over realistic 
time-scales, relevant to the geological history of Naxos, at temperatures below 
-400°C (see Figure 4. 1 O in Chapter 4). 
Estimated temperature (°C) 	 Time-scale of fluid flow (years) 
400 	 183692± 44143 
500 3353 ±806 
600 	 154±37 
700 13±3 
Table 6.16 Average times for the formation of the 6180  profiles at locality B, calculated for a 
range of temperatures. These values have been calculated using an average value for Dt 
from the 10 profiles from locality B shown in Table 6.15. 
The calculated time-scales for fluid flow (102  to 103 years) are much shorter 
than the time-scales of regional metamorphism (106  to 107 years). Rock permeabilities 
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may be transiently much higher during fluid flow than those values calculated from 
time-integrated fluid fluxes (e.g., Ferry, 1994b) or predicted from laboratory 
measurements (Brace, 1980). 
Preservation of profiles during cooling 
The 8 180-distance profiles observed in the outer 300 gm of calcite grains formed by 
isotopic exchange with a low 6180,  water-rich fluid at high temperatures (-625°C) 
over short time-scales (_102  years). These profiles have been preserved during cooling 
of the marbles. For marble cooling in the presence of a hydrous fluid, 6180  profiles of 
this length-scale would only be preserved if cooling rates were between 100 and 
600°C per million years, assuming an initial temperature of 500-600°C (Graham et al., 
1998). This estimated minimum cooling rate for water-present retrogression is 
unusually high (Graham et al., 1998). An alternative explanation for the preservation 
of the profiles is that water was expelled from the rock soon after the final infiltration 
event and the subsequent cooling history was 'dry'. The grain-scale 6180  profiles 
would be preserved essentially unmodified for any initial temperature < 600°C and 
any, cooling rate> 1°C per million years (Graham et al., 1998). It seems most likely 
thatcthe profiles have been preserved because there was not enough water present to 
enhance diffusion of oxygen after metamorphism and fluid flow had ceased. 
6.7 Summary and Conclusions 
I have made a combined textural and analytical study of samples collected from 
marble-schist contacts at two localities (B (or 3) and 21). I have integrated ion probe 
analyses of 180/160  with CL imaging to obtain information about grain-scale fluid 
pathways and mechanisms of fluid infiltration. Fourteen grain-scale traverses of 6180 
measurements have been made: ten at locality B and four at locality 21. In all the 
traverses, steep gradients were observed in 6180  in narrow zones (about 300 tm in 
width) adjacent to grain boundaries and fractures. I modelled the ö' 80-distance 
profiles in terms of volume diffusion to constrain the time-scale of fluid infiltration. 
Localities B and 21 lie close to the granodiorite contact. Both have been 
affected by 4r fluid flow (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5), involving hydrothermal 
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circulation of meteoric fluids. At locality B, one grain-scale traverse of 6 13C 
measurements was made. No variation in 813C  values was observed, suggesting that 
the infiltrating fluids were extremely water-rich (see Chapter 5 for details). The two 
localities appear to have been affected by the same infiltration event: the marble 
samples in contact with the surrounding schists have been isotopically modified by 
exchange with water-rich, low 8180  fluids. The estimated temperature for the 4r fluid 
flow event is 570 to 680°C (Baker, 1990) (see Chapter 4). 
At locality B, fluid infiltration took place along a network of grain boundaries 
and a set of thicker, parallel fractures (Plate 6.1). There are no cross-cutting 
relationships between grain boundaries and fractures: fluid infiltration took place 
along the two different types of pathway during the same event. Grain boundaries in 
orientations parallel to the set of fractures tend to have a thicker calcite fill than those 
in other orientations, suggesting that they formed under the same stress regime. At 
locality 21, fluid infiltration took place during dynamic recrystallisation along grain 
boundaries, cleavage planes, deformation twin lamellae and microfractures (Plate 6.2). 
The difference in infiltration mechanism between the two localities is probably due to 
variation in local P-T conditions, stress regime or rheology. 
Just under half of all the 180-distance profiles modelled showed statistically 
significant fits to the volume diffusion model. The rest of the profiles showed a large 
amount of scatter in the 6 180-distance data. This scatter was correlated with the 
presence of sub-grain-scale, fast diffusion pathways, visible in CL. Infiltration along 
'short-circuiting' fluid pathways probably occurred adjacent to all the grain edges but 
the isotopic modification observed can reasonably be modelled in terms of volume 
diffusion in areas that are fairly clear of these pathways. 
At locality B, the widths of the ö' 80 diffusion profiles adjacent to the thick, 
calcite-filled cracks were generally narrower than those adjacent to grain boundaries. 
In addition, the values of grain boundaries tended to be higher than those within 
the calcite-filled fractures. This pattern of variation can be explained in terms of 
variable tortuosity of individual fluid pathways. The grain boundaries have higher 
tortuosities than the thicker, straighter fractures. Fluid movement along the grain 
boundaries would have taken a longer time, resulting in a greater degree of isotopic 
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exchange (i.e., higher 5 180 values along boundaries and wider alteration profiles in 
grain edges). There is no evidence to suggest that the grain-scale 8 180 variation 
observed is due to multiple infiltration events. 
The 8' 80-distance profiles at locality 21 show more scatter than the profiles at 
locality B, probably due to a greater amount of alteration along cleavage planes and 
deformation twin lamellae. However, it can be seen that the widths of the profiles are 
roughly similar to those of profiles adjacent to grain boundaries at locality B. 
The results from modelling of profiles showing statistically significant fits to 
the volume diffusion model have been used to calculate the time-scale of fluid 
infiltration. Using an estimated temperature of 625 ± 55°C, the duration of the 4r fluid 
flow event at locality B can be constrained to 102  years. This represents the length of 
time that fluid was present in the marble: the profiles have probably been preserved 
because fluid was expelled from the rock after the final infiltration event, making the 
subsequent cooling history 'dry'. The time-scale calculated from the one modelled 
-11  profile from locality 21 is within the spread of values obtained from locality B, 
suggesting the duration of the 4r event was roughly the same at both localities. 
The time-scale for fluid flow calculated in this study is very short: other 
estimates are in the region of 10 3 years (e.g., Graham et al., 1998; Bickle and Baker, 
1990). The fact that the calculated time-scales for fluid flow (102  to 103 years) are 
much shorter than the time-scales of regional metamorphism (106  to 107 years) 
suggests that rock permeabilities may be transiently much higher than values 
calculated from time-integrated fluid fluxes. Connected fluid pathways are transient in 
nature and the duration of flow is far shorter than the metamorphic events responsible 
for their creation. 
The main conclusions of this chapter are: 
. The two localities studied have been affected by fluid flow associated with the 
infiltration of a granodiorite pluton (4r event). The duration of the fluid flow event 
appears to be the same at both localities. 
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Fluid infiltration occurred by a different mechanism at each locality. At locality B, 
infiltration occurred via microcracking whereas at locality 21, infiltration took 
place during dynamic recrystallisation. 
o At both localities, 6 180-distance profiles are observed in the outer 300 gm of 
calcite grains. About half of the profiles can be modelled in terms of volume 
diffusion of oxygen; the other half shows too much scatter due to the presence of 
sub-grain-scale, fast diffusion pathways. 
o The pattern of grain-scale variation in 8180  observed at locality B can be explained 
in terms of the tortuosity of fluid pathways. Fluid has taken longer to travel along 
grain boundaries than along the thicker and straighter cracks, resulting in a greater 
degree of isotopic exchange. 
Using results from modelling of the grain-scale 6180  profiles, the duration of the 4r 
fluid flow event on Naxos can be constrained to 102  years. 
o Time-scales of fluid flow are extremely short compared with time-scales of 
metamorphism. During fluid flow, rock permeabilities are likely to be transiently 
much higher than values calculated from time-integrated fluid fluxes. 
What next? 
The next chapter contains discussion of permeability, time-scales of fluid flow, fluid 
pathways, infiltration mechanisms and stable isotope modification, tying together the 
results from this and the previous four chapters. I have also discussed approaches to 




The purpose of this chapter is to bring together and summarise the results and 
arguments of the previous five chapters. The main themes of this dissertation have 
been: the development and maintenance of grain-scale permeability in calcite marbles 
during metamorphism; fluid infiltration and subsequent isotopic modification in marble 
bands; testing of the assumptions made during modelling of metamorphic fluid flow; 
andthe timing and duration of metamorphic fluid flow. The main questions were: 
• Under what conditions (e.g., P. T, fluid composition, deformation regime) can 
permeability by created and maintained in calcite marble during metamorphism? 
• By what mechanisms did fluids infiltrate calcite marble bands during M2 
metamorphism on Naxos? 
• What factors controlled the pathways taken by metamorphic fluids on Naxos? 
• How do stable isotope fronts form in marble bands? 
• What are the time-scales of metamorphic fluid flow? 
• Are the assumptions made in applying chromatographic theory to metamorphic 
fluid flow valid? 
I have attempted to answer these questions, using the data presented in the previous 
five chapters, in the sections below. 
7.2 How is grain-scale permeability created and maintained in 
calcite marble during metamorphism? 
Prior to fluid flow events, the permeability and porosity of calcite marble undergoing 
metamorphism in the middle to lower crust is negligible due to compaction (Zhang et 
al., 1994a). Permeability may be created either by the minimisation of internal energies 
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(in texturally equilibrated aggregates), or by dynamic processes such as compaction-
driven porosity waves, hydrofracture and tectonically-driven deformation. 
Textural equilibrium will only be reached when the rate of textural 
equilibration is fast relative to the rate of deformation. During regional 
metamorphism, deformation will prevent marbles from reaching textural equilibrium. 
The calcite marbles on Naxos have had a complex deformation history and do not 
show textures characteristic of textural equilibrium. Evidence from some micro-scale 
stable isotope studies suggests that fluids are channelled along grain boundaries in 
marbles during metamorphism (Wada, 1988; Arita and Wada, 1990; Wada et al., 
1998; Graham et al., 1998). However, the metamorphic P-T-deformation conditions 
of the samples studied are poorly constrained, and the precise mechanisms of 
infiltration remain unknown. At the bottom contact of the marble band at locality B 
on Naxos, fluid flow along grain boundaries probably took place as a result of 
microcracking due to high fluid pressures and extensional deformation. 
In general, dynamically created permeability will be far more important during 
metamorphism than permeability created by internal energy minimisation alone. High 
fluid pressures are crucial in promoting processes that create and maintain 
permeability, and can result from reactions, compaction, differential expansion of pore 
fluids and rocks with increasing temperature, and/or deformation. Dynamic processes 
cannot be considered in isolation from each other or from fluid behaviour: interaction 
between compaction, deformation, reaction and pore fluids is complex. For example, 
rapid pore fluid generation by devolatilisation reactions can result in fluid pressure 
build-up, propagation of compaction-driven porosity waves and hydrofracture. In 
addition, ductile deformation may result in high fluid pressures, promoting fracturing. 
Deformation is very important in enhancing rock permeability during 
metamorphism. Rocks can deform by a large number of grain-scale mechanisms, some 
of which enhance fluid flow and some of which close fluid pathways. Permeability 
may be created and maintained during fracturing and cataclastic flow, intracrystalline 
deformation and dynamic recrystallisation. During low-grade metamorphism of 
carbonates, microcracking provides the main mechanism for permeability 
enhancement. At higher temperatures, plastic deformation dominates but 
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microcracking may still occur (Fischer and Paterson, 1989). Above 600°C, dynamic 
recrystallisation accompanies plastic deformation (Rutter, 1995; 1998) and may result 
in transient, grain boundary fluid networks (Drury and Urai, 1990). There have been 
no studies of this process in calcite rocks so it is difficult to estimate its effectiveness 
as a fluid transport mechanism. On Naxos, textural evidence of the 4r fluid flow event 
is clearly preserved in marble from two localities. At locality B, fluid infiltration took 
place along a microcrack network whereas at locality 21, fluid infiltration took place 
during dynamic recrystallisation. Permeability was controlled by deformation at both 
localities but the exact mechanisms of infiltration are different, probably due to 
variation in local P-T conditions, stress regime or rheology. 
Permeability enhancement due to hydrofracture and/or deformation is likely to 
be both episodic and transient. Dynamic grain boundary fluid networks are inherently 
unstable and are likely to be very short-lived (see Section 7.5). 
7.3 What factors control the pathways taken by metamorphic fluids? 
Pervasive fluid flow at a given scale is favoured by monotony of rheology and 
permeability, and high fluid fluxes. Focusing of fluid results from heterogeneous 
permeability structures controlled by features such as lithological layering, contacts, 
folds, fractures and faults (Skelton et al., 1995; Oliver, 1996; Graham et al., 1997; 
Ferry and Gerdes, 1998; Gerdes et al., 1998). Metamorphic fluid flow is channellised 
on scales of <1 to 10 4 m, as documented in many terrains world-wide (see review in 
Oliver, 1996; Ferry and Gerdes, 1998). Common features are that the rocks are 
rheologically heterogeneous and underwent fluid flow synchronous with deformation. 
Penneabilities and strain were highly heterogeneous, with different fluid flow systems 
operating synchronously during peak metamorphism (Oliver, 1996). In interbedded 
sequences of carbonates and pelites, fluids tend to be channellised parallel to bedding 
and along lithological contacts (e.g., Bickle and Baker, 1990; Yardley and Lloyd, 
1995; Ferry et al., 1998; Graham et al., 1997; FernandezCaliani and Galan, 1998). 
On Naxos, fluid flow was channellised and heterogeneous at all scales of 
observation. The isotopic and petrological record of fluid flow varies from sample to 
sample, probably due to outcrop-scale channelling and heterogeneity in fluid 
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composition. Fluid flow and subsequent isotopic modification appear to have been 
spatially heterogeneous for all four events. 
ip fluids would have reached most marble horizons as they were locally 
derived from dehydrating pelites adjacent to marble bands. However, conditions 
controlling infiltration and isotopic modification (such as temperature, deformation, 
and amount and 180 of fluid) would have varied from locality to locality, resulting in 
the variation observed. The 2r fluids were derived from the centre of the island and 
their movement outwards was very heterogeneous. Many of the samples studied show 
no evidence of 2r modification, suggesting that either these fluids did not reach them 
or that infiltration did not occur. The flow paths of the 2r fluids were probably 
controlled by the lithological contrasts and structure of the metamorphic complex, 
with marble units acting as relatively impermeable horizons. 
Evidence for the later events (3r and 4r) is very localised and is only observed 
adjacent to granite dykes in the northwest of the island (3r) and close to the 
granodiorite pluton margin (4r). Variability in the isotopic modification of samples 
from localities close to the granodiorite margin suggests that the 4r fluid pathways 
were also heterogeneous at the km-scale. The thick marble units forming the main 
mountain range on Naxos would have prevented the 2r, 3r and 4r fluids from reaching 
the southeastern part of the island. 
At the m-scale, the structure of the lithological layering has controlled the 
pattern of fluid infiltration. Stable isotope and CL data from locality B show that 
infiltration occurred at the bottom contact of the marble band but not at the top 
contact. Infiltration was probably driven by gravitational buoyancy forces. At the 
bottom contact, buoyancy forces increased fluid pressure, lowering effective pressure, 
resulting in microcracking and fluid infiltration. At the top contact, no such forces 
caused advection of fluid, and only diffusive exchange took place. Fluids also appear 
to have been channelled along cm-scale lithological layering close to the bottom edge 
of the marble band. 
At the .tm-scale, fluid pathways were controlled by the marble 
microstructures. During the 4r fluid flow event on Naxos, grain-scale fluid pathways 
at the two localities studied were controlled by deformation. At this scale, fluid 
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pathways are dependent on the creation of grain-scale permeability and will be 
controlled by the permeability enhancement mechanism operating. 
7.4 How do stable isotope fronts form in marble bands? 
Isotopic modification of marbles by metamorphic fluids is directly controlled by the 
fluid pathways. As discussed in Section 7.3, metamorphic fluid flow is channellised 
and heterogeneous at all scales of observation so the petrological and isotopic record 
of fluid flow will also be heterogeneous. Fluid pathways have two effects on the 
pattern of isotopic modification: (1) variation in fluid flux affects the degree of 
alteration a sample experiences; and (2) the composition of the metamorphic fluids 
may be altered by interaction with the rock pile: the degree of interaction will be 
determined by the flow path of the fluid. 
At the rn-scale, the pattern of isotopic modification was controlled by the 
• structure and lithological contrasts of the layered metamorphic rocks. At locality B, 
different patterns of isotopic modification were observed at the top and bottom 
contacts (see Section 7.3). At the top contact, fluid-rock exchange occurred via 
diffusion only. At the bottom contact, advection of fluid occurred along a network of 
cracks and grain boundaries: fluid was able to infiltrate the marble band over a 
distance of -2-3 m, forming an isotope front. The front represents the final product of 
at least two fluid flow events. The first event is poorly constrained and is associated 
with prograde or retrograde metamorphism. The second (and last) event is well 
constrained by the grain-scale data collected. Water-rich, low öO fluids infiltrated 
the marble band at around 13 Ma, associated with the intrusion of the granodiorite on 
the western side of Naxos. These two events cannot be distinguished in the bulk 6180 
data. The 6180  values measured along cracks and grain boundaries increase with 
increasing distance into the marble band: the fluid is likely to have partially 
equilibrated with the marble as it moved through it, and to have been buffered to 
progressively higher 6180. 
Grain-scale isotopic modification of the bottom contact of the marble band at 
locality B took place by means of precipitation of calcite in cracks and grain 
boundaries combined with volume diffusion of oxygen towards grain centres. Sharp 
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gradients in VO were observed in the outer 200-300 J.tm of calcite grains. Similar 
grain-scale diffusive profiles have been observed in marble samples from the Hida 
metamorphic belt, Japan (Wada, 1988; Arita and Wada, 1990; Wada et al., 1998; 
Graham et al., 1998). 
The widths of the 818Ø  diffusion profiles adjacent to the thick, calcite-filled 
cracks were generally narrower than those adjacent to grain boundaries. In addition, 
the 180 values measured along the grain boundaries tended to be higher than those 
measured within the calcite-filled fractures. This pattern of variation can be explained 
in terms of variable tortuosity of individual fluid pathways. The grain boundaries have 
higher tortuosities than the thicker, straighter fractures. Fluid movement along the 
grain boundaries would have taken a longer time, resulting in a greater degree of 
isotopic exchange (i.e., higher 8180  values along boundaries and wider alteration 
profiles in grain edges). There is no evidence to suggest that the grain-scale 8 180 
variation observed is due to multiple infiltration events. About half of the profiles 
showed a large amount of scatter in the 6' 80-distance data. This scatter was 
correlated with the presence of sub-grain-scale fast diffusion pathways, visible in CL. 
Multipath diffusion (Lee, 1995) probably occurred adjacent to all the grain edges but 
the isotopic modification observed can reasonably be modelled in terms of volume 
diffusion in areas that are fairly clear of 'short-circuiting' pathways. 
75 What are the time-scales of metamorphic fluid flow? 
I have calculated the duration of the 4r fluid flow event on Naxos from modelling of 
grain-scale 6' 80-distance profiles and experimentally determined oxygen diffusion 
data (Farver, 1994). For an estimated temperature of 625 ± 55°C (Baker, 1990), the 
duration of the 4r fluid flow event can be constrained to _102  years. This is the length 
of time that fluid was present in the marble: it is likely that the profiles have been 
preserved because fluid was expelled from the rock after the final infiltration event, 
making the subsequent cooling history 'dry'. 
Graham et al. (1998) used similar techniques to estimate the duration of fluid 
flow in a sample of marble from the Hida metamorphic belt, Japan. The precise P-T 
conditions of amphibolite-facies metamorphism were not known, but Graham et al. 
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(1998) were able to constrain the duration of fluid flow from <10 3 years at 600°C to 
—2x104 years at 500°C. These values are comparable in magnitude to estimates from 
other studies (e.g., Bickle and Baker, 1990; Skelton et al., 1999; van Haren et al., 
1996; Young and Rumble, 1993; Jenkin et al., 1992) (see Table 7.1). The duration of 
flow calculated in this study (_102  years at 625°C) is at the lower end of the range of 
the estimates from previous studies. 
Study 	 Setting 	 Duration of fluid flow 
Bickle and Baker (1990) 	amphibolite-facies calcite marble, 	—103 years 
Naxos, Greece. 
Jenkin et al. (1992)t 	greenschist- to amphibolite-facies 	<iO4 years 
metagabbro, SW Connemara, 
Ireland 
Young and Rumble (1993)t amphibolite-facies schist, SE 
	
~ 104 to 101  years 
Vermont, USA 
van Haren et al. (1996) 
	amphibolite-facies pelitic schist, 	103 to 104 years 
Connecticut. USA 
Graham et al. (1998)t 	amphibolite-facies calcite marble, <iO 3 to —2x104 years 
Hida metamorphic belt, Japan 
Skelton et al. (1999) 	greenschist-facies metabasite, 	_102  to 
104  years 
SW Scottish Highlands, UK 
this studyt 	 amphibolite-facies calcite marble, 	102  to —3x 103 years 
Naxos, Greece. 
Table 7.1 Estimates of the time-scales of metamorphic fluid flow from this and previous 
studies. Duration of fluid flow was estimated from either grain-scale geochemical 
measurements (studies marked ) or from modelling of rn-scale fronts. 
The calculated time-scales of fluid flow (102  to 
 104  years)are much shorter 
than the time-scales of regional metamorphism (106  to 107 years). Rock permeabilities 
are likely to be transiently much higher than values calculated from time-integrated 
fluxes (e.g., Ferry, 1994b). Why are the time-scales of metamorphic fluid flow so 
short? It is interesting that calculated time-scales for compaction-driven loss of fluid 
from rocks undergoing devolatilisation also range from 102  to 10 years (Graham et 
al., 1997). Throughout metamorphism the overall effect of compaction is to reduce 
porosity and permeability. It is clear that fluid flow is transient in nature: processes 
that enhance permeability such as deformation and reaction act in competition with 
compaction. If rates of compaction are faster than rates of permeability generation 
due to deformation or reaction, compaction will be the ultimate control on the 
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duration of metamorphic fluid flow. High fluid pressures are crucial in promoting 
dynamic permeability enhancement. Time-scales of fluid generation are also likely to 
be short (e.g., 102104  years for dehydration reactions to go to completion during 
prograde metamorphism; Walther and Wood, 1984). The processes of compaction, 
tectonically-driven deformation, reaction and fluid flow are intimately linked: fluid 
migration through a metamorphic terrain is heterogeneous and connected fluid 
pathways are short-lived. 
76 What ajre the implicatflos of griiuhi=sculie data for modeflllhiig t11.lid 
flow at larger scales? 
The amounts and spatial distribution of stable isotope, mineralogical and/or chemical 
alteration due to metamorphic fluid flow are routinely used to infer fundamental 
properties such as time-integrated flux and flow direction. A number of approaches 
can be taken, including chromatographic, stochastic permeability, numerical finite 
difference and percolation/network modelling. Metamorphic fluid flow is most widely 
modelled in terms of chromatographic theory. Is the chromatographic approach the 
best for metamorphic rocks or would a different approach be better? 
All chromatographic modelling is underpinned by the assumption that porosity 
remains constant for the duration of flow (Bickle and Baker, 1990). It is apparent 
from this and other studies that porosity and permeability will be dynamically created 
and maintained during metamorphism, and that connected porosity networks are likely 
to be transient (Sections 7.2 and 7.3). CL photos of a traverse across the bottom 
margin of the marble band at locality B show that porosity decreased with increasing 
distance into the marble band. Fluid did not travel through the marble band: it forced 
its way in a limited distance. Estimates of time-scales of fluid flow are several orders 
of magnitude shorter than estimates of the time-scales of metamorphism (Section 7.5). 
Rock permeability and porosity are highly variable through space and time. 
Steps towards more realistic models, taking account of spatial heterogeneities 
in rock permeability, have been taken by Gerdes et al. (1995a) and Baumgartner et al. 
(1997). They have applied a stochastic modelling approach to estimate large-scale 
hydrothermal alteration and flow patterns in heterogeneous systems. In this approach, 
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heterogeneous intraformational permeability maps are created using numerical 
simulation techniques, and then used in numerical and mass-transport models to 
approximate natural heterogeneities. It is difficult to reproduce the exact permeability 
distribution of a metamorphic terrain but the approach can place constraints on the 
pattern of metamorphic fluid distribution. A different approach was taken by Ord and 
Oliver (1997), who presented conceptual numerical models based on fully coupled 
mechanical-fluid flow concepts, and investigated the relationship between plastic 
deformation and fluid flow during regional metamorphism. The models use finite 
difference grids to simulate flow patterns and calculate time-integrated fluid fluxes. 
Chromatographic theory can be simplified by assuming grain-scale fluid-rock 
equilibrium, removing the kinetic term from the one-dimensional transport equation. 
Baker and Bickle (1990) showed that rn-scale oxygen isotope profiles from Naxos 
(including locality B) could be accounted for by pervasive advective-diffusive 
modification by a fluid phase, apparently justifying this assumption. It is obvious, 
however, from the ion probe ö 180 analyses made at locality B that grain-scale fluid-
solid equilibrium was not achieved, so an assumption of instantaneous and complete 
fluid-solid equilibrium is not valid. Chromatographic models that take into account 
kinetically controlled fluid-solid exchange (e.g., Bickle, 1992) will give more accurate 
estimates of metamorphic fluid fluxes. 
A chromatographic treatment of metamorphic fluid flow applies a one-
dimensional model to a three-dimensional problem. Data from the bottom contact at 
locality B show that the pattern of CL and isotopic alteration is interrupted by a series 
of fine-grained quartz-calcite bands. These bands, probably the result of original 
lithological layering in the marble, appear have acted as preferential pathways for 
fluid. 2-D, cm-scale channelling of fluids may have occurred throughout the marble 
band and is not accounted for by existing models. Cartwright and Weaver (1997) 
suggest that this may be the reason why the patterns of isotopic modification in rocks 
are often different from the predictions made from 1-D advective diffusive models. 
Probably the main limitation of chromatographic modelling (and of all 
modelling) is that the fluid fluxes calculated are time-integrated, representing the sum 
record of all fluid flow events modifying the original discontinuity. The timing of fluid 
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flow relative to metamorphism and deformation is difficult to constrain from m-scale 
isotope profiles, which may record the time-integrated effects of one or more 
infiltration events. The isotope front at locality B on Naxos is the product of at least 
two episodes of fluid infiltration. These events can be distinguished by grain-scale 
measurements and observations but not from bulk isotope analyses. In this case, the 
time-integrated flux calculated from bulk 6180  data cannot give a meaningful value for 
the amount of fluid involved in either event. 
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8 Summary, conclusions and suggestions 
for further work 
8.1 Summary 
The main themes of this dissertation have been: mechanisms of grain-scale 
permeability enhancement in calcite marbles undergoing metamorphism; fluid 
infiltration and subsequent isotopic modification; controls on fluid pathways; time-
scales of fluid flow; and testing of the assumptions that underpin current models of 
metamorphic fluid flow. 
Chapter 2 contains a review of work to date on fluid flow in texturally 
equilibrated calcite aggregates. I carried out a series of experiments to investigate the 
effect on dihedral angle of the addition of schist to the calcite-H 20 system. 
Equilibration of water-rich fluids with schists would not result in the stabilisation of 
grain-edge permeability at the P-T conditions of peak M2 metamorphism on Naxos. 
Calcite marbles may be permeable to fluids derived from schists in high-temperature 
(granulite-facies) terrains but this remains very speculative. During regional 
metamorphism, deformation will prevent marbles from reaching textural equilibrium 
so dynamically created permeability is far more important than permeability controlled 
by the minimisation of internal energies alone. 
Chapter 3 contains a review of the roles of compaction, deformation and 
reaction in dynamically creating and maintaining permeability. Prior to fluid flow 
events, compaction results in marbles having negligible permeability. Permeability in 
calcite marbles may be generated by compaction-driven porosity waves (as a result of 
devolatilisation of adjacent pelitic lithologies), hydrofracture and/or tectonically-
driven deformation. High fluid pressures are crucial in promoting processes that 
enhance permeability. Rocks can deform by a large number of grain-scale 
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mechanisms, some of which enhance connectivity and some of which prevent fluid 
flow. Microcracking, intracrystalline deformation (by promoting high pore pressures 
and fracture), and dynamic recrystallisation are all associated with permeability 
enhancement. Dynamic fluid pathways are inherently unstable and are likely to be very 
short lived. 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 contain a textural and analytical study of marble samples 
from Naxos. Naxos underwent at least four separate fluid flow events (ip, 2r, 3r and 
4r) during Miocene amphibolite-facies (M2) metamorphism (Baker, 1990). In the first 
part of Chapter 4, I calculated the 6180  value of each generation of fluid from 6180 
analyses of calcite + tremolite mineral assemblages. The calculated values are 15% 
(ip), 12% (2r), 10% (3r) and 2% (4r), and are in good agreement with estimates 
from previous studies. In the second part of the chapter, I investigated the timing and 
mechanisms of fluid infiltration in marble bands at a number of localities across 
Naxos. The isotopic and petrological record of fluid flow is very variable, probably 
due to outcrop-scale channelling and heterogeneity in fluid composition. Fluid flow 
was heterogeneous and channellised during all of the events. Textural evidence of the 
last (4r) fluid flow event was clearly preserved: fluid infiltration was controlled by 
deformation. 
In Chapter 5, I investigated the formation of isotope fronts by making a 
detailed ion probe and CL study of a marble band. At the rn-scale, the patterns of fluid 
infiltration were controlled by the structure and permeability contrast of the marble 
band and surrounding schists. At the top contact, mm-scale diffusive exchange took 
place. At the bottom contact, microcracking occurred as a result of build-up of fluid 
pressure and extensional deformation: advection of fluid into the marble band along 
cracks and grain boundaries resulted in the formation of a rn-scale isotope front. The 
front recorded in the bulk 6180  data is the final product of at least two fluid flow 
events. The first is poorly constrained and probably occurred during prograde M2 
metamorphism; the second (and last) is well constrained and is associated with 
igneous intrusion at —13 Ma (4r event). Advection of fluid (with precipitation of 
calcite in cracks and grain boundaries) was accompanied by volume diffusion of 
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oxygen into grain centres. The fluid was buffered to progressively higher 6180  values 
as it moved into the marble band. 
Chapter 6 contains a detailed CL and ion probe study of grain-scale fluid 
pathways and infiltration mechanisms. I studied two samples from marble-schist 
contacts, both of which showed evidence of 4r fluid infiltration. Sharp gradients in 
6180 were observed in the outer 200-300 gm of calcite grains at both localities. I 
modelled the 6' 80-distance pthfiles in terms of volume diffusion of oxygen and was 
able to constrain the duration of the 4r event to 102  years. The time-scales of fluid 
flow are far shorter than the time-scales of metamorphism. 
In Chapter 7, I brought together the main arguments of the thesis. Models of 
metamorphic fluid flow are dependent on assumptions of rock permeability. This 
study has shown that, during regional metamorphism, rock permeability is likely to be 
transient and spatially heterogeneous. Competition between dynamic processes of 
permeability enhancement and compaction results in short-lived fluid pathways: the 
processes of reaction, compaction, deformation and fluid flow are intimately linked. 
8.2 Conclusions 
My main conclusions are: 
• Rock permeability during metamorphism is likely to be dynamically created and 
maintained rather than controlled by minimisation of internal energies. 
• Permeability can be enhanced by processes such as reaction, compaction-driven 
porosity waves, hydrofracture, and deformation. 
• Permeability enhancement during deformation is associated with the processes of 
microcracking, intracrystalline deformation and dynamic recrystallisation. 
Deformation was important in enhancing the permeability of marbles on Naxos 
during M2 metamorphism. 
• Calculated fluid 6180  values for the four fluid flow events associated with M2 
metamorphism on Naxos are 15%o (ip), 12% (2r), 10% (3r) and 2%o (4r). 
• Fluid pathways on Naxos were controlled by lithological contrasts, structure and 
deformation. Fluid flow was channellised and spatially heterogeneous at all scales 
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of observation. The fluids themselves were chemically and isotopically 
heterogeneous. 
The isotope front at locality B formed by a combination of advection of fluid along 
cracks and grain boundaries and volume diffusion of oxygen towards grain centres. 
Fluid infiltration was enabled by microcracking. The front is the product of at least 
two fluid flow events. The last event is well constrained and is associated with 
igneous intrusion at —13 Ma (4r event); the earliei infiltration may have been 
associated with prograde metamorphism. 
o At present the major limitations of modelling of metamorphic fluid flow are (1) the 
time-integrated nature of the geochemical record and (2) assumptions of the 
permeability-porosity relationship in rocks undergoing metamorphism. 
• Grain-scale 6180  analysis combined with textural observations can be used to make 
more accurate assumptions about grain-scale mechanisms of fluid infiltration, 
providing a basis for constructing more realistic models of metamorphic fluid flow. 
• The duration of the 4r event can be constrained to _102  years. Time-scales of fluid 
flow are generally far shorter time-scales of metamorphism, probably due to the 
competition between dynamic processes of permeability enhancement and 
compaction. 
83 Further work 
It would be interesting (in terms of what controls dihedral angle and surface 
chemistry) to carry out a series of experiments to investigate the effect on dihedral 
angle of the addition of schist to the calcite-H 20 system at P-T conditions relevant to 
a high-grade (e.g., granulite-facies) terrain. The results would have limited relevance 
to real rocks though, as it is likely that deformation would prevent textural 
equilibrium from being attained during high-grade regional metamorphism. 
It would be interesting to make a detailed study, similar to that carried out at 
locality B, of one of the high-grade oxygen isotope fronts on Naxos. This might 
provide better constraints on the fluid flow events during prograde and retrograde M2 
metamorphism. Modelling of the data from the top contact of the marble band and the 
quartz veins from the surrounding schists at locality B, in terms of combined fast grain 
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boundary and volume diffusion, might provide further information about the time-
scales of metamorphic fluid flow on Naxos. The grain-scale stable isotope techniques 
used in this study could be applied to other terrains to see whether generalisations 
about the controls on metamorphic fluid flow can be made from the data collected on 
Naxos. It appears that metamorphic fluid flow operates over durations of < 10 4 years 
with some estimates as short as 10 years. This must be linked to the transient nature 
of rock permeability. Is this controlled by compaction and/or reaction? How are the 
processes of deformation and fluid transport linked? 
All models of metamorphic fluid flow are underpinned by assumptions about 
rock permeability. The permeability and porosity of rocks undergoing metamorphism 
are spatially and temporally heterogeneous. To construct more accurate models, it is 
necessary to gain some knowledge of how the permeability distribution of a 
metamorphic terrain will evolve through time. Experimental determinations of the 
quantitative relationship between deformation processes, such microcracking, grain 
boundary sliding and dynamic recrystallisation, and rock permeability and porosity (in 
the presence of a surface-active fluid) are required. Application of gm-scale analytical 
data allows better resolution of individual events and estimations of the time-scales of 
fluid flow. Integration of experimental studies with grain-scale analytical and textural 
data will enable more accurate estimates to be made of the variation of rock 
permeability and porosity throughout fluid flow. 
Chromatographic theory has been successful in estimating fluid direction and 
fluxes in many metamorphic terrains. Chromatographic modelling of lithological 
contacts needs to be integrated with regional- to outcrop-scale statistical and 
numerical models to gain a better understanding of fluid flow processes in a 
structurally complex and deforming metamorphic terrain. Extending chromatographic 
models to two and three dimensions would provide more realistic simulations of fluid 
flow. The development of mathematical models linking measured fluid fluxes to time-
dependent permeability enhancement mechanisms is the next step towards more 
sophisticated models of metamorphic fluid flow. Models would need to take account 
of the transient nature of fluid flow and provide quantitative predictions of water-rock 
interaction for testing. Numerical models, using finite difference grids to simulate flow 
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patterns and calculate time-integrated fluid fluxes, may provide the way forward. As 
computing power increases, numerical models will be able to become increasingly 
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Appendix A - Use of cathodoluminescence 
to identify palaeofluid pathways 
A.1 Introduction 
Visible radiation is emitted when energetic electrons bombard the surface of certain 
materials. This process is called cathodoluminescence (CL), and is the basis of a 
technique that is widely used for the examination of geological materials. CL can be 
used to supplement petrographic observations and can also provide information not 
obtainable from other methods. 
Pure minerals may show intrinsic luminescence but geological materials 
commonly contain a number of different impurities. The presence of impurities in 
minerals generally has a marked effect on their CL properties (Marshall, 1988). 
Impurities can be divided into two types: activators and quenchers. Activator 
impurities serve as centres for the production of CL; Mn 21  is the main activator ion in 
carbonates. Where minerals contain more than one activator, the resultant CL spectra 
are superimposed. Quenchers are elements that perform a role opposite to that of 
activators, by suppressing luminescence. The most important quenching ion in 
minerals is Fe2t Although carbonates are activated by Mn 2 , if there is sufficient Fe 2 
present, there will be no net CL. 
A.2 Cathodoluminescence of calcite 
The typical CL of activated calcite is described by some combination of the colours 
yellow, orange and red (Smith and Stenstrom, 1965; Sippel and Glover, 1965; 
Marshall, 1988). The luminescence of natural samples is widely accepted to be due to 
the presence of Mn 2 (generally in the amount of a few hundred to a few thousand 
ppm). Fe 21  can act as a quencher. In both cases, the impurities must be structurally 
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incorporated into the crystal structure and not present simply as a surface coating or 
staining. There is only a limited amount of quantitative information available on the 
relationship between CL intensity and the concentrations of Mn and Fe. In general, it 
appears that as little as 10-50 ppm of Mn may be sufficient for activation in Fe-free 
samples. For more typical natural samples about 100 ppm or more may be required 
(Marshall, 1988). Blue-black CL has been reported for calcite containing less than 
0.03% of both Mn and Fe (Long and Agrell, 1965) and dull blue CL has occasionally 
been observed in crystals of Iceland Spar (CaCO 3 ) (Sippel and Glover, 1965). 
A3 Palaeofhiid pathways 
When fluid-rock interaction takes place, the chemical composition of the rock may be 
altered along the fluid pathways. It is possible to detect the position of these 
palaeofluid pathways in marble samples using CL (Graham et al., 1998; Lewis et at., 
1998) as the CL of calcite is very sensitive to small changes in chemical composition. 
CL has been widely applied to the study of carbonate cements in sedimentary rocks 
but few studies have used this technique to investigate metamorphic rocks (e.g., 
Yardley and Lloyd (1989)). In general, the marble samples studied with CL consisted 
of dull blue-black calcite grains surrounded by a network of orange luminescent 
calcite along grain boundaries, cracks and veins. I have interpreted this variation in 
CL as evidence for fluid flow with subsequent alteration or infill of calcite along the 
fluid pathways. 
i'Ir;j 
CL observations were made using a Citi (CCL 8200 Mk3A) cold cathode 
luminoscope (Figure A. 1) attached to a Nikon petrographic microscope and camera. 
Thin sections are mounted on a moveable stage on the microscope, and can either be 
viewed with transmitted light or CL interchangeably. Electrons are generated using a 
cold cathode electron gun and the resulting electron beam is fired at the sample 
surface. Beam energy (up to 30 kV) and beam current (up to 1 mA) can be varied by 
the operator but beam size is fixed at —8 mm diameter. Any portion of the thin section 
can brought underneath the excitation beam by moving the stage. For the electron gun 
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Figure A.1 Schematic diagram (side view) of the Citi cold cathode luminoscope, showing its 
main components. CL is observed from the sample surface with the attached microscope. 
to operate efficiently, it must be maintained at a constant low pressure (usually 
between 20 and 100 mTorr). This achieved by the combination of a vacuum pump and 
a controlled input of air into the sample chamber through a leak valve. 
CL pictures and montages were made, at a range of magnifications, by taking 
photographs using the Nikon FX-35WA camera and UFX-II exposure meter attached 
to the microscope. Exposure times varied from a few seconds to several minutes. For 
montages, an exposure time of 60 s was used for each photograph to create a uniform 
brightness. 
A.5 CL photography 
There are a number of problems with recording CL observations on photographic 
film. The final appearance of the photos is dependent on the exposure time and 
processing of the film as well as the pattern of CL variation observed. Many of the 
photos shown in this dissertation have a bright area at one of the edges (see especially 
Plates 4.14, 4.15, 4.18, and 5.1 1): this does not represent variation in the chemistry 
and CL properties of the samples. Variation in the brightness of luminescence in 
different areas of a slide sometimes causes changes in the colours seen in the photos 
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(see Plates 4.10, 4.15, 5.6 and 5.7). Again, these colour changes do not reflect 
variation in the samples. These effects are easy to distinguish as the changes are 
abrupt and are seen at the edges of individual photos in montages. Throughout the 
dissertation, the CL colours in the text and captions refer to the actual colours of 
luminescence observed. These colours are not always recorded correctly in the 
photographs. For plates where there are discrepancies, the colours in the photos and 
the true CL colours are shown in Table A. 1. 
Plate # Page # 	Mineral 	Colour in photo 	True CL colour - 
4.1 79 quartz black 
4.9 99 calcite black 
4.10 100 calcite dark red 
4.11 101 calcite black 
4.12 102 calcite black 
4.13 103 calcite red-orange 
4.14 104 quartz light green 
4.18 108 calcite red-orange 
5.5 161 calcite black 
5.6 162 calcite blue + purple + black 
5.7 163 calcite blue + purple + black 
5.8 164 calcite purple-black 
5.9 164 calcite purple-black 
5.10 165 calcite blue 
6.1 189 calcite blue-black 




very dark purple 




very dark purple 
very dark purple 
very dark purple 
very dark purple 
very dark purple 
very dark purple 
very dark purple 
very dark purple 
Table A.1 Observed CL colours and colours recorded in photographs for those plates with a 
discrepancy between the two. The colours recorded in all the other photos correspond to the 
actual colours observed. 
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Appendix B - Ion microprobe methods 
B.1 The ion microprobe 
Using the ion microprobe, isotopic and trace element variation in rock thin sections 
can be detennined (in situ) with high spatial resolution. All ion probes operate using 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The sample is bombarded with a primary 
beam of charged particles. This results in the ejection of charged particles, neutral 
particles and molecules from the sample surface (a process known as sputtering). The 
secondary ions are collected and analysed using a mass spectrometer and ion 
detection system. 
All ion microprobe analyses were made with a Cameca ims-4f ion microprobe 
(Number 130), using Charles Evans and Associates computer control, at the 
University of Edinburgh (Figure B. 1). 
There are two primary ion sources: a duoplasmatron and a Cs-source. The 
primary ions generated by the ion source are passed to the sample via the primary 
column, which consists of a mass filter, apertures, lenses and deflection plates 
controlling the intensity, shape, size and position of the primary beam. Secondary ions 
are formed at the sample surface and are immediately removed by the extraction 
(immersion) lens. They are then transferred by a second electostatic (transfer) lens to 
the mass spectrometer. 
The secondary ions generated during sputtering have a wide range of energies; 
molecular species are abundant at low energies while mono-atomic species dominate 
at high energies. The ions first pass into the ion energy analyser which, combined with 
an energy slit, allows only a small proportion of the energy spread to pass through so 
that the unwanted molecular species are suppressed. The energy-filtered ion beam 
then passes through a magnetic field (the mass analyser). The degree of deflection of 
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Figure B.1 Plan of the Cameca ims-4f ion microprobe. 
the ions in the magnetic field is controlled by their mass/charge ratios, allowing mass 
resolution of the secondary ion beam. 
Finally, the selected secondary ions are passed to a detector. The Cameca ims-
4f has four secondary ion detectors: an electron multiplier, a Faraday cup, an image 
plate and a resistive anode encoder. The magnitude of the secondary ion signal is 
measured with the electron multiplier, which consists of a series of electrodes called 
dynodes. Ions entering the detector trigger a pulse of secondary electrons, which is 
amplified and, if it is above a set threshold, passed to the counting circuit. An ETP AF 
133H electron multiplier was used combined with a Pulse-count Technology Inc. pre-
amplifier. 
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B.2 Ion microprobe usage during this study 
Ion probe analyses were made of 180,160,  ' 3C/' 2C and trace elements in calcite, quartz 
and tremolite. Most of the analyses were made during two sessions of ion probe time 
during November 1996 and December 1997. The timing and number of analyses made 
during this study are shown in Table B.1. 
Start date Finish date Analysis of: Material No. of analyses 
11/11/96 18/11/96 180/160 calcite 147 
27/11/96 29/11/96 trace elements calcite 90 
04/04/96 04/04/96 13C/ 12C calcite 10 
01/12/97 15/12/97 180/160 calcite 254 
21/01/98 21/01/98 180,160 quartz 12 
18/12/98 19/12/98 180/160 tremolite 21 
Table B.1 Details of the timing and number of ion probe analyses made. 
B3 Sample preparation 
• Samples were prepared as oriented, polished thin sections by Mike Hall at the 
University of Edinburgh. They were then cut and ground into 2.5 cm diameter rounds. 
Finally, samples were coated with a thin (0.02 tm) layer of gold to help prevent 
charge build-up and maintain a constant secondary ion beam current. 
B.4 Measurement of stable isotopes in insulating materials 
B.4.1 Method 
Analyses for 180/160  and 13C/ 12C were made, using a positive primary beam and 
collecting only high energy secondary ions. During analysis of insulating materials, 
charge build-up at the sample surface must be counteracted by using the electron gun. 
Primary beam 
The Cs-gun (run at 10 kV) was used to generate a primary beam of Cs ions, to 
enhance the yields the electronegative secondary ions being collected (Storms et al., 
1977). The primary beam was defocused from < 5 pm to 25-30 gm in diameter to 
produce a shallower pit during sputtering. When sputtering occurs in a deep, tube- 
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shaped pit, isotope fractionation appears to occur over the course of an analysis: 
creating a wide, shallow pit prevents this from happening. 
Charge neutralisation 
During the analysis of insulating samples, charge build-up occurs at the sample 
surface. In the case of a positive primary beam (Cs) and negative secondary ions (0, 
C), the sample surface charges positively. To reduce charge build-up, the sample was 
simultaneously flooded with electrons with the normal-incidence, low energy electron 
gun (Migeon et al., 1990) (Figure B.2). Electrons, emitted from a tungsten filament 
held at -4150 V, pass through deflectors and a quadropole lens that is used to shape 
and focus the beam. A magnetic prism (deflection coil) deviates the electrons by 90° 
towards the sample. After passing through the immersion lens, the electrons arrive at 
the sample surface (also held at -4150 V) with zero energy. A cloud of low energy 
electrons is formed just above the sample surface where they are available for charge 
compensation. 
Collection of secondary ions 
Only high energy secondary ions were collected to enhance the yield of mono-atomic 
species ('80-, 160-, '3C, 12C- ) by suppressing unwanted molecular species. The values 
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Figure EBL2 Schematic diagram of charge neutralisation using the electron flood gun. 
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The magnitude of the secondary ion signal was measured with the electron 
multiplier. As described in section B.1, ions entering the detector trigger a pulse of 
secondary electrons, which is amplified and, if it is above a set threshold, passed to 
the counting circuit. The time taken for the multiplier, amplifier and discriminator to 
process a pulse is known as the dead time (Figure B.3). With fast pulse-processing 
circuitry, this is of the order of 13-20 ns and limits the maximum count rate of the 
electron multiplier to 5 x 106  counts/sec. The true count rates of secondary ions were 
calculated from the measured count rates by applying the dead time correction. The 
dead time for the ETP AF 133H electron multiplier in use was determined at the start 
of each session (see Table B.2 for values) by measuring the 12C/ 13C ratio of a diamond 
standard at a range of count rates (from 102  to more than 106  counts/sec). The dead 
time varies with multiplier age and the isotope being measured, but the variation can 
be kept small by keeping a constant count rate and can be considered negligible. 
The secondary electrons produced by the arrival of an ion in the electron 
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multiplier are accelerated through it by a series of dynodes, set at progressively higher 
voltages. The last dynode in the ETP AF 133H electron multiplier can be between 
+1005 to +3002 V (the operating voltage), depending on the age of the multiplier. 
For optimum performance, the electron multiplier should operate at sufficiently high 
voltage that every ion arrival produces a pulse. The intense ion beams produced when 
collecting 160.  and 12C ions cause the electron multiplier to age very rapidly. The 
operating voltage was increased frequently (generally daily) to account for multiplier 
ageing so that the maximum number of counts were detected isotope fractionation 
was prevented. 
During the first session (1996), for each analysis of 180/160  secondary 180 
and 160  ions were collected with total counting times of 600 and 120 s respectively 
The total counting times were made up of 120 cycles of counting for 5 s on 180  and 1 
s on 160  In the second session (1997), the total counting times were 640 s on 180  and 
80 s on 160  made up of 80 cycles of counting for 8 s on 180  and 1 s on 160  13C/12C 
analyses were made by collecting secondary ' 3C and 12C ions with total counting 
times of 300 and 60 s respectively, made up of 60 cycles of counting for 5 s on I 3C 
and 1 s on ' 2C. These procedures resulted in 106  counts (on 180  or 13C) per analysis, 
giving a theoretical precision of ±1%o. 
Measurement of standards 
Gradual drift in the measured isotope ratios can occur, as a result of mass 
fractionation, over the course of a session. This is an instrumental effect and has been 
attributed to progressive ageing of the electron multiplier (Eiler et al., 1995a). 
Typically, mass fractionation effects deplete the measured isotope ratio in the heavier 
isotope relative to the true composition. The drift is generally linear with time, and 
can be modelled by least-squares regression if standard analyses are made throughout 
the session. The effects of instrumental mass fractionation were eliminated by 
calibration of all analyses against measurements of a standard. At the start and end of 
the day, 3 standard analyses were made. Standards were also analysed throughout the 
day: 2-3 standard analyses were made after every -6 unknown analyses. 
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B.4.2 Instrument settings for analysis 
The exact instrument settings used depended on what secondary ions were being 
collected (180  and 160.  or ' 3C and ' 2C) and the sample material being analysed (in 
this study: calcite, quartz or tremolite). The settings used in this study are shown in 
Table B.2. 
180,160 13C112C 
18,,16 180/160 180,160 
calcite calcite calcite quartz tremolite 










Energy offset (eV) 
Energy window 
(eV) 





+ + + + + 
Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs 
10 10 10 10 10 
6 10 6 6 6 
25 25 25 25-30 25 
350 250 350 350 350 
±25 ±25 ±25 ±20 ±20 
150 150 150 150 150 
400 400 400 400 400 
1725-1925 2005 1800-1920 2090 1880 
Dead time (ns) 	17 	 15.2 13.8 13.8 12.8 
Counting times (s) (180.) 600 	( 13C) 300 (180.)  640 (180.) 640 (180.)  640 
(160.) 120 (' 2C) 60 (160.) 80 (160.) 80 (160.) 80 
Table B.2 Instrument settings used for analysis of stable isotopes in insulating specimens 
with the Canieca ims-4f ion microprobe. 
B.4.3 Standards 
Calcite 
A number of different calcite standards were investigated at the start of the first ion 
probe session (1996); as the technique was relatively new, reliable standards for 
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Figure B.4 Compilation of the ICE-7 standard measured with the ion probe during 
November 1996. (a) Variation in 8180 over the period of the study. (b) Mean 8 1,30 of ICE-7 
from ion probe data. 
crystal of Iceland Spar (ICE-7), as this appeared to be the most homogeneous sample 
of the ones investigated. At the end of the session, the standard crystal was extracted 
and analysed with a Prism III mass spectrometer by Cohn Chilcott at the University of 
Edinburgh ( 180sMow = 19.629). 
During the second session (1997), analyses were standardised against crystals 
of University of Wisconsin Calcite (UWC) (6 180sMow = 23.28 ± 0.06%o: Valley (pers. 
comm.)), as UWC had been established as a reliable standard by Valley et al. (1997). 
Compilations of ICE-7 818O  data (November 1996) and UWC I80 data (December 
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Figure B.5 Compilation of the UWC standard measured with the ion probe during 
December 1997.   (a) Variation in 6180  over the period of the study. (b) Mean 6180  of UWC 
from ion probe data. 
heterogeneity in the standard and changes in operator and instrumental conditions 
over the durations of the sessions. 
13C/ 12C analyses were standardised against a crystal of UWC ( 13CpDB = - 2.14 
± 0.08%o: Valley (pers. comm.). 
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Quartz 
Analyses were standardised against a crystal of Bogola Quartz (BOG) ( 180sMow = 
12.3 ± 0.3%o: Elsenheimer and Valley (1993)). The homogeneity of this standard at 
the scale of ion microprobe analysis was demonstrated by Graham et al. (1996). 
Tremolite 
Analyses were standardised against crystals of tremolite, supplied by Colin Graham at 
the University of Edinburgh. The sample of tremolite used was found to be a mixture 
of calcite and tremolite plus minor components forsterite, talc and an oxide phase. 
Crystals of the standard material were set in epoxy resin and a polished mount was 
made. The standard mount was imaged with a scanning electron microscope (using 
back-scattered electrons) and a photo-montage of the mount was prepared. This 
enabled analyses to be made only on inclusion-free, clean tremolite crystals. The 
tremolite crystals appeared to be reasonably homogenous at the scale of ion 
microprobe analysis. 
As this standard had not been used before, it was necessary to obtain 
measurements of its ö' 80 by conventional methods. To remove the calcite from the 
standard material, a sample was ground to a fine powder (by hand) and reacted with 
dilute (10%) hydrochloric acid. The remaining standard material was divided into 4 
aliquots, and 2 repeat analyses were made on each aliquot by Tony Fallick at the 
Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre (ST.JRRC), East Kilbride. Oxygen 
was extracted from samples (each —1 mg) using a laser fluorination system (Sharp, 
1990). Samples were heated with a CO 2 laser in a CIF3 -charged chamber to release 
the oxygen. The oxygen was then converted to CO 2 and analysed with a VG PRISM 
III mass spectrometer. The analytical precision of this technique is ± 0.2%. The value 
Of 180SMOW obtained for the tremolite standard was 23.51 ± 0.08%. 
l4.4 Data processing 
A number of corrections were applied to the raw 180  and 160  data to convert it to 
8 180sM0w (Figure B.6). The same method was used for converting raw 13C and 12C 
data to 8 13CPDB. The raw data consisted of the total number of secondary ion counts 
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Figure B.6 Flow diagram showing processing of stable isotope ion probe data. 
on 180  and 160  per cycle. For each isotope, the total number of counts was converted 
to a count rate (counts/second) for each cycle using the equation 
count rate = 




Dead time effects were then corrected for by calculating the true count rate (CR) 




where t is the dead time in ns. 
Next, the isotope ratio (180/160)  was calculated for each cycle by combining 
the dead time corrected count rates for 180  (CR(' 80)) and 160  (CR('60)) 
180/160_ CR(180) 	 (B.3) 
CR( 16 O) 
The mean and standard deviation 180/160  of all the cycles in the analysis were then 
calculated. Any ratios lying outside 3cy from the mean were rejected, and the mean 
and standard deviation 180/160  were recalculated from the remaining cycles. This 
procedure gave the 180/160  ratio for the analysis (R). 
Any instrumental drift over the course of the session was corrected for. The 
180/160 ratios of the standard analyses made throughout the day were plotted against 
analysis number, and a straight line was fitted to them using least-squares regression. 
The 180/160  ratio of the standard at the time of each sample analysis (RStd) was 
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• standard analyses 




- 	regression line 
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Figure 8.7 Schematic diagram of the correction applied for instrumental drift. 
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RSjd = m(RUflk)+c 	 (B.4) 
where m is the gradient and c is the y-intercept of the line (Figure B.7). 
All the oxygen isotope analyses are expressed in terms of per mu (%o) 
difference from SMOW ( 80sMow). SMOW is the ratio of 180/160  of standard mean 
ocean water (2.00052 x 10). 6' 8OsMow was calculated using the following method. 
Abbreviations used: 
	
Rtd 	isotopic ratio (e.g. 180/160) of a secondary standard as measured by the ion 
probe (dead time and drift corrected) 
R, 	isotopic ratio of an unknown as measured by the ion probe (dead time 
corrected) 
RSMOW isotopic ratio of the primary reference standard (For oxygen: SMOW) 
std 	the difference, expressed as per mil, between the standard as measured by 
the ion probe and the known value of SMOW 
the difference, expressed as per mil, between the unknown as measured by 
the ion probe and the known value of SMOW 
The basic equation expressing a secondary standard in terms of per mil difference 
relative to SMOW is 
St d 1l000 	 (B.5) 
RSMQW ) 
Rearranging this equation gives 
RSfd 
=RSMQW 	 (B.6) 
(
000) 
A similar equation expresses an unknown relative to SMOW 
RUflk 
(6flk 	
=RsMQw 	 (B.7) 
1000) 
Combining Equations B.6 and B.7 eliminates RSMOW 
RUflk 	- 	 RSfd 	 (B.8) 
(sunk 	- 6std 
j000) U000) 
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Rtd and Ru,,k are measured by ion probe. 5,td  is known from independent techniques. 




I 	x 	+ l000)]_ 1000 I I 
LJ?s:d) 
(B.9) 
The carbon isotope data were processed in exactly the same way as the oxygen 
isotope data. All the carbon isotope analyses are expressed in terms of per mil (%) 
difference from Pee Dee Belemnite (6 '3CPDB). 
B.4.5 Errors 
The precision of ion probe data is governed by Poisson counting statistics. The 
Poisson distribution describes the number of random, independent events (N) that 
occur over a specified period of measurement; events can occur on a large number of 
occasions and the chance of an event occurring on any particular occasion is very 
small but constant. In this case, N is the number of secondary ions counted by the 
detector during a single measurement period. Under Poisson conditions, the precision 
of data for both a single isotope and an isotope ratio depends only on the number of 
counts recorded for each isotope of interest (Fitzsimons et al., 1999). 
A number of factors can reduce the precision of analyses: for example, 
primary beam instability, sample charging, and heterogeneity on the scale of the 
sputter pit. This non-random variation means that the observed precision for a single 
isotope species is invariably lower than that predicted by counting statistics 
(Fitzsimons et al., 1999). However, when two isotopes are combined as a ratio, the 
non-random variation largely cancels out. The precision of isotope ratios is generally 
close to that predicted by counting statistics alone (Fitzsimons et al., 1999). 
As described above, ion probe data must be calibrated against a standard to 
correct for instrumental mass fractionation which tends to increase with time. The 
final precision of a sample analysis depends on the precision of the ion probe data for 
that analysis and on the precision of the regression line used to calibrate the standard 
data (Fitzsimons et al., 1999). However, the errors introduced during calibration are 
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small compared to the errors in the analyses predicted by counting statistics, so they 
have been ignored. 
The analytical error (in %) for 180/160  analyses, based purely on counting 
statistics, was calculated from 
error(1c) = 	x 1000 
N 
(B.10) 
where N = total number of counts on 180  over the period of the analysis. Errors for 
13CP 2C analyses were calculated in the same way, based on 13C counting statistics. 
B.5 Measurement of trace elements in insulating materials 
B.5.1 Method 
Analyses for B, Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr and Ba were made using a negative primary beam 
and collecting only high energy secondary ions. During the analysis of insulating 
materials, a small amount of charge build-up does occur at the sample surface. 
However, this dissipates easily and does not need to be neutralised. Also, as the 
primary beam is itself negative, the electron gun cannot be used for charge 
neutralisation. 
Primary beam 
The duoplasmatron source was used to generate a primary beam of 160 	 to 
enhance the yields of the electropositive secondary ions being collected (Storms et al., 
1977). The primary beam was mass filtered to leave an isotopically pure 160  beam 
and to avoid implantation of contaminants into the sample. 
Secondary ion collection 
Only high energy secondary ions were collected. There are several reasons for this: 
the effects of any charge build-up on the sample surface are minimal at high energy, 
molecular species are suppressed reducing interferences, and matrix effects on the 
relative ion yield are reduced. In making the high energy discrimination, the sample 
voltage was increased until the 44  Ca' count rate dropped by an amount equal to 10% 
of the value measured at 0 eV. Then from this position the voltage was decreased by 
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100 eV to move it well into the high energy sector. The energy window was set at ± 
20 eV. 
During each analysis, the mass spectrometer was set to cycle through the 
isotopes selected ("B, 26Mg, 30Si, 44Ca, 54Fe, 55Mn, 88  Sr. and 138Ba) by sequential 
stepping of the magnetic field. The magnitude of the secondary ion signal at each 
mass number was measured with the electron multiplier. For each analysis, secondary 
ions were collected with total counting times of 40-60 s for each isotope being 
measured. The total counting times were made up of 20 cycles of counting for 2 s on 
"B, 26Mg, 30Si, 88  Sr and 138Ba, and either 2 or 3 s on 54  Fe and 55Mn. 
The dead time correction was applied to the secondary ion counts, though the 
count rates for all the elements measured except Ca were so low that the dead time 
effect was minimal. The background count was measured at mass number 130.5, and 
was found to be zero in all the analyses made. 
Measurement of standards 
All analyses were calibrated against measurements of a standard. Standard analyses 
were only made at the start of each day as no drift correction is required for trace 
element analysis: as long as the beam density is kept constant, the relative ion yields 
remain constant from day to day. 
B.5.2 Instrument settings 
The settings used in this study are shown in Table B.3. 
B.5.3 Standards 
Calibrations for Fe, Mg, Mn and Sr were made against natural calcite standards 
Norman Cross Calcite (NCC) (Swart, 1990) and Iceland Spar (ICE) (Graham et al., 
1998). Calibrations for B, Ba and Si were made against synthetic silicate glass 
standard SRM-610 (National Bureau of Standards, 1970) due to the lack of a calcite 
standard for these elements. This standard has a different matrix to the carbonate 
specimens analysed but, as the collection of high energy secondary ions reduces 
matrix effects on relative ion yields, this can be ignored. Counting statistics are far 
more important in determining the precision of the analyses. 
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Instrument settings for trace element analysis 
Primary beam 	Polarity - 
Species 16O 
Accelerating voltage (kV) 10 
Current (nA) 10 
Diameter (gm) 20 
Secondary beam 	Polarity + 
Energy offset (eV) 100 
Energy window (eV) ± 20 
Image field (pm) 25 
Contrast aperture (tm) 150 
Electron multiplier voltage (V) 1947 
Dead time (ns) 17 
Total counting times (s) (Fe, Mn) 40-60 
(B, Mg, Si, Sr, Ba) 40 
Table B.3 Instrument settings used for analysis of trace elements in calcite with the 
Cameca ims-4f ion microprobe (November 1996). 
B.5.4 Data processing 
A number of corrections were applied to the raw data to convert it to concentrations 
of trace elements in ppm (Figure B.8). The raw data consisted of the total number of 
secondary ion counts (N) measured for each isotope per analysis. For each isotope, 
the total number of counts was converted to a count rate (in counts/second). Dead 
time and background effects (both minimal) were then corrected for. No corrections 
were applied for molecular interference effects as these were considered to be 
negligible: molecular interferences were eliminated by the energy filtering applied to 
the secondary ion beam. To calculate the count rate for the element being analysed, a 
correction was applied for the isotopic abundance of the isotope (of that element) 
actually measured. 
The concentrations of the elements analysed in samples of unknown 
composition were obtained by calculation of ion yields (relative to Ca ion yields) and 
calibration against the relevant standard. The procedure for calculating the 
concentration of an element (x) in a calcite unknown is given below. 
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Abbreviations used: 
CPS Std(x) 	Counts rate of element x in standard (measured by ion microprobe) 
in counts/s 
CONCStd(x) 	Concentration of element x in standard (known) in ppm 
IYStd(x) 	Ion yield of element x in standard 
CPS S d(Ca) Counts rate of Ca in standard (measured by ion microprobe) in 
counts/s 
CONCS d(Ca) 	Concentration of Ca in standard (known) in ppm 
IYS d(Ca) 	Ion yield of Ca in standard 
RIYStd(x) Ion yield of element x, relative to ion yield of Ca, in standard. 
CPS(Ca) 	Counts rate of Ca in unknown (measured by ion microprobe) in 
counts/s 
CONC(Ca) Concentration of Ca in unknown (measured by electron probe or 
estimated from mineral formula) in ppm 
IY,(Ca) 	Ion yield of Ca in unknown 
CPS(x) Counts rate of element x in unknown (measured by ion microprobe) 
in counts/s 
CONC(x) 	Concentration of element x in unknown in ppm 
The ion yield of element x in the standard is given by 
IY std() 
- CPSSId(x) - 	 (B.11) 
CONCS(d (x) 
Similarly, the ion yield of Ca in the standard is given by 
CPSSId (Ca) 
I'S,d(Ca)= 	 (B.12) 
CONCStd (Ca) 
Combining Equations B.11 and B.12 gives the relative ion yield of element x in the 
standard (referenced to Ca) 
RIYSfd (x)
IYSld(x)  - 	 (B.13) 
1YS,d (Ca) 






The concentration of element x in the unknown is calculated from the count rate of x 
in the unknown (measured by ion microprobe), the relative ion yield of x in the 
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standard (from Equation B. 13) and the ion yield of Ca in the unknown (from Equation 
B.14) 
CPSUflk (x) 	1 
CONCUflk (x)= 	x (B.15) 
I1 flk (Ca) RIYSfd (X) 
It is assumed that the relative ion yield of x in the unknown is the same as the relative 
ion yield of x in the standard. 
B.5.5 Errors 
The analytical error, based purely on counting statistics, was calculated from 
%error(1) = 	x 100 
N 
(B.16) 
where N = total number of counts for the isotope over the period of the analysis. 
Beam stability over the duration of an analysis has little effect on the error, which is a 
function only of counting statistics and the propagation of errors during data 
processing. Typical % errors were in the region of ±0.15 (Mg), ±25.0 (Si), ±4.95 
(Fe), ±4.00 (Mn) and ±0.27 (Sr). These errors take no account of differences in beam 
focusing or fluctuations in beam current between analyses, and represent the smallest 
errors which can be expected. However, as the beam size and current were kept 
reasonably constant, the true analytical errors are likely to be very close to those 
predicted by counting statistics. 
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Figure B.8 Flow diagram showing processing of trace element ion probe data. 
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Appendix C - Ion microprobe data 
C.! Introduction 
This appendix contains details of all the ion microprobe analyses made during this 
study. In Section C.2, all the analyses made on unknown and standard material are 
tabulated in chronological order (Tables C. 1 through C.6). Table C.7 shows the 
regression statistics used to process each day's stable isotope data (see Appendix B, 
Section B.4.4, for details of method). The second half of the Appendix contains 
details of the analyses, organised by subject. In Section C.3, 8 180  values of calcite and 
trernolite from four different generations of mineral growth (described in detail in 
Chapter 4) are tabulated. In the following sections, values of 8 180 ö 13C or trace 
element concentrations are tabulated with their general location and the distance from 
the grain-scale feature (such as a crack or grain boundary) nearest to them. The data 
are organised by locality: data from locality 3 (B) are presented in Section C.4, 
followed by data from locality 21 (Section C.5) and, finally, data from all other 
localities (Section C.6). Further details and discussion of these data can be found in 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 
C.2 Log of ion microprobe analyses (including raw data) 
The following tables contain all the ion microprobe analyses made during this study, 
presented in chronological order. Details of the method of data processing for stable 
isotope and trace element analyses can be found in Appendix B (Sections B.4.4 and 
B.5.4 respectively). The initial 180/160  data (R) are the ratios obtained after dead 
time correction and checking for outliers. The regression statistics for each day's 
standard data are shown in Table C.7; these statistics have been used to calculate the 
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corrected 180/160  ratio (R td). 80SMoW was calculated using the method described in 
Appendix B (Section B.4.4) together with 8 180 values obtained for standards from 
independent methods (Section B.4.3). The same methods were used to calculate 
corrected 13C/ 12C and 8 13CPDB. Analyses of sample material are shown in bold and any 








Hr Win ; 180/160 Error Corr_ 180,160 &0 [± error 
\T 	1fl08 0.00189670 1.94E-06 0.00188633 25.2 1.02 
kT 1131 0.00189372 1.80E-06 0.00188616 23.7 0.95 .. 
)AT 	11151 0.00189527 1.76E-06 0.00188600 24.6 0.93 
121112 0.00188344 1.98E-06 0.00188583 18.3 1.05 
1243 0.00188583 1.73E-06 0.00188567 19.7 1 	0.92 
immWevilm 
11 B:16B-1.DAT 15145 	1. 0.00188209 1.77E-06 0.00188468 18.2 0.94 
: 	 12 B:16B-2.DAT 16109 	1 0.00189169 1.67E-06 0.00188451 23.5 0.88 
13 B:16B-3.DAT 16j34 0.00188323 1.79E-06 0.00188435 19.0 0.95 
. 14 B:16B-4.DAT 16;55 0.00189220 1.66E06 0.00188418 23.9 0.88 
. 	 15 B:16B-5.DAT 17118 	; 0.00188830 1.85E-06 0.00188402 21.9 0.98 
16 B:16 .B-6..DAT 	. . 7.141 	:-....° o1.8?4 ............. 1 .6.7E.06 	. .. 00188385 . ....2 . .0 89 .... 
17 B:16B-7.DAT 18107 0.00189131 1.80E-06 0.00188369 23.7 0.95 
18 B:16B-8.DAT 18128 0.00189275 1.68E-06 0.00188352 24.6 0.89 
19 B:ICE7-6.DAT 1935 0.00188473 1.77E-06 0.00188336 20.3 0.94 
20 B:ICE-7-7.DAT 19157 0.00188161 1.74E-06 0.00188319 18.7 0.92 
21 B:ICE7-8.DAT 20!20 0.00188556 1.92E-06 0.00188303 21.0 1.02 
22 .B:16B2-1.DAT 21139 	1 0.00185989 . 	 1.77E-06 0.00188286 7.2 0.95 	1 
23 B:16B2-2.DAT 22101 	1 0.00185351 1 	1.70E-06 0.00188270 3.8 0.92 
24 B:16B2-3.DAT 22126 0.00189119 2.16E-06 0.00188253 24.3 1.14 
25 :B:16B2-4.DAT 2247 0.00188975 1.83E-06 0.00188237 23.6 0.97 	1 
26 B:16B2-5.DAT 	I 2309 0.00186848 1.65E-06 0.00188220 12.2 0.88 
27 B:16B2-6.DAT 23133 0.00189185 1 	1.74E-06 0.00188204 24.9 0.92 
28 B:16B2-7.DAT 00103 	1. 0.00185391 1.83E-06 0.00188187 4.4 0.99 
29 B:16B2-8.DAT 00125 0.00186055 1.61E-06 0.00l881.7-1----:-. 8.1 . 	 0.86 
1 30 B:ICE7-9.DAT 	. 00158 0.00187747 1.66E-06 0.00188154 17.4 0.88 
31 B ICE7 10 DAT 0t19 000187912 1.71 E 06 000188138 184 091 
1 32 B:ICE7-11.DAT 01140 0.00188361 ... 1.87E-06 0.00188121 20.9 0.99 
33 B:ICE7-12.DAT 02120 0.00188147 1.82E-06 0.001 881 05 19.8 0.97 
34 B:ICE7-11DAT 0223 0.00188043 1.88E-06 0.00188088 19.4 1.00 
Date =.12/11/96to 1 3/1.1I96....... ........................................... . 	 ... .. ... 	 . 
I B:M9313-11.DAT 1056 	. 0.00189352 2.22E-06 0.001 88267 25.5 1.17 
2 B:M9313-12.DAT 11 15 0.00189385 1.74E-06 	. 0.00188268 25.6 0.92 
3 B:ICE7-14.DAT 1135 0.00188393 1.88E-06 0.00188270 20.3 1.00 
4 B:ICE7-15.DAT 11 55 0.00188214 1.95E-06 . 	 0.00188272 19.3 1.04 
5 B:ICE7-16.DAT 12 14 0.00188593 1.96E-06 0.001 88273 21.3 1.04 
6 B:BYM4-5.DAT 1234 .0.00188985 1.97E-06 . 0.00188275 23.4 1.04 
7 B:BYM4-6.DAT 12 55 0.00189509 1.74E-06 0.00188277 26.3 0.92 
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8 B BVM4 7 DAT 13:14 0.00189613 1.73E-06  0 00188278 !-...-26.,8 0 91 
: B:BYM4-8.DAT . 	 1334 0.00189241 1.97E-06 0.00188280 • 	 24.8 1.04 
p!avedwith e-qun ... . . . ... 	 . . 
10 
..... 
B:M9313-13.DAT 1359 0.00189077 ' 1.84E-06 0.00188282 23.9 	• 0.97 
11 B:ICE7-17.DAT 1420 0.00188182 1.73E-06 	. 0.00188283 • 	 19.1 	3 0.92 
12 B:ICR7-18.DAT 1439 0.00188233 1.73E-06 0.00188285 19.3 0.92 
, 13 B:16B2-9.DAT 1531 0.00189107 1.67E-06 0.00188287 24.0 0.89 
14 B:16B2-1O.DAT 1554 	I 0.00188864 1.74E-06 0.00188288 • 22.7 0.92 
15 B:16B211.DAT 1616 0.00189341 2.01 E-06 	E 0.00188290 25.3 1.06 
16 B:16B2-12.DAT 16j43 0.00188777 1.69E-06 	• 0.00188292 22.2 	• 0.89 
17 B:16B2-13.DAT 17106 0.00188951 1.95E-06 	• 0.00188293 23.2 1.03 
. 18 B:16B2-14.DAT 1726 0.00189137 1.83E06 0.00188295 24.2 	S 0.97 
19 B ICE7 19 DAT 18 01 0 00188282 1.82E-06 0 00188297 19 5 097 
20 B:ICE7-20.DAT 1822 0.00188703 1.79E-06 	; 0.00188298 21.8  
. 21 B:16B2-15.DAT 1906 0.00188806 2.10 E.706 0.00188300 ! 	 22.3 	: 1.11 
22 B:16B2-16.DAT 
 
19 ; 28 0.00188344 1.88E-06 	• 0.00188302 19.8 	• 1.00 
23 B:16B2-17.DAT 1949 0.00187967 2.18E-06 	• 0.00188303 17.8 1.16 
24 !B:16B218.DAT 
: 	
2024 0.00187403 1.89E-06 0.00188305 14.7 1.01 
25 B:16B2-19.DAT 20:53 0.00186644 1.70E-06 0.00188307 10.6 0.91 
26 B:16B2-20.DAT 2119 0.00188741 1.67E-06 0.00188308 21.9 0.88 
: 27 B21.A EB:162- 	DT 2 . 	 140 .1648 00088 1.80E-06 0.00188310 21.4 0.95 
28 B:16B2-22.DAT 2201 0.00188489 1.86E-06 0.00188312 20.6 0.99 
29 B:ICE7-21.DAT 22:24 0.00188346 1.85E-06 0.00188313 19.8 0.98 
30B:ICE7-22.DAT . 	 22145 0.00188219 1.83E-06 0.00188315 19.1 0.97 
31 1 B:16B2-23.DAT 2323 0.00185087 2.04E-06 	• 0.00188317 2.1 1.10 
. 32.iB:16B2.24.DAT 0000 0.00185329 1.96E-06 0.00188318 ; 	 3.4 1.06 
33 B:16B2-25.DAT 00 22 0.00185327 1.86E-06 0.00188320 1 	3.4 1.00 
34B:16B2-26.DAT 00 48 0.00188778 1.83E-06 0.001 88322 22.1 0.97 
35 B:16B2-27.DAT 0113 0.00186620 1 1.61E-06 0.00188323 10.4 0.86 
36 B:16B2-28.DAT 01 34 0.00185470 1.71E-06 0.00188325 4.1 0.92 
37:B:16B2-29.DAT 01:58 0.00188770 1.85E-06 0.00188327 22.0 0.98 
38 CE7-23.DAT 0229 0.00188469 1.69E-06 0.00188328 20.4 0.90 
39 B:ICE7-24.DAT 02:50 0.00188120 1.74E-06 0.00188330 18.5 0.92 
40 B:16B2-30.DAT 03 29 0.00188874 1.E-06 77 0.00188332 22.5 0.93 
41 B:16B2-31.DAT 03 59 0.00185120 : 1.85E-06 0.001 88333 2.2 1.00 
42 B:16B2-32.DAT 0421 0.00185680 1.82E-06 0.00188335 5.2 0.98 
43 B:16B2-33.DAT 0444 0.00188649 1.78E-06 0.00188337 21.3 0.94 
44 B:16B2-34.DAT 0505 0.00189256 1.73E-06 0.00188338 24.6 0.91 
45 B:16B2-35.DAT 0527 0.00189154 1..................78E-06 0.00188340 24.0 0.94 
46 B:16B2-36.DAT 0548 	1 0.00188763 1.53E-06 0.00188342 21.9 0.81 
47 B:16B2-37.DAT 0610 0.00187173 1.99E-06 0.00188343 13.3 1.07 
48 B:ICE7-25.DAT 06;42 0.00187989 1.89E-06 0.00188345 17.7 1.00 
49 B:ICE7-26.DAT 0703 0.00187788 1.84E-06 0.00188347 16.6 0.98 
• 50 B:ICE7-27.DAT 0724 0.00188609 1.82E-06 0.00188348 21.0 0.97 
51 B:ICE7-28.DAT 07 46 0.00187885 1.72E-06 0.00188350 17.1 0.91 
52 B: 16  08 16 	
: 
0.00185716 1.83E-06 0.00188352 5.3 0.99 
53 B:16B2-39.DAT 0837 0.00187686 1.70E-06 0.00188353 16.0 0.90 
• 54 B:16B2-40.DAT 08:59 0.00187763 1.76E-06 0.00188355 16 .4 0.94  
55 B:16B2-41.DAT 
: 	 0928 0.00187580 1.64E-06 0.00188357 • 	 15.4 0.88 
56 B:16B2-42.DAT 0948 0.00188667 1.66E06 0.00188358 21.3 0.88 
57 B:16B2-43.DAT 1012 0.00188242 1.64E-06 0.00188360 19.0 0.87 
• 58 •B:16B2-44.DAT 10:52 0.00186277 1.79E-06 0.00188362 8.3 0.96 
59 •B:16B2-45.DAT 11:11 0.00188500 1.85E-06 0.00188363 20.3 0.98 
60 B:16B2-46.DAT 11.31 0.00188885 1.71E-06 0.00188365 22.4 0.91 	• 
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62 B:ICE7-30.DAT 1213 0.00188242 1.73E-06 0.00188368 18.9 0.92 
: 63 B:ICE7-31.DAT 12133 	: 0.00187837 1.61E06 OOO18837O 16.7 0.86 
64 B:ICE7-32.DAT 1255 0.00188125 1.99E-06 0.00188372 18.3 1.06 
.... ..... . 	 ..... . . 	 . 
65 .B:ICE7-33.DAT 14102 0.00188850 1.62E-06 0.00188373 22.2 0.86 
66 B:ICE7-34.DAT 14122 	; 0.00188864 1.88E-06 0.00188375 22.2 0.99 
67 B:ICE7-35.DAT 14144 0.00188528 2.00E-06 0.00188377 20.4 E 	1.06 
68 B:BYM4-9.DAT 1503 0.00189855 2.09E-06 0.00188378 27.6 1.10 
. 69 B:BYM4-10.DAT 1523 0.00189529 1.67E-06 0.00188380 25.8 : 	 0.88 
70 B:BYM4-11.DAT 15142 0.00189214 1.79E-06 0.00188382 24.1 0.95 
71 B:BYM4-12.DAT . 1602 0.00189763 2.23E-06 0.00188383 27.1 1.18 
72 B:ICE7-36.DAT 1622 0.00189021 1.91E-06 	: 0.00188385 23.0 1.01 
73 B:ICE7-37.DAT 	
: 
16F41 0.00188821 2.12E06 	
: 
0.00188387 22.0 1.12 
. 
. 74 B:BYM4-13.DAT Will 0.00189564 1.98E-06 0.00188388 26.0 1.04 
. 75 •B:M9313-14.DAT E 17131 0.00189593 1.90E-06 0.00188390 26:1 : 1.00 
76 B:M9313-15.DAT 1751 0.00189772 : 	 1.83E-06 0.00188392 27.1 ' 	 0.96. 
77 B:16BS-4.DAT 	; 1815 0.00187645 1.57E-06 0.00188393 15.5 0.83 
78 B:16B-9.DAT 18138 0.00189457 1.92E-06 0.00188395 25.3 1.02 
79 B:16B-1O.DAT. 19122 0.00189235 2.00E-06 0.00188397 1 	24.1 1.06 
80 B:16B-11.DAT 	
: 
19145 0.00189226 1.95E-06 0.00188398 24.1 1 	1.03 
81 B:16B-12.DAT 20107 0.00189239 • 	 1.74E-06 0.00188400 . 	 24.1 0.92 
82 B:16B-13.D4T 	
. 
2029 0.00189373 1.91E-06 0.00188402 24.9 
: 	
1.01 
83 B:16B-14.DAT 2051 0.00188949 1.87E-06 0.00188403 22.6 0.99 
84 ;B:16B -15. CIAT 21113 
........ 	 ... 18!45 L...j.8 .5E-0.: 0 .00 1 8!405................ 1. 	..9 . 0.98 
85 B:16B-16.DAT 	. 21136 0.00189096 1.96E-06 0.00188407 23.3 1.04 
86:B:16B-17.DAT 21j57 0.00188251 1.87E-06 	: 0.00188408 18.7 0.99 
LFrIiri.a.rvbeamcurrent..qrnp .. . . ... 
87 B:ICE7-38DAT ooloo 0.00186378 1.81E-06 0.00188410 8.6 0.97 
88 B:ICE7-39.DAT 00121 0.00186594 1.80E-06 0.00 188412 9.8 0.96 
89 B:16B-18.DAT 	: 00150 0.00186943 1.75E06 0.00188413 11.6 0.94 
ate= 14L1.:i/9 .6............ 
1. B:M9t:QL; .1 
, 




P Q5 . 2. .Q94  .... 
2:BM931317 DAT 11130 0.00188458 1.73E-06 0.00187588 24.3 0.92 
3 B:M9313-18.DAT E 11151 0.00188389 
: 	
1.57E-06 0.001 87591 23.9 0.83 
4 B:ICE7-40.DAT 12111 0.00187440 1.71E-06 0.00187594 18.8 0.91 
5 B:ICE7-41.DAT 12 1 30 0.00187914 1.88E06 0.00187598 21.3 1.00 
6:B:ICE7-42.DAT 1250 0.00187633 1.78E-06 0.00187601 19.8 0.95 
7 B:BYM4-14.DAT 13111 0.00187781 1.91E-06 0.00187605 20.6 1.02 
8 B:BYM4-15.DAT . 1332 	. 0.00188047 : 	 1.93E-06 0.00187608 22.0 . 	 1.03 
9 B:BYM4-16.DAT 13154 0.00188416 1.74E-06 0.00187611 24.0 0.92 
10 B:BYM4-17.DAT 1416 0.00188329 . 	 1.86E-06 	. 0.00187615 23.5 0.99 
11 8:16-20.DAT 14158 0.00188218 1.61E06 	: 0.00187618 22.9 0.85 
12 B:1GB-21.DAT 	. 15118 0.00188066 1.85E-06 0.00187621 22.0 0.99 
13 :16B-22.A7 15!37 0.00187911 1.83E-06 	. 0.00187625 21.2 0.98 
14 :16-23.DAT 1556 0.00187835 1.69E-06 	. 0.00187628 20.7 0.90 
15 :16-24.DAT 1616 0.00187438 1.62E-06 	. 0.00187631 18.5 0.97 
16 3:16-25.LA7 1635 0.00187770 . 	 1.65E-06 	. 0.00187635 20.3 0.88 
17 E8:16-26JA7 1657 0.00188202 1.83E-06 0.00187638 .. 	.22.7 . 0.97 
118 :113..27.1A7 	. . 	 117117 0.00187741 1.8106 	. 0.08107642 20.1 0.97 
19 B:ICE7-43.DAT 1739 0.00187258 1.82E-06 0.00187645 17.5 0.97 
20 B:ICE7-44.DAT 17 58 0.00187206 1.70E-06 . 0.00187648 17.2 0.91 
EM voltaqe up. 
21 B:ICE7-45.DAT . - 1840 0.00188071 1.74E-06 	. 0.00187652 21.9 0.92 
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22 B:ICE7-46.DAT 1859 0.00188049 : 	 1.74E-06 0.00187655 21.7 0.92 
23rB:16B-28.DAT 19132 0.00185016 1.57E-06 0.00187658 5.2 0.85 
24 B:16B-29.DAT 1954 0.00185038 1.77E-06 0.00187662 5.3 0.96 
25 B:16B-30.DAT 3 	2021 0.00188243 1.88E-06 0.00187665 • 	 22.7 	• 1.00 
S 26 B:16B-31.DAT . 	 20i44 0.00188445 1.84E-06 0.00187668 23.8 	• 0.98 
: 27 B:16B-32.DAT : 	 2107 0.00188609 1.61E06 0.00187672 ; 	 24.7 0.85 
8B;1 6BQAT 2 	0. O.!QQ1!67 ............ !.JO.. 	6 	. 0 .0.1.876Z...I .. 14...1 	. P. 3.... 
29 B:16B-34.DAT 2157 
.... 
I 	0.00186347 1.88E-06 0.00187678 1, 	12.4 1.01 	1 
30 B ICE7 47 DAT 22 31 0.0018748-4 .-................ 1 80E 06 0 00187682 18 5 096 r ................ 
31 




I 	0.00187476 1.81E-06 






. 32 B;16B-35.DAT 2344 0.00188123 1.78E-06 0.00187689 22.0 0.95 
33 B:16B-36.DAT : 	 00 1 07 0.00185658 1.85E-06 0.00187692 8.6 	: •oo 
34 B:16B-37.DAT . 	 0034 0.00188174 1.81E-06 0.00187695 ; 	 22.2 	. 0.96 
35 B:16B-38.DAT . 	 01159 0.00185210 1.56E-06 0.00187699 6.1 0.84 
36 B:16B..39DAT . 	 0123 0.00185171 1.82E-06 0.00187702 5.9 	. 0.98 
37 IB:16B-40.DAT . 	 0150 i 	0.00185340 1.76E-06 0.00187705 6.8 0.95 
38 B:16B-41.DAT 
: 	
02:23 0.00188459 1.84E-06 0.00187709 23.7 	: 0.98 
39.B:16B-42.DAT : 	 0246 0.00187431 1.69E-06 0.00187712 , 	 18.1 0.90 
40 ;B:16B-43.DAT 0309 . 0.00186261 1.85E-06 	. 0.00187715 11.7 0.99 	1 
41 B:ICE7-49.DAT 03 38 0.00187740 1.99E-06 	
: 0.00187719 ......... 19.7 1.06 
42 :B:ICE75ODAT O400 0.00187534 1.78E-06 0.00187722 18.6 0.95 
. 
43 B:ICE7-51.DAT 0421 0.00188121 1.65E-06 0.00187726 21.7 0.88 
Date= 15/11/96 
1 	. B:M9313-19.DAT 10 50 0.00189004 1.77E-06 0.00187956 .; 	25.3 0.94 
2 B:M9313-20.DAT 11 09 0.00188722 1.73E-06 0.00187951 . 	 23.8 0.92 
3 B:M9313-21.DAT . 	 11 28 0.00189106 1.97E-06 0.00187945 25.9 1.04 
4, B:ICE7-52.DAT 11149 0.00188002 1.83E-06 	. 0.00187939 . 	 1 .9.9111--. 0.97 
5 B:ICE7-53.DAT 1209 0.00188116 1.65E-06 	. 0.00187933 . 	 20.6 	. 0.88 
6 B ICE7 54 DAT 12 28 0 00187918 1 73E 06 0 00187928 19 5 0.92 
7 B BYM4 18 DAT 12 48 0 00189346 1.64E-06 0 00187922 27.3 0.87 
8 B BYM4 19 DAT 13 07 000188925 1.90E-06 000187916 25 1 1 01 
9 B:BYM4-20.DAT .13;27 0.00189232 1.70E-06 0.00187910 26.8 0.90 
10 B:BYM4-21.DAT 13.47 0.00189200 - 	 1.77E-06 0.00187905 26.6 0.94 
11, B:16B2-47.DAT 1. 430 1.54E-06  0.00187899 1 	21.8 0.82 
12 B:16B2-48.DAT 14 50 0.00187589 1.76E-06 	. 0.001 87893 17.9 0.94 
13 B:16B2-49.DAT 1511 0.00187101 1 	1.72E-06 0.00187888 . 	 15.3 0.92 
14 B:16B2-50.DAT 1530 0.00187672 1.77E-06 0.00187882 18.5 0.94 
15 B:16B2-51.DAT . 	 16.15 0.00187748 . 	 1.72E-06 	. 0.00187876 18.9 0.92 
16 B:16B2-52.DAT 16 1 38 . 0.00187523 1.67E-06 0.00187870 1 	17.7 0.89 
17 .B:16B2-53.DAT 17 02 0.00187803 1.67E-06 0.00187865 19.3 	. 0.89 
18 B:16B2-54.DAT 17 27 0.001 88207 1.67E-06 0.00187859 21.5 0.89 
19 B:16B2-55.DAT 1749 0.00184617 1.72E-06 0.00187853 - 	 2.0 0.93 
20 B:LCE7-55.DAT 1814 0.00187336 1.50E-06 0.00187848 . 	 16.8 0.80 
21 B:ICE7-56.DAT . 	 18.34 0.00188007 1.68E-06 0.00187842 20.5 0.89 
22 B:15A-1.DAT 19;24 0.00188846 1.80E-06 0.00187836 25.1 	. 0.95 
23 B:15A-2.DAT 1 	1947 0.00188162 1.70E-06 0.00187830 21.4 0.91 
24 B:15A-3.DAT 2011 0.00188803 - 	 1.93E-06 0.00187825 24.9 1.02 
25 B:15A-4.DAT 20 32 0.00188213 - 	 1.91E-06 0.00187819 - 	 21.7 1.02 
26 fB:15A-5.DAT 21:06 0.00188230 1.80E-06 	. 0.00187813 21.9 	. 0.96 
27 B:15A 	DAT 2148 0.00188228 1.87E-06 0.00187807 - 	 21.9 1.00 
28 .B:15A-7.DAT 22:11 0.00188399 1.61E-06 0.00187802 22.8 0.85 
29 B:ICE7.57.DAT 22141 0.00187740 1 	1.89E-06 0.00187796 19.3 1.01 
30 B:ICE7-58.DAT 2302 0.00187735 1.70E-06 0.00187790 19.3 0.90 
31 B:15A-8.DAT 2352 1 	0.00185408 1.71E-06 0.00187785 6.7 0.92 
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32 B:15A-9.DAT 	; OO13 0.00187585 1.63E-06 	0.00187779 18.5 	0.87 
33 B:15Ai0.DAT 0035 0.00186333 1.72E-06 0.00187773 11.8 0.93 
34 B:15A-11.DAT 01107 0.00186453 1.74E-06 0.00187767 12.5 0.93 
35 B:15A-12.DAT 01132 0.00186885 2.16E-06 0.00187762 14.8 1.16 
. ,.. 3QBi3P   AT . i 0.0018756 .8Q 4 096 
L..37...;.. B.:1 	...:!..4.D. 	AT 02 18 QO! .886 9 7 1.87E-06 0.00187750 24 .7 0.99 
: 38 •B:15A-15.DAT . 02 1 46 0.00188166 1.66E-06 0.00187745 21.9 0.88 
39 B : ICE759 . DAT 03 17 0.00187751 1.74E-06 0.00187739 19.7 	' 0.92 
40 B:ICE7-60.DAT 03 37 0.00187947 1.67E-06 0.00187733 20.8 0.89 
Date= 18/11196 
1 B:M9313-22.DAT 1033 0.00190283 1.79E-06 . 	0.00189317 24.8 0.94 
2 B:M9313-23.DAT 1O52 0.00190203 1.83E-06 0.00189306 24.4 	• 0.96 
3 B:M9313-24.DAT 1113 0.00190285 1.78E-06 0.00189294 24.9 	• 0.94 
4 B:ICE7-61.DAT 1134 0.00189586 1.91E-06 0.00189283 21.2 1.01 
5 B:ICE7-62.DAT 	. 11154 0.00189206 1.76E-06 0.00189271 : 	19.3 0.93 
: 	6 B:ICE7-63.DAT 12117 0.00189512 1.92E-06 0.00189259 21.0 1.01 
7 B:18A-1.DAT 12152 0.00190737 1.73E-06 0.00189248 27.6 0.91 
8 B:18A-2.DAT 	: 13[15 0.00189844 1.70E-06 0.00189236 22.9 0.89 
9 B:18A-3.DAT 13137 0.00190917 2.04E-06 0.00189225 28.7 1.07 
10 B:18A-4.DAT 14101 0.00190660 1.65E-06 0.00189213 27.4 0.86 
11 B:18A-5.DAT 1422 0.00190758 1.89E-06 0.00189201 28.0 0.99 
12 B:18A-6.D) 14144 0.00189254 1.81E-06 0.00189190 19.9 0.96 
13 B:18A-7.DAT 1508 0.00190453 1.82E-06 0.00189178 26.5 0.95 
14 B:18A-8.DAT 15134 0.00190175 1.88E-06 0.00189167 25.0 	: 0.99 
15 B:18A-9.DAT 15159 0.00190428 1.79E-06 0.00189155 26.5 0.94 
16 B : 18A10.DAT 16122 0.00189063 1.90E-06 0.00189143 19.2 1.00 
17 :B:ICE7-64.DAT 1656 0.00189118 1.75E-06 0.00189132 19.5 0.92 
18 B:ICE7-65.DAT 1717 0.00188945 1.92E-06 0.00189120 18.7 1.02 
19 B:ICE7-66.DAT 1740 0.00188837 1.97E-06 0.001891 08 18.1 	1 1.04 
20 B:ICE7-67.DAT 1800 0.00189100 1.84E-06 0.00189097 19.6 0.97 
21 B:17A-1.DAT 18 26 0.00190428 1.98E-06 0.00189085 26.8 1.04 
22 B:17A-2.DAT 18 49 0.00188824 1.93E-06 0.00189074 18.3 1.02 
23 B:17A-3.DAT 1912 0.00187080 1.83E-06 0.00189062 8.9 0.98 
24 B:17A-4.DAT 19137 0.00190543 1.75E-06 0.00189050 27.6 0.92 
25 B:17A-5.DAT 20103 0.00186889 1.88E-06 0.00189039 8.0 1.00 
26 B:17A-6.DAT 20126 0.00190392 1.79E-06 0.00189027 27.0 0.94 
27 B:ICE7-68.DAT 20155 0.00189091 :• 	1.79E-06 0.00189016 20.0 0.95 
28 B:ICE7-69.DAT 21117 0.00188929 1.84E-06 0.00189004 19.2 0.97 
29 B:17A-7.DAT 21149 0.00189357 1.94E-06 0.00188992 21.6 1.03 
30 B:17A8.DAT 22112 0.00190782 2.06E-06 0.00188981 29.3 1.08 
31 B:17A-9.DAT 22140 0.00190610 1.95E-06 0.00188969 28.5 1.03 
32 :17A-10.0AT 2304 0.00190561 1.82E-06 0.00188958 28.3 0.95 
33 B:17A-11.DAT 2328 0.00188820 1.93E-06 0.00188946 18.9 1.02 
34 8:17A-12.DAT 23;50 0.00189826 1.87E-06 0.00188934 24.4 0.98I. 
35 B:ICE7-70.DAT 0018 0..001.88709 2.11E-06 0.00188923 18.4 1.12 
36 B:ICE7-71.DAT 0040 0.00188957 2.14E-06 0.00188911 19.8 1.13 
37 B:ICE7-72.DAT 0103 0.001 88750 1.89E-06 0.00188900 18.8 1.00 
38 BISCAMAT 0145 0.00190379 1.90E-06 0.00188888 : 	27.6 1.00 
39 :19C-2DAT . 0211 9.09.1-90636 1.77E-06 0.00188876 29.1 0.93 
40 E8:19C4.OAT 0241 r 0.00190335 2.00E0 0.00188865 27.5 1.05 
41 :1SC-4DAT 0306 0.00190519 2.06E-06 0.00188853 28.6 1.08 
42 8:19C5D7 0329 0.00 93283 1.85E-06 0.00188842 27.4 0.97 
43 :19C-6.DAT 0352 0.00190383 1.86EE-06 0.00188830 28.0 0.98 
44 :19C-7.DAT 0412 0.00190623 2.25E-06 0.00188818 29.3 1.18 
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45 B:ICE7-73.DAT 	1 	0443 1 	0.00188668 1.74E-06 0.00188507 13.9 U.2 
46 B:ICE7-74.DAT 	. 	 0506 0.00188790 1.85E-06 0.00188795 19.6 : 	 0.98 
47 13:18A-11.DAT 0541 1 0.00188054 1.93E-06 0.00188784 15.7 1.02 
: B:18A-12.DAT 	0603 0.00187219 1.74E-06 0.00188772 11.2 
: 	 0.93 
49 B:18A-13.DAT 0623 0.00190148 1.97E-06 0.00188760 : 	 27.1 1.03 
50 B:18A-14.DAT 	06144 0.00187326 2.09E-06 0.00188749 11.9 1.12 
: 51 B:18A-15.DAT 0706 0.00186901 1.73E-06 0.00188737 1 	9.7 0193 
52 B:ICE7-75.DAT 	07i37 0.00189058 1.67E-06 0.00188725 21.4 0.88 
. 53 B:ICE7-76.DAT 	: 	 07i58 0.00188500 1.73E-06 0.00188714 18.4 : 	 0.92 
54 B:M9313-25.DAT 	0819 0.00190369 1.82E-06 0.00188702 28.6 0.95 
55 !B:M9313-26.DAT . 	 09101 0.00190244 1.97E-06 : 	 0.00188691 28.0 1.03 
s 56 B:M9313-27.DAT : 	 09;31 0.00190370 2.03E-06 0.00188679 28.7 1.07 
57 B:ICE7-77.DAT 09i52 0.00188693 1.87E-06 0.00188667 19.7 : 	 0.99 
. 58 B:ICE7-78.DAT 	1011 0.00188945 1.83E-06 • 	 0.00188656 21.2 0.97 
59 BUWC17-1.DAT . 	 1031 0.00189876 1.85E-06 0.00188644 26.3 . 	 0.98 
60 B:UWC17-2.DAT 	1052 0.00189953 1.68E-06 0.00188633 26.7 0.88 
. 	 61 B:UWC17-3.DAT 	1111 0.00189503 1.84E-06 • 	 0.00188621 24.4 0.97 
62 B:UWC17-4.DAT ; 	 1131 0.00189907 1.88E-06 . 	 0.00188609 26.6 0.99 
63 5.DB UWC1 7-AT 	1 1 51 0 001 89966 1.85E-06 0 001 88598 2-7.9-  0'..' 97 
64 B:UWC17-6.DAT 	12E.12 0.00189678 1.69E-06 0.00188586 25.5 0.89 
65 B:M9313-28.DAT 	12:31 0.00190066 1.73E-06 0.00188575 27.7 0.91 
66 B:M9313-29.DAT 	1250 0.00190211 1.84E-06 0.00188563 : 	 28.5 0.97 
. 67B:M9313-30.DAT 1308 0.00190484 1.71E-06 0.00188551 • 	 30.1 0.90 
Table C.1 Ion microprobe analyses of 
5180SMOW of calcite in marbles and standards (made 
in November 1996). 
Filename 	B (ppm) 	Mg (ppm) 	Si (ppm) Fe (ppm) Mn (ppm): Sr (ppm) Ba (ppm) 
,Date 	27/11/96 
1 L16132-56 	0.1414 1781 	2.077 44.13 2.22 357.5 3.389 
2 16132-57 0.1711 1535 9.628 460.1 184.2i 455.8 2.191 
3 16132-58 	0.09614 1994 	101.2 1042 166.9 484.7 2.695 
4 16B259 0.1098 1814 0.7425 46.97 2.383 377.9 3.479 
5 .16192-60 0.1694 1915 	1.723 50.87 2.64 494.6 3.107 
6 16B2-61 	: 	 0.1075 1881 2.155 42.57 2.364 474.1 4.179 
7 16132-62 0.1882 1893 	4.783 83.6 2.668 358.2 3.25 
8 16132-63 	0.1259 1853 1.31 53.24 2.8 4 409 2.945 
9 16B2-64 0.02229 1082 	3.617 270.9 97.19 373.2 	: 0.378 
10 16B2-65 	0.02833 1454 4.194 337.5 126.8 500.1 
: 0.9331 
11 16B2-66 0.1937 1891 	14.85 254.5 3.003 366 3.292 
12 16B2-67 	0.1309 1927 3.506 51.2 2.401 3610".."1.1.-.1   3.372 
13 16B2-68 	: 	 0.1156 1943 	2.951 51.18 2.617 353.9 3.586 
14 16B2-69 0.5274 1898 3.739 66.68 3.744 381.8 3.076 
15 16B2-70 	0.1061 837.5 	26.48 447.3 41.31 94.77 1.516 
16 16B2-71 0.02599 767.7 1.695 247.1 13.55 65.06 1.233 
17 :16B2..720.02393 859.2 	48.62 2925 34.86 	: 87.17 1.533 
18 16B2-73 	0.2178 2308 9.203 279 234.4 545.4 1.663 
19 16B2-74 	1 	0.1507 1822 	1.395 39.51 2.177 368 3.441 
20 1662-75 0.04346 566.6 28.86 1683 40 40.69 0.918 
21 16B2-76 	0.03011 	: 893.8 	14.53 766.5 69.75 87.3 1.161 
22 16B2-77 0.05914 1438 18.15 1309 287.4 397 2.785 
• 	 1 16B-44 0.6737 2348 	23.84 413.4 126 734.8 2.587 
2 16B-45 	: 	 0.587 6288 2.619 267 20.68 644.9 3.869 
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3 .16B-46 . . 6267 1610 8.466 389 174.6 1076 	. 4.676 
4 16B-47 0.1509 • 1 	8922 1.415 264.6 23.98 618 3.575 
16B-48 0.4628 8390 3.191 272 23.18 646.7 3.756 
6 
, 
16B-49 • 0.7444 75210 79960 4031 42.01 522.1 	! 5.144 
: 	 7 16B-50 0.1734 11930 1.917 255.5 27.34 600.8 	; 3.15 
8 16B-51 0.3515 7321 . 	 3.512 207 35.94 537.5 5.972 
9 16B-52 0.2331 9083 3033 425.7 145.1 1023 3.557 
1016B-53 	0.05048 2795 41.13 1401 118.7 402.3 3.645 
. 	 11 16B-54 0.2713 9839 9.294 291 22.05 489.1 	: 3.147. 
12 16B-55 r 	0.3232 8121 1.063 92.13 3.921 614.9 3.539 
13 16B-56 I 0.556 1 	8363 2.274 90.73 3.927 616.7 3.096 
14 16B-57 
,r 	
0.1013 8388 . 	 1.856 87.13 3.905 625.9 	: 3.576 
15 16B-58 0.1685 : 8918 1.227 91.13 . 	 4.553 . 	 609.1 3.565 
. 	
16 16B-59 0.8039 9229 2.154 105.7 4.996 
: 	
582 3.305 
. 	 17 16B-60 0.1824 23670 7.635 230.8 6.139 578.4 	• 4.924 
18 16B-61 0.232 8095 : 	 17.6 	. 394 5.885 552 4.183 ... 
19 16B-62 0.3145 13360 : 	 17.22 	. 280.2 6.674 564.4 5.697 
20 16B-63 10.1131 9508 1.283 88.04 4.642 574.7 3.576 
. 21 16B-64 0.09971 9392 1.194 104.9 1 	5.028 . 	 597.1 	; 3.658 
: 
22 16B65 0.48 1 	10200 • 	 1.914 133 5.126 594.3 3.41 
S 23 .16B-66 0.05584 1274 	: 0.4917 11.56 : 	 0.5172 60.41 0.4599 
24 16B-67 0.5471 5703 14.16 284.8 5944 563.7 4.374 
25 16B68 08934 11400 1663 1208 6021 5972 4.498 
26 16B-69 0.04745 10780 2.482 160.9 20.69 535.8 5.168 
27 16B-70 1 	0.1434 11320 1.105 151.3 16.34 510.8 3.444 
1 17A13 0.1573 2012 2.949 129.3 18.32 240 0.9819 
2 17A-14 0.3097 1803 2478 372.1 22.25 176.4 2.399 
17A-15 . 924_ . . _4000................ 92600 30420 368.1 	. 48.9 .3 . 
4 17A-16 0.06441 1373 
... 
21.4 1381 35.32 444 0.7575 
5 17A-17 0.2393 2002 7.735 	i 109.5 18.89 236.2 0.7356 
6 :17A-18 '0'" .' 0' 8106 1835 8.292 252.5 23.53 251.6 1.239 
7 17A-19 0.1335 1 	1972 2.165 124.9 18.15 220 1.737 
8 17A-20 1.474 3401 17820 8535 18.8 111 9.404 
9 17A-21 0.335 1355 3.075 150.1 11.61 256.1 0.6228 
10 17A-22 0.5198 2325 6409 3028 23.04 129 6.378 
11 17A-23 0.1044 1262 16.32 235.1 19.52 216.6 1.418 
12 :17A24 0.1444 1301 14.63 262.9 21.84 232.3 1.902 
13 16B2-78 0.1205 1188 16.25 440 192.7 357.7 	. 1.834 
14 16B2-79 0.2817 1819 2.384 43.58 2.339 357.3 3.195 
15 16B2780 0.1165 1900 2.766 45.6 2.67 351.2 2.99 
16 16B2-81 0.1151 1816 2.629 51.3 2.495 353.8 2.997 
17 1662-82 0.1445 1847 2.743 50.08 2.277 351.8 2.979 
18 1662-83 0.3037 1616 8.818 193.6 99.99 346 3.158 
19 16B2784 0.1284 2014 6.572 53 734 2.688 375.7 3.466 
20 1682-85 0.09694 1941 1.357 45.88 2.348 391.1 3.373 
21 1682-86 0.1142 1908 1.091 48.46 	. 2.241 396.4 	. 3.297 
22 1682-87 0.1374 1826 2.393 52.4 2.527 415.8 3.231 
23 1682-88 0.09652 . 1861 1.675  .,27 412.3 3.482 
24 168249 0.2999 1861 2.615 47.22 2.507 404 4.011 
25 1682-90 1.714 2075 55.6 	, 818.7 3.475 405.3 3.346 
26 1682-91 . 5.202 1964 0.839 	. 93.36 2.793 423.9 3.602 
27 1682-92 0.1695 1910 5.198 48.85 2.56 423.3 3.133 
28 162793 0.3586 7.1O 315.4 	. . 231.9 881.6 1.061 
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29 16B2-94 0.04605 1859 3.807 434.9 161.7 915.8 2.714 
30 16B2-95 0.1379 2128 1.752 50.44 2.631 433.9 3.108 
31 18A-16 0.1198 2922 0.9219 2170 S 	76.49 186.6 1.352 
32 18A-17 	
...................... 
0.1382 2484 45.87 2271 74.01 204.1 2.997 
33 18A-18 0.1239 1564 8.464 1440 65.29 300.2 2.983 
34 18A-19 0.3123 2795 2.035 2329 66.32 192.4 0.8857 
j 35 18A20 0.1065 2794 1.639 2192 77.58 187.6 1.214 
36 18A21 0.1149 2429 328.4 2391 1 	73.49 177.4 2.805 
37 1 8A-22 0.06067 2789 1.832 : 	2425 73.31 189.5 0.8844 
38 18A-23 0.2188 2697 2.259 2751 79.68 190.8 1.311 
39 19C-8 0.101 1154 0.9614 49.96 1.61 191.1 2.573 
40 119C-9 0.05365 1064 4.383 72.06 4.525 189.3 2.351 
41 19C-10 0.1009 1056 3.043 71.92 2.462 203.4 3.725 
42 519C-11 0.06126 1138 1.785 49.45 1.734 189.8 2.998 
43 19C-12 0.02436 1042 2.463 42.85 1.978 197.7 2.642 
44 :19C-13 0.1754 912 56.69 593.1 3.438 183.9 3.003 
45 19C-14 0.1969 908.2 : 	86.14 784.3 4.19 171.8 2.892 
46 :19C-15 0.03858 1264 1.226 50.18 1.74 201 2.783 
Table C.2 Ion microprobe analyses of trace element concentrations (B, Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr 
and Ba) of calcite in marbles (made in November 1996). 
# Filename Hr Min 180/160 Error Corr. 180,160 	3180 + error 
= 04/04/97 
1 B.UWC18-7.DAT 	12 25 	L 0.0104384 1.03E-05 0.01043194 -1.52 0.99 
2 B:UWC17-1.DAT 1244 0.0104345 1.07E-05 0.01043158 -1.86 1.03 
'I 	t f ') 17 I II 
DAT 	13555 1 0.0104627 11 9. 	 0.93 
6 Z16132 	AT 1416 0.0104876 1.12E-05 	. 0.01043013 3.36 1.07 
7 B:16B2-98.DAT 1438 0.0104719 1.09E-05 0.01042977 1.89 1.04 
8 B:16B2-99.DAT 14.59 0.0104887 1.03E-05 0.01042940 3.53 0.98 
9 B:16B2-100.DAT 1520 0.0104650 1.13E-05 0.01042904 1.30 1.08 
-. 	10 .B:16B2-101.DAT 1541 	i 0.0104585 1.18E-05 0.01042868 1 	0.71 1.13 
11 B:16B2-102.DAT 1602 0.0104531 1.05E-05 0.01042832 0.23 1.00 
12 B:16B2-103.DAT 16124 0.0104610 9.72E-06 	. 0.01042796 1.02 0.93 
13 B:16B2-104.DAT 1644... 1, 0.0104675 1.05E-05 0.01 042759 1.68 1.00 
14 B:16B2-105.DAT 17105 --  0.0104654 1.23E-05  Q.0-1. 04'27'23 1.51 1.18 
15 B:UWC17-4.DAT 17:30 0.0103969 1.00E05 0.01042687 11 1 ,_ -5.01 0.96 
16 :B:UWC175.DAT 1750 .01 0 4336 1.06E-05 0.01042651 -1.46 1.02 
17 B:UWC17-6.DAT 18 10 0.0104460 1.11E-05 0.01042615 -0.24 1.06 
Table C.3 Ion microprobe analyses of 613CPDB of calcite in marble and standards, (made in 
April 1997). 
# Hr Mm 180/1O Error Corr. 180/160 . 	
18 : ± error 
Date = 01/12197 
1 B:UWC16-2.DAT 1715.6.  0.00186959 1.62E06 0.00187087 22.6 0.86 
2 B:UWC16-3.DAT 18 19 0.00187423 1.85E-06 0.00187177 24.6 0.98 
3 ;B:UWC16-4.DAT 18 40 0.00187138 1.57E-06 0.00187266 22.6 0.84 
4 B:UWC16-5.DAT 	: 1901 0.00187389 1.94E-06 0.00187356 23.5 1.03 
5 B:tJWC16-6.DAT 1921 	. 0.00187423 1.61E-06 0.00187445 23.2 086 
Date = 02112197 
1 B:UWC16-7.DAT 1034 	: 0.00187553 1.71 E-06 0.00187870 21.6 0.91 
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11 B:16B2-109.DAT 	1427 	0.001 
12 B:16B2-110.DAT 1448 0.001 
13 B:16B2-111.DAT 1509 
14 B:UWC16-14.DAT 15:38 
15 B:UWC16-15.DAT 15E59 
16 B:16B2-112.DAT 1627 
17 B:16B2-113.DAT 1648 
18 B:16B2-114.DAT 1709 
19 B:16B2-115.DAT 17:29 
20 B:16B2-116.DAT 1753 
21 B:16B2-117.DAT 1812 
.3 
4. 
9 B:16B2-107.DAT 	13.48 	0.00187241 	1.87E-06 	0.00187849 	20.0 	1.00 
10 B 16B2-108 DAT 1406 000188055 1.72E-06 0.00187846 244 0.91 
23 B:UWC16-17.DAT 1902 0.00187916 1.77E-06 0.00187811 23.9 0.94 
24 B:16B2-118.DAT 1938 0.00187414 1.86E-06 0.00187808 21.2 0.99 
25 B:16B2-119.DAT 19 59 0.00184378 1.63E-06 0.00187805 4.6 0.89 
26 B:16B2-120.DAT 20:22 0.00188029 2.09E06 0.00187803 : 	24.5 1.11 
27 B:16B2-121.DAT 2047 0.00185112 1.97E-06 0.00187800 8.7 1.06 
28 B:16B2-122.DAT 2107 0.00188171 1.95E-06 0.00187797 25.3 1.03 
: 29 B:16B2-123.DAT 2126 0.00186996 1.65E06 0.00187794 18.9 • 	0.88 
30 B:16B2-124.DAT 21:45 0.00187832 1.69E-06 0.00187792 23.5 0.90 
31 B:16B2-125.DAT 2205 0.00187752 1.76E-06 0.00187789 23.1 0.93 
32 B:UWC16-18.DAT 22.34 10.00187373 2.21E-06 0.00187786 21.0 1.18 
33 B:UWC16-19.DAT 2255 0.00187928 1.95E-06 0.00187784 24.1 1.04 
34 B:UWC16-20.DAT 2315 0.00188113 1.83E-06 0.00187781 25.1 0.97 
35 B:UWC16-21.DAT 2334 0.00187597 1.86E-06 0.00187778 22.3 0.99 
Date = 03112197 
1 B:UWC16-22.DAT 09129 0.00187963 1.65E-06 0.00187920 23.5 0.88 
2 B:UWC16-23.DAT 0953 0.00187906 1.85E-06 0.001 87924 23.2 0.99 
3 .B:UWC16-24.DAT 1010 0.00188045 1.63E-06 0.00187929 23.9 0.86 
4 B:UWC16-25.DAT 1027 0.00188053 1.71E-06 0.00187933 24.0 0.91 
5 B:UWC16-26.DAT 1046 0.00188023 1.81E-06 0.00187937 23.8 0.96 
6 B:16B2-126.DAT 1119 0.00186547 1.84E-06 0.00187941 15.7 0.99 
7 3:1632-127.DAT 11:39 0.00188221 1.53E-06 0.00187946 24.8 0.81 
8 3:16B2-128.DAT 1201 0.00184730 . 	1.78E-06 0.00187950 5.8 0.96 
9 8:1632-129.DAT : 12121 : 	0.00187751 1.62E-06 0.00187954 22.2 0.86 
10 8:16B2-130.DAT . 1243 0.00188355 1.79E-06 	: 0.00187958 25.5 0.95 
11 3 1632-131 DAT 13 . 02 0.00187978 1.93E-06 0.00187963 23.4 1.02 
12 B:UWC16-27.DAT 1329 0.00187756 . 	1.78E-06 0.00187967 22.2 0.95 
13 B:UWC16-28.DAT 13.49 0.00187686 2.02E-06 0.00187971 21.7 1.07 
14 B:UWC16-29.DAT 14 09 0.00187991 1.74E-06 0.00187975 23.4 0.92 
15 3:i6t82-132DA7 1451 .. .0135325 . 1.82E-06 0.00187979 8.9 0.98 
16 8:162-133.DAT 1510 0.00108464 . 1.64E-06 0.00187984 25.9 0.87 
17 18:16182-134.DA7 1531 0.00187674 1.76E-06 0.00187988 21.6 0.94 
18 8:1682-135.DAT 1550 0.00188503 1.73E-06 0.001 87992 26.1 0.92 	. 
19 8:162-136.DAT .. 1612 0.00186045 ., 	1.66E-06 . .00187906 ...2.7 O... 
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20 B:16B2-137.DAT 1634 	0.00188176 1.92E-06 0.00188001 24.3 1.02 
21 B UWC16 30 DAT 16.56 0 00187938 1.68E-06 0.00 188005 22 9 090 
22 B:UWC16-31. 1714 0.00188195 1.52E-06 0.00188009 24.3 0.81 
. 
23 B:UWC16-32.DAT : 1740 0.00187761 1.45E-06 0.00188013 21.9 	: 0.77 
4 B:Uwc16 33 T . 	--------------- 1L7-I. . 	 . _1PQQO11$ .  27. ... ,..Q .81  
. 25 B:16B2-138.DAT 18 28 f 	0.00185092 1.62E-06 0.00188022 7.4 0.87 
26 B:16B2-139.DAT 1848 0.00187326 1 	1.51E-06 0.00188026 19.5 0.81 
I 27 B:16B2-140.DAT 1909 1 	0.00186687 1.95E-06 0.00188030 16.0 1.05 
28 B:16B2-141.DAT 19i30 I 	0.00187783 1.84E-06 0.00188034 21.9 0.98 
29 B:16B2-142.DAT 195O I 0.00187894 1.52E-06 0.00188039 22.5 	• 0.81 
30 B:16B2-143.DAT 2010 0.00188142 1.66E-06 0.00188043 23.8 0.88 
. 	
31 B:UWC1634.DAT 2038 0.00188199 1.74E-06 0.00188047 24.1 0.92 
32 B:UWC16-35.DAT 20 58 0.00188111 1.91E-06 0.00188051 23.6 	. 1.01 
33 B:UWC16-36.DAT 2117 0.00188096 2.03E-06 0.00188056 23.5 	: 1.08 
34 B:16B2-144.DAT 2155 0.00185906 1.89 -E .--06 0.00188060 11.6 	• 1.02 
35 B:16B2-145.DAT 2218 0.00187832 1.43E-06 0.00188064 22.0 0.76 
36 B:16B2146.DAT 22:39 0.00188403 1.63E-06 0.00188068 25.1 0.87 
37 B:16B2-147.DAT 23.00 0.00188321 1.66E-06 0.00188073 24.7 0.88 
38 B:16B2-148.DAT 23 23 0.00187877 1.69E-06 0.00188077 22.2 0.90 
39 B:16B2-149.DAT . 23 44 0.00188490 1.50E-06 0.00188081 • 	 25.5 0.79 
40 B.16B2..15ODAT 00 05 0.00188385 1.89E-06 0.00188085 24.9 	• 1.00 
. 41 B:16B2-151.DAT 00 28 1 	0.00187907 1.97E-06 0.00188089 22.3 1.05 
42 B:UWC16-37.DAT 00 58 0.00187887 1.83E-06 0.00188094 22.2 	• 0.98 
• 43 B:UWC16-38.DAT 01.18 0.00187985 1 	1.66E-06 0.00188098 22.7 0.88 
T. • 44 B:UWC1639.DAT 0138 0.00188372 1.65E-06 0.00188102 24.8 088 
Date = 04112/97 
1 	1 B:UWC16-40.DAT 09 04 0.00187731 1.64E-06 0.00188334 20.0 0.87 
' 	
2 B:UWC16-41.DAT . 09.22 0.00188124 1 	1.93E-06 0.00188339 22.1 1.03 
3 B:UWC16-42.DAT 0940 0.00188598 1.84E-06 0.00188343 24.7 0.98 
4 B:UWC16-43.DAT 0958 0.00188461 1.71 E-06 0.00188348 23.9 0.91 
5 B:UWC16-44.DAT 1016 0.00188816 1.98E-06 0.00188352 3 	25.8 1.05 
6 B:UWC16-45.DAT 1033 0.00188318 2.01 E-06 0.00188357 23.1 1.06 
7 B:16B2-152.DAT 10 56 0.00188621 1.66E-06 0.00188361 24.7 0.88 
8 B:16B2-153.DAT 1114 0.00188526 2.02E-06 0.00188366 24.2 1.07 
9 B:16B2-154.DAT 1135 0.00186884 1.94E-06 0.00188370 15.2 1.04 
10 B:16B2-155.DAT 11 54 0.00185660 1.74E-06 0.00188375 8.6 0.93 
11 B:16B2-156.DAT 12 14 0.00188518 1.56E-06 0.00188379 24.1 0.83 
12 B:16B2-157.DAT 12 46 0.001 89958 1.79E-06 0.001 88384 : 	 31.9 0.94 
13 B:UWC16-46.DAT 1313 0.00188207 1.77E-06 0.00188388 22.3 0.94 
14 B:UWC16-47.DAT 1332 0.00188538 2.06E-06 0.00188393 24.1 1.09 
15 B:UWC16-48.DAT 13.56 0.00188315 1.94E-06 0.00188397 22.9 1.03 
16 B:UWC16-49.DAT 1416 0.00188036 1.81E-06 0.00188402 21.3 0.96 
17 B:16B2-158.DAT . 1437 0.00188404 1.82E06 0.00188406 23.3 0.96 
18 B:16B2159.DAT 1455 0.00189024 1.76E-06 0.00188411 26.6 0.93 
19 B:16B2-160.DAT 15 14 0.00188496 1.67E-06 0.00188415 23.7 0.88 
20 B:16B2-161.DAT 15 32 0.00189317 1.73E06 : 0.00188420 28.2 0.91 
21 B 16B2 162 DAT 15 51 000188319 
 
1.69E-06 0 00188424 227 0 90 
22 B:16B2-163.DAT . 	 16 10 0.00185148 1.88E-06 0.00188429 5.5 1.02 
23 B:16B2-164.DAT 16.28 0.00188856 1.82E-06 0.00188433 25.6 0.97 
24 B:UWC16-50.DAT 16.49 0.00188109 1.94E-06 0.00188438 21.5 1.03 
25 B:UWC16-51.PAT- 1-71 -0.6 0.00188288 1.70E-06 0.00188442 22.5 0.90 
26 B:UWC16-52.DAT 1724 0.00188447 1.80E-06 0.00188446 23.3 0.96 
27 .B:9763B-1.DAT 18,08 0.00184523 1.85E-06 0.00188451 2.0 1.00 
28 B:9763B-2.DAT 1833 0.00185168 1.74E-06 0.00188455 5.4 0.94 
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29 B:97638-3.DAT 1855 0.00189379 1.67E-06 0.00188460 28.3 0.88 
30 B:9763B-4.DAT 1915 0.00184978 1.65E-06 0.00188464 4.4 0.89 
: 31 B:9763B-5.DAT 	. 1934 0.00186786 1.84E-06 0.00188469 14.2 0.99 
32 B:9763B-6.DAT 	; 1953 0.00187705 1.61E-06 0.00188473 19.1 : 	 0.86 
33 B:UWC16-53.DAT 2O23 0.00188512 1.87E-06 0.00188478 23.5 0.99 
34 B:UWC16-54.DAT 2043 0.00188455 1.71E-06 000188482 23.2 : 	 0.91 
35 B:9763B-7.DAT 2119 0.00188045 1.83E-06 0.00188487 	i 20.9 0.97 
36 B:9763B-8.DAT 21 .. : 39 0.00186320 2.06E-06 0.00188491 11.5 1 1.11 
37 B:9763B-9.DAT 2159 0.00188657 1.82E-06 0.00188496 	1 24.2 0.97 
38 B:9763B-1O.DAT 22.20 0.00188586 1.72E-06 0.00188500 23.8 0.91 
39 B:9763B-1 1 .DAT 22 43 0.001 89503 1 .63E-06 0.001 88505 28.7 • 	 0.86 
40 B:9763B-12.DAT 2304 
.. 
0.00189730 2.05E06 0.00188509 	: 29.9 1.08 
. 	
41 .B:UWC16-55.DAT . 2331 
... 
0.00188735 ; 	 1.72E-06 0.00188514 24.5 0.91 
42 BUWC16-56.DAT 
: 
23 50 0.00188570 1.84E-06 	. 0.00188518 23.6 	. 0.98 
; 43 B:9763B-13.DAT ! 00i17 0.00189233 1.92E-06 	. 0.00188523 27.2 1.01 
44 B:9763B-14.DAT 0043 
. 
0.00188964 1.78E-06 0.00188527 	: 25.7 0.94 
45 B:973-15.DAT 0105 0.00188919 . 	 1.38E-06 0.00188532 25.4 0.73 
46 :B:9763B-16.DAT 0130 	, 0.00184528 1.72E-06 0.00188536 1.5 0.93 
47 B:9763B-17.DAT 0158 0.00185215 1.84E-06 0.00188541 5.3 0.99 
48 B:UWC16-57. 0224 
.... 
0.00188791 1.73E-06 0.00188545 24.6 0.92 
49 B:UWC16-58.DAT 0246 0.00188565 1.55E-06 0.00188550 23.4 0.82 
50 B UWC1 6 59 DAT 0&05 0.00188397 1 61 E-06 0.00188554 22 4 0.86 
1Date05/12/97  
1 B:UWC16-60.DAT 13139 0.00187860 1.72E-06 0.00188019 22.4 0.91 
2 B:UWC16-61.DAT 1357 0.001 87866 1.23E-06 0.00188030 22.4 0.66 
3 B:UWC16-62.DAT. 14115 0.00188277 1.76E-06 0.001 88041 24.6 0.94 
4 IB:UWC16-63.DAT 14134 0.00188051 1.79E-06 0.001 88051 23.3 0.95 
5 B:UWC16-64.DAT 1451 0.00187797 1.86E-06 0.001 88062 21.9 0.99 
6 B:UWC16-65.DAT 15111 	1 0.00188288 1.76E-06 0.001 88073 24.5 0.93 
7 B:UWC16-66.DAT 15129 0.00188579 2.00E-06 0.001 88084 26.0 1.06 
8 :B:UWC1667.DAT 15.47 0.00188239 1.82E-06 0.00188095 24.1 0.96 
9 :B:16B2-165.DAT 16111 0.00187876 2.50E-06 0.00188106 22.0 1.33 
10 .B:16B2-166.DAT 16 1 32 0.00187913 2.11E-06 0.00188117 22.2 1.12 
11 B:16B2-167.DAT 1 1659 0.00184625 1.95E-06 0.00188128 4.2 1.06 
12 B:16B2-168.DAT 17118 0.00188393 1.94E-06 0.00188138 24.7 1.03 
13 B:16B2-169.DAT 17147 	1 0.00185907 2.16E-06 0.00188149 11.1 1.16 
14 B:16B2-170.DAT 1809 0.00188491 2.06E-06 0.00188160 25.1 1.09 
15 B:UWC16-68.DAT 18135 0.00188097 1.86E-06 0.00188171 22.9 0.99 
16 .B:UWC1669  DAT 1855 0.00187884 : 	 2.33E-06 0.00188182 21.7 1.24 
17 B:UWC16-70.DAT 1916 0.00187740 2.18E-06 0.00188193 20.8 1.16 
18 B:UWC16-71.DAT 19 1 37 0.00188163 2.15E-06 0.00188204 23.1 1.14 
19 B:9755-1.DAT 20;08 0.00186511 1.74E-06 0.00188214 14.0 0.94 
20 B:9755-2.PAT 2034 0.00.187148 2.00E-O6 0.00188225 17.4 1.07 
21 3:9755-3.DAT 2055 0.00187360 . 	 2.05E-06 0.00188236 18.5 1.09 
22 :9755-4.DAT 	- 2120 0.00186732 2.30E-06 0.00188247 15.1 1.23 
23 8:9755-5.DAT 21:45 0.00186874 2.01 E-06 0.00188258 15.8 1.07 
24 8:97554.DAT 2211 0.00187300 1.87E-06 0.00188269 18.0 1.00 
25 B:UWC16-72.DAT 2.240 0.00183252 2.07E-06 0.00188280 -4.0 1.13 
26 B:UWC16-73.DAT 2302 0.00188389 2.31E-06 0.00188291 23.8 1.23 
27 B:UWC16-74.DAT 2322 0.001 88815 1.82E-06 0.001 88301 26.1 0.96 
28 B:UWC16-75.DAT 2342 0.00188066 1.95E-06 0.001 88312 22.0 1.04 
Date 
1 B:UWC16-77.DAT 0945 0.00188401 1.68E-06 0.00188323 23.7 0.89 
2 B:UWC16-78.DAT 1.0.04 . 0.00188429 2.11E-06 0.00188317 	. 23.9 1.12 
[302] 
. 	3 B:UWC16-79.DAT 1O22 0.00188001 1.91E-06 0.00188310 21.6 1.01 




5 B:UWC16-81.DAT 1100 0.00188104 1.39E-06 0.00188297 22.3 	• 0.74 
6 B:UWC1682.DAT 1118 0.00188175 1.90E-06 0.00188290 22.7 1.01 
7 B:UWC16-83.DAT 1136 0.00188399 1 	1.77E-06 0.00188284 23.9 	• 0.94 
8 B:UWC16-84.DAT 1156 0.00188592 1.72E-06 	- 0.00188277 25.0 0.91 
: 9 B: 9750-1. 12!34 0.00188084 1.63E-06 0.00188270 22.3 0.87 
10 B:9750-2.DAT 12;58 0.00188889 1.80E-06 0.00188264 26.7 0.95 
11 B:9750-3.DAT 	. 1329 0.00187970 1.85E-06 0.00188257 21.7 0.98 
; 	12 B:9750-4.DAT 1350 0.00188711 1.72E06 0.00188251 25.8 0.91 
13 B:9750-5.DAT 14:16 0.00188118 1.89E06 0.00188244  
14 B:9750-6.DAT 14:40 0.00189009 1.79E-06 0.00188237 • 	27.5 0.94 
15 B:9750-7.DAT 1459 0.00189524 1.89E-06 0.00188231 30.3 1.00 
16 B:UWC16-85.DAT 1526 0.00188046 1.66E-06 0.00188224 
: 	22.3 0.88 
17 B:UWC16-86.DAT 15 45 0.00187933 1.72E-06 	; 0.00188218 21.8 0.91 
18 B:UWC16-87.DAT 1606 0.00188183 1.66E-06 0.00188211 23.1 0.88 
: 	19 B:9775-1.DAT 1636 0.00185673 1.77E-06 0.00188204 9.5 0.96 
20 B:9775-2.DAT 17,11 0.00185701 1.59E-06 0.00188198 9.7 	: 0.85 
. 
21 B:9775-3.DAT 	. 17 34 0.00188592 1.80E-06 0.00188191 25.5 	
: 0.96 
. 
22;B:9775-4.DAT ; 18108 0.00186453 1.92E-06 0.00188184 13.9 1.03 
23 B:9775-5.DAT 18 36 0.00188341 1.75E-06 	i 0.00188178 : 	24.2 0.93 
24 B:9775-6.DAT 	S 18 58 I 	0.00185508 2.19E-06 0.00188171 8.8 1.18 
25 B:UWC16-88.DAT . 19 27 0.00188449 1.5 9E-06 0.00188165 
24.8 0.84 
I 	26 B:UWC16-89.DAT . 1946 0.00188340 1.96E-06 0.00188158 24.3 1.04 
I 	27 B:UWC16-90.DAT 2023 0.00188593 2.1OE-06 0.00188151 25.7 1.11 
28 B:16B2-171.DAT 20 50 0.00186864 2.07E-06 0.00188145 16.3 1.11 
29 B:16B2172.DAT 21 09 0.00188157 1.97E-06 0.00188138 23.4 1.05 
30 B:16B2173.DAT 2130 0.00188005 2.04E-06 0.00188132 22.6 1.09 
1 31 B:16B2174.DAT 2151 0.00187547 1.74E-06 0 .00188125 20.2 0.93  
32 B:16B2-175.DAT 22.11 0.00188036 1.54E-06 0.00188118 22.9 0.82 
33 B:16B2-176.DAT 22 29 1 	0.00187799 1 	1.75E-06 0.00188112 21.6 0.93 
34.B:UWC16-91.DAT 2302 0.00187982 1.69E-06 0.00188105 22.6 0.90 
35 B:UWC16-92.DAT 23:21 0.00187846 1.82E06 0.00188099 21.9 0.97 
36 B:UWC16-93.DAT 23
.  42 0.00187984 1 	1,68E-06 0.00188092 22.7 0.89 
Date = 08112/97 
1 B:UWC16-94.DAT 09 14 0.00187627 1.63E-06 0.00187848 22.1 0.87 
2 B:UWC16-95.DAT 09.33 0.00187684 . 1.78E-06 0.001 87838 22.5 0.95 
3 •B:UWC16-96.DAT 0951 0.00188116 1.64E-06 0.00187827 24.9 0.87 
4 DAT 1009 0.00187346 1.86E-06 0.00187817 20.7 0.99 
5 B:UWC16-98.DAT 1027 0.00187889 1.77E-06 0.001 87807 23.7 0.94 
1 	6 .BUWC1699 DAT 1046 0.00187706 . 	1.81E-06 0.00187797 22.8 0.96 
7 B:UWC16100.DAT 11 05 0.00187743 1.55E06 0.00187787 23.1 0.83 
8 B:UWC161O1.DAT 11.24 0.00187948 1 	1.94E-06 0.00187776 24.2 1.03 
9 B:9716B-1.DAT 	: 1157 0.00187227 1.68E-06 0.00187766 20.4 0.89 
10 :B:9716B-2.DAT 12 21 0.00188535 1.59E-06 0.00187756 27.5 0.84 
11 :B:9716B-3.DAT 12 46 . 	0.00188323 1.58E-06 0.00187746 26.4 0.84 
12B:9716B-4.DAT 1211.13 0.00186541 1.88E-06 0.00187735 16.8 1.01 
13 .B:9716B-5.DAT 13:36 1 	0.00188328 1.77E-06 0.00187725 26.6 0.94 
14iB:UWC161O2.DAT 1403 0.00187733 1.78E-06 	
: 0.00187715 23.4 0.95 
15 B:UWC16103.DAT 1422 0.00188062 1.88E-06 0.00187705 25.2 1.00 
16 B:9728B-1.DAT 	. 14 52 1 	0.00185901 1.84E-06 0.00187695 13.5 . 	0.99 
171B:97288-2.DAT . 15.15 0.00188219 2.15E-06 0.00187684 26.2 1.14 
18 B:9728B-3.DAT 15136 0.00187724 1.79E-06 0.00187674 23.6 0.95 
19 B:9728B-4.DAT 15.58 0.00186845 . 	1.70E-06 0.00187664 18.8 0.91 
[303] 
20 :B:9728B-5.DAT 	: 1619 0.00187892 184E-06 0.00187654 24.6 0.98 
21 B:9728B-6.DAT 1640 0.00187414 1.74E-06 0.00187644 22.0 0.93 
22 B:9728B-7.DAT 17101 0.00185647 1.74E06 0.00187633 12.5 0.94 
23 3 UWC161O4 DAT 17 26 0 00187686 1.76E-06 0 00187623 23 6 094 
24 B:UWC16 1 05.DAT: 1745 0 .00187689 1.72E-06 0 .00187613 23.7 0.92 
25 B:9781A-1.DAT 18
, 14 0.00188343 1.82E-06 0.00187603 27.3 0.97 
26 B 978 1A 2.D T 1836 0.00 187789 1.93E-06 .00 187593 j.. 	44 1.03 ...: 
27 B:9781A-3.DAT 1859 0.00188084 1.75E-06 0.00187582 26.0 0.93 
28 B:9781A-4.DAT 	: 19:22 0.00187896 1.76E-06 0.00187572 : 	25.1 0.94 
29 B:9781A-5.DAT 1948 0.00188028 1.97E-06 0.00187562 25.8 • 	1.05 
30 B:UWC161O6.DAT 2016 0.00187828 1.66E-06 0.00187552 24.8 • 	0.88 
31 B:UWC161O7.DAT 2036 0.00187725 1.62E-06 0.00187542 24.3 0.86 
32 .B:97639-18.DAT 2110 	: 0.00183617 1 	1.99E-06 0.00187531 1.9 1.08 
33 B 9763B-19 DAT 21 31 0 00188310 1 93E-06 0 00187521 27 6 1.02 
: 34 B:9763B-20.DAT : 21:51 0.00184037 1.92E-06 0.00187511 4.3 1.04 
35 B:9763B-21.DAT . 22:10 0.00185916 2.12E-06 0.00187501 14.7 1.14 
36 B 9763B-22 DAT 22 29 0 00187796 1 67E-06 0 00187490 25.0 0.89 
37 B 9763B-23 DAT 22 1 50 0 00187410 1 85E-06 0.00187480 22 9 0.98 
38 B:9763B-24.DAT . 2313 0.00188236 ' 	1.85E-06 0.00187470 27.5 0.98 
39 B 9763B 25 DAT 23 35 0.00185645 2 27E-06 0 00187460 13 4 1 22 
40 B 9763B 26 DAT 23156 0 00187679 2.04E-06 0 00187450 24.6 1.08 
41 B:UWC161O8.DAT: 0024 	1 0.00187065 1 	1.54E-06 0.00187439 21.3 0.83 
4.2.1 5:0WC16109.DAT 0044 	
: 
0.00187425 1.83E-06 0.00187429 23.3 0.98 
43 B:UWC1611O.DAT 01:06 	: 0.00187264 1.66E-06 0.00187419 22.5 0.89 
Date = 09/12/97 
1 B:UWC16111.DAT 0918 0.00188319 1.90E-06 0.00188486 22.4 1.01 
2 B:UWC16112.DAT 0937 0.00188432 2.20E-06 0.00188476 23.1 1.17 
3 B:UWC16113.DAT. 09:56 0.00188583 1.84E-06 0.00188465 1 	23.9 0.98 
4 B:IVC161 4.DAT. 10.1.7...J.... 0.00..88590 L....L97E.06J.... 0.001.8845.5 .24.0 	. . .05 
5 B:UWC16115.DAT. 1034 0.00188406 2.05E-06 	1 0.00188445 23.1 	. 1.09 
6 B:UWC16116.DAT 10:55 0.00188311 1.91E-06 	. 0.00188435 22.6 1.01 
7 B:UWC16117.DAT 1117 0.00188017 1.88E-06 0.00188425 21.1 1.00. 
8 B:UWC16118.DAT 1136 0.00188819 . 	1.84E-06 0.00188415 25.5 0.98 
9 B:9772B-1.DAT 	. 1211 0.00187270 1.93E-06 0.00188404 17.1 1.03 
10 B:9772B-2.DAT 12.34 0.00187105 1 	1.77E-06 	. 0.00188394 16.3 0.94 
11 B:9772B-3.DAT 1256 0.00187253 1.99E-06 0.00188384 17.2 1.06 
12 .B:9772B-4.DAT 1316 0.00187422 2.12E-06 0.00188374 18.1 1.13 
13 B:9772B-5.DAT 	. 1336 0.00190105 2.48E-06 0.00188364 
: 	
32.8 1.31 
14 .BUWC1 6119 DAT 14:02 0.00188201 1.72E-06 0.00188354 22.5 0.92 
15 B:UWC1612O.DAT 1421 0.00188760 . 	2.20E-06 0.00188343 25.6 	: 1.17 
16 B:9779A-1.DAT 	. 1450 	: 0.00188159 2.25E-06 	: 0.00188333 22.4 1.20 
17 B:9779A-2.DAT 	: 1518 0.00187929 2.25E06 0.00188323 21.2 1.20 
18 B:9779A-3.DAT 15 38 0.00187961 2.1 OE-06 0.00188313 21.4 1.12 
19 :9779A-4.DAT 1601 0.00188396 1.67E-06 0.00188303 23.8 0.89 
20 B:UWC16121.DAT 16:36 0.00188355 1.87E-06 0.00188292 23.6 0.99 
21 B:UWC16122.DAT 1656 	: 0.00188122 . 	1.78E-06 0.00188282 22.4 0.95 
22 B:UWC16123.DAT: 1716 0.00188347 2.12E-06 0.00188272 23.7 1.13 
23 :9776-1.DAT 17.49 	. 0.00186171 . 	1.95E-06 0.00188262 11.9 1.05 
24 8:977618-2.DAT 1810 0.00186687 1.84E-08 	. . 0.00188252 14.8 0.98 
25 8:97768LDAT 1829 0 .00619 .00188242 	. 11.7 1.19 
26 5:97768-4.E0AT 1052 0.00186165 2.19E-06 0.00188231 12.1 1.17 
27 18:97618-5.DAT 19 13 0.00186749 2.145-08 	. . 0.80108221 15.3 1.15 
28 ;9773-6.DAT 1 99 	. 0.00186427 1.89E-06 00018821 . 1 13.6 	. 1.01 
29 B:UWC16124.DAT 20.05 	.. 0.00187874  E-06 	. . Q,001 88201 .21.5. . 	0.91 
[304] 
30 :B:UWC16125.DAT 2O24 0.00188309 2.03E-06 0.00188191 23.9 1.08 
31 B:UWC16126.DAT 2O43 0.00188242 1.98E-06 	! 0.00188180 23.6 	• 1.05 
32 B:16B2-176.DAT 21.17 000185392 2.03E-06 0.00188170 S 	8.2 1.09 
33 B:16B2-177.DAT 21:37 0.00188176 1.82E-06 0.00188160 ; 	23.4 	: 0.97 
34 B:16B2-178.DAT 2157 0.00187612 1.62E-06 	• 0.00188150 20.4 	. 0.86 
35 B:16B2-179.DAT 22117 0.00184255 2.14E-06 0.00188140 2.2 1.16 
B;16B2-t8O.DAT QO OTh9.1 .04E-O 6 0.0 0188 130 : 	18.7 .09 -- 
37 B:16B2-181.DAT : 56 	0.00186440 	1.67E-06 0.00188119 14.2 0.89 
38 B:UWC16127.DAT. 2323 0.00188177 1.91E-06 0.00188109 23.7 	• 1.01 
39 ftUWC16128.DAT: 2342 0.00188178 	1.79E-06 0.00188099 23.7 0.95 
. 40 B:16B2-182.DAT 0010 0.00187643 1.90E-06 0.00188089 20.9 1.01 
41 iB:16B2-183.DAT OO29 	• 0.00188558 1.91E-06 0.00188079 25.9 -.1.  02 
42 B:16B2-184.DAT 01102 0.00184515 1.76E-06 0.00188069 4.0 0.95 
43 B:16B2-185.DAT 	: 22 -.0-1. 0.00185970 1.61E-06 0.00188058 11.9 	: 0.87 
44 B:16B2-186.DAT 	: 01:41 0.00187696 1.80E-06 0.00188048 21.4 0.96 
45 B:16B2-187.DAT 0200 0.00188320 2.01 E-06 0.00188038 . 	24.8 1.07 
46 B:16B2-188.DAT 02 20 0.00188305 1.85E-06 0.00188028 24.8 0.98 
47 B:UWC16129.DAT 0244 ! 0.00187794 1.79E-06 0.00188018 22.1 0.95 
48 :B.UWC161300AT 0303 	1 0.00188057 1.97E-06 0.00188007 23.6 1.05 
49 B:UWC16131.DAT 0322 0.00188053 1.98E-06 000187997 23.6 105 
Date = 10/17 
. 	 1 B:UWC17-7.DAT 1850 	1 0.00187885 196E706 	• 0.00187849 23.5 1.04 
. 	
; 	2 B:UWC17-8.DAT 1910 0.00187964 1.61E-06 0.00187860 23.9 0.86 
3 B:UWC16132.DAT 19 29 0.00187768 1.92E-06 0.00187870 
22.7 1.02 
; 	 4 B:UWC16137.DAT 19 48 0.00187789 1.87E-06 0.00187880 22.8 0.99 
: B:9750-8.DAT 20 19 0.00187905 1.81E-06 0.00187890 23.4 0.96 
- 	 6 B:9750-9.DAT 20 50 0.001 87525 1 .81 E-06 0.001 87901 21.3 0.96 
7 B:9750-10.DAT 21 09 0.00187910 2.18E-06 0.00187911 23.3 1 . 16 
8 .B:9750-11.DAT 21 30 0.00187945 1.96E-06 0.00187921 23.4 1.04 
9 B:9750-12.DAT 21:55 0.00188780 2.15E06 0.00187931 27.9 1.14 
10 B:UWC16-13.DAT 2220 0.00187950 1 	1.57E-06 0.00187942 : 	23.3 0.83 
11 BUWC16139DAT 2239 000188122 189E06 000187952 242 101 
12 B7UWC16140 DAT 2258 	1 0.00187833 1 	1.91 E-06 0.00187962 226 1.02 
Date = 11112197 
1 .B:UW016141.DAT 14 28 	1 0.00188338 1.70E-06 0.00188236 23.9 0.90 
2 .B:UWC16142.DAT 1448 0.00188356 2.04E-06 0.00188235 24.0 1.08 
3 BUWC16143DAT 1507 000188344 154E06 000188233 239 081 
4 B:9766-1.DAT 15 41 0.00188053 2.03E-06 0.00188232 22.3 1.08 
5 1604 0.00187932 2.19E-06 0.00188230 21.7 1.17 	1 
6 B:9766-3.DAT 16 27 0.00188514 1.86E-06 0.00188229 24.9 . 	0.99 
7 B:9766-4.DAT 16 51 0.00188708 1.73E-06 	. 0.00188227 25.9 0.92 
8 B:9766-5.DAT 1710 0.00188351 1.60E-06 0.00188225 24.0 0.85 
9 B:9766-6.DAT 1737 0.00187820 2.17E-06 	. 0.00188224 21.1 1.15 
10 B:UWC16144.DAT 1802 0.00187909 1.72E-06 0.00188222 21.6 0.92 
11 B:UWC16145.DAT 1822 	. 0.00188344 1 	1.75E-06 0".9-0.1. 88221 242 0 0.93 . 
12 B:UWC16146.DAT 1840 0.00188020 1.61E-06 0.00188219 22.2 0.86 
13 B:9786B-1.DAT 	1 19 16 0.00186914 1.87E-06 0.00188218 16.2 1 .00 
14 :B:9786B-2.DAT 19 35 0.00186974 1.85E-06 0.00188216 16.5 0.99 
115 :B:9786B..3  DAT 19 56 0.00187201 1.59E-06 0.00188214 17.8 0.85 
16 B:9786B-4.DAT 20.17 0.00187082 . 	1.66E-06 0.00188213 17.2 0.89 
• 	17 B:9786B5 DAT 20:37 	. 0.00187351 !. 	1.79E-06 	: 0.00188211 18.6 1 	0.96 
18 B:UWC16147.DAT. 21.06 0.00188348 2.15E-06 0.00188210 24.1 • 	1.14 
.. ........UWC16148.DAT . 	 ..•2..?4 Q,.QQ1.88Q84 1 .84E-Q6 	. QQ0.8820. 22.6 . 0.98 
20 B•UWC16149 DAT 21 44 0.00187867 1.92E706 0.00188207 21.5 . 	1.02 . 
[305] 
21 B:9759A-1.DAT 22112 	. 0.00187871 1.96E-06 	! 0.00188205 21.5 1.04 
22 B 9759A-2 DAT 22 33 0 00188548 1 94E-06 0 00188203 25 2 1.03 
23 B 975 	3 DAT 2Z55 0.00187194 2.02E-06 0.00188202 17.8 1.08 
: 24 B:9759A-4.DAT 2319 0.00188484 1.84E-06 0.00188200 	' 24.8 0.98 
i .25 B;9759A-5.DAT 	. 2340 OP91877 t8 E-O 6 0.00188199    21.8 0.97 
. 
26 :B.UWC1615ODATi 00107 0.00188305 . 	1.66E-06 0.00188197 W,w 23.9 • 	0.88 
27 B:UWC16151.DAT 0027 0.00188435 1.89E-06 0.00188196 24.6 1.00 
28 B:UWC16152.DAT. 0046 0.00188223 1.78E-06 	1 _0.00188194 23.5 0.95 
Date= 12/12197 
1 B:UWC17-19.DAT 08125 0.00188347 1.81E-06 0.00188500 22.5 0.96 
2 B:UWC17-20.DAT 0842 0.00188303 1.77E-06 0.00188494 22.3 0.94 
3 B:UWC17-21.DAT 0901 0.00188248 1.62E-06 0.00188487 22.0 0.86 
4 B:UWC16153.DAT 1. 09 1 22 0.00188758 1.74E-06 0.00188481 24.8 0.92 
5 :B:UWC16154.DAT 09140 0.00188519 1.74E-06 0.00188474 23.5 0.92 
6 B:UWC16155.DAT; 10109 0.00188636 1.97E-06 0.00188468 24.2 1.04 
7 B:UWC16156.DATI 10126 0.00188467 1.84E-06 0.00188461 23.3 0.97 
8 B:UWC16157.DATI 10145 0.00188217 2.06E-06 0.00188455 22.0 1.10 
9 B:UWC16158.DATI 11105 0.00188390 1.59E-06 0.00188448 	1 23.0 	: 0.85 
10 B:UWC16159.DATI 11125 0.00188307 1.98E-06 0.00188442 22.6 1.05 
11 B:UWC1616O.DATI 11146 0.00188790 1.67E-06 0.00188435 25.2 0.88 
12 B:UWC16161.DATI 12104 0.00188686 1.64E-06 0.00188429 	, 24.7 0.87 
13 B:UWC16162.DAT 1 12; 26 0.00188621 1.96E-06 0.00188422 24.4 1.04 
14 B:UWC16163.DATI 12 1 46 0.00188542 1.77E-06 0.00188416 24.0 0.94 
15 B:CS1-l.DAT 13125 0.00190077 2.24E-06 0.00188409 32.4 1.18 
16 B:CS1-2.DAT 13147 0.00189244 1.80E-06 0.00188403 27.9 0.95 
17 :B:CS1-3.DAT 14111 0.00188801 1.88E-06 0.00188396 25.5 1.00 
18 :B:CS1..4  DAT 14134 0.00189487 1.67E-06 0.00188390 29.3 0.88 
19 B:CS1-5.DAT 15100 0.00189122 1.78E-06 0.00188383 27.3 0.94 
20 B:CS1-6.DAT 15123 0.00189317 1.96E-06 0.00188377 28.4 1.04 
21 B:UWC16164.DATI 15148 0.00188753 1.43E-06 0.00188370 	1 25.4 0.76 
22 IB:UWC16165.DAT1 16108 0.00187896 1 	1.98E-06 0.00188364 20.8 1.05 
23 BUWC16166 DAT 1628 000187890 1 99E06 000188357 208 106 
24 B:UWC16167.DAT 16151 	1 0.00188313 1.81E-06 0.00188351 23.1 0.96 
• 25 •B:CS2-1.DAT 171.22 	1 0.00186858 1.77E-06 0.00188344 	: 15.2 0.95 
26 B:CS2-2.DAT 17143 0.00188703 2.07E06 0.00188338 25.3 1.10 
• 27 B:CS2-3.DAT 18105 0.00186380 1 	2.12E-06 0.00188331 12.7 1.14 
28 B:CS2-4.DAT 18126 0.00187517 1.82E-06 0.00188325 18.9 0.97 
29 B:CS2-5.DAT 18152 0.00189676 1.60E-06 0.00188318 30.7 0.85 
30 .B:UWC16168.DATI 19115 0.00188456 1.66E-06 0.00188312 24.1 0.88 
31 B:UWC16169.DATI 19* 35 0.00188383 1.48E-06 0.00188305 ... 23.7 0.78 
32 B:9763B-27.DAT 20121 	1 0.00186764 1.79E-06 0.00188299 15.0 0.96 
• 33 3:9763B-28.DAT 2040 0.00187608 1 	1.85E-06 0.00188292 19.6 0.98 
34 8:9763B-29.DAT 21100 0.00187773 2.12E-06 0.00188286 1 	20.5 1.13 
35 B:97638-30.DAT 21119 0.00188415 2.13E-06 0.00188279 1 	24.0 1.13 
36 B:97638-31.DAT 2140 0.00189175 1.93E06 0.00188273 28.2 1.02 
370:97638-32.DAT 2200 0.00188500 2.27E-06 0.00188266 24.6 1.20 
38 B:UWC16170.DAT 2227 0.001 87991 327E-06 0.00188260 21.8 1.74 
39 B:UWC16171.DAT. 22.50 0.00188479 2.28E-06 0.00188253 24.5 1.21 
Date = 14/12/97 
1 B:UWC17-27.DAT 1.21.7. 0.00188328 1.70E-06 0.001 88287 23.5 0.90 
2 B:UWC17-28.DAT 1236 0.001 88085 1.98E-06 0.001 88281 22.2 1.05 
3 B:UWC17-29.DAT 1255 . 0.00188265 2.16E-06 0.001 88274 23.3 1.15 
4 :9020-1.lDAT 113 26 0.00108332 1.91 E-06 0.00168267 23.7 1.01 
5 :9020-2.DAT 13 49 0.00107661 2.49E-06 0.00188261 20.0 1.32 
[306] 
6 B:9020-3.DAT 1415 0.00187788 1.74E-06 	; 0.00188254 20.8 0.93 
7 B:9020-4.DAT 	I 1435 0.00187527 1 2.13E-06 0.00188247 19.4 1.13 
: 	 8 B:9020-5.DAT 14.54 	1 0.00187913 1.64E-06 0.00188240 21.5 	: 0.87 
9 B 9020-6 DAT 15 16 0 00187614 1.87E -06 0 00188234 19 9 0 99 
10 B:UWC17-30.DAT 15!40 	1 0.00188134 1.86E-06 	I 0.00188227 : 	 22.8 	: 0.99 
I 	11 B:UWC17-31.DAT 1559 	I 0.00188217 1.81E-06 0.00188220 23.3 0.96 
12 B 9049 1 DAT 16 30 0 00184914 1 67E-06 0.00188214 5 4 0 90 
13 B:9049-2.DAT 16.52 	, 0.00185530 2.00E-06 	! 0.00188207 8.7 1.08 
14 B 9049 3 DAT 1 7 1 3 0.00186072  1.88E-06 0.00188200 11.7 1 01 
15 . B:9049-4.DAT 1743 	. 0.00185417 1 	2.05E-06 	. 0.00188194 8.2 1.11 
16 B:9049-5.DAT 1805 0.00185628 1.97E-06 0.00188187 9.4 1.06 
17 B:UWC17-32.DAT 1827 	I 0.00188369 . 	 1.79E-06 0.00188180 : 	 24.3 	1 0.95 
18 B:UWC17-33.DAT 1846 0.00188301 1 	1.47E-06 0.00188174 24.0 	. 0.78 
19:B:8124B-1.DAT 1916 	1 0.00187092 3.56E-06 0.00188167 17.5 1.90 
20 B:8124B-2.DAT 1939 0.00187062 1 	3.62E-06 0.00188160 17.3 1.94 
21 B:8124B-3.DAT 2003 0.00187757 2.89E-06 0.00188153 21.1 1.54 
22 :B:8124B4DAT . 20 18 0.00186617 2.64E-06 0.00188147 15.0 1.41 
23 B:8124B-5.DAT 2031 0.00185308 4.03E-06 0.00188140 7.9 2.17 
: 24 B:8124B-6.DAT 20 45 0.00185840 . 	 3.84E-06 0.00188133 10.8 2.06 
25 B:UWC17-34.DAT 2109 1 0.00188272 1.761 E-06 0.00188127 24.1 0.93 
26 B:UWC17-35.DAT 2127 0.00188236 1.95E-06 0.00188120 23.9 • 	 1.03 
: 27 :B:81631.DAT 21 59 0.00187388 1.76E-06 	: 0.00188113 19.4 0.94 
28 B:8163-2.DAT 22 18 0.00187205 2.13E-06 0.00188107 18.4 , 1.14 
.-. 	29 B:8163-3.DAT 22 40 0.00187250 1.90E-06 0.00188100 18.7 1.01 
: 	 30 B:8163-4.DAT 2259 	; 0.00187388 2.06E-06 0.00188093 19.5 1.10 
• 	 31 B:8163-5.DAT 23:19 0.00187157 1.84E-06 0.00188087 18.2 0.98 
32 BUWC1736DAT 2344 000188057 202E06 000188080 232 107 
33 BUWC1737DAT 0003 000188071 204E06 000188073 233 108 
34 B:UWC17-38.DAT 00 2210.00187770 1.79E-06 0.001 88066 21.7 0.95 
Date =15112197 
1 B:UWC17-39.DAT 08z50 0.00188398 1.83E-06 0.00188292 23.9 0.97 
2 B:UWC17-40.DAT 0908 0.00188753 . 	 1.78E-06 0.00188288 25.8 0.94 
3 B:UWC17-41.DAT 0926 	1 0.00188211 1.86E-06 0.00188284 22.9 0.99 
4 B:UWC17-42.DAT 0944 0.00188559 1.60E-06 0.00188280 24.8 0.85 
5 :B:UWC17-43.DAT 1005 0.00188122 1.87E-06 0.00188276 22.5 0.99 
6 B:UWC17-44.DAT 1024 0.00188033 1.58E-06 0.00188272 • 	 22.0 0.84 
7 B:UWC17-45.DAT 1043 0.00188421 1.78E-06 0.00188268 24.1 094 
8 B:UWC1 7-46.DAT 11 01 0.00188132 1 .66E-06 0.00188263 22.6 0.88 
9 B:UWC17-47.DAT 11 20 0.00188436 1.75E-06 0.00188259 24.3 0.93 
• 10 B:7090C-1.DAT 11 46 0.00187971 1 	1.72E06 0.00188255 21.8 0.92 
11 B:7090C-2.DAT 1204 0.00188117 1.74E-06 0.00188251 22.6 0.93 
• 	 12 B:7090C-3.DAT 	• 1226 0.00188128 1.61E-06 	• 0.00188247 22.7 0.86 
13 B:7090C-4.DAT 1246 0.00188168 1.74E-06 0.00188243 22.9 0.92 
14 !B:7090C-5.DAT 13 06 0.00187866 1.83E-06 	; 0.00188239 • 	 21.3 0.97 
15 B:UWC17-48.DAT 1329 0.00187679 1.71 E-06 0.00188235 20.3 0.91 
16 :B:UWC17-49.DAT 1348 	. 0.00188021 1.78E-06 0.00188231 22.2 • 	 0.94 
17 B:UWCI7-50.DAT 14.07 0.00188176 1.66E-06 0.00188227 23.0 0.88 
18 B:8172G1.DAT 1440 	1 0.00184211 1.81E-06 0.00188223 1.5 0.98 
19 B:8172G-2.DAT 15 01 0.00184087 1 	1.99E-06 0.00188219 • 	 0.8 1.08 
• 20 •B:8172G-3.DAT 15 23 	1 0.00184254 1.61E-06 	. 0.00188215 1.8 0.87 
21 EB:8172G-4.DAT 1543 0.00184177 1.75E-06 0.00188211 1.4 0.95 
22 B:8172G-5.DAT 16 05 0.00184511 1.92E-06 0.00188206 3.2 1.04 
23 B:UWC17-51.DAT 1629 0.00188089 1.89E-06 0.00188202 22.7 • 	 1.01 
24 B:UWC17-52.DAT 16.47 0.00187981 1.75E-06 0.00188198 2.2... 1 • 	 0.93 
[307] 
0.00188194 1 13.4 	1.00 
0.00188190 17.3 1.02 
0.00188186 12.9 : 	0.90 
0.00188182 17.4 : 1.02 
0.00188178 23.3 1.00 
0.00188174 12.0 0.91 
0.00188170 22.2 0.95 
0.00188166 22.4 0.99 
0.00188162 25.4 1.10 
0.00188158 25.1 1.05 
0.00187700 23.6 0.94 
0.00187671 23.1 0.85 
0.001 87641 19.2 0.91 
0.00187611 17.3 1.01 
0.00187582 18.9 1.06 
0.00187552 19.1 0.85 







31 13:976313 39 DAT 
32 B:UWC1753.DAT: 
Q') 1 C2.1 11AIf'17 	A 	AT 
17:19 0.00186374 1.86E-06 
17142 0.00187090 1.91E-06 
1805 0.00186279 1.68E-06 
18124 0.00187092 1.92E-06 
18143 0.00188181 	i 1.89E-06 
19.02 0.00186095 1.69E-06 
1923 0.00187963 	1 1.78E-06 
1 B:UWC17-56.DAT 2055 	0.00187751 	1.76E-06 
2 B:UWC17-57.DAT 2119 0.00187643 1.59E-06 
3 :8124B-7.DAT 21148 0.00186896 1.70E-06 
4 B:8124B-8.DAT 22113 0.00186518 1.88E-06 
5 B:8124B-9.DAT 22:38 0.00186775 1.97E-06 
6 :13:812481013AT  23106 0.00186777 1.58E-06 
7 B:UWC17-58.DAT 2341 0.00187441 1.81 E-06 
R1 Iwr17-cQ flAT fl 001 R7448 1 	RE-06 
1. 9IB:UWC17-60.DAT 1 00127 	0.00187569 1 1.67E-06 	0.00187463 	23.9 	0.89 
Table C.4 Ion microprobe analyses of 8 OSMOW  of calcite in marbles and standards (made 
in December 1997). 
Filename Hr J Mm 180,160 	I Error Corr. 180/160 . +/-error 
















4 BOQ123...pAT1 _09.39_. 1 0.00187593 1.706 0.00187470_ - 130.  0.95 
.,B47AIPALL10JI1 88116_ 1.62E-06 18Z46 _1.L..1..8! 
6 B:9747AA-2.DAT 1030 
_ 
0.00188521 	I 1.70E06 0.00187455 18.1 0.90 
7 	B:9747AA-3.DAT 10150 0.00188860 	
1 1.65E-06 . 	0.00187447 19.9 1 	0.87 
8 B:9747AA-4.DAT 11 11 0.00188867 .... .16 .... ........ 001874... 20. .1 
9 B:9747AA-5.DAT 11'30 0.00188622 1.65E-06 0.00187432 18.7 0.87 
t7?28 . i 	........... Q.QP$Z4?4  I ....2 Q7  
..L1 12J16 ............ 0.00187322 	1........ 1i 0.0018741 1 ...8 . Qr6. 
12 IB:BOG12-6.DAT 12135 1. 0.00187115 1.66E-06 0.00187409 10.7 0.88 
13 B:9746-1.DAT 13102 0.00188419 	j 1.99E-06 0.00187401 	. 17.8 1.06 
14 B:9746-2.DAT I 	1321 0.00188569 1.77E-06 0.00187394 18.6 S 	0.94 
15 3:9746-3.DAT 1340 0.00188520 1.44E-06 0.00187386 18.4 0.76 
16 B:9746-4.DAT 14100 0.00188141 1.72E-06 0.00187379 16.4 0.92 
17 :9746-5.DAT 1420 0.00188548 1.90E-06 0.00187371 18.7 1.01 
18 :9746-6.DAT 1440 	. 0.00187957 1.86E-06 0.00187364 15.5 0.99 
19 :9746-7.DAT 1500 0.00188168 1.70E-06 0.00187356 16.7 0.91 
20 ,B:BOG12-7.DAT 151 28 0.00187527 .1.75E-06 . .0.00187348 13 .3 0.93 
21 B:BOG12-8.DAT 1547 0.00187200 1.92E-06 0.001 87341 11.5 1.02 
22 B:BOG12-9.DAT 16 11 0.001 87438 1.65E-06 0.00187333 12.9 0.88 
23 B:BOG12-10.DAT 16 30 0.00187453 1.70E-06 0.0018732559 13.0 0.91 
Table C.5 Ion microprobe analyses of 81805M0w of quartz in quartz veins and standards 
(made in January 1998). 
[308] 
Error 	1 Corr. 180/160 	6180 +1-error Filename 	Hr IMIn i. 	010 
r- 	4014")Irlo 4 lri11'fr.Q 
1 B:TREM-1.DAT O845 0.00189692 2.11E06 0.00190299 20.2 1.1 
2 IB:TREM-2.DAT 	. O912 0.00189741 2.21E-06 0.00190289 20.6 
3 B:TREM-3.DAT 09131 0.00190387 1.92E-06 0.00190280 24.1 1.0 
4 B:TREM-4.DAT 	: 0.00190271 2.01 E-06 ..... 0.00190271 23.5 .1.1 
5 B:TREM-5.DAT 10109 0.00191304 1.98E-06 0.00190261 29.1 	• 1.0 
6 B:TREM-6.DAT 1O31 0.00190189 1.90E-06 0.00190252 23.2 1.0 
: 	 7 B:TREM7.DAT 1O51 0.00190282 1.77E-06 0.00190243 23.7 0.9 
8 B:TREM-8.DAT 	: 1111 0.00190243 1.90E-06 0.00190233 23.6 1.0 
. 	 9 B:9020-7.DAT 1145 0.00188484 2.24E-06 0.00190224 14.1 1.2 
10 B:9020-8.DAT 12O5 : 	 0.00188824 1.78E-06 0.00190215 16.0 0.9 
11 B:9020-9.DAT 1226 0.00188558 1.99E-06 0.00190205 14.6 1.1 
12 B:9020-10.DAT 12;47 0.00188721 1.86E-06 0.00190196 : 	 15.6 1.0 
13 B:9020-11.DAT 1308 I 	0.00188172 2.14E-06 0.00190187 12.7 1.1 
14 B:TREM-9.DAT 1336 0.00190366 	: 2.24E-06 0.00190177 
: 	
24.5 1.2 
15 BTREM1ODAT 1355 000189693 211E06 000190168 210 11 
: 	 16 B:TREM-11.DAT 1418 0.00190072 2.26E-06 0.00190159 ; 	 23.0 1.2 
: 	 17 8:TREM-12.DAT 1438 0.00190442 2.49E-06 • 	 0.00190149 25.1 1.3 
18 B:8163-6.DAT 15O9 0.00188539 	: 1.88E-06 0.00190140 14.9 1.0 
19 13:8163-7.13AT 1533 0.00187589 2.27E-06 0.00190130 9.8 1.2 
20 'B:8163-8.DAT 1553 0.00187537 1.56E-06 0.00190121 9.6 0.8 
21 B:8163-9.DAT 1616 0.00187751 1.71E-06 0.00190112 10.8 0.9 
22 B:8163-10.DAT 1640 0.00188711 2.22E-06 0.00190102 16.0 1.2 
23 B:8163-11.DAT 1701 0.00187977 1.93E-06 0.00190093 12.1 1.0 
24 B:TREM-13.DAT 17125 : 	 0.00190297 2.13E06 0.00190084 24.7 1.1 
25 B:TREM-14.DAT 17i50 0.00190086 2.46E-06 0.00190074 23.6 1.3 
26 B:TREM-15.DAT 1810 0.00189938 1.81E-06 0.00190065 22.8 1.0 
27 B:TREM-16.DAT 1834 0.00190196 2.05E-06 0.00190056 24.3 1.1 
28 B:9049-6.DAT 19'09 0.00189271 1.88E-06 0.00190046 19.3 1.0 
29 B:9049-7.DAT 1941 0.00187338 1.78E-06 0 .00190037  
30 B:9049-8.DAT 20IO2 0.00187679 2.1OE-06 0.00190028 10.9 1.1 
31 B:9049-9.DAT 2024 0.00187726 2.08E-06 0.00190018 11.2 1.1 
32 B:9049-10.DAT 2047 0.00187726 1.76E-06 0.00190009 11.2 0.9 
33 B:TREM-17.DAT 2112 0.00189989 	E 1.95E-06 0.00190000 23.5 1.0 
34 :B:TREM-18.DAT 2133 0.00190561 2.15E-06 0.00189990 26.6 1.1 
35 B TREM 19 DAT 21 57 000190148 3.96E-06 000189981 244 2 1 
36 B:TREM-20.DAT 2216 0.00189462 1.67E-06 0.00189972 20.8 0.9 
37 B:7090C-6.DAT 2246 0.00189285 2.41E-06 0.00189962 19.9 1.3 
38 B:7090C-7.DAT 2306 0.00188740 2.03E-06 0.00189953 17.0 1.1 
39 IB:7090C-8.DAT 2328 1 	0.00188686 1.97E-06 0.00189944 16.7 1.0 
40 B:7090C-9.DAT 2354 0.001 90332 1.72E-06 0.001 89934 25.7 0.9 
41 B:7090C-10.DAT 0014 0.00188445 2.23E-06 0.00189925 15.5 1.2 
42 B:TREM-21.DAT 0042 0.00189686 1.94E-06 0.001 89916 22.3 1.0 
43 B:TREM-22.DAT 0104 0.00190024 2.08E06 0.00189906 24.1 1.1 
44 B:TREM23.DAT: 01134 0.00189920 1.77E-06 1 	0.00189897 23.6 0.9 
45 B:TREM-24.DAT 0153 0.00189631 1.94E-06 0.00189888 22.1 1.0 
Table C.6 Ion microprobe analyses of 6180SM0W of tremolite in impure marbles and 
standards (made in December 1998). 
[309] 
Name Mean Std. Dev. # 	I R-square 	i gradient i 	intercept 
!11/11/96 ICE-7 19.6 1.09 13 0.486183 1.65E07 1 0.00188649 
12-13/11/96 ICE-7 19.6 2.06 22 0.0115441 1.67E-08 0.00188265  
14/11/96 ICE-7 19.6 1.7 12 0.0225393 3.36E-08 0.00187581 
15/11/96 ICE-7 19.6 1.18 9 0.121482 -5.72E-08 0.00187962 
18/11/96 ICE-7 196 102 18 0550582 -1.1 6E-07 1 000189329 
04,04,97 UWC_ _2J4 153 7 	0.0266_  362E07 00104323 
01/12/97 UWC 23.3 0.84 0.456552 8.94E-07 0.00186998 
02/12/97 UWC 23.3 1.12 15 0.0285865 -2.71 E-08 0.00187873 
03/12/97 UWC 23.3 0.86 18 0.132498 4.23E-08 0.00187916 
04/12/97 UWC 23.3 1.15 19 0.111821 4.48E-08 0.00188330 
05/12/97 UWC 23.3 1.54 15 	t 0.116330 1.09E-07 0.00188008 
J8/12/97 UWC 23.3 1.25 17 0.311354 -1.02E-07 0.00187858 
D9/12/97 UWC 23.3 1.11 21 0.400144 -1.02E-07 0.00188496 
10/12/97 UWC 23.3 0.61 7 0.152700 1.03E-07 1 0.00187839 
11/12197 UWC 23.3 1.05 12 0.00623166 -1.57E-08 0.00188238 
12/12/97 UWC 23.3 1.38 22 0.0851504 -6.50E-08 0.00188507 
14/12/97 UWC 23.3 0.78 12 0.251017 -6.69E-08 1  0.00188294 
15/12/97 UWC 23.3 1.47 17 0.0285904 -4.07E-08 0.00188296 
15/12/97 UWC 23.3 0.42 5 0.666782 -2.96E-07 0.00187730 
21/01/98 BOG 123 087 11 0.14078 -7.58E-08 00018750 
Table C.7 Regression data, mean and standard deviation for standard data from each day. 
The intercept and gradient have been use to calculate the drift corrected 180/160  data. 
CO3 8180  calcite and tremolite from calcsilicate mineral assemblages 
Ion probe analyses of 180/160  were made on six samples from the thesis collection of 
Baker (1990) (now part of the Harker Collection, University of Cambridge). See 
Chapter 4, Section 4.4, for details. After analysis, all the ion probe pits were examined 
for contamination with other minerals. Three tremolite analyses have been disregarded 
(shown in grey type in Table C.8) as there were needles of a dark mineral visible in 
the centres of the pits. 
Calc ite analyses Temolite analyses 
8180 Fename 
0p)Sarn9Ie#9020 
9020-1 23.7 9020-7 14.1 
9020-2 20.0 9020-8 16.0 
9020-3 20.8 . 	9020-9 14.6 
[310] 
1 	9020-4 19.4 9020-10 15.6 
1 9020-5 21.5 9020-11 12.7 
1 9020-6 19.9 
- 
7090c-1 21.8 7090c-6 19.9 
7090C2 22.6 j. 	7090c7 17.0 
I 	7090c-3 22.7 H 7090c-8 16.7 
I 7090c-4 22.9 1 7090c-9 25.7 
7090c-5 I
SampJe# 
21.3 7090c-10 15.5 
8163 
1 	8163-1 19.4 8163-6 	f• 14.9 
8163-2 18.4 8163-7 9.8 
1 8163-3 18.7 8163-8 9.6 
1 	8163-4 19.5 H 	8163-9 10.8 
8163-5 18.2 H 8163-10 16.0 
8153-11 12.1 - 
(2r) Sample # 8124b 
8124b-1 17.5 
8124b-2 	: 17.3 




(3r) Sample # 9049 
9049-1 5.4 9049-6 
9049-2 8.7 9049-7 9.0 
9049-3 11.7 9049-8 10.9 
9049-4 8.2 9049-9 11.2 
9049-5 9.4 9049-10 11.2  
(4r) Sample # 8172g 
8172g1 15 
8172g-2 0.8 
81729-3 1.8 not analysed 
8172g4 14 
8172g-5 	: 3.2 
Table C.8 180 of 4 generations (ip, 2r, 3r and 4r) of intergrown calcite and tremolite. 
Points that have been disregarded for the calculations in Chapter 3 are shown in grey type. 
C.4 Data from locality 3 (B) 
Samples were analysed from the bottom and top contacts of the marble band 
(Sections C.4.1 and C.4.2 respectively) and from two quartz veins in the surrounding 
schists (Section C.4.3). See Chapter 5, Section 5.4, for further details. Ion probe 
measurements of 180/160 13C/ 12C and the concentrations of trace elements B, Mg, Si, 
Fe, Mn, Sr and Ba were made. B and Ba were present in extremely low 
concentrations (typically < 5 ppm): as there was little variation in their concentrations, 
these elements have been omitted from the tables of data below. 
[311] 
C04.1 Bottom contact 
I collected samples along a traverse perpendicular to the marble-schist contact (see 
Chapter 5, Section 5.4, for details). Six samples were analysed: the ion probe data are 
presented below in order of increasing distance of each sample from the contact. Two 
slides were cut from sample 9516: 9516132 covers the distance from 0-2 cm from the 
contact and 9516B covers the distance from 3-5 cm from the contact. For each slide, 
any grain-scale traverses measured are detailed first, followed by the rest of the data 
from the slide. The distance to the centre of each analysis point from the nearest grain 
boundary or crack or its position in a traverse was measured using either a scanning 
electron microscope or a high magnification optical microscope. Most of the analysis 
pits were about 25 tm wide (see primary beam diameters in Appendix B, Table 13.2). 
0-2 cm from contact - sample # 9516 (slide /1 9516B2) 
In total, 188 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 138 for 180/160  10 for 
13C112C, and 40 for concentrations of B, Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr and Ba. 10 grain-scale 
traverses were made, labelled A through J. The positions of all the traverses are 
shown in Chapter 6, Plate 6.1. 
Traverse A 
This traverse is 1.65 cm from the bottom contact, and crosses a grain boundary and a 
100 gm thick, calcite-filled fracture (see Figure C.1). The angles of dip of the grain 
boundary and fracture are 77° and 75° respectively. 
Filename Distance (pm) 	180 (%o) 
16B2-130 -619 25.5 
• 16B2-131 -547 23.4 
16B2-129 -497 22.2 
16132-40 -433 18.0 
16132-39 -367 	• 17.5 
16132-38 -311 6.8 
16132-128 -307 5.8 
grain 	OL!ndaIi .va • 
• 16B2-37 	• • 	 -243 14.5 
• 16132-166 -190 22.2 
16132-36 -130 • 	 23.1 
16132-35 17 25.2 
• 16132-34 122 25.7 
16132-33 196 22.4 
adgeo crack 253 
[312] 
16B2-32 258 6.2 
16132-31 318 3.2 
edgQckT: 33 
16132-150 373 24.9 
16132-149 429 25.5 
16B2-127 491 24.8 
Table C.9 Ion probe analyses of 8 180 along grain-scale traverse A in slide # 951 6B2. 
Filename Distance (i.tm) 13C (%) 
16132-103 -311 1.0 
g9inbon4ary  
16B2-104 -235 . 	 1.7 
6132- 101 -173 0.7 
16B2-96 -41 0.9 
I 16132-97 -41 3.4 
16B2-99 83 3.5 
I 16132-102 173 0.2 
16132-100 241 1.3 
lgqdge of crack 253 
16132-105 	. 285 1.5 
1126 
0127 	 Traverse A 
1149 
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Figure C.1 Sketch of traverse A (on slide # 9516132), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 180, 813C and trace element 
concentrations were made. The ion probe pits show a range of shapes due to variation in 
the primary beam shape between analysis sessions. Grain boundaries and cracks that 
luminesced yellow in CL are shown in grey (see Plate 6.4). 
[313] 
16132-98 	 318 	1_.9. iiJ 
edge Qf crack 	35 
Table C.10 Ion probe analyses of 813  along grain-scale traverse A in slide # 951 6B2. 
Filename 	Distance ()__Mg (ppm) Si (ppm) 	Fe (ppm) Mn (ppm) Sr (ppm) 
................... 	... .. JQ......... 41. 
16B2-88 	 -361 1861 2 45 3 412 




16132-90 	 -245 2075 56 818 3 . 	405 
16B2-91 -192 1964 9 93 3 424 
11..132-92 ........................1.910 ...........................1.34 ..........................5 .......................49 .......................3 ...........  423 
16B2-95 	 165 2128 2 50 	: 3 434 
16B2-94 250 1859 4 435 162 916 
teofcrack 	253 
j62-93 2O 1527 7 315 231 82 
L9Lc!4L 	.1... ............................................... 1j11.. . 
Table C.11 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn and 
Sr along grain-scale traverse A in slide # 951 6B2. 
Traverse B 
Traverse B is 1.55 cm from the bottom contact, and crosses a grain boundary (see 
Figure C.2). The angle of dip of the grain boundary is 71°. 
Traverse B 
155/ _--- 
•Ji P-'  
86 85 84 





.4•45 46 152 • 
0 0 	
153 
79 80 81 82 
300 p.m 
Fie C.2 Sketch of traverse B (on slide # 9516132), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 8 180 and trace element concentrations 
were made. The ion probe pits show a range of shapes due to variation in the primary beam 
shape between analysis sessions. Grain boundaries and cracks that luminesced yellow in 
CL are shown in grey (see Plate 6.5). 
[314] 
Filename Distance (jim) 180 (%.) 
16B2-153 -323 24.2 
16B2-152 -278 24.7 
16132-46 -200 24.3 
16132-45 -116 22.2 
16132-154 -66 15.2 
1-1 -6132-44 -29 10.1 
grauthoundary 0 - 
16132-155 15 8.6 
16132-43 43 20.7 
16132-41 48 17.0 
1 6B2-42 118 23.0 
16132-156 204 	i 24.1 
16132-157 292 31.9 
1662-165 365 22.0 
Table C.12 Ion probe analyses of 8 180 along grain-scale traverse B in slide # 951 6B2. 
Filename Distance (pm) Mg (ppm) Si (ppm) Fe (ppm) Mn (ppm) Sr (ppm) 
82 -200 1847 3 50 2 352 
81 -142 1816 3 51 3 354 
80 -99 1900 3 46 3 351 
79 -59 1819 2 44 2 357 
grain L J .j iJr:jary U 
78 2 1188 16 440 193 358 
83 5 1616 9 194 100 346 
84 57 2014 7 53 3 376 
85 109 1941 1 46 2 391 
86 162 1908 1 49 2 396 
Table C.13 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn and 
Sr along grain-scale traverse B in slide # 951 6B2. 
Traverse C 
Traverse C is perpendicular to a 50 .tm thick, calcite-filled crack (see Figure C.3). It 
was difficult to measure angle of dip of the crack as the surface was irregular: it was 
estimated at 84°. The traverse is 1.62 cm from the bottom contact. 
Filename Distance (pm) 00 (%) 
16B2-29 13 2 .2.0 -- 
6132-26 146 22.1 
16132-151 195 22.3 
16132-27 245 10.4 
crack dg 	 293 
I 16132-28 326 4.1 
Table C.14 Ion probe analyses of 180 along grain-scale traverse C in slide # 951 6B2. 
[315] 
Traverse C 








Figure C.3 Sketch of traverse C (on slide # 951 6B2), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 8 180 and trace element concentrations 
were made. The ion probe pits show a range of shapes due to variation in the primary beam 
shape between analysis sessions. Grain boundaries and cracks that luminesced yellow in 
CL are shown in grey (see Plate 6.6). 
I Filename 	Distance (tan) 	Mg (ppm) Si (ppm) 	Fe (ppm) Win (ppm) 	Sr (ppm) 
416132-68 28 1943 3 51 3 354 
116B2-67 163 1927 4 51 2 360 
,1662-66 262 1891 15 254 3 366 
293 
6132-65 335 1454 4 338 127 500 
- 
Table C.15 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn and 
Sr along grain-scale traverse B in slide # 951682. 
Traverse D 
Traverse D is 1.27 cm from the bottom contact. It crosses two calcite-filled fractures: 
one 75 J.tm thick crack along a grain boundary (at +350 p.m in the traverse) and one 
50 p.m thick intra-grain crack (at -350 p.m in the traverse) (see Figure C.4). The angle 
of dip of the crack at -350 p.m is 84°. The surfaces of the crack at +350 p.m are 
irregular and the angle of dip could not be measured. 
Filename Distance (imi) 8180(%. ) 
16132-147 -504 	 - - 24.6 
16132-146 -458 25.1 
I 16132-145 	. -412 22.0 
-edge 4L.. - 
16132-144 -375 11.6 	- 
16132-106 -333 , 2.3 
ed 	0g 	- 328, 
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Figure C.4 Sketch of traverse D (on slide # 9516132), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 6180 were made. Grain boundaries and 
cracks that luminesced yellow in CL are shown in grey (see Plate 6.7). 
16132-108 -192 24.4 
I 16B2-109 j .-96 28.2 
I 16B2-110 -19 22.3 
I 	16132-111 76 21.9 1 
I 16B2-112 155 162 1 
['16132-115 216 20.8 1 
I 16B2-113 281 18.4 
rge of crack 
(1662-116 349 4.1 
edo of crack 392 
16132-117 419 11.8 
räioboundary 466 
Table C.16 Ion probe analyses of 8 180 along grain-scale traverse D in slide # 951 6B2. 
Traverse B 
Traverse E is 1.50 cm from the bottom contact. It crosses a large grain with a calcite- 
filled fracture at one end of the traverse and a grain boundary at the other (see Figure 
C.5). The grain boundary is dipping at 64°. The angle of dip of the fracture could not 
be measured. 
[317] 















Figure C.5 Sketch of traverse E (on slide # 9516132), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 180  were made. Grain boundaries and 
cracks that luminesced yellow in CL are shown in grey (see Plate 6.8). 
Filename Distance (pm) 8180 (%o) 
edge of prack .473 
I 16B2-163 46 
odge of crack -410 
16132-119 -409 4.6 
16B2-118 -355 21.2 
16132-120 -285 24.5 
16B2-164 .136 25.6 
16B2-162 -62 22.7 
16B2-124 -20 23.5 
16B2-161 57 28.2 
16B2-122 108 25.3 
1662-160 167 23.7 
16132-159 209 26.6 
16B2-158 257 23.3 
16132-125 296 23.1 
16132-123 349 18.9 
.1.6?-1?1 	. 401 8.7 
ç.iE!1 	OL'1c.ij . 
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Figure C.6 Sketch of traverse F (on slide # 9516132), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 180  were made. Grain boundaries and 
cracks that luminesced yellow in CL are shown in grey (see Plate 6.9). 
Traverse F 
Traverse F is 1.70 cm from the bottom contact. It cuts across a grain, crossing two 
grain boundaries (see Figure C.6). The angles of dip of the grain boundaries are 69° 
(grain boundary at -336 pm in the traverse) and 85° (grain boundary at +332 p.m in 
the traverse). 
Filenarne Distance 0 0) 
16B2 138 356 74 
granbgundajy 336 
16132-140 -308 16.0 
16B2-139 -278 19.5 
16132-141 -230 21.9 
16B2-143 -171 23.8 
16132-142 -112 22.5 
161327 133 -15 25.9 
16132-135 104 26.1 
16B2-137 182 24.3 
I 16132-134 238 21.6 
16132-136 278 12.7 
16132-132 315 8.8 
grain boundary 332 
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Figure C.7 Sketch of traverses G and H (on slide # 9516132), showing ion probe analysis 
pits labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 8 180 and trace element 
concentrations were made. The ion probe pits show a range of shapes due to variation in 
the primary beam shape between analysis sessions. Grain boundaries and cracks that 
luminesced yellow in CL are shown in grey (see Plates 6.10 and 6.11). 
Traverse G 
Traverse G is 1.77 cm from the bottom contact and is perpendicular to a thick, 
calcite-filled grain boundary (see Figure C.7). The grain boundary is vertical. 
Traverses G and H have been made on the same grain, at right angles to each other. 
Filename 	Distance (gm) O (%e) 
16B2-17 -88 4.2 
• édge.uI jrain boundary 	-75 
• edgeot galn )OL'flCJj 65 
16132-172 -32 23.4 
16132-173 19 22.6 
16132-171 40 16.3 
16132-168 84 24.7 
16132-14 446 24.0 
1662-13 457 23.0 
16132-12 550 22.0 
Table C.19 Ion probe analyses of 8 180 along grain-scale traverse G in slide # 951 6B2. 
[320] 
Traverse H 
Traverse H is 1.84 cm from the bottom contact, and is perpendicular to a grain 
boundary dipping at 76°. Traverses G and H have been made on the same grain, at 
right angles to each other (see Figure C.7). 
Filename 	Distance (pm) 	8 0(%.) 
:dqeof qrafinJOuflIary -165 
14 
çgp qjrjp ipyiiØary -i 50 	- 
16B2-174 -105 20.2 
16132-175 	 -53 22.9 
16B2-176 13 21.6 
16B2-170 	 137 	 25.1 
Table C.20 Ion probe analyses of 8180 along grain-scale traverse H in slide # 951 6B2. 
Traverse I 
Traverse I crosses a —30 gm thick, calcite-filled fracture running along a grain 
boundary (see Figure C.8). The angle of dip of the grain boundary is 70°. The traverse 












Figure C.8 Sketch of traverse I (on slide # 951 6B2), showing ion probe analysis pits labelled 
with their point numbers. Measurements of 8180  were made. (Chapter 5). Grain boundaries 







1880 3001.tm 	I 
Traverse J 
Filename 	Distance (pm) 8180 (%o) 
i662-177  
16B2-183 -210 25.9 
6* 13 2-178 . ........................................... _..-I42 29.4...... ........ 
I 	6- -B,*2"* -100 8.2 	J 
edgeol 	 03 boondarv  
,---. 
I 16132-179 -57 2.2 
(gralnbQundanJ -47 
16132-181 16 . 	 14.2 	I 
16B2-180 107 18.7 
16B2-182 221 20.9 
Table C21 Ion probe analyses of 6180  along grain-scale traverse I in slide # 951 6B2. 
Traverse J 
Traverse J is 1.76 cm from the bottom contact and is perpendicular to a —20 gm thick, 
calcite-filled fracture (see Figure C.9). The fracture is vertical. 
Filename 	i Distance  _(RLn) 18 
1..B?1..li .................1.l9............................................ 24.8 
18.7 . . 6.5 	..... 
16132-186 . .. :15 ....................................... 
16132-185 36 11.9 
edge of crack 60  
qfcrack ... 	Q 	...................................... - 
16132-184 	I - 	 91 4.0 	j 
Table C.22 Ion probe analyses of 8180  along grain-scale traverse J in slide # 951662. 
Figure C.9 Sketch of traverse J (on slide # 951662), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 6180  were made. Grain boundaries and 
cracks that luminesced yellow in CL are shown in grey (see Plate 6.13). 
[322] 
Data from rest of sample 
A number of analyses were made right at the contact. In the rest of the slide, grain 
boundaries, cracks and grain centres were targeted for analysis. 
I Rename Location Distance to nearest O (%) 
J_ grain boundary 	
m) j 
- 	- 	_ - - - 
16132-48_ messy area . ••_____ 18.0 
iQ!_._ ._ ..  
15.4 
........ 
? .... 	1:! ........ 
..............? 
	 . L.... 
16132-511 messyArt .................... -.-. 18 . 9 -. 
16132-52 messy area ? 17.7 
Rest of slide (0.5-2 cm from contact) 
161132-1 1 in thick crack 0 7.3 
16132-2  ------ 	 P..... 	.......... . ... . ........ .1c2i6__.....  ------- ..........3 . 9 . 
Lj 6132-55 
.... 
thick crack ....9............................................ 2.. 
16B2-7 in thick crack 0 4.6 
16132 8 in thick crack 0 8.2 
1 6B2-24 in thick crack 0 3.9 
16132-25 in thick crack 0 4.0 
16B2-114 in thick crack 0 4.5 
16132-19 i 	grain boundary 	,....,._ ............... o 10.8 
i.?iL_ grain 	 yy . ..................................... . .1•9 ........ 
16132-30 near grai.Q . 	.....,,..?5...................................... 23.5 




I near grain boundary (messy) ._ 	................................ 1... ........ 
16132-16 near orain bounda............  45 19 
....  __.'65'_ 	.. 23.7........ 
........... pag!n ...................................................... !P ......... 	............................ ?1:7. ............... 
....... ............................... 59 ..2 .•2 
JB.11  tre 	... 	...................................... ............................. 79 25.0 
161O . .grain centre+tu ..c!cr.s.. 180 . ?2.4 
1!: 	..................... ..c.e.!!tr.,+..fluid 	.inc!.si9.ns................................................ 1 !Q................................................ 
19 . 3 
13222 . g!iL2.!!.......................... .1 9 .................................................... 299 
161132-54 i . grain centre ....?1..5........ 
16B2-5 . grain 	cen.retfiu.Ic.!i. ................................................ 320 
................................................ 
.12.3 
f16B24  grqi 	.entre . o 7 	..... 
16B3 . gic1!!.................................................................................................. 489 ....... 44 . 
JL  qrain centre _._9 ....... 
Table C.23 Ion probe analyses of 6180 from slide # 9516132 (0-2 cm from the bottom 
contact of the marble band at locality 3), excluding the grain-scale traverses A through J 
(Tables C.9, C. 12, C.14, and C.16 to C.22). 
File name 	Location Dist. to nrst 	Mg Si S 	Fe 	Mn 	Sr 
gP () (PPM) 	. (PPM) . 	(PPM) (ppm) (P. 
Analyses within 2 mm of contact 
I 16113270 	messy area ... 8380 .?'........................ 47.1 	... 
16132 - 	 i ............................................. 
[323] 
16B2-72 	messyareai?i859049i29303587 
.1.68? 75 messy area ? 567 29 168 40 41 
16B2-76 	messy area . 	?• • 4J • 767 7-0.... 87 
16132-77 messyea ? 1440 18 1310 	1 287 397 
- 
16B2-57 	in thick crack 0 1540 10 1040 167 485 
16132-58 . near crack 15 1990 101 47 2 378 
16B2-73 	: near crack 15 2310 9 279 234 545 
16B2-64 near crack 15 1080 4 271 97 373 
16132-69 	n.r grain boundary ............................... 70 ..... 2 ........................ 67 	.. 382 
662..9 . gr a.ncentre 	. . 20 	. .. 81P 	.. - .......................... 2 378 
16132 q 	....tre . .... 3 125 so 	. 1 	. 53 	. .. 09 
6132-74 	.grain centre 160  ... 4 0 . 368 
6•B2..?........ :gra..nce.nt!e 	...... 890 .. 	....................................................... 358 
16B2:6 L.gri.n çentre . 24.... 8.. 2 	. 44 	. 2 ... 
1613,2:6P 	grain centre 	.. 248 	. . 92.. 2 . ..... 95 
ThB2-61 grain centre  540 118802432 474 
Table C.24 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr 
from slide # 951662 (0-2 cm from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality 3), 
excluding the grain-scale traverses A through C (Tables C.1 1, C.13 and C.1 5). 
3-5 cm from contact - sample # 9516 (slide # 9516B) 
In total, 70 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 43 for 180/160  and 27 for 
concentrations of B, Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr and Ba. 2 grain-scale traverses were made: 
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Fiura C.10 Sketch of traverses A and B (on slide # 9516B), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 180 and trace element concentrations 
were made. The ion probe pits show a range of shapes due to variation in the primary beam 
shape between analysis sessions. The thin grey lines mark the positions of grain 
boundaries. 
[324] 
analyses in the slide. 
Traverse A 
Traverse A cuts across a grain, crossing two grain boundaries (see Figure C.10). The 
surfaces of the grain boundaries are irregular so their angles of dip could not be 
measured. The traverse is 4.3 cm from the bottom contact. 
Filename Distance (l.Lm) 8 0 (%-) 
grain boundaiy 0 
1613-15 10 16.2 
1613-13 95 21.4 
1613-14 120 19.0 
16B-12 185 20.7 
1613-11 335 20.8 
1613-10 490 20.9 
1613-16 750 19.6 
1613-18 875 22.1 
1613-17 985 14.9 
grain boundary 1060 
Table C.25 Ion probe analyses of 18  along grain-scale traverse A in slide # 9516B. 
Filename Distance (xm) Mg (PPM)  Si (ppm) Fe (ppm) Mn (ppm) Sr (ppm) 
grain boundary -75 
1 16B-62 -60 13400 17 280 7 561 
grain boundary 0 
1613-61 0 . 	8100 18 394 6 552 
16B-59 25 * 	9230 2 106 5 582 
1613-60 50 23700 8 231 6 578 
16B-58 120 8920 1 91 5 609 
16B-57 275 8390 2 87 4 626 
16B56 375 8360 2 91 4 	. 617 
1613-55 435 8120 	. 1 92 4 615 
Table C.26 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn and 
Sr along grain-scale traverse A in slide # 9516B. 
Traverse B 
Traverse B crosses a grain boundary (see Figure C.10) and is 4.3 cm from the bottom 
contact. The surface of the grain boundary is irregular so its angle of dip could not be 
measured. 
1tanceLn oO(fl 
35 22.0 	1 
gnbunry 0 
[ 16B-24 	. ... c............. .... 
I 3 . .5 .... 
L.L613-22 185 22.3 
[325] 
	
[1613-20 	 295 	 23.6 
I 1613-21 300 22.9 
I 16B-26 	 355 	 24.5 	I 
Table C.27 Ion probe analyses of 5180 along grain-scale traverse B in slide # 9516B. 
Filename Distance (pm) Mg (ppm) I Si (ppm) Fe (ppm) Mn (ppm) Sr (ppm) 
1613-68 -35 11400 2 121 	: 6 597 
grain boundary 0 
1613-67 15 5700 14 285 	J 6 564 
1613-66 65 1274 0 12 1 60 
16B-65 115 10200 2 133 594 
16B-64 180 9390 1 105 5 597 
1613-63 305 9510 1 88 5 575 
Table C.28 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn and 
Sr along grain-scale traverse B in slide # 9516B. 
Data from rest of sample 
Cracks, grain boundaries and grain centres were targeted for analysis, both above and 
below the fine grained band cutting the sample. 
Filename 	 Location 	 Distance to nearest 	8180(%.) I 
grain boundary (pm) 
1613-28 crack 
1613-29 crack 
1613-33 . grainboundary 
.16.B-3.6 . gra . .,.Poundary 
,16:.34 1 neargr a. 	boundary  
,B-3.. gra. n mar g,!.n ................. ......... 
3.. g ra .nc •ntre 
1613-30 . ....incen.re 
1613-32 g ra . ..entre 
1613-37 grain centre 
In fine grained band 
1 6B-38 in band 














Above fine grained band 	 .... 
116B-40 .me.ssy area ius...above  band 
. 
? 6.5 
[1613-41 . graindry 0 23.5 
1613-1 grain boundary 0 18.2 
1613-42 crack 10 18.0 
16B-5 near grain boundary_  15 . 21.9 
H613-27 near grn • bounçlary 	 . . 20 22.1 
1613-6 .ear grain boundary 25 : 	 21.2 
16B-2 grain margin 60 23.5 
16132-43 grain centre - on cleavage 85 11.7 
16132-3 grain centre 90 19.0 
16132-4 grain centre 95 24.0 
16132-9 clean grain centre 149 22.2 
16132-7 grain centre 20...  
[326] 
L116132-8 	qraincentre 	 0 
Table C.29 Ion probe analyses of 6180  from slide # 9516B (3-5 cm from the bottom contact 
of the marble band at locality 3), excluding the two grain-scale traverses A and B (Tables 
C.25 and C.27). 
Dist. to nrst Mg Si Fe Mn Sr 
Lna
Location 
e gb (nm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 	(ppm) (ppm) 
Below fine grained band - 
1613-44 	crack 	 - 0 2350 1 	24 413 126 735 
16B-46 crack 0 1610 8 389 175 1080 
16B-49 	grain boundary 0 75200 80000 4030 42 522 
1613-45 grain centre 125 6290 3 267 21 645 
1613-47 	grain centre 135 8920 1 265 24 618 
16B-48 grain centre 150 8390 3 272 23.2 647 
1613-50 	grain centre 485 11900 2 25 2 601 
In 	tin_: 	:.j! ;Uritj L..n':i 
16B-1 in band ? 7320 4 i 	207 36 538 
16B-52 	in band ? 9080 3030 426 145 1020 
1613- in hand 2800 41 i 	1400 119 402 
tL::.: fine grained L.ird 
16B-9 	grain boundary 5 10800 3 161 21 536 
1 6B-54 near crack 20 9840 9 291 22 489 
1613-70 	clear arain centre 165 11300 1 151 16 511 
Table C.30 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr 
from slide # 9516B (3-5 cm from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality 3), 
excluding the two grain-scale traverses A and B (Tables C.26 and C.28). 
- 6 cm from contact - sample # 9515 
15 ion probe analyses for 180,160 were made on this slide. Measurements of 8 180 
values along grain boundaries, cracks and grain centres were made in several areas of 
the slide. See Chapter 5, Section 5.4 for more details and the positions of analyses 
relative to fine-grained bands in the sample. 
Filename Location 	 i Distance to nearest & °O (%o) 
grain boundary (jLm) 
15A-8 grain 	boundary 	 . ................................. 0 6 .7 
15A-10 grain boundary . .. 0 .118 
15A-15 crack 0 21.9 
15A-11 grainboUndary 	 . 5 . .2.5 
15A-3 crack 5 24.9 
15A-1 crack 	 . 	. 10 25.1 
15A-14 r 10 24.8 
15A-12 in fine grain..dband 	 . - 9 14.9 
15A-5 near grain . 25 21 .. 
15A2 neargrainboundary 	 . . • 0 ..?1..4 
15A4 . 	grain margin 	 . .. ........... ?t8 
15A-13 qrain centre 135 20.4 
[327] 
I 15A-6 	grain centre 	 185 	 21.9 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
15A-7 grain centre 305 22.9 
Table C.31 Ion probe analyses of 8180  from sample # 9515 (6 cm from the bottom contact 
of the marble band at locality 3). 
75 cm from contact - sample # 9518 
In total, 23 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 15 for 180/160  and 8 for 
concentrations of B, Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr and Ba. Grain boundaries and clean grain 
centres were targeted throughout the slide. 
Filename 	 Location 	 ; Distance tonearest 8180 (%.) 
gra . . ,.b.ounciary ,1..8A-,3 .......  ..  . ............ .. . .0 ..?.8.. 
18A-6 	. gra .nboundary . 0 . 20 .0 
18A-10 grainboundry . .0 . 19... 
18A-12 	. gra . r bound . ry .0 11..2• 
18A:7 airboUn.................................................................................................................................. ...... 5 ..?6.5 
18A-1..  grain . boundary . 5 . 15.7 
.14grain undary •18A................ ..5 . 11 ..9 
1 .8A1. 	. grain bounda.ry . .... .7 
18A-2 . neargr a.n . Pou.nd ,ry . 15 ..??.9........ 
18A-9neargrain boundary . .. . 2.5 
18A-1 	grain centre-onc!e.avag . . .O . 27..7 
18A-5 graincentre :gQ ............................................ 100 . ?..o 
18A-4 	. grain Ce.ntre .-on c,!ea.vage . 1.20 . 27.. 
18A-13 grain centre 27.1 
Table C.32 Ion probe analyses of 5 180 from sample # 9518 (75 cm from the bottom contact 
of the marble band at locality 3). 
File Location Dist. to nrst Mg I 	Si Fe Mn Sr 
L;JPJ!L _1JPPLP!!iL 
8A.--.1 -8 .---. ! raJn.b.oun.dary ..L............ - .... 0 ..1..56- L.A........ H,.i 44.P................ 65 	. 30Q 
gin Ppy4ary 74 177 







1  18A-23 - ---- nr grain bo. 
._ ---- 
= 	-
?7P0............................. .?Y59 ............. 80 191 
18A-20 nr grain boundary 55 - .... 2790 2 - 2190 78 188 
18A:2... 70 . 2790 . 2 2430 7 3 1 90 
1!A:16............ cleargrain centre .. ........ 125 ....?P ....... .1............... 170 77 1.7.... 
18A-1 9 g!~ain centre 160......................... - 	 2 2330 66 192 
TaLbie C.33 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr 
from sample #9518 (75 cm from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality 3). 
[328] 
135 cm from contact - sample #9517 
In total, 24 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 12 for 180/160  and 12 for 
concentrations of B, Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr and Ba. Cracks, grain boundaries and clean 
grain centres were targeted throughout the slide. 
Filename 	 Location 	 Distance to nearest 	8180(%.) 
grain boundary (pm) 
17A-12 crack 0 24.4 
17A-7 crack 0 21.6 
ry 5 28.5 
17A-2 crack 5 18.3 




17A-8 grain centre 65 29. 
k1.  cirain centre 65 - ..... 8 . 3 
clear grain ........ . 	........ . centre 27.0 
. 17A:1 ... . 	...... ....1P .269 
17A-4 	 rain centre clear q 170 27.7 
Table C.34 Ion probe analyses of 6180  from sample # 9517 (135 cm from the bottom 
contact of the marble band at locality 3). 
Filename Location 	Dist. to nrst Mg 	. Si Fe 
(ppm) 
 Mn Sr 
ieprnL . iPPL (PPM) (PPM) 
17A-14   crack 	 0 1800 2480 372 22 176 
17A-15 crack 0 40100 92600 30400 83 368 
17A-18  grain boundary 	. 0 	. 1840 8 253 24 252
17A-23................................................................. 16 	. 235 	. 2o 217 
17A-20 crack 	 5 3400 17800 8540 19 111 




3 150 12 256 
17A-24 grainbo.ndary 	. lo 13oo 5 	.. 263 . . .. 232 W , 
17A-1 6 next to crack 20 1370 21 1380 35 444 
17A-22 grain margin 	 25 2330 6410 	. .. 39 .,?3.................... 129 
17A-13 	. dr grainceritre 	. 85 	. 2010 	. 3 . 129 	. 18 	. 240 
17A17 clrgraincentre 135 2000 	. 8 . . 10 	.. 1.9... ........ 236 
1Th.1L_ a~i n 	._JQ_ 19 ..L i.?L  18 . 220 
Table C.35 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr 
from sample # 9517 (135 cm from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality 3). 
340 cm from contact - sample # 9519 
In total, 15 ion probe analyses were made on this slide: 7 for 180,160  and 8 for 
concentrations of B, Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr and Ba. Cracks, grain boundaries and clean 
grain centres were targeted throughout the slide. 
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Table C.36 Ion probe analyses of 6180  from sample # 9519 (340 cm from the bottom 
contact of the marble band at locality 3). 
Filename Location Dist. to nrst Mg Si Fe Mn Sr 
iJPPL. (PPL. T9 M) IT9 
................ 
19C-14 crack 0 908 86 784 4 172 
.1C.:i?................  grain boundary 	. . 	....q............................ 10... 2 43 2 H........ 1 8 
19C.9 grain boundar_. 
.... 
...i.. 72 5.... 	.... ..... 189.... 
: i0 . unda ................................ ..s 1960 .. _3 72 	. 2 2Q3 
1C.1 .5 . grain Ce -................................................ o :12................ . ...L........ _0 ...... 
.....................1 1 gra . ...!t 	. . ()5 	. .. 14......................................................................... 1_9p. .... 
19C-8 i grain centre - 205 1150 1 	1 50;2 191 
Table C.37 Ion probe analyses of the concentrations of trace elements Mg, Si, Fe, Mn, Sr 
from sample #9519 (340 cm from the bottom contact of the marble band at locality 3). 
C.4.2 Top contact 
7 ion probe analyses for 180/160  were made at the top contact of the marble band at 
locality 3 (on sample # 9728) along a traverse perpendicular to the contact. 
Filename 	Distance from 	6180 (%o) 
contact (urn) 
72813:7 	. 238 .1 ?.:5 ................ 
9728B-4 502 	. 	18.8 
9728B-6 832 22.0 
972813-3 1329 	:. 	23.6 
972813-5 2690 24.6 
952813-2 4950 	26.2 
Table C.38 Ion probe analyses of 6180 from the top contact of the marble band at locality 3. 
C43 Quartz veins 
Ion probe analyses of 180/160  were made on two samples from quartz veins: sample 
9746 comes from a quartz vein 5 m beneath the bottom contact of the marble band 
and sample 9747 comes from a quartz vein 5 m above the top contact of the marble 
[330} 
band. See Chapter 5, Section 5.4, for more details. Ion probe analyses were made 
along traverses perpendicular to the edges of the veins. 
Filename 	Distance from edge 	8' -0 (%.) 
of vein (km) 
e9746 	- 
9746-7 	 20 	 1 	16.7 
9746-6 73 15.5 
1 9746-4 	_.101_. ................ 	16.4 
9746-1 162 17.8 
9746-5 337 18.7 
9746-2 1707 18.6 
9746-3 3350 18.4 
Sample 9747 
9747AA-1 69 15.9 
9747J5 375 18.7 
9747AA-2 1263 18.1 
9747AA-3 3350 19.9 
9747AA-4 5680 20.0 
Table C.39 Ion probe analyses of 8180 from quartz veins at locality 3. 
C.5 Data from locality 21 
A total of 39 analyses for 6180  were made on sample 9763B from the bottom contact 
of the marble band at locality 21. The four grain-scale traverses made (labelled A 
through D) are detailed first, followed by the remaining data from the slide. The 
distance to the centre of each analysis point from the nearest grain boundary or crack 
or its position in a traverse was measured. Most of the analysis pits were about 25 1m 
wide (see primary beam diameters in Appendix B, Table B.2). 
Traverse A 
Traverse A crosses a grain boundary that has undergone some recrystallisation. 
Traverses Al and A2 join together to form one kinked traverse (see Figure C. 11). 
The angle of dip of the grain boundary is 71°. The traverse is 0.43 cm from the 
contact of the marble band with the surrounding schists. 
Filename 	. Distance (km) 8180 (%o) 
976313-13 	. -367 27.2 
9763B-3 -213 28.3 
9763B-6 -152 . 	 19.1 
9763B-5 	I -101 . 	 14.2 
976313-4 -48 4.4 
grain boundary 23 
... 
[331] 
976313-2 	 0 	 5.5 	1 
Table CÁO Ion probe analyses of 8180  along grain-scale traverse Al in sample 9763B. 
Filename Distance (pm) 8180 (%.) 
grain boLjIdar -20 
graj,boiihdary, 15 
976313-2 	. . 0 5 ..5 
9763B-27 59 15.0 
F 97636-29 110 20.5 
976313-28 149 19.6 
F 9763B-30 26* 2 
976313-31 	i 472 . 28.2 
9763B-32 639 24.6 
Table C.41 Ion probe analyses of 6180  along grain-scale traverse A2 in sample 9763B. 
Traverse B 












031 	 Traverse A2 
032 
5303304,  36 	
3j 
3o9 38 
.'J 	".I. .. 	........-. 
/ 
Traverse B 
Firs C.11 Sketch of traverses Al, A2 and B (on slide # 9763B), showing ion probe 
analysis pits labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 6180  were made. Grain 
boundaries (filled with calcite that Iuminesced bright yellow in CL) are shown in grey. 
Compare with Plates 6.14 and 6.15. 
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band with the surrounding schists. The traverse crosses several grain boundaries and a 
thin crack (see Figure C.1 1). The angles of dip of the grain boundaries could not be 
measured. 
Filename 	Distance  
9763B-35 -356 12.9 
9763B-3 - -313 13.4 
grain boundary edge -283 
grain boundary edge -230 
:i 17.3 
grain boundary edge -212 
9763B-36 -182 17.4 
grain b, 	ry edge -18 
97b.'B-37 20 23.3 
9763B-39 136 22.2 
976313-38 270 12.0 
Table C.42 Ion probe analyses of & 80 along grain-scale traverse B in sample 97638. 
Traverse C 
Traverse C crosses a grain boundary and a calcite-filled vein (see Figure C. 12). The 
traverse is 0.91 cm from the contact of the marble band with the surrounding schists. 
300 W 
go 01 , 
/ 





Figure C.12 Sketch of traverse C (on slide # 9763B), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 6180  only were made. Grain boundaries 
(filled with calcite that luminesced bright yellow in CL) are shown in by thin grey lines. 
Calcite in the vein luminesced yellow (shown in grey) and black in the centre (shown in 
darker grey) in CL. Compare with Plate 6.16. 
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The angles of dip of the grain boundary and the vein could not be measured. 
Filename Distance (jim) 8180 (%o) 
F 9763B-12 -291 28.9 
I 976313-11 -203 28.7 
763B-9 9- * -136 24.2 
9763B-8 -89 11.5 
grainboundáry, -88 
grain bQundary . 	 -64 
ecgqfvein.. 64 
976313-7 -47 20.9 
1 97638-10 -14 23.8 
eci.otyip 
Tab8e C.43 Ion probe analyses of 8180  along grain-scale traverse C in sample 9763B. 
Traverse D 
Traverse D crosses a grain boundary that has undergone some recrystallisation (see 
Figure C.13). The traverse is 0.19 cm from the contact of the marble band with the 




Figure C.13 Sketch of traverse D (on slide # 97636), showing ion probe analysis pits 
labelled with their point numbers. Measurements of 6180  were made. Grain boundaries 
(filled with calcite that luminesced bright yellow in CL) are shown in grey. Compare with 
Plate 6.17. 
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Filename Distance (tan) 
I 9763B-24 -309 27.5 
9763B-19 -176 27.6 	1 
F 9763B-22 -9­ 5 25.0 
1 9763B-23 -39 22.9 	1 
976313-21 15 14.7 
I 	63B-20  7' 5 4.3 	1 
graInLundary.. ., 	112 
9763B-18 131 1.9 
grain boundaw 144.. ...... 
I 9763B-25 192 13.4 
976313-26 	. 263 24.6 
Table C.44 Ion probe analyses of 6180 along grain-scale traverse D in sample 9763B. 
Data from rest of sample 
Grain boundaries, cleavage planes and the calcite-filled vein were targeted for 
analysis. 
Table C.45 Ion probe analyses of 6180  from sample 9763B (locality 21), excluding the grain-
scale traverses A through 0 (Tables C.40 through C.44). 
C.6 Data from other localities 
Ion probe analyses were made on samples were collected from the edges of marble 
bands at ten other localities (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5, for details). All of the 
following measurements of 180  were made within 2.5 cm of a marble-schist contact. 
Contact regions, grain boundaries, grain centres, cracks and veins were targeted for 
analysis. 
Filename Location - 
Locality 7 (sample 	9716B) 
971 6B-1 grain centre 




çjdty. 17 (q 	pie = 9750) 
9750-12 at contact 
Distance (p.m) from 8180 
60 grain boundary 20.4 
75 grain boundary 16.8 
0 vein 27.5 
0 vein 26.4 
0 vein 26.6 
60 : qz grain 27.9 
[3351 
9750-2 near contact 
9750-1 ivery messy grain centre 
9750-6 very messy grain centre 
:97509 messy area near small vein 
9750-5 grain centre 
9750-11 grain centre 
9750-10 grain boundary 
9750-3 edge of crack 
9750-4 vein 
9750-7 vein - not cc? 
9750-8 centre of small vein 
Loclity 19 (sampJe = 9755) 
9755-1 at contact 
T9755-3 grain centre 
9755-5 grain boundary 
9755-4 near qz grain 
9755-2 intra-grain crack 
9755-6 crack - maybe grain boundary? 
,Locality 20 (sample = 9759A) 
9759A-2 grain centre 
9759A-4 grain centre 
9759A-1 grain boundary 
9759A-3 grain boundary 
9759A-5 grain boundary triple junction 
Locality 23 (sample = 9766) 
9766-6 at contact 
9766-4 messy grain centre 
9766-3 clean grain centre 
9766-5 clean grain centre 
9766-1 near grain boundary 
9766-2 grain boundary 
Locality 25 (srnpe=772B) 
:9772B-2 grain centre 
977213-3 grain centre 
1977213-4 grain centre (deformed grain) 
977213-1 grain boundary 
977213-5 vein = qz! 
Locality 28 (sample = 9776B) 
977613-1 at contact 
977613-3 at contact 
977613-5 grain centre 
977613-6 grain centre 
977613-4 near grain boundary 
977613-2 : intra-arain crack 
25 grain boundary 26.7 
- - 22.3 
- - 27.5 
40 grain boundary 21.3 
90 1grain boundary 22.6 
88 Igrain boundary 23.4 
8 igrain boundary 23.3 
0 i;crack 21.7 
0 ivein 25.8 
0 vein 
0 ismall vein 23.4 
25 lamph grain 14.0 
100 jcrack + amph grain 18.5 
0 grain boundary 15.8 
24 qz grain 15.1 
12 Icrack 17.4 
0 i crack 18.0 
328 	grain boundary 25.2 
64 qz grain 24.8 
0 grain boundary 21.5 
0 grain boundary 17.8 
0 1 grain boundary 21.8 
32 ischist 21.1 
44 igrain boundary 25.9 
184 1grain boundary 1 	24.9 
120 grain boundary 24.0 
24 mica grain 22.3 
0 grain boundary 21.7 
24 1grain boundary 16.3 
80 grain boundary 17.2 
40 grain boundary 18.1 
12 igrain boundary : 	17.1 
0 1 vein 
84 	1 qz grain : 	11.9 
32 	schist 11.7 
384 Igrain boundary 15.3 
252 	grain boundary 13.6 
30 	grain boundary 12.1 
0 	crack 14.8 
9779A-1 grain centre 
9779A-4 ;grain centre 
9779A-2 grain boundary 
9779A-3 grain boundary 
Locality 30 (sample = 9781A) 
9781 A-i at contact 
9781A-5 near contact - messy area 
9781A-3 clean grain centre 
9781A-4 clean grain centre 
128 	intra-grain crack 22.4 
328 	grain boundary 23.8 
0 	grain boundary 21.4 
5 	grain boundary 21.4 
25 schist 	 27.3 
- 	- 25.8 
288 crack 	 26.0 
108 grain boundary 	25.1 
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9781A-2 lqrain boundary/crack near mica 1 	5 
Locallt 	=978B) 
9786B-4 !grain centre 328 
978613-1 clean grain centre 72 
978613-3 near grain boundary 28 
978613-2 igrain boundary 5 
978613-5 1grain boundary 0 
grain boundary 24.4 
grain boundary 17.2 
grain boundary 16.2 
grain boundary 17.8 
grain boundary 16.5 
arain boundary 18.6 
Table C.46 Ion probe data from ten localities on Naxos, measured within 2.5 cm of marble-
schist contacts. 
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Appendix D - Conventional stable isotope 
analysis: method and data 
D.1 Method 
Conventional stable isotope analysis was carried out at the Scottish Universities 
Research and Reactor Centre (SURRC), East Kilbride. For bulk analyses, 
unweathered 1 cm 3  blocks were cut from rock specimens and ground by hand to a 
fine powder. Samples drilled from cm scale grids were already powdered. All the 
samples analysed consisted of pure calcite. CO 2 was extracted under vacuum from 10-
15 mg of each sample by reaction with 5 cm 3 concentrated phosphoric acid (11 3PO4 ) 
at 25°C (McCrea, 1950; Sharma and Clayton, 1965). Samples were left to react for 
24 hours. After extraction, the CO 2 was purified then analysed with V.G. Isogas 
SIRA 10 mass spectrometer. The results are presented in the conventional 8 notation 
in per mil (%o) relative to the PDB (carbon) and SMOW (oxygen) standards. 
Analytical precision is about 0.2%. 
D.2 Bulk data 
Dist. from sample 813CPDB öOSMOW 
contact (cm) 
LocaktyA . - 
o 9523 1.98 18.43 
9523- .......................... 9 - ......  18.34 
37 9524 	. 2.31 22.74 
57 9525 2.22 	. 23.48 
285 9527 	: -8.14 22.51 
caiyB 
0 9516 0.48 	. 15.29 
6 9515 	. 0.46 16.00 
75 9518 -2.24 21.93 
136 9517 	. -2.66 23.51 
340 9519 0.95 25.72 
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Sample # = 9523 
0 cm from contact 
Sample # = 9527 
280 cm from contact 
Loa1jtyE 
0 	 9528 	 -4.17 	 23.86 
8 . 	 9528 1.09 26.91 
48 9529 -2.77 21.20 
53 9529 	: -4•95 	. 24.24 
120 . 	 9530 1 0.02 26.79 
289 9531 -0.09 27.52 
Table D.1 Bulk 6 13C and 8180 data from traverses measured at localities A, B and E. 
Distances from the schist-marble contact are measured along a line perpendicular to it. 
I3 Data ff'rom cm scaRe gds 
D.3J Locality A 
Analyses were made of samples drilled from two cm scale grids, at 0 and 280 cm from 
the bottom contact of the marble band (Table D.2). The grid numbers in the table 
correspond to the numbers shown in Figure D. 1. 
LOCALITY A 
6  4 
contact 
Figure 0.1 Rocks slabs from locality A with grids marked and numbered. Grid points are 
spaced 1.5 cm apart. 
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Table D.2 Conventional stable isotope data from drilled cm scale grids on two samples from 
locality A. Grid numbers correspond to the grids shown in Figure D.1. 
D.3.2 Locality B 
Analyses were made of samples drilled from three cm scale grids, at 0, 75 and 340 cm 
from the bottom contact of the marble band (Table D.3). The grid numbers in the 
table correspond to the numbers shown in Figure D.2. 
Grid# 180 
Sample 9516 (0 cm from contact) 
1 	 0.70 12.84 
2 -5.31 16.75 
3 	 -4.07 16.04 
4 -0.55 16.78 
5 	 0.38 14.07 
60.34 17.94 
7 	 -1.43 20.01 
8 1.20 21.83 
9 	 0.41 15.63 
Sample 9518 (75crnfrom contact) 
2 	 -3.73 21.27 
3 -1.91 26.49 
4-2.27 25.38 	j 
5 	 -3.43 24.43 
6 -473 21.69 
Sample 9,519 (340 cm from contact) 
1 	 0.72 26.21 
2 1.01 26.72 
3 	 1.00 26.41 
5 26.73 
6 	 2.23 28.82 
7 1.19 26.66 
8 	 0.33 25.22 
9 0.44 24.31 
10 	 0.02 	: 26.34 
11 1.69 25.92 
12 	 -0.01 24.90 
[341] 
13 130 2639 	1 
14 	 0.94 	 26.10 
16 1.13 
Table D.3 Conventional stable isotope data from drilled cm scale grids on three samples 
from locality B. Grid numbers correspond to the grids shown in Figure D.2. 
contact 
Sample # = 9518 
75 cm from contact 
Sample # = 9519 
340 cm from contact 
Figure 0.2 Rocks slabs from locality B with grids marked and numbered. Grid points are 
spaced 1.5 cm apart. 
Sample # = 9516 











D.3.3 Locality E 
Analyses were made of samples drilled from two cm scale grids, at 0 and 120 cm from 
the bottom contact of the marble band (Table D.4). The grid numbers in the table 
correspond to the numbers shown in Figure D.3. 
LOCALITY E 
Sample # = 9528 
0 cm from contact 
15 14]13
12 11  
/ 
Sample # = 9530 
120 cm from contact 
•  
contact 
Figure 0.3 Rocks slabs from locality E with grids marked and numbered. Grid points are 
spaced 1.5 cm apart. 
Grid# 13C &80 
Sample 9528D (0 cm from contact) 
1 0.94 23.79 
2 -2.20 20.94 
3 -3.57 24.88 
4 1.37 26.71 
5 1.28 26.96 
6 1.01 26.11 
7 	i 1.10 27.28 
8 1.07 26.89 
9 -3.60 25.22 
Sampld9530A (12Q.cm frpr contact) 
4 0.18 27.78 
5 0.26 17.62 




12 0.42 27.?.8 
Table D.4 Conventional stable isotope data from drilled cm scale grids on two samples from 
locality E. Grid numbers correspond to the grids shown in Figure 0.3. 
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Appendix E - Modelling methods 
E.1 Modelling of data 
Modelling of data is basically the interpolation of a few measured points to a 
continuous function (the theoretical or empirical physical model), with some 
underlying idea of what the function should be. The model depends on a number of 
adjustable parameters. In the example considered here, the 180  concentration of 
calcite in a marble aggregate is governed by diffusive exchange with fluid present 
along grain boundaries. This can be approximated by 




where Cx is the 180  concentration at a distance x from the boundary, C1 is the 180 
concentration maintained at the boundary, and CO is the initial 180  concentration of 
the grain. C, Cj and CO , are expressed in terms of 80sMow. D is the diffusivity of 
oxygen in calcite in the presence of H 20 and t is time (Crank, 1975; see Chapter 6 for 
more details). 
C depends on x, Co, Cj and Dt. Having measured C., and x at a number of 
points, a model with "best fit" parameters (Co, C1 and Dt) can be fitted to this data. 
To do this, a merit function which measures the agreement between data and model, 
is defined. The parameters are adjusted to give a minimum in the "best fit" merit 
function, enabling minimisation in several dimensions. 
The data are not exact as they are subject to measurement errors. This 
means that the data will not exactly fit the model even when the model is correct, so 
the "goodness of fit" of the model must be tested against some statistical standard. In 
addition, the errors in the best fit parameters must be calculated. The fitting procedure 
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described below provides (1) best fit parameters Co, Cj and Dt; (2) error estimates on 
the parameters; and (3) a statistical measure of the goodness of fit of the model to the 
data. 
E02 Levenburg-Marquardt minimisation 
The Levenburg-Marquardt method is a standard non-linear least-squares fitting 
routine. In the general case, N data points (x,, y,) i = 1, ..., N, are fitted to a model that 
has M adjustable parameters a3, j = 1, ..., M. The model predicts a functional 
relationship between the measured independent and dependent variables 
y(x)=y(x;al ... am ) 
	
(E.2) 
If each data point (x,, y,) has its own, known standard deviation o, an estimate of the 
model parameters is obtained by minimising the quantity 
2( Yi—Y(xi;ai ... aM)2 
	
(E.3) 
Taking the derivative of Equation E.3 with respect to the parameters a3 gives a set of 
equations which hold at the chi-square (z 2) minimum 
o_t( Yi_Y(xi))[aY(xi;i ... )] 	j=1,.,M 	 (E.4) 
Equation E.4 is a set of M non-linear equations for the M unknown model parameters 
a3 and is the basis for most non-linear least-squares minimisation routines. 
As the equations are non-linear, minimisation must be iterative. The general 
method is to start with a set of trial parameters, develop a procedure to improve the 
solution and then repeat the procedure until x2  stops (or effectively stops) decreasing. 
The chi-square minimum can be approached in a number of ways. The Levenburg-
Marquardt varies smoothly between the steepest-descent method (the minimum is 
approached by taking steps down the gradient) and the inverse-Hessian method (two 
partial derivatives of X2  are taken with respect to the model parameters to create a set 
of linear equations solvable for the increments 6a 3 that, added to the current 
approximation, give the next approximation). The first method is used far from the 
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minimum, switching continuously to the second method as the minimum is 
approached. See Press et al. (1986) for a more detailed discussion of the Levenburg-
Marquardt method and least-squares modelling in general. 
Given an initial guess for the set of fitted parameters a, the Levenburg-
Marquardt routine from Press et al. (1986) is 
• Compute X2  (a). 
• Pick a modest value for X, say A = 0.001. (A controls the step size.) 
• (t) Calculate 8a and evaluate X
2(a + öa). 
• If rf(a  + öa) 
~! X2 (a), increase A by a factor of 10 (or other substantial factor) and 
go back to (t). 
• If X(a + öa) < 2(a), decrease A by a factor of 10, update the trial solution to a - 
a + 8a, and go back to (t). 
A condition for stopping is also required: generally iteration is stopped on the first or 
second occasion where x2  decreases by a negligible amount (such as 0.01 or 0.00 1). 
E.3 Calculation of errors in fitted parameters 
It is assumed that there is an underlying set of parameters (ae) that are hidden from 
the experimenter. The true parameters are statistically realised, plus random 
measurement errors, as the measured data set D (o) . A model has been fitted to the data 
set to obtain values for the parameters a (0) . However, as the measurement errors have 
a random component, D (o) is not a unique realisation of There are an infinite 
number of data sets (D(l), D(2) , ...) which could have been measured. Each one would 
have given a slightly different set of parameters (a(l), a(2), ...). These parameter sets a () 
occur with some probability distribution in the M-dimensional space of all possible 
parameter sets a. The actual measured set a(0) is one member drawn from this 
distribution. 
To calculate the quantitative uncertainties in the parameter set a (0) , it is 
necessary to know the probability distribution of (a (1) - However, as ae is not 
known and there is not an infinite number of hypothetical data sets available, the 
probability distribution can be estimated using x2 confidence limits. The full 
probability distribution is a function defined on the M-dimensional space of 
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parameters a (in this case, M = 3). A confidence region is a region of that M-
dimensional space that contains a certain % of the total probability distribution. In the 
confidence region there is X% chance that the true parameter values fall within this 
region around the calculated values. 
The value of X (the % of probability) required must be selected: conventional 
values for X are 68.3, 90, 95.4, 99 and 99.73. The shape of the probability region is an 
114-dimensional ellipsoid. For the observed data D (o) , the value of x2  is at a minimum at 
n(o). If the vector a is perturbed away from a(0), x2  increases. The region within which 
x2  increases by no more than a set amount AX2  defines some M-dimensional 
confidence region around a(0). In the program used, AX2  can be chosen to constrain 
the 68%, 95% or 99% regions. These regions are taken as the confidence regions for 
the parameters a (0) . As the confidence regions for each separate parameter are 
required, the confidence regions calculated are projections of the M-dimensional 
regions defined by fixed AX2  into the 1-D spaces of interest. 
In the Levenburg-Marquardt routine from Press et al. (1986), once an 
acceptable x2  minimum is found, X is set to zero and the estimated covariance matrix 
of standard errors in the fitted parameters a is computed. See Press et al. (1986) for 
further details of the method. The uncertainties in the fitted parameters for each 
modelled profile were evaluated at the 68% confidence level, giving ±1 errors. 
E.4 Modelling program 
The data input and output sections of the program used for modelling were written by 
Alasdair Skelton. The Levenburg-Marquardt minimisation used Numerical Recipes 
routines MRQMIIN and MRQCOF (see Press et al. (1986) for description and 
program listings). These routines must be supplied with a routine which evaluates the 
fitting function (in this case, Equation E.1) and its derivatives: this was also written by 






Choose whether parameters 
Dt, C0 and C, are to be fitted 
for by minimisation or fixed 




supplies the function 





and MRQCOF from 
Press et al. (1986) 
INPUT 
Initial guesses for 
	
Best fit parameters 
Dt, C0 and C1 	 Dt, C0 and C, 
INPUT 
Choose confidence level 
	
Evaluation of errors in 
for evaluation of errors best fit parameters 
(68%, 95% or 99%) 
INPUT 
Boundaries for data set 
(xmj,, and Xmj + number 
of points required 




Best fit curve 
OUTPUT 
(to screen) 
Of = best fit value +1- error 
C0 = best fit value +I error 
C, = best fit value +I error 
= value 
Figure E.1 Flow diagram of the program used for modelling grain-scale 8 18O-distance data 
in terms of volume diffusion of oxygen (see Chapter 6 for details). 
[349] 
The measured data (distance, 6180  and error in 6180)  are input into the 
program. The program enables any of the parameters Co, Cj or Dt to be either fitted 
for by Levenburg-Marquardt minimisation or held fixed at their input values. Once, 
this has been selected, initial guesses are inputted for Co, C1 or Dt. The routine 
MIRQMTN is then called (calling MIRQCOF and FUNCS) and best-fit values for the 
parameters are calculated. The standard deviations in the estimated parameters can be 
evaluated at the 68% (±1), 95% (±2c) or 99% (±3c) level. Once the required 
confidence level has been selected, the best-fit 6 180-distance curve can be generated. 
The boundaries of the data set and the number of points required must be input and 
the model curve is output to a file. The final data output (to the screen) are the best fit 
values for the parameters with their standard deviations. 
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